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Astrionics System

PREFACE

This second revised edition of the Astrionics System Handbook

has been developed under the direction and overall supervision of Dr.

Rudolf Decher of the Astrionics Systems Engineering Office.

This description of the Saturn Astrionics System has been

generated by personnel of the Astrionics Laboratory, the staff of

the Astrionics Systems Engineering Office, and by personnel of the

International Business Machines Corporation working under Contract

NAS8-14000.

The handbook will be updated and expanded as it becomes

necessary due to changes or refinements in the system concept and

hardware. Sections not contained in the first release of this docu-

ment will be made available within three months.

LUI_IE G. I_CHA?Chief,

Systems Engineering Office

Astrionics Laboratory
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CHAPTER1

INTRODUCTION

SECTIONi.1

PURPOSEOFTHEASTRIONICSSYSTEMHANDBOOK

The Astrionics System consists of all electri-

cal and electronic equipment aboard the Saturn Launch

Vehicle -- this Handbook describes the components

which make up the Astrionics System.* Presented in

fundamental terms, the descriptions are intended to

explain the general operation of the components on a

system level and to avoid detailed descriptions of the

components themselves, if possible. However, when

the operation of a component is sufficiently important

to the system operation, more detailed descriptions

of the component have been provided.

Both Saturn IB and Saturn V Astrionics Systems
are described in the Handbook. Because these

Systems are very similar, the discussion is centered
about the Saturn V Astrionics System. Specific

differences between the Saturn IB and Saturn V

Astrionics Systems are indicated in diagrams in

Section 1.4, as well as throughout the text.

Primary attention has been given to the flight

components of the Instrument Unit because they per-

form the most critical functions of the Astrionics

System. Signal flow to other stages is followed only

as required to provide an overall understanding of

the system operation.

Secondary attention has been given to ground

systems which operate with the Astrionics System to

provide tracking, data processing, and other support

activities for the Saturn Launch Vehicles and the

Apollo Mission. The degree of detail to which these

ground systems are explained is in accordance with

their importance to the Astrionics System.

General mission requirements and system

capabilities are briefly discussed in Chapter 1 to pro-

vide a basic understanding of the Astrionics System.

Subsequent chapters present functional descriptions

of the various subsystems and hardware involved.

1.1-1/1.1-2
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SECTION1.2

SATURNLAUNCHVEHICLES

Figures 1.2-1 and 1.2-2 illustrate the Saturn IB

Vehicle and Saturn V Vehicle, respectively, and include

some characteristic vehicle data. Both vehicles have

the same upper stage (the S-IVB Stage}, which is pro-

pelled by a restartable engine. The Instrument Unit

is mounted on top of the S-IVB Stage and is very sim-

ilar for Saturn IB and Saturn V.

The primary mission of Saturn IB is to serve

as a launch vehicle for the Apollo Spacecraft earth

orbital flight tests. These earth orbital flights will

simulate certain phases of the lunar landing mission

and will provide flight tests for the spacecraft and the

S-IVB/IU Stage. Saturn V is the launch vehicle for

the actual Apollo lunar landing missions. The typical

profile of a lunar landing mission is described in

Section 1.3.

The primary objective of the Saturn Vehicles is

the successful accomplishment of the Apollo mission°

In addition, the Saturn Vehicles are capable of per-

forming other types of missions which can be generally

classified as the insertion of heavy payloads into earth

orbits and translunar trajectories. These other mis-

sions may include:

• Transfer between earth orbits

• Rendezvous in earth orbit

• Direct ascent and injection into trans-

lunar trajectory

• Injection into translunar trajectory follow-

ing extended earth-orbit phases

• Extended missions beyond injection

Saturn Vehicles are numbered consecutively,

beginning with 201 for the first Saturn IB Flight Vehicle

and 501 for the first Saturn V Flight Vehicle. The first

few vehicles of each series are considered research

and development vehicles.

NOTICE

SATURN/APOLLO COORDINATE CHANGES

The XYZ coordinates used in this book have been changed to reflect the Project Apollo Coordinate System
Standards (SE 008-001-1). Under these standards, the XYZ axes are defined as: the X axis is vertical through
the launch site, the Z axis is parallel to the aiming azimuth, and the V axis completes the right-handed system.
Vehicle axes for roll, pitch and yaw are also defined as X, Y, and Z, respectively.

Because of Instrument Unit and vehicle configuration changes, this coordinate scheme becomes effective for
vehicles 204 and 502 (and subsequent). The conversion from the old system to the new is as follows:

+Y Flight Path +X Flight Path

-X Jllr_ _ ÷Z Y to X
Z to V

_

-Y -X

A detailed explanation of the coordinate systems can be found in Chapter 2.
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SECTION1.3

SATURNV MISSIONPROFILE

The profile of the Saturn V Launch Vehicle

Mission is illustrated in Figure 1.3-1. Beginning with

prelaunch checkout of the Astrionics System, the

mission is divided into seven operational phases, which

are referenced to specific vehicle events. These

phases and their approximate time durations are

shown in Table 1.3-1. The following paragraphs

describe these phases in detail.

PRELAUNCH AND LIFT-OFF

The prelaunch phase includes a complete

Astrionics System checkout, prelaunch program and

component activity (countdown), and the actual vehicle

liftoff. The prelaunch phase begins several weeks

before launch and continues until the moment the ve-

hicle leaves the launch pad.

During system checkout, all components are

thoroughly tested by a complex of ground support

equipment. The testing activities include stage and

system checkout while the vehicle is still ill the

Vertical Assembly Building (VAB) and final checkout

on the launch pad. These test activities are sometimes

referred to as "pre-rollout" (VAB) and "post-rollout"

(pad) tests.

Table 1.3-1 Saturn V Operational Phases

Phase Apl) roximate
Duration

Prelaunch

S-IC Burn

S-II Burn

S-IVB First Burn

Orbital Coast

S-IVB Second Burn

Translunar Coast

24 hours

150 seconds

350 seconds

180 seconds

4.5 hours

330 seconds

2 hours

Preparation for launch is the next step in the

prelaunch phase. During this operation, the Inertial

Platform is aligned to the launch azimuth, the final

launch and flight constants are loaded into the LVDC,

and all final preparations are completed.

The final step in the prelaunch phase is the

countdown and actual liftoff. After ignition of the

five F-1 engines, complete vehicle control is trans-

ferred from the ground to the IU. The vehicle is held

down for a few seconds after ignition to allow the

engines to develop full thrust. The holddown arms

then permit a "soft" release as the vehicle begins its

vertical travel.

S-IC BURN

The second phase of the Astrionics System

operation occurs during S-IC burn. During this phase,

the vehicle lifts from the pad and is propelled through

the denser portion of the atmosphere. This burn time

will normally continue for approximately 15fl seconds

and terminate when the fuel supply is depleted.

Boost navigation calculations are initiated in

the final seconds before liftoff and continue until the

vehicle reaches earth orbit. The boost navigation

routine of the flight program calculates position,

thrust acceleration, and velocity in a space-fixed,

inertial coordinate system. These quantities provide

the necessary inputs to the guidance routines of the

flight program.

Guidance of the vehicle throughout the first-

stage burn is achieved through a preset time-tilt

(pitch) program. Steering commands are generated

as functions of time to guide the vehicle on a pre-

calculated course toward the orbital objective. The

vehicle is rolled into correct alignment with the flight

azimuth and tilted into the correct flight attitude.

Attitude control during first-stage burn is

accomplished by swivelling the four outer propulsion

engines to change the direction of thrust and thereby

change vehicle attitude. Thrust directions are

oriented about the roll, pitch, and yaw axes of the

1.3-1
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vehicle. Therateat whichthevehiclecanchangeits
attitudeor directionis controlledbyprogramming
throughouttheflighttopreventstructuraldamageto
thevehicle.

Vehicleeventsareinitiatedandmonitoredby
theLVDCinanoperation called "sequencing". Gen-

erally, these sequence commands are used to initiate

or terminate a particular vehicle operation (e. g., in-

board engine cutoff or retromotor ignition). A de-

tailed flight sequence can be found in Section 4.3.

Final sequencing is often referred to as

"staging" and is defined as the series of events leading

to stage separation. The main staging events of the

S-IC Stage are: inboard engine cutoff, outboard engine

cutoff, ignition of the S-II ullage motors, firing of the

separation device, arid ignition of the S-IC retro-

motors. After separation, the S-IC Stage falls to

earth in a ballistic flight path.

S-II BURN

S-II Stage ignition occurs almost simultaneously

with separation of the S-IC Stage. This phase of the

flight is designed to continue until fuel depletion (350

seconds after S-IC separation).

Near the beginning of this operational phase,

the guidance system scheme changes from a standard

time-tilt mode to a path adaptive mode. This path

adaptive mode is designed to guide the vehicle toward

its orbital goal with greater accuracy and fuel economy.

Path adaptive guidance is used for the remainder of the

boost flight. Navigation and attitude control operations

are a continuation of the scheme used in the S-IC phase.

The launch escape tower is jettisoned and

second plane separation occurs early in this phase as

part of the normal sequence. Fuel depletion sensors

provide a signal to start staging operations. The

five J-2 propulsion engines are shutdown simultaneous-

ly as the S-II and S-IVB Stages are prepared for staging.

Basically, the staging sequence is as follows: sense

low-:fuel level, cutoff all 5 engines, fire the S-IVB

ullage motors, fire the separation device, and fire the

S-II retromotors. After separation, the S-II Stage

fails to earth in a ballistic flight path.

S-IVB FIRST BURN (ORBITAL INJECTION)

The first burn of the S-IVB Stage is designed

to give the vehicle its final boost into earth orbit.

The burn time of the S-IVB Stage's single J-2 engine

is approximately 180 seconds. Engine cutoff occurs

at the instant the vehicle reaches a predetermined

velocity. After cutoff, the engine is prepared for a

second burn period which will occur later in the flight.

Boost navigation calculations, used in the two

previous stages, are continued throughout the S-IVB

first burn. These calculated quantities provide the

necessary inputs to the guidance computations which

become more exacting as the vehicle approaches

orbital insertion and cutoff velocity. The path adaptive

guidance scheme continues throughout this flight phase.

Attitude control for the S-IVB burn phase differs

from the control of the other 2 stages because of the

single-engine configuration. Since the single engine

can only control pitch and yaw movements, an auxil-

iary propulsion system is utilized to control the roll

functions. This system consists of ON-OFF thrust

nozzles which are mounted on the aft portion of the

S-IVB structure. The lateral and opposing thrust of

these nozzles positions the vehicle about its roll axis

as commanded by the guidance and control system.

Third-stage sequencing begins at S-II engine

cutoff and continues for the remainder of the S-IVB/IU

flight. Initial sequencing involves the preparation and

ignition of the J-2 engine and jettisoning of the S-IVB

ullage rockets. Engine cutoff at orbital insertion is

commanded by the guidance system. Thereafter, the

engine is purged for several minutes in preparation

for a later restart when S-IVB second burn is com-

manded.

ORBITAL COAST

The orbital coast (earth orbit) phase of the

Saturn Mission follows cutoff of the S-IVB engine.

The vehicle, which is now reduced to the S-IVB/IU

Stage and Apollo Spacecraft, will orbit the earth at

an approximate altitude of 185 kilometers (100 nautical

miles).

The orbital coast phase is scheduled to continue

for a maximum of 3 orbits. During this flight period,

the flight program/Astrionics System performs seven

major functions: navigation, guidance, attitude control,

event sequencing, data management (telemetry), ground

command processing, and equipment evaluation and

checkout. When all systems are checked and deter-

mined ready and the vehicle is positioned in the lunar

insertion window, J-2 engine is restarted for injection

into the translunar trajectory.

Orbital navigation includes computations to

solve for position and for velocity based on insertion

conditions. The computations are carried out by

-%
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utilizing mathematical models of the earth and its

atmosphere to approximate the effects of the physical

world on the vehicle. The orbital guidance function

is computed by using navigational inputs, time, and

vehicle attitude. Generally, the vehicle attitude will

be maintained at 90 degrees to the local vertical.

Since the J-2 propulsion engine is cutoff, the auxil-

iary propulsion system is used for all attitude maneu-

vers.

Sequencing in orbRal coast flight primarily

involves purging the J-2 engine after cutoff and then

preparing it for a later restart.

S-IVB SECOND BURN (TRANSLUNAR INJECTION)

The second-burn flight of the S-IVB Stage is

used to "break away" from earth orbit and thus inject

the launch vehicle/spacecraft into a translunar

trajectory. During this burn period, the velocity is

considerably increased (approximately 40 percent)

to enable the vehicle to escape the earth's gravita-

tional pull. Shutdown of the J-2 engine will occur

when the correct velocity has been achieved.

TRANSLUNAR COAST

The finaloperational phase for the Saturn

Launch Vehicle is the translunar coast phase. During

this phase, the primary function of the vehicle is to

maintain a steady attitude while transposition and

docking maneuvers are performed. These maneuvers

consist of:

• Spacecraft LM adapter deployment

• CSM separation from the LM/IU/S-IVB

configuration and CSM turn-around

• CSM docking to the LM/IU-S-IVB

configurat ion.

Soon after this point in time, the mission of

the Saturn Launch Vehicle is considered completed,

and the S-I'trB/IU Stage is separated from the LM/CSM

configuration.

}
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SECTION1.4

ASTRIONICSSYSTEMS

The overall Astrionics Systems of the Saturn IB

and V Launch Vehicles are shown in simplified block

diagrams in Figures 1.4-1 and 1.4-2, respectively.

The major portion of the Astrionics equipment is locat-

ted in the IU. During flight, the Astrionics System

performs, or is involved in, the following main
funct ions:

• Navigation, guidance, and control of the

vehicle

• Measurement of vehicle parameters

• Data transmission between vehicle and

ground stations (up and down)

• Tracking of the launch vehicle

• Checkout and monitoring of vehicle func-

tions in orbit

• Detection of emergency situations

• Generation of electrical power for system

operation

and the auxiliary propulsion system. The data stored

in the memory of the LVDC can be updated by data

transmission from ground stations through the IU

command system. The Inertial Platform Assembly

carries three integrating accelerometers which meas-

ure the thrust acceleration in a space-fixed reference

frame. In addition, the platform gimbal angles indi-

cate the attitude of the vehicle in the platform refer-

ence frame. The LVDA serves as the input/output

device for the LVDC and also performs necessary

data processing.

The LVDC performs computations for naviga-

tion. guidance, and control functions. The position

and velocity of the vehicle is obtained by combining

accelerometer measurements with computed gravi-

tational acceleration. This information is the input

to the guidance computations which determine the

required thrust vector orientation and engine cutoff

time according to the guidance scheme stored in the

memory of the LVDC.

The operational lifetime of the S-IVB/IU Astrionics

System is 4-1//2 hours for Saturn IB and 7 hours for

Saturn V. The operational lifetime is limited by the

capacity of the power supply (batteries) and the water

and gas supply of the environmental control system

which is sufficient to complete the presently defined

launch vehicle missions. With increased electrical

system and environmental control system capability,

the operational lifetime of the Astrionics System can

be extended for longer duration missions if required.

NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE, AND CONTROL

The Saturn Astrionics System provides

navigation, guidance, and control of the launch vehicle

from liftoffuntil separation of the S-IVB/IU from the

spacecraft. The components involved in these functions

are the ST-124M Inertial Platform Assembly, the

LVDC/LVDA, the Flight Control Computer, the Control-

EDS Rate Gyros, the Control Accelerometers (Saturn

IB only), and finallythe propulsion engine actuators

Attitude control during powered flight is ac-

complished through swivelling of propulsion engines

by means of hydraulic actuators to obtain the proper

thrust vector orientation. The actuator commands

are generated in the Flight Control Computer. The

Flight Control Computer combines attitude error

signals from the LVDA and angular rate signals from

Rate Gyros to provide stable attitude control of the

vehicle. The attitude error signal is generated in

the LVDC by comparing the required thrust vector

orientation (from guidance computations) with the

actual vehicle attitude (obtained from platform gimbal

angles).

During orbital coast periods, attitude control is

achieved by the auxiliary propulsion system. This

system consists of 6 nozzles arranged in 2 modules

and mounted on the aft end of the S-IVB Stage. The

auxiliary propulsion system is controlled by the Flight

Control Computer located in the IU.

1.4-1
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Flight sequence control (e.g., vehicle staging,

engine ignition and cutoff) is performed by the LVDC.

The flight program, stored in the LVDC memory,

generates the necessary flight sequence commands,

which are transmitted through the LVDA and Switch

Selector to the proper circuit in the particular vehicle

stage.

MEASUREMENTS AND DATA TRANSMISSION

Each vehicle stage is equipped with a measur-

ing and telemetry system, including RF transmitters

and antennas. For efficient utilization of available

bandwidth and to obtain the required accuracy, three

different modulation techniques are used in each stage

telemetry system. These three techniques are FM/

FM, PCM/FM, and SS/FM. (The SS/FM is employed

in research and development vehicles only).

In Saturn IB vehicles, telemetry data is radiat-

ed from the vehicle to ground stations in the VHF band

(225-260 MHz). The PCM/FM systems of the S-IVB

Stage and the IU are interconnected to provide a redun-

dant transmission path and to make S-IVB measure-

ments available to the LVDAo All flight control data

is transmitted through the PCM/FM system.

In Saturn V Vehicles, the PCM/FM telemetry

data of the S-IVB and IU is transmRted in the VHF band

(225-260 MHz) and, in some vehicles, in the UHF band

(2200-2300 MHz). The UHF-band transmission is

provided primarily for transmission over the longer

ranges after the vehicle has left earth orbit. In addi-

tion, the PCM/FM data can be transmitted through the

UHF communication and command system transponder.

This arrangement provides high reliability through

redundancy in transmission paths.

The telemetry system of each stage has a

separate output via coaxial cable to the electrical

support equipment, which is used with the digital

data acquisition system for vehicle checkout before

launch.

The I'U command system permits data trans-

mission from ground stations to the IU for insertion

into the LVDC.

TRACKING

The Saturn Vehicles carry several tracking

transponders. The ODOP Transponder is located in

the first stage of Saturn IB and V Launch Vehicles.

The IU is equipped with two C-band Radar Transpon-

ders, an AZUSA Transponder, and the CCS Transpon-

der (S-band tracking).

EMERGENCY DETECTION

A vehicle emergency detection system collects

special measurements from each stage of the launch

vehicle° Based on these measurements, critical

states of the vehicle which may require mission abort

are detected, and the information is sent to the Space-

craft for display and/or initiation of an automatic abort.

SPACECRAFT INTERFACE

Several lines cross the IU/Spacecraft interface

for exchange of signals. Alternate steering commands

from the spacecraft navigation and guidance system

may be used to control the launch vehicle during S-II

and S-IVB powered flight phases. This type of opera-

tion is considered as backup in case of a failure of the

IU navigation and guidance system. To indicate the

state of the launch vehicle, certain measurements are

sent to the Spacecraft and displayed for the crew.

Before launch, automatic checkout of the ve-

hicle system is controlled by the launch computer

complex and the electrical support equipment. This

equipment also includes the digital data acquisition

system.

}
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SYSTEM

SECTION

RELIABILITY

1.5

CONSIDERATIONS

From the overall reliability goal of 0.85

assigned to the Saturn Launch Vehicles, a goal of

0.992 was apportioned to the Instrument Unit which

contains the majority of the Astrionics System

identified in Section 1.4. This goal is applied only

to the components required to accomplish and

support the guidance, control, and sequencing func-

tions during the Saturn IB earth orbital mission

(4.7 hours) and the flight portion of the Saturn V

lunar mission (6.8 hours).

The Instrument Unit design concept requires

a digital/inertialguidance scheme and an attitude

error/attitude rate control scheme. A non-redundant

system implementation of these design concepts would

have a reliabilityof approximately 0.98 which is not

commensurate with the 0.992 goal. In order to

achieve reliability which is commensurate with the

IU goal, six forms of redundancy are utilized within

the IU:

• Triple modular redundancy with majority

voting

• Dual redundancy

• Pair and spare redundancy

• Quad redundancy

• Backup redundancy at the functional level

• LVDC program backup redundancy

TmPLE MODULAR REDUNDANCY

Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) is employed

extensively throughout the Launch Vehicle Digital

Computer (LVDC) and Launch Vehicle Data Adapter

(LVDA). The binary logic required to perform a

given function is triplicated, and the outputs of the 3

channels thus formed are fed to a majority voter.

The output of the voter coincides with the majority of

the inputs to the voter (i.e., three logical "l's" or

two "l's" and a "0" produce a "1" output; two "O's"

and a "1" or three "O's" produce a "0" output). The

effects of all single component part failures are negated

by this scheme and significant reliability enhancement

results.

DUAL REDUNDANCY

The LVDC and LVDA utilize dual redundancy

in the computer memory and power supply areas.

Normally, the output from one of the dual memories

(memory A) is utilized. However, if an error is

detected in memory A (by either parity checking or

half-select current monitoring), output is switched

to memory B.

The power supplies which furnish excitation

for the LVDC and LVDA circuits are designed so that

the predominant mode of failure is no output. Two

supplies, each capable of supplying the required

current, are actively "OR'ed" by diodes. Thus,

failure of any one supply can be tolerated.

PAIR AND SPARE REDUNDANCY

"Pair and Spare" is the term applied to the IU

control system redundancy scheme. This circuitry,

which is used in the Control Signal Processor and

Flight Control Computer, processes slowly varying

dc voltage levels. Once again, the required circuitry

is triplicated. The three channels are the "active" or

"command" channel, the "standby" or "spare" channel,

and the "reference" channel. Output is normally from

the active channel. A differential amplifier is used to

con]pare the active channel output with the reference

channel output. If a difference in level occurs, output

is switched to the standby channel. All single failures

are detected and negated by this scheme.

A form of "pair and spare" redundancy is also

utilized in the LVDA ladder output circuitry. As in

the control system, an active channel is compared with

a reference channel. A disagreement initiates a

switchover which allows a standby channel to provide

the output to the Flight Control Computer. Some of the

hardware in the LVDA ladder circuitry is utilized for

all three vehicle axes by a time sharing arrangement.

QUADREDUNDANCY

Quad redundancy is employed in the Mod II

Switch Selector. Individual transistors are replaced
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by4transistorsina series-parallelconfiguration.
Similarly,singlediodesandresistorsare replaced
bygroupsoffour.

BACKUPREDUNDANCY

The Emergency Detection System (EDS) con-

stitutes backup redundancy at the functional level. The

EDS cannot negate the mission effects of the failures

which it detects. It does, however, provide for the

crew's safe departure from a defunct vehicle. Thus,

while the probability of the IU accomplishing the trans-

lunar injection is in the order of .99, the probability

of not injuring the crew (in the case of a launch vehicle

failure) is increased to 0.9999 by utilizationof the EDS.

PROGRAM BACKUP REDUNDANCY

The logical decision-making capability of the

LVDA/LVDC is used to achieve backup redundancy

for various components.

The LVDC flight program compares the digital

word present in the Switch Selector register with the

word issued by the LVDA. If a disagreement is

detected, the LVDA issues the binary complement of

the original digital word to the Switch Selector. This

complement word causes the Switch Selector to issue

the same output that the original word would have

generated. The effects of single failures in the

Switch Selector register are negated by this scheme.

The LVDC flight program performs a reason-

ableness test on the inputs from the gimbal resolvers

of the ST-124M Inertial Platform Assembly. An

unreasonable input will cause switchover from the fine

mode of resolver operation to the coarse mode (which

is sufficient to allow mission success). If both fine

and coarse resolver inputs are unreasonable, the

LVDC/LVDA will cause the Launch Guidance Failure

indication in the spacecraft to be affirmative. This

failure indication is an EDS manual abort parameter.

As opposed to mission success redundancy, this

function of the LVDC flight program constitutes an

EDS type of redundancy.

The flight program evaluates the Platform

system inertial velocity outputs in a mauner similar

to that described for the gimbal resolvers. For each

inertial axis, the velocity encoding and processing

hardware has dual redundancy. Reasonableness tests

are performed on the output of the initially selected

channel. If an unreasonableness is detected, the

program switches to the redundant channel. If the

redundant channel is reasonable, its output will be

utilized in the normal fashion. An unreasonable

decision on the redundant channel will cause the

LVDC flight program to use a modified navigation

scheme and initiate the Launch Guidance Failure

indication previously described. This arrangement

provides mission redundancy for failures of the

optisyns, Accelerometer Signal Conditioner, and

associated LVDA hardware. EDS-type redundancy

is provided for double failures of this hardware and

single failures within the Inertial Platform accel-

erometers and associated servo loops.

)
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NAVIGATIONANDGUIDANCE

SECTION2.1

NAVIGATION,GUIDANCE,AND CONTROLSYSTEM

The problem of directing a space vehicle, to

accomplish a given mission, is customarily discussed

in terms of three separate functions: navigation, guid-

ance, and control. The boundaries between these 3

areas are to some extent arbitrary and conventional.

The 3 terms, navigation, guidance, and control, will

be used in this text according to the following defini-
t ions:

• Navigation is the determination of position

and velocity of the vehicle from measure-

ments made onboard the vehicle.

• Guidance is the computation of maneuvers

necessary to achieve the desired end con-

ditions of a trajectory (e. g., an insertion

into orbit).

• Control is the execution of maneuvers

(determined from the guidance scheme).

A block diagram of the overall Saturn V navi-

gation, guidance, and control system is shown in

Figure 2.1-1. (This figure also applies for the

Saturn IB Vehicle if the S-II Stage Switch Selector

and engine actuator blocks are omitted.) The 3-

gimbal, stabilized Inertial Platform Assembly (ST-

124-M) provides a space-fixed coordinate reference

system for navigation measurements (vehicle accel-

eration and velocity). Three integrating type accel-

erometers, mounted on the stabilized inner gimbal

of the platform, measure the 3 components of vehicle

velocity (XI, YI' ZI ) resulting from vehicle propulsion.

The measurements are sent through the LVDA to the

LVDC where they are used in calculating the vehicle's

velocity and position in space in relation to the earth.

According to the guidance scheme (programmed

into the computer), the maneuver required to achieve

the desired end conditions is determined by the LVDC.

The instantaneous position and velocity of the vehicle

are used as inputs. The result is the required thrust

direction (guidance command) and the time of engine

cutoff.

Guidance information stored in the LVDC

(e. g., position, velocity) can be updated through the

IU command system by data transmission from

ground stations. (The IU command system provides

the general capability for inserting new information

into the LVDC. )

The Flight Control Computer is the controlling

element of the control system. It accepts basic sig-

nals from 2 sources:

• Vehicle attitude error signals (VJ) from

the LVDC/LVDA.

• Vehicle attitude rate-of-change signals

(_) from the Control-EDS Rate Gyro

Package.

The attitude correction commands are computed

according to the guidance scheme in the LVDC. They

are then issued through the LVDA to the Flight Control

Computer. The Flight Control Computer then com-

mands the engine actuators to move their respective

engines to the desired angle. This gimballing action

changes the direction of the thrust vector of the vehicle,

thus moving the vehicle about its roll, pitch, or yaw

axis. The Control-EDS Rate Gyro Package senses the

angular rate of change of these attitude changes and

movements of the vehicle. The signals thus generated

are supplied as dynamic feedback to the Flight Control

Computer. The Flight Control Computer sums the

angular rate information from the rate gyros with the

attitude error signals from the LVDC/LVDA to produce

engine commands which conform to the prescribed

vehicle limits.

Commands for flight sequence control are

generated in the LVDC according to a stored program.

These commands are transferred through the LVDA

to the Switch Selector of the corresponding vehicle

stage. Examples of flight sequence control are engine

ignition, cutoff, and stage separation. The Switch

Selector in the addressed stage activates the neces-

sary circuitry to perform the commanded function.
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Attitude and sequence control of the launch vehi-

cle is described in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively.

The Inertial Platform, LVDA and LVDC, which are

involved in navigation, guidance, and control opera-

tions, are described in Chapters 14 and 15.
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Figure 2.1-1 Block Diagram of Saturn V Navigation, Guidance, and Control System
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SECTION2.2

NAVIGATION

2.2.1 GENERALDESCRIPTION

During powered flight, the Saturn IB/V Navi-

gation System determines vehicle position, velocity,
and acceleration from measurements made onboard

the vehicle. The initial measurements are supplied by

integrating accelerometers which are mounted on an

inertial platform within the ST-124-M Inertial Plat-

form Assembly*.

Three different coordinate reference systems

(three-dimensional) are associated with the Saturn IB/

V Navigation System. Using these coordinate systems

and measurements from the accelerometers, the

LVDC is programmed to compute the instantaneous

vehicle velocity and position. These values are

presented to the guidance system in terms of X Y Z

coordinates. **

During orbital flight, vehicle position, velocity,

and acceleration are computed from equations of mo-

tion which are based on the flight conditions at the time

of orbital insertion. During this phase of the flight,

data for navigation and guidance calculations can be

updated from the ground stations via the IU command

system.

2.2.2 NAVIGATION COORDINATE

REFERENCESYSTEMS

References for vehicle origin, position, and

destination must be defined before a navigation scheme

can function. The three primary coordinate systems

used for Saturn navigation are:

• The gravitational coordinate system (U V W)

• The navigational coordinate system

(XsYs Zs)

• The Platform coordinate system (X I YI ZI)

The references for these coordinate systems

are either earth fixed or space fixed. An earth-fixed

reference vector will exist in a line from the earth's

center through a point on the earth's surface (e.g.,

launch site)° As the earth rotates, the vector will

remain oriented between these 2 points and is there-

fore earth fixed. A space-fixed reference vector will

be aimed at a point in space and is completely inde-

pendent of the earth's revolution. After a quarter

revolution of the earth, the earth-fixed vector will

have rotated 90 degrees while the space-fixed vector

will have remained pointed in its oritinal direction.

The origin of both reference vectors remains fixed

at the center of the earth.

GRAVITATIONAL COORDINATE SYSTEM

The gravitational (U V W) coordinate system

is a nonrotating, rectangular coordinate system whose

origin is fired at the center of the earth. See Figure

2.2-1. It is used in computing the effect that gravity

has upon the Platform-mounted accelerometers. The

W axis is aligned with the earth's spin axis and points

south. The V axis is in the equatorial plane and inter-

sects the equator at the longitude of the launch site

at launch time. The U axis which is perpendicular

to the W and V axes completes the right-handed

orthogonal system.

NAVIGATIONAL COORDINATE SYSTEM

A navigational (X S YS ZS) coordinate system
is used for navigation and guidance computations. Its

origin is also at the center of the earth. See Figure

2.2-1. The system is earth fixed until Guidance

Reference Release (GRR), a few seconds before liftoff.

At that time, the X S axis is established, and the system

becomes permanently space fixed.

For the Purpose of brevity, the ST-124-M Inertial

Platform Assembly ,,rill hereafter be referred to

as the Platform.

The XYZ coordinates used in this book have been

changed to reflect the Project Apollo Coordinate

System Standards (SE 008-001-1). This coordin-

ate schenae becomes effective for vehicles 204

and 502 (and subsequent). For further details

refer to Section 1. 2.
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Gravitational Coordinate System--A non-

rotating, rectangular coordinate system.

The W axis is collinear with the earth's spin

axis and points south. The V axis is per-

pendicular to the W axis and oriented so that

the VW plane contains the launch site at

launch time. The U axis completes a right-

hand orthogonal system.

Navigational Coordinate System -- A non-

rotating, rectangular coordinate system. The

X S axis is colllnear with the gravity vector at

the launch site. The Z S axis is parallel to the

earth-fixed firing azimuth and is positive down-

range. The YS axis completes a right-hand

art hogonal system.

XIYIZ I

Az

Node

'bit Plane

Plane

%

Z S

Platform Coordinate System -- A coordinate

system which is parallel to the XsYsZ S system

and with its origin at the vehicle's Platform

sometimes written as XMYMZ M.

Geodetic latitude of the launch site.

Launch azimuth, measured in clockwise

direction from north.

Radius vector from the earth's center to the

vehicle.

IBM B225

Figure 2.2-1 Navigation Coordinate Systems
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PLATFORM COORDINATE SYSTEM

The Platform (X I YI ZI) coordinate system is
used for velocity measurements. Unlike the first

two systems, the X I YI ZI system has its point of
origin at the Platform lsee Figure 2.2-1). The

XI YI ZI coordinates are parallel with the X S YS ZS

coordinates. Thus, any increment of velocity meas-

ured at the Platform is an indication of motion along

the X S YS ZS axes. Before launch, both the navigation

and Platform coordinate systems are earth fixed, but

at GRR, both systems become space fixed. The Plat-

form coordinate system is sometimes referred to as

the X M YM ZM system.

2.2.3 NAVIGATION CALCULATIONS

BOOST NAVIGATION

The velocity values, measured by the Platform

integrating accelerometers, are processed within the

LVDA and forwarded to the LVDC as increments of

velocity. Velocity is integrated and used to determine

position. The basic navigation scheme is shown in

Figure 2.2-2.

Additional forces, such as gravity and initial

velocity, must be considered, and the effect induced

by these forces must be compensated for within the

navigational computations. The gravitational accel-

eration, which is acting upon the accelerometers, is

Acceleratlon

(meters/second 2)

1st Integration

I
Velocity

(meters/second)

Poslt; on

(meters)
IBM B226

Figure 2.2-2 Basic Navigation Scheme
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computed from the stored gravitational model of the

earth. This gravitational acceleration varies in

relation to position and distance from the earth. A

nominal value is 9.8 meters/second/second (9.8 M/S 2)

at the earth's surface and will decrease as vehicle

altitude increases.

The quantities and equations required for boost

navigational computations are listed in Table 2.2-1.

A definition of the terms used in these and other navi-

gation equations may be found in the List of Abbrevia-

tions, Signs, and Symbols at the rear of this handbook.

Figure 2.2-3 is a detailed flow diagram of the

navigation scheme. Starting at the upper left of the

figure, velocity measurements (integrated from ac-

celeration values) are obtained from the Platform via

the LVDA. Within the LVDC, initial velocity (impart-

ed by the spinning earth), gravitational velocity (caused

by the effects of gravity), and the Platform velocity are

algebraically summed. Their sum is inertial vehicle

velocity in the space-fixed X S YS ZS coordinate system.

This velocity is integrated and added to the initial

position (distance from earth's center to the launch

site) to determine vehicle position. The value of

position is used in guidance computations and to

compute the gravitational velocity which is "looped

back" to the accelerometer readings. Values of

Platform velocities are differentiated to obtain compo-

nents of acceleration.

ORBITAL NAVIGATION

During orbital coast flight, the navigational

program periodically computes the vehicle position,

velocity, and acceleration from equations of motion

which are based on vehicle conditions at the time of

orbital insertion. In orbit, navigation and guidance

information in the LVDC can be updated by digital data

transmission through the IU command system

Orbital navigation includes the computations

necessary to determine position, velocity, and total

acceleration of the S-IVB and IU relative to the navi-

gational coordinate system during earth orbit. These

computations are carried out in an indirect fashion,

making use of mathematical models of the earth, its

atmosphere, and the vehicle to approximate the effects

of the physical world on the vehicle. See Table 2.2-1.

Additional navigational computations are used

in maintaining vehicle attitude during orbital coast

flight. These computations establish a local vertical

which is used as a reference for attitude control.

Normally, the attitude of the vehicle roll axis will be

maintained at 90 degrees with respect to this local

vertical.
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Table 2.2-1 Navigation Computations

_*_ ..................._ .......................•...................................................._..........................Boost N._,_atton _::_........................................._-_..................................._.:_,_, ...... _:_........................................_i_
._>.._ _:_:_:::_._:_:::_:::::_:_:_:_:_::::'--.;::_> -_:::._:::::-_-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_>::::::::::::::_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_::::::::: c_ =================================================================================================:::_::s:::::>_::::._::_::_::::_._T:_:,_,::_:_::_(_:::_:_:_..

The boost navigation routine combines calculated gravitational accelerations with measured

Platform velocities to compute position and total velocity in an earth centered inertial coordinate
frame.

The gravitational acceleration components, Xg, _g, and Zg are computed during boost as:

Xg =X S S- Psin@

_g = YS S + Pcos 0 sinAz

Zg = Z S S - Pcos¢cosAz,

where S and P are computed from equations which characterize the gravRational model and include

values of GM (universal gravitational constant), ae (equatorial radius of the earth), _ (geodetic

launch site latitude), Az (firing azimuth), and established constants*. These accelerations are then

used to compute a change in position and velocity due only to the gravitational force. The gravita-

tional position change is combined with the updated change in position due to thrust force to arrive

at a new inertial position. The velocity change is added to the accumulated platform measurements

to arrive at the current inertial velocity. The state quantities thus calculated provide the necessary

navigational input to the guidance routines.

The computations in the LVDC are performed in the following order:

(1) Change in position from gravitation (4) Gravitation computations

aXg = [ IgX PAST + XgPAST At/2] At Xg : g (Xs' YS' ZS)

(2) Change in position from acceleration

AXT = [ XM + XMPAST ] At/2

(5) Gravitational velocity

Igx = Igx PAST + At/2 (Xg + Xg PAST )

(3) New space-fixed position (6) Space-fixed velocity

XS = XS PAST + AXg + aX T + Xo At )_S = XM + Igx +

(X M represents measured values of velocity from the Platform. )

Corresponding notation also holds for the Y and Z directions.

Xo

The computational method described is adequate for all periods of flight other than cutoff.

Because the navigational computations are performed only at intervals greater than 1 second,

position and velocity must be extrapolated to provide proper values at S-IVB cutoff. A special

routine is included in the terminal calculations to provide the necessary extrapolations, thus

ensuring correct navigational quantities from which to initiate orbital navigation.

* The gravitational model used in current studies evaluates only the round earth and first

oblateness terms during boost.
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• Table 2.2-1 Navigation Computations (Cont.)

Orbital

Orbital navigation includes the computations necessary to determine position, velocity, and

total acceleration of the S-IVB and IU relative to the navigation coordinate system during orbital

coast. These computations are carried out in an indirect fashion, making use of mathematical

models of the earth, its atmosphere, and the vehicle to approximate the effects of the physical

world on the vehicle. Certain simplifying assumptions were made with regard to the drag model

and the rotation of the earth's atmosphere*. The equations characterizing the mathematical model

are:

= X +XD+Xv
g

= _ +YD+Yv
g

= _ +ZD+Zv ,
g

where for the first equation, X is the total acceleration in the space-fixed X direction caused by

gravitation (Xg), atmosphere drag (XD), and venting accelerations (Xv). Corresponding

notation also holds for the Y and Z directions. The system is then numerically integrated to

yield position and velocity of the vehicle at any time.

* The gravitational model evaluates the round earth and the first three oblateness terms of the

expansion.
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Figure 2.2-3 Navigation and Guidance Flow Diagram
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SECTION2.3

GUIDANCE

2.3.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The guidance function of the launch vehicle is

accomplished by computing the necessary flight ma-

neuvers to meet the desired end conditions of the

flight (e. g., inserting the payload into earth orbit).

Guidance computations are performed within the

LVDC by programmed guidance equations which use

navigation data and mission requirements as their

inputs. Simply, the guidance program compares the

launch vehicle's present position and heading with the

predetermined "target in space", and the computed

differences are issued to the attitude control equip-

ment as maneuvering commands. The control system

then alters the vehicle's thrust direction until the vehi-

cle is on its newly computed heading.

Figure 2.3-1 is a simplified flow diagram of the

guidance computations within the LVDC. These com-

putations are actually a logical progression of com-

puted formulas which have a guidance command as

their solution. After the desired attitude has been

determined by the "best path" program, the guidance

computations might be reduced into the following

equation:

_=X-8

where: is the attitude error command*

(all measured in the X s YS Z S
system**)

X is the desired attitude

8 is the vehicle attitude

Calculating these attitude error commands completes

the guidance scheme.

Input data to the guidance computations are the

state variables of the vehicle position, velocity, and

acceleration (i. e., the navigation measurements).

The result of the guidance computations is the required

thrust direction (guidance command) and the time of

engine cutoff and re-ignition for the S-IVB Stage. The

thrust direction is expressed as three Euler angles

× X × Y × Z defining the thrust vector orientation in the

space-fixed coordinate system X S YS ZS" One final

computation, however, involves transforming the

attitude commands into the vehicle reference frame

from the Platform coordinate references ($X SY _Z

to _"R _P _Y)" These values are then utilized by the

control system to form the engine thrust angle com-

mands.

PATH ADAPTIVE GUIDANCE

Overall system performance requires that the

guidance scheme minimize propellant consumption for

flight maneuvers and avoid excessive structural loads

caused by such maneuvers. The guidance system must

correct numerous flight perturbations, such as atmo-

spheric perturbations from wind, unsymmetrical air

flow because of vehicle dissymmetry, flight path

deviations caused by nonstandard vehicle and engine

characteristics and performance (this might even

include engine-out cases), control inaccuracies, and

emergency situations.

In addition, the required end conditions of the

powered flight phase, at insertion into earth orbit and

at injection into translunar trajectory, must be met

with a high degree of accuracy to avoid additional pro°

pellant consuming maneuvers.

To meet this requirement, path adaptive guid-

ance has been developed for Saturn Vehicles. The path

adaptive guidance scheme does not constrain the vehi-

cle to a standard trajectory, as with many ballistic

missiles. Based on the instantaneous state of the

vehicle, the path adaptive guidance scheme computes

a new minimum propellant flight path to achieve the

mission-determined end conditions. Thus, perturba-

tions occurring during flight will be corrected in an

optimum way.

*Sometimes referred to as A_ in other documentation.

** The XYZ coordinates used in this book have been

changed to reflect the Project Apollo Coordinate
System Standards (SE 008-001-1). This coordin-
ate scheme becomes effective for vehicles 204

and 502 (and subsequent). For further details
refer to Section 1.2.
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Several path adaptive guidance schemes have

been developed for Saturn Vehicles. The polyno-

mial guidance scheme and the iterative guidance mode

have been successfully used in Saturn I flights. The

iterative guidance mode will be used with Saturn IB

and V and is described in Paragraph 2.3.2.

During first-stage flight (S-IB or S-IC Stage

propulsion), the vehicle transverses the dense portion

of the atmosphere where high aerodynamic pressure
occurs. To avoid excessive structural loads caused

by guidance maneuvers, no guidance constraints are

applied during this flight phase. Open loop guidance,

in the form of a time-tilt program, is used. Path

adaptive guidance begins with the ignition of the

second stage (S-II Stage for Saturn V and S-IVB Stage

for Saturn IB).

NAVIGATIONAL JPROGRAM

I I
True Velocity ( r ) Present Position ( r )

BEST PATH PROGRAM

True velocity + present
Real _t.-_ position + real time +
Time projected influences *=

determinants for best

path computation
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To Control System
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Figure 2.3-1 LVDC Guidance Functions

T RAJEC TORY CONST RAINTS

AND LAUNCH WINDOW

A large number of constraints apply to the

trajectory of a launch vehicle. These constraints

result from mission rules; environmental conditions

such as the atmosphere and location of launch point;

operational requirements such as safety restrictions

of launch azimuth and tracking requirements; and
hardware limitations such as structural load limits

and available propulsion means. The dominating

and most severe requirement applying to the choice

of trajectories is optimal propellant utilization.

A combination of the various constraints

generates a limited time period for launch; i. e., a

launch window to meet mission requirements. There

are 2 types of launch windows for the launch vehicle

in the Saturn V/Apollo mission: the ground launch

window for ascent into parking orbit and the orbital

launch window for translunar injection.

The launch azimuth at the ground and the

orientation (inclination and descending node) of the

parking orbit are varying with time. A brief explana-

tion of the reasons for time varient launch azimuth,

inclination, and descending node seems advisable at

this point. At any instant of time a plane can be

defined which contains the launch site, the center of

the earth, and the moon at the desired time of arrival.

In order to maintain this plane, it is necessary to vary

the launch azimuth on the ground continuously, since

the launch site is moving with the rotating earth and

the moon is moving. When range safety constraints

are introduced, the launch azimuth will be limited to

a certain band of values. For launches from Cape

Kennedy, the band is approximately 45 to 110 degrees

measured east of north and will be encountered twice

each day. Within this band, a 26-degree range of

azimuths will guarantee at least a 2-1//2 hour launch

window. Normally, this variation will be applied to

the portion of the band where launch azimuth varies

linearly with the time of launch. Of the two daily

launch periods, one will generally lead to a shorter

coasting arc in orbit than the other. Since the geo-

graphic position of the launch site is fixed, it follows

that one of the launch periods leads to time of coast in

parking orbit such that ignition in orbit occurs within

a range close to the launch site - sometimes referred

to as the "Atlantic opportunity". The second launch

period calls for coasting arcs of greater length -

commonly referred to as "Pacific opportunities".

Since launch vehicle payload capability is

degraded by powered plane changes, it is assumed
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that in the nominal case there will be no such ma-

neuvers. If it is desired to go into an orbit with an

inclination to the earth's equator (greater than the

latitude of the launch site), then it is possible to

launch directly into the properly selected launch

azimuth. There are other constraints which might

be present which affect the launch window problem;

e. g., launch during daylight, proper lighting of the

launch site, and lighting of the return landing sites.

These, however, do not affect the basic geometrical

considerations.

2.3.2 ITERATIVE GUIDANCE MODE

The Iterative Guidance Mode (IGM) was devel-

oped to meet the mission flexibility requirement of

large space vehicles with minimum propellant con-

sumption. The scheme is based on optimizing tech-

niques using calculus of variations to determine a

minimum propellant flight path which satisfies the

mission requirements. Experience with hundreds of

minimum propellant trajectories for various orbital

insertion missions has demonstrated that the optimum

thrust direction, relative to the local vertical, is very

nearly a linear function of time during vacuum flight.

Moreover, the size of the angle between the optimum

thrust direction and the local horizon is never very

large. These observations show a remarkable agree-

ment with the mathematical results obtained from the

calculus of variations when a flat earth model having

a constant gravitational field is used, and position and

velocity constraints are imposed at cutoff. A closed

solution can be obtained with this mathematical model

and it yields an explicit equation for the optimum thrust

direction. This equation has the form:

Xp = arc tan (A + Bt) (2.3-1)

where ×p is the optimum thrust direction for minimum

propellant consumption and t is the time. Constants A

and B are determined by the specified cutoff velocity

and position, the initial values of the state variables,

the vehicle thrust acceleration, and the engine specific

impulse. The comparison of this equation with the

results of trajectory studies suggests the use of the

first order expansion of (2.3-1) as an approximation:

_p = A + Bt (2.3-2)

A rectangular injection coordinate system

(Xv YV Z V) (Figure 2.3-2) is established with the

origin at the center of the earth and with the X V axis

lying along the vertical which intersects the calculated

cutoff position. Simplified equations of motions are
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derived to approximate the motion over an oblate

earth with a realistic gravitational field. These equa-

tions of motion are solved during flight to determine

the instantaneous range angle to cutoff, the time-to-

go to cutoff, and the gravitational effects occurring

over the remaining flight time. This information is

used to compute values for A and B continuously dur-

ing flight. In practice, only the value of A need be

calculated when computation rates on the order of one

or more per second are used (except during the last

few seconds before cutoff when both A and B are com-

puted and held constant over the remaining flight time).

This is necessary because the equation gives an in-

determinate command angle at the cutoff point.

The iterative guidance scheme will be activated

early in the S-H Stage burn period and will continue in

operation until insertion into parking orbit. Subse-

quently, IGM will operate until lunar transit injection

with the second burn of the S-IVB Stage. The guidance

scheme generates commands for the pitch-yaw angle

of the thrust direction and the cutoff velocity.

The inclination of the parking orbit cutoff plane,

the descending node, and the launch azimuth are func-

tions of time of launch. During the last few minutes

prior to liftoff, these quantities will be computed in

the launch ground computer and the results will be

put into the LVDA. At the same time, the Platform

will be aligned to the direction of the desired launch

azimuth. Figure 2.3-3 shows how the quantities,

dependent on time of launch, vary for a typical launch

day. Very simple representations of these curves, as

a function of time of launch, can be obtained.

Examination of the loop shown in Figure 2.3-4

between vehicle tracking and telemetry of the LVDC

and Platform, along with transmission of data in real

time to the MCC, the various possibilities of updating

information to the computer, of overriding commands

such as the ignition equation, and of performing an

alternate mission can be seen. In the case of abort

(e. g., failure somewhere in the S-II to the nominal

mission), no change in input is required. The solu-

tion of time-to-go and other parameters in the itera-

tive scheme settle out quite rapidly (after 2 or 3

cycles). This statement also holds for changes in

desired terminal conditions which might be built into

the computer. Neither the accuracy nor the near

optimality of the scheme is degraded.

In summary, the effort has been directed to-

ward generality of guidance equations with a mini-

mum amount of input - both for the nominal mission

and for abort and alternate missions. Since a mini-

mum amount of "tampering" with the main program

2.3-3
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in the LVDC is necessary, efficiency is at a high

level, and checkout is greatly simplified. A great

deal of consideration was given to the question: Is

it better to have one set of guidance equations with

the extraneous computation of the quantities which

are nulled for a special case, or to have separate

equations for the ascent-into-orbit and the flight-out-

of-orbit? Close coordination with personnel who would

actually be involved with the flight program on the

LVDC resolved the answer: Extraneous computation,

with the minimum amount of change to the flight pro-

gram, is more desirable. The time required for pro-

gramming a computer from one flight to the next is

reduced by this method. In fact, theoretically it is

possible to program the computer, change the vehicle

configuration, change the mission, and never perform

another checkout of the LVDC. Practically, of course,

a high-confidence level is necessary for crew safety

and for accomplishing the desired mission - so check-

outs are performed again but of a much more limited

nature than if a completely new computer program

were required.

The iterative guidance equations require more

LVDC capacity than most of the other guidance schemes

optimized for minimum propellant consumption, but

considerable flexibility is gained. The same set of

guidance command equations is applicable to almost

all orbital missions and can be formulated for use with

any number of high thrust stages. The small number

of presettings that must be calculated for a flight rep-

resents physical quantities such as vehicle exhaust

velocity, nominal cutoff time, and desired cutoff

position and velocity. This is an important character-

istic of the scheme since these presettings may be de-

termined without resorting to time-consuming statisti-

cal methods. The accuracy and propellant economy

with the scheme are excellent. The fuel required to

attain the desired cutoff conditions (at orbit insertion)

is within 5 kilograms (11.1 pounds) of that required

using exact minimum propellant equations obtained with

the calculus of variations. This economy is obtained

even under severe perturbations such as an engine

failure in the first stage of a two-stage, multi-engine

vehicle.

2.3.3 GUIDANCE FUNCTIONS IN FLIGHT

The following is a brief summarizing descrip-

tion of guidance functions during the various phases of

the Saturn Launch Vehicle Mission in the Apollo Pro-

gram.
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Before launch, the Platform is erected with

the X S axis vertical and Z S axis pointing in the direc-
tion of the launch azimuth. Since the launch azimuth

is varying with time, the Platform is torqued to main-

lain this orientation. Just prior to liftoff, the Plat-

form is released and becomes space-fixed oriented.

The Z S axis now determines the flight azimuth.

FIRST-STAGE FLIGHT

The vehicle lifts off vertically from the launch

pad and maintains its vertical orientation long enough

(approximately 10 second) to clear the ground equip-

ment. It then initiates a roll maneuver to align the

vehicle with the flight azimuth direction. (On the

launch pad, the vehicle always has a roll orientation

fixed to the launching site. ) This maneuver gives the

vehicle control axes the correct alignment to the flight

plane, thus simplifying the computations in the attitude

control loop.

During first-stage propulsion, a time-tilt

(pitch) program, stored in the LVDC, is applied simul-

taneously with the described roll maneuver. The pitch

angle of the vehicle is commanded according to the tilt

program, which is a function of time only and is inde-

pendent of navigation measurements. However, navi-

gation measurements and computations are performed

throughout the flight, beginning at GRR. Cutoff of the

first stage engines occurs when the fuel level in the

tanks reaches a predetermined level. Thereafter, the

first stage is separated from the launch vehicle.

SECOND- AND THIRD-STAGE FLIGHT

After ignition of the S-II Stage, adaptive guid-

ance (i. e., the iterative guidance mode) is used during

all propelled flight phases of the mission. The itera-

tire guidance mode, described in paragraph 2.3.2,

computes the pitch and yaw angles of the required

thrust direction to guide the vehicle on a minimum

propellant trajectory into the predetermined parking
orbit.

S-II Stage engine cutoff is initiated when the

propellant in the S-II tank is consumed to a predeter-

mined level. Following separation of the S-II Stage,

the S-IVB Stage engine is ignited.

By this time the vehicle has reached approxi-

mately the orbital altitude and the S-IVB propulsion

provides the necessary velocity for the circular park-

ing orbit. When the predetermined velocity has been

obtained, the guidance computations command engine
cutoff.

Acceleration, velocity, and aerodynamic pres-

sure for a typical Saturn V powered flight trajectory

into earth orbit are shown in Figure 2.3-5. The step

in the F/M curve around 415 seconds is caused by a

change of the propellant mixture ratio to increase the

specific impulse which, however, reduces the thrust

and therefore cannot be applied earlier.

ORBITAL FLIGHT

During orbital coast flight, the navigation pro-

gram continually computes the vehicle position and
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velocity from the equations of motion based on inser-
tion conditions. Attitude of the vehicle roll axis in

orbit is normally maintained at 90 degrees with re-

spect to the local vertical. The local vertical is de-

termined from navigational computations. The time

of re-ignition of the S-IVB engine and the required

thrust orientation for powered flight-out-of-orbit are

computed during each orbit.

In orbit, navigation and guidance information

in the LVDC can be updated by data transmission from

ground stations through the IU radio command system.

TRANSLUNAR INJECTION

When the computed time of re-ignition occurs,

the S-IVB engine is ignited. The same guidance equa-

tions are used again for the translunar injection. The

S-IVB propulsion is cutoff when the proper energy

(velocity) for translunar injection is achieved.

In the following flightphase, up to and through

the transposition maneuver, navigation and guidance

computations continue.

\
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CHAPTER3

ATTITUDECONTROL

SECTION3.1

ATTITUDECONTROLSYSTEM

3.1.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The attitude control requirement of the Saturn

Launch Vehicle can be divided into attitude control

during powered flight and attitude control during

coast flight. Attitude control and stabilization during

powered flight are accomplished by swivelling of the

propulsion engines to control thrust vector direction.

During coast flight (in orbit and after translunar in-

jection), attitude control is provided by the auxiliary

propulsion system of the S-IVB Stage. This auxiliary

propulsion system is used also during powered flight

of the S-IVB Stage for roll control which cannot be

achieved with the single engine of the S-IVB Stage.

Control of the launch vehicle during ascent

into earth orbit can be divided into 2 phases. During

first-stage powered flight, the vehicle traverses the

dense portion of the atmosphere. Large side forces

(resulting from aerodynamic flow and wind) can act

on the vehicle. Maneuvers during this flight phase

are limited because of structural constraints. Struc-

tural loads from aerodynamic forces are kept within

a tolerable range by controlling the vehicle to achieve

a minimum angle of attack. Aerodynamic pressure

reaches a maximum at approximately 12 kilometers

(7.4 miles) altitude 77 seconds after llftoff. For a

typical Saturn V trajectory, see Figure 2.3-5.

From the viewpoint of vehicle control, maneu-

vers during vacuum flight are limited only to the ex-

tent that structural bending and propellant sloshing

are not dangerously excited through the nature of the

control command.

The objective of the attitude control system

during propulsion of the vehicle is to appropriately

orient the thrust vector, relative to the vehicle, such

that the required attitude commands are performed

in a satisfactorily damped mode of rotation.

The vehicle cannot be considered rigid but

must be treated as distributed masses connected by

an elastic structure. Forces acting on these masses,

resulting from atmospheric perturbations or active

control of the vehicle, excite the complex spring-mass

system and cause body bending. Since the structure

possesses low damping characteristics, oscillatory

bending modes of considerable amplitude can be pro-

duced, to which control sensors may be subjected at

their particular locations. Thus, incorrect informa-

tion about the total vehicle behavior may cause self-

excitation of the bending modes and instability of the

vehicle control system.

The vehicle is aerodynamically unstable be-

cause the center of pressure is located forward of the

center of gravity. As an example, Figure 3.1-1 is a

plot of the center of pressure and the center of gravity

for the first phase of the Saturn V flight and shows that

the vehicle is unstable except for a short period of time

around the 60th flight second.

Much of the vehicle characteristic data varies

widely with time and the individual stages. In addition,

some can be predetermined only to a certain degree,

and tolerances must be imposed. Thus a wide operat-

ing range of the control system must be provided.

A typical frequency spectrum for the Saturn V

Vehicle during powered flight can be seen in Figure

3.1-2. The frequency bands, rather than single fre-

quencies, are the result of changing vehicle-state con-

ditions because of propellant consumption as a function

of flight time. The frequency band marked "engine-

reaction-zero" represents the sinusoidal response

where the inertial effects of the engine induce forces

at the engine gimhal point equal and opposite to the

side forces obtained by swivelling the thrust vector.

The net effect is that the vehicle bending mode response

to the engine deflection is zero at this frequency. This

is sometimes known as the "tail-wags-dog" frequency.

3.1-1
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TheSaturnV controllawfor thethrustvector
deflectionangle(fl) is:

fl= a0 @+ al_

where a 0 and a 1 are gain factors, and _, and _ are

attitude error angle and attitude angular rate. respec-

tively. The attitude error angle (_s) is obtained from

the LVDC/LVDA. and the attitude angular rate (_)

is obtained from the rate gyros.

The Saturn IB control law for the thrust vector

deflection angle (_) is:

_-- ao¢+ al_+ g2_

where _ is the lateral acceleration along the pitch or

yaw axis as designated, and g2 is the corresponding

gain factor. The pitch and yaw _, values are meas-

ured by the Control Accelerometers whose sensitive

axes are perpendicular to the vehicle longitudinal

axis. The lateral acceleration control is used during

S-IB Stage propulsion to reduce structural loads from

aerodynamic forces and to provide minimum-drift

control.

The acceleration measured by the body-

mounted Control Accelerometdrs differs from that

measured by the guidance accelerometers. The

guidance accelerometers are mounted on the stable

platform of the Inertial Platform Assembly and meas-

ure accelerations with respect to an inertial space

coordinate system, while the Control Accelerometers

are used to measure side or lateral acceleration with

respect to the vehicle coordinates (acceleration along

the yaw and pitch axes).

The choice of the control sensor (rate gyros

and accelerometers) locations is very important for

attitude stabilization of the vehicle. Stabilization of

large launch vehicles, with respect to bending and

torsion modes, is usually obtained by shaping net-

works in each of the three control sensor channels.

Elastic body stability may be attained either

by phase stabilization or by attenuation of the bending

frequencies. Each method has its advantages. Phase

stabilization, especially of the lower bending modes,

makes it possible to maintain adequate bandwidth at

the control frequency. Also, a phase-stabilized bend-

ing mode will damp out faster after excitation than a

l
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Figure 3.1-1 Variations of CP and CG During Flight

mode that depends upon attenuation for stabilization.

In contrast, stabilization by attenuation is preferable

for the higher bending modes since these mode shapes

are generally more difficult to define and because it

is possible to compensate bending mode shapes and

frequencies satisfactorily by attenuation. Thus for

practical reasons, phase stabilization is applied to

the lower frequencies and gain stabilization (stabili-

zation by attenuation) to the higher frequency spectrum.

in the case of large launch vehicles like Saturn V,

some bending modes are so close to the control loop

frequency that they are best phase stabilized. Thus.

for Saturn V during first-stage operation, the first

and second bending modes will be phase stabilized and

higher modes will be attenuated. During the second-

stage powered flight, only the first bending modes

will be phase stabilized and higher modes will be at-

tenuated. During the third-stage powered flight, the

bending mode frequencies are higher than those for

the other stages; therefore, all the bending modes of

this stage will be stabilized by attenuation. All tor-

sional modes are at a relatively high frequency and

will be attenuated for all stages.
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To provide the desired phase, it is necessary

that the rate gyro be properly located on the vehicle.

Figure 3. 1-3 exhibits the Saturn configuration and the

first two bending mode shapes.

The attitude gyros and rate gyros are both

located in the Instrument Unit. Since the control loop

gain at the bending mode frequencies is much less

through the attitude loop than through the rate loop, the

location of the attitude gyro is not as sensitive and is

usually determined by other considerations - primarily

the need to have one centrally located unit for all

stages. The location of the body-mounted accelerome-

ters (used only in the Saturn IB first-stage propulsion

phase) is also in the Instrument Unit. However,

should design changes dictate, the accelerometers

could be located elsewhere on the vehicle.

3.1.2 ATTITUDE CONTROL FOR POWERED FLIGHT

Attitude control of the launch vehicle during

powered flight is accontplished by swivelling of the

main propulsion engines and thereby changing the

orientation of the thrust vector.

The attitude control system of the Saturn V

Launch Vehicle provides attitude control and stabili-

zation from launch until separation of the S-IVB/IU

a
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Stage from the Apollo Spacecraft. For the second-

burn phase of the S-IVB Stage, the Apollo navigation

guidance and control system is available as a backup

system and sends input signals to the Saturn Flight

Control Computer. This backup capability for the

S-If and S-IVB first-powered flight is under consid-

eration.

The S-IB Stage has eight engines. The four

outer engines are swivelled in pitch and yaw by two

hydraulic actuators at each engine (see Figure 3.1-4).

The S-IC and S-II Stages have five engines each. The

four outer engines can be swivelled in pitch and yaw

by two hydraulic actuators at each engine. The S-IVB

Stage is propelled by a single engine which can be

swivelled in pitch and yaw. In addition, the S-IVB

Stage is equipped with an auxiliary propulsion system

consisting of 6 nozzles (2 sets of 3 nozzles) mounted

on the outside of the aft end of the S-IVB Stage. Four

of the six nozzles are required for roll control of the

S-IVB Stage, since roll control cannot be achieved

with a single main propulsion engine. Figure 3.1-5

shows the layout of the engine actuators and nozzles

for the stages of the Saturn V Vehicle. The polarity

tables given in this figure indicate which actuators or

nozzles are required to perform corrections for pitch,

yaw, or roll error signals.

The main components of the Saturn attitude

control system are shown in Figure 3.1-6. The plat-

form gimbal angle readings ( _X _Y 9Z)* indicate the

orientation of the vehicle in the navigation coordinate

system (X S YS ZS). The LVDC computes the required

thrust vector orientation (i. e.. the desired gimbal

angles (XX)_y XZ) according to the guidance scheme

and generates the difference (@ = X -#). From the

attitude angle differences (_X_/Sy_Z), attitude error

signals (_R@p_y -with respect to the body-fixed

roll, pitch, and yaw axes) are generated and sent to

the Flight Control Computer.

In addition to the attitude error signals, the

Flight Control Computer receives signals from con-

trol sensors- attitude rate signals ($PSYSR -with

respect to the vehicle's pitch, yaw, and roll axes)

and lateral acceleration signals ** (_p, _y - along

the pitch and yaw axes). All control signals fed into

the Flight Control Computer are analog signals. The

Flight Control Computer processes and combines

these signals according to the control laws (Equations

3.1-1 and 3.1-2) to generate the control signals for

the engine actuators and attitude control nozzles.

* The XYZ coordinates used in this book have been

changed to reflect the Project Apollo Coordinate

System Standards (SE 008-001-1). This coordin-

ate scheme becomes effective for vehicles 204

and 502 (and subsequent). For further details

refer to Section 1.2.

** Saturn IB only.



3.1.3 ATTITUDE CONTROL FOR COAST FLIGHT

During coast flight, attitude control of the vehi-

cle is accomplished by means of the S-IVB Stage auxi-

liary propulsion system which contains six attitude

control engines (thrust nozzles). When fired, the

nozzles produce torques about the center of gravity of

the vehicle. They are controlled in a pulse-type man-

ner (full thrust or OFF) by the spatial amplifiers in

the Flight Control Computer. The attitude control

engines are turned ON when the input signal to the spa-

tial amplifier exceeds certain limits and turned OFF

when the input signal falls below a set threshold. The

control scheme generates thrust pulses of variable

duration at changing intervals which are controlled by

the pseudo rate modulators in the spatial amplifier.

Over a certain range of the input signal, the output of

the modulator is pulse-width and frequency modulated

and is a function of the input signal magnitude. Above

this range, the output (thrust) is continuously ON;

below this range, it is OFF.

A phase diagram (Figure 3.1-7) shows the angle

and angular rate relationship for a limit cycle oper-

ation. When the vehicle is rotating in a positive direc-

tion with positive angle (corresponding to point A on the

diagram), it will reach point B when the combination

of qJ and ¢ exceeds the upper side of the attitude dead-

band -- thus firing the rocket motor. The angular rate

of $ decreases and changes to a negative quantity,

placing the vehicle at point C on the diagram where

the signal, still positive, falls below the level required

to keep the motor ON, and the torque disappears. From

this point, the vehicle drifts at a constant angular velo-

city toward condition D where the negative deadband

limit is exceeded.

The attitude control engines of the S-IVB Stage

auxiliary propulsion system are used to control the

vehicle attitude in roll during S-IVB powered flight

phases and in pitch, yaw, and roll during S-IVB coast

flight phases. These engines are located in 2 modules

180 degrees apart on the aft end of the S-IVB Stage.

One module is located over position I and the other

Astrionics System
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over position HI as shown in Figure 3.1-5. Each

module has three hypergolic attitude control engines.

One engine of each module is used to control the

vehicle's attitude in pitch while the other two are used

in yaw and roll control.

The attitude engine control signal is composed

of an attitude error signal (_O) and a vehicle turning

rate signal (_). The body mounted Control-EDS Rate

Gyros, located in the Instrument Unit, supply the de-

sired vehicle turning rate information. Attitude error

signals (_) may come from 1 of 2 sources. When the

Instrument Unit is controlling the vehicle, an attitude

error signal is supplied by the LVDC through the

LVDA as shown in Figure 3.1-8. When the Space-

craft is controlling the vehicle, an attitude error sig-
nal is obtained from the Spacecraft over Spacecraft/

IU interface lines.

Limits are imposed by the LVDC for IU-

generated attitude error signals and by the IU Flight

Control Computer for Spacecraft-generated attitude

error signals. It should be noted in the figure that

attitude error limits of ±2.5 degrees in pitch and yaw

and + 3. 5 degrees in roll are imposed on the attitude

error signals. These error signals are used only by

the auxiliary propulsion system.

3.1.4 SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE CONTROL

Spacecraft attitude control of Saturn IB/V

Vehicles, by the Astronaut, exists as an optional

means of controlling the vehicle during the orbital

phases of flight. (The hardware for control during

powered flight does exist, but its use is not planned

for present missions. )

The attitude error signals from the Spacecraft

may originate in the Apollo navigation, guidance, and

control system or may be generated by the Astronaut

through manual control. In any case, the limiters in

the IU Flight Control Computer will limit the angular

rate. These limits prevent excessive propellant

3.1-5
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3-P

+BR

Engln_

4-_ (Typical )

S-IB Actuator Layout

S-IB Stage

S-IB Control Signal Polarity Table

Signal & Actuator Movement
Actuator

No. + V/R

1-Y RET

1-P EXT

2-Y

2-P

3-Y

3-P

4-Y

4-P

+5_p

+Og

+_y

+V'y + V_p

RET

RET

EXT RET

RET EXT

RET EXT

EXT EXT

EXT EXT

RET RET

Pitch or Y
Axis

NOTES:

Yaw or Z
Axis

I

1. All signal arrows indicate positive vehicle movements.
2. Vehicle pitches over position I.
3. Engine actuator & control engine layouts shown as

viewed from aft end of vehicle.

4. +flindlcotes engine deflection required to correct
for positive vehicle movement.

5. Actuator movements noted in the Polarity Table
are characteristic for all input signals of like
polarity.

6. Beginning with vehicle 204, the roll, pitch, and yaw
axis will also be known as the X, Y, Z axis, respectively.

IBM B86A

Figure 3.1-4 S-IB Stage Engine and Actuator Configuration
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Flight Phase

S-IC/S-IB

S-II

S-IVB (Powered)

Inertial
Platform

JGimbal

e_Ang les

LVDA

To EDS

System

I

Apollo
Spacecraft
(Back-up)

Switch Positions

K1 K2*

A Closed*

B N/A

C Open*

Control - EDS

Rate Gyros

Control

Signal
ProceSsor

I

Flight Control
Computer **

A

r--Bmln_ 1

Ij Control I

I Accelerometers* 1

l ..J

J s-Ic (S-IB) JEngine Actuators

r "1
S-II I

I Engine Actuators
r --i_j (Saturn V only) I
I _. J

B
o- ----J

Co_ [ S-IVB": _ Engine ActuatorsI
Control J ! S-IV B

Relay _1 APS SystemPackages Roll Nozzles

* Saturn IB only
** All switching shown is accomplished

in the Flight Control Computer.

IBM BBSA

Figure 3.1-6 Saturn Control System Simplified Block Diagram (Powered Flight)

usage which would result from large angular rate

commands while driving the vehicle to the desired

attitude.

The Apollo Spacecraft attitude reference system

can follow the instantaneous vehicle attitude. This is

accomplished by driving the command display unit

servo motor with an error signal which is formed by

differencing the commanded and actual gimbal angles.

When the Astronaut wishes to maintain a particular

attitude orientation, he can use the computer to set

the command display unit command resolver to the de-

sired gimbal value. The difference between the com-

manded and actual gimbal angles results in an error

signal which is resolved into vehicle coordinates and

is given to the IU Flight Control Computer as an atti-

tude error signal. The S-IVB attitude control system

then operates in the limit-cycle mode about this com-
mand attitude.

3.1.5 ATTITUDE SIGNAL PROCESSING

A processing and flow diagram for attitude con-

trol signals during powered flight is illustrated in

Figure 3.1-9. The analog attitude angle difference

signals (0 X 0y 0 z ) from the gimbal angle resolvers

are converted in the LVDA to digital signals with a

readout rate of 25 signals per second. The guidance

3.1-8





command angles (XX Xy XZ) are computed approxi-

mately once per second. The attitude angle differ-

ences ( h 0 ) are then transformed into the body-fixed

axis system to generate the attitude error signals

(_Yp _y _R ). This transformation is performed by

using simplified equations for the Euler angle rota-

tions. Attitude control signals are generated 25

times per second to minimize vehicle stabilization

problems and provide near continuous attitude control

(the coefficients A 1 through A 5 are calculated approxi-

mately once per second). The gain to be used in these

equations is defined in Table 3. 1-1.

The attitude error signals (_) from the LVDC

are converted to analog voltages by ladder decoders

in the LVDA. The resolution of the ladders is 0. 0575

degree with a maximum value of 15. 3 degrees. The

analog attitude error signal is then fed to the Flight

Astrionics System
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Figure 3.1-7 Limit Cycle Phase Diagram

Control Computer where it is combined with the

angular rate signals and lateral acceleration signals

(for Saturn IB). A functional description of the Flight

Control Computer is given in Section 3.3.

SPACECRAFT

¢J Roll

41Yaw

Pitch

Spacecraft

Control
I

I_1
Ill ;

I

LVDC/LVDA

APS

Programmed

Limits

@Roll _ :k3.5 I
L__ _-I

Yaw __'2"-._7
L------J

f ..... l

Pitch_ ±2.5 1
L___._I

J

i,J_
,_,1

I
I

I

S-IVB

Coast Flight
t I

xp _=

1
I
1

S-IVB

Powered Flight

Spacecraft
Control

I
I
I

FLIGHT CONTROL COMPUTER

! ,[, ,,, _ i 1_
_1_I _ :E 3.5 Limlter

I lil I I_
- III - _1

III - _1

' --I' i I_ 1r_11j_ :i: 2.5 Limlter
II 1 ItY

- I - _11
I I

t To

Main Engine

Control

"h

To APS

Engrne
Control

[BM B244

Figure 3.1-8 Attitude Error Signal Sources Functional Block Diagram
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Gimbol Angles

#X #YeZ

AY = Oy- X y X's

AZ =8 z - X z

I
AX, AY,AZ

¢p= A IAY +A2AZ

_R= -A4AY + A5AZ

Qy= SF(AX + A 3 AY)

* F/M * Position

* Time * Velocity

Computation of

XxXyXz

I I
X'S e's

!

Compute A I, . • • , A51

ISF = Scale Factor

IBM B230

Figure 3. I-9 Attitude Signal Flow Diagram

Table 3. I-I Typical Attitude Parameters for Saturn V

Attitude Control Limits on Magnitude
Flight Mode Attitude Rate Limits

Gain of Attitude Commands

Yaw Pitch Roll Yaw Pitch Roll

S-IC Burn

S-II Burn

S-IVB 1st Burn

Coast

S-IVB 2nd Burn

Coast

+12°/s

±12 °/s

±12°/s

±2.4°/s

±12°/s

+2.4 °/s

+12 °/s

+12 °/s

±12 °/s

+2.4°/s

±12°/s

+2.4°/s

±12 °/s

±12°/s

+12°/s

+2.4°/s

+12°/s

+2.4°/s

15 °

15 °

15 °

2.5 °

15 °

2.5 °

15 °

15 °

15 °

2.5 °

15 °

2.5 °

15 °

15 °

3.5 °

3.5 °

15 °

2.5 °

)
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SECTION3.2

CONTROLSENSORS

3.2-1 RATE GYROS

Single degree of freedom rate gyros are used

on the Saturn Vehicles to sense the angular rate of

movement of the vehicles about the roll, yaw, and

pitch axes.

This type of rate gyro is employed in the

Control-EDS Rate Gyro Package in the IU of the Saturn

IB/V Vehicles. It is used both for attitude control and

for EDS operations.

The rate gyro (Figure 3.2-1) uses a microsyn

differential transformer pickoff which is coupled to

the gimbal. Angular rate about the input axis of the

rate gyro will be translated to an ac voltage output

signal from the microsyn. The amplitude of this

signal has a definite relationship to the angular rate.

This relationship, called the scale factor, is approxi-

mately 0. 5656 Vp-p/degree/second. The rate gyro

has the capability of sensing angular rates to 20

degrees/second in either counter-clockwise or clock-

wise direction.

Each rate gyro is equipped with self-test capa-

bilities. A self contained electromagnetic coil can be

remotely excited to cause the rate gyro gimbal to be

deflected. This deflection provides an output from

the microsyn without subjecting the gyro to a rate in-

put. A built-in generator, integral with the gyro rotor,

Output
Axis

Printed Circuit
Board

Wheel-

Magnet

Magnetic Sheild

Stator X

I Self-test
Input Axis

i Torquer

I

Expansion
Bellows

Flex Lead

Gimbal

Rotor(Shaded-pole)

llance

Screw

3yro Wheel

;pln Motor Bearings Sp'n Axis
and Gyro Shaft

Note: Unshaded area is gimbal po_ion of gyro.

IBM BOSA

Figure 3.2-1 Cutaway View of a Self-Test Rate Gyro
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provides ac pulses (thefrequency is the indication of

the gyro rotor speed).

The rate gyros are fluid-damped devices

which maintain a nearly constant damping factor

over the range of temperatures in which the damping

fluid retains its fluid characteristics. When the gyros

are employed in low-temperature environments which

exceed the gyro ratings, the package must be supplied

with heaters to ensure proper operation.

3.2.2 CONTROL-EDS RATE GYRO PACKAGE

The Control-EDS Rate Gyro Package (Figure

3.2-2) contains nine rate gyros arranged in a triple-

redundant configuration (Figure 3.2-3). Each group

of three rate gyros provides output signals for angular

rate about the pitch axis (_ p), yaw axis (_ y), and

roll axis (_ R). Each group of gyros is completely

independent of the two other groups. Thus, there are

nine separate output signals - one from each gyro.

The comparison and selection of the output signals

are accomplished in the Control Signal Processor.

Each of the gyro groups receives 400 Hz,

single-phase power from a separate inverter. These

inverters are located in the Control Signal Processor.

This triple redundant configuration increases

the reliabilityfor the Control-EDS Rate Gyro Package,

which is used throughout the mission.

Since the Control-EDS Rate Gyro package is

located on an IU cold plate, itwill be maintained at

a temperature which will not require the use of

heaters within the package.

3.2.3 CONTROL SIGNAL PROCESSOR

The Control Signal Processor converts the ac

rate gyro signals into dc signals required as inputs to

the Flight Control Computer. It also compares and

selects output signals from corresponding redundant

rate gyros. A block diagram of the Control Signal

Processor is given in Figure 3.2-4.

The 400 Hz output signal from each rate gyro

is demodulated to generate a dc voltage which is pro-

portional to the rate output of the gyro. A telemetry

output from each demodulator is provided.

Two of the three demodulated outputs (of one

channel) are compared within a comparison circuR,

Pitch and Roll

Rate Gyros

Mi crosyn Excitation
Chokes

Yaw Rate Gyros

Printed CTrcuit

Assembly

IBM B99A

Figure 3.2-2 Control-EDS Rate Gyro Package with Covers Removed
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and when the dc output of the two compared demodu-

lators differs by a preset amount, a relay selects

the output of the spare demodulator as the input to the

Flight Control Computer. The relay remains in this

position until reset by an external command signal.

Closure of the relay is indicated by a telemetry out-

put. The dc outputs (0 - 45 volts) of each channel are

used as inputs to the Flight Control Computer.

Each rate switch receives the 400 Hz output

signal from one gyro and energizes a relay when the

amplitude of the signal exceeds the predetermined

magnitude. This relay generates an EDS signal which

is indicated by the telemetry.

The angular velocities of the gyro rotors are

measured by wheel speed sensor circuits which pro-

vide outputs to telemetry for monitoring purposes.

The input signals to each speed sensor are frequencies

proportional to the angular velocity of the gyro rotors.

Astrionics System
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If the frequency of any one input deviates more than

± 50 Hz, the wheel speed sensor will generate a dis-

crete signal for telemetry indicating gyro overspeed

or underspeed conditions.

The Control Signal Processor contains three

power supplies operating from three separate 28-volt

batteries. Each power supply provides 60 Vdc for one

roll, yaw, and pitch demodulator, and 28 Vdc for the

comparison circuit and one roll, yaw, and pitch rate

switch.

Three static inverters, also located in the

Control Signal Processor, operate from unregulated

battery power to generate closely regulated 26 Vac

(400 Hz) signals. Each inverter provides motor and

microsyn power to one roll, yaw, and pitch rate gyro,

and a reference excitation to one roll, yaw, and pitch

demodulator.

From
Control

Signal
Processor

400 Hz
0

Power

r Group 1 I
I I
I I

' i ] '
I Roll I
I = Rate Gyro I
I I
I I

'I I'I Yaw I
| _ Rate Gyro I
I I
I I
I I

II : I Pitch I |II Rate Gyro
I I

I
I

L....
_p

I_"_ Wheel Speed Signal

_ Output and ESE

.,]Torque Current Input

r .mmm_D=l

I I
m ---- -_1 Group 2" I-m-_

I I
| 1

r "1
I I

--- -- -IN Group 3 * !- ---_
I I
t .... .I

Outputs to Control
STgnal Processor

* Inputs, outputs, and components of Groups 2 and 3 are identical to Group 1
IBM BIO0

Figure 3.2-3 Control-EDS Rate Gyro Package Block Diagram
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SECTION3.3

FLIGHTCONTROLCOMPUTER

3.3.1 GENERAL

The Flight Control Computer is an analog de-

vice which generates the proper control commands

for the engine actuators and the S-IVB auxiliary pro-

pulsion system. The computer accomplishes this by

processing and combining the analog signals from the

LVDA, control sensors, and Apollo Spacecraft.

The Flight Control Computer is equipped with

eight input channels to accept eight different control

signals listed in Table 3.3-1. The essential elements

of the Flight Control Computer (for powered flight

operation) are shown in the simplified block diagram,

Figure 3. 3-1. Signal line filters provide the proper

time-variable adjustment of the a 0 and al gain fac-

tors in the Saturn IB/V control laws expressed in

equations 3.1-1 and 3.1-2. The Control Attenuation

Timer (CAT) is used in the Saturn IB Flight Control

Computer to provide the required time-variable ad-

justment of the g2 gain factor in the Saturn IB control

law.

The signals processed are then summed and

amplified by either servo or spatial amplifiers. These

signals are the control signals for the engine servo

actuators which control the thrust vector deflection

angle.

The Flight Control Computer also generates the

control signals for operation of the S-IVB auxiliary

propulsion system which provides roll control during

S-IVB powered flight and complete attitude control

during coast flight. A simplified diagram of the

Flight Control Computer configuration during coast

flight is given in Figure 3.3-2. The attitude error

signal (_) is provided by the LVDC/LVDA or the

Apollo Spacecraft. Signals from the spacecraft are

limited in the Flight Control Computer while the sig-

rials supplied by the LV'DA have been limited in the

LVDC/LVDA. Angular rate signals (6) are obtained

from the Control-EDS Rate Gyros in the IU. The

spatial amplifiers generate the control signals (ON-

OFF) for the auxiliary propulsion system attitude con-

trol engines.

The Saturn V and the Saturn IB Flight Control

Computers are designed according to the same general

scheme. The configurations of both computers_ how-

ever, are somewhat different for the powered flight

phases since the Saturn V is a 3-stage vehicle while

Saturn IB is a 2-stage vehicle. See paragraph 3.3.2.

Both types of computers have the same configuration

for S-IVB powered flight attitude control and coast

flight attitude control.

Icoo, o,h-_ c°°'_°' *H I *Soturn tB Only
Accelerometer :Y Attenuation Filters * I

Timers IFilter

i F _!oc H Attenu°t°r,JF'terRate Gyros _ Ampl iflers (a! ) Network

FilterI

I.vDcjLvoA
I Spacecraft t--IIt_J

DC U Attenuators Filter I

Amplifiers _ (a0) Network I

Spacecraft Control

 !S'rv°IAmpliFiers To

v or Engine
Spatial Control

- IIIIq _1 Amplifiers

11" 1
h'l_- _ Limiters } "J

Fig-ure 3.3-1 Simplified Diagram of the Flight Control Computer for Powered Flight
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3.3.2 FLIGHT CONTROL COMPUTEROPERATION
DURING POWEREDFLIGHT

The Saturn IB Flight Control Computer differs

from the Saturn V Flight Control Computer in several

areas.

The Saturn IB Flight Control Computer contains

a channel for Control Accelerometer signals (forfirst-

stage powered flight). One type of servo amplifier is

used to control the engine actuators of the S-IB Stage.

Another type of servo amplifier (the same used in

Saturn V) controls the S-IVB engine actuators. The

engine actuator control loops for the S-IB Stage use

electrical feedback. The computer contains amplifiers,

filters, and the necessary switching devices for two

vehicle stages.

The Saturn V Flight Control Computer has no

channels for Control Accelerometer signals. The

same type of servo amplifier is used to control the

engine actuators in each stage (S-IC, s-n, and S-IVB).

The computer contains amplifiers, filters, and the

corresponding switching relays for three vehicle

stages. The control loops for the engine actuators

use mechanical feedback.

Table 3.3-1 Input Signals to the Flight

Control Computer

Input Channel

Lateral Acceleration

Gain * Signal

Symbol Factor Sources

Pitch

Yaw

'_p "_ Saturn IB

}2 Control Accel-

"_y erometers

Angular Rate

Pitch _p )
Yaw _ y a I

Roll _ R

Attitude Error

Pitch _ P I

Yaw _ Y I a0Roll _ R

Control- EDS

Rate Gyros

LVDA/LVDC

or Spacecraft

*Time-varying functions that determine which of

the three terms of the control equation will be

dominant. The control equation is defined as:

/3c = a 0 _ + a i _ ( + g2 _"for Saturn IB)

I "I
I I
I   ao.o o t II"...... Control ....I I

ISP°_'_raf'_- '_--_I:II----I 1! I

I i _'[ AmpD'C[ers I _ _ -_ Spafia' _ToAPS

I,.VDC/,VO,_---* j

ICont,-o,-EO I "I I
I RateGyr°s_ {b I AmpDl|Clers! I

I !
IBM B232 ,)

Figure 3.3-2 Simplified Diagram of the Flight Control Computer for Coast Flight
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3.2.4 CONTROL ACCELEROMETER

Two Control Accelerometers are used during

first stage burn on the Saturn IB Vehicles. They are

used to sense the lateral acceleration of the vehicle

(perpendicular to its longitudinal axis) in the pitch

and yaw planes. The output of these instruments is

used in the control system to reduce structural load-

ing and to control vehicle deflection due to the lateral

winds.

The Control Accelerometer is a linear, spring-

mass, fluid damped system with an inductive pickoff.

Its excitation is from a self-contained static inverter

which converts the 28-volt dc input voltage to a 400-

hertz ac voltage (see Figure 3.2-5). The ac output of

the accelerometer sensor is proportional to the applied

acceleration in its sensitive axis. This output signal

is amplified and demodulated within the assembly to

produce a dc output voltage proportional to accelera-

tion. This output is fed to the Flight Control Compu-

ter.

The heart of the accelerometer is its spring-

mass system. The seismic mass is supported and

restrained by a non-pendulous spring suspension

system. The springs constrain the mass to pure

translational motion with practically no friction and

provide extremely low cross-axis sensitivity at the

same time.

Astrionics System
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The spring-mass system is fluid dampened

with a silicone fluid. As the accelerometer is sub-

jected to acceleration, the mass moves with respect

to the case and Causes a positive displacement of the

fluid with a resultant damping action. In addition to

this effect, the damping fluid provides resistance to

shock and vibration. A change in fluid volume with

any temperature change is compensated for by an

internal bellows.

A special feature of these accelerometers is

their self-checking capability. By exciting a separate

electromagnetic coil (force coil), it is possible to

deflect the seismic mass by a calibrated amount and

thus check the electrical output of the instrument with-

out subjecting it to acceleration. This provides a

means of remotely checking the accelerometers after

their installation on the vehicle to ensure proper oper-

ation before flight. Table 3.2-1 lists the accelerome-

ter characteristics.

Table 3.2-1 Control Accelerometer Characteristics

Measuring range

Natural frequency

Damping ratio

Cross axis

sensitivity

Scale factor

Power

0 to ±10 m/s 2

8 _1. 5 Hz

0. 8 _0. 2 of critical

0. OO2 g/g

1.0 Vdc/m/s 2

15 watts maximum

(not including heaters)

  goor  0w

Vehicle

Dynamics

I voo l 1AC/DC 115Hz 1 45Vdc
Inverter 400 Power Supply

/

l
_t Acceler°rneter

Sensor Device

Force Coll

ESE

Input

_ Ac  t0emo u,o orl [BufferAmplifier Amplifier

To

FHght
Control

Computer

|BM BIO3A

Figure 3.2-5 Control Accelerometer Block Diagram
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SATURNIB FLIGHTCONTROLCOMPUTER

Figure3.3-3is ablockdiagramoftheSaturn
IB FlightControlComputer.Duringfirst-stage
poweredflight, eachinputsignaltothecomputer
passesthroughadcamplifierandfilter beforeit
enterstheservoamplifiers.

Attenuation(gaincontrol)is accomplishedby
eitheroftwomethods:bymotor-driven,cam-
controlledpotentiometerscalledControlAttenuation
Timers(CAT's)or relay-switched,fixed-resistor
networks.TheCAT'sprovideattenuationthatvaries
continuouslyasafunctionoftime,whiletherelay-
switchedresistornetworkschangeattenuationindis-
cretestepsatpredeterminedtimeintervals. These
relaysarecommandedbysignalsfromtheLVDC/
LVDAviatheIUSwitchSelectorandareoftenre-
ferredtoas"switchpoints".Eachfilter blockshown
in thefigurerepresentsarelay-resistor(attenuator)
networkandits associatedfilter network.Adifferent
setofattenuatorsandfilters isusedduringtheS-IVB
poweredflightphasessincethedynamiccharacteristic
ofthevehicleis changedafterseparationoftheS-IB
Stageandaerodynamicforcesnolongerexist. The
requiredfilters for eachstageareselectedbyrelays
accordingtotheflightprogram.Nofiltersareused
for operationoftheS-IVBauxiliarypropulsionsystem
(duringcoastflightandfor roll controlduringpower-
edflight). Theactualfilter networksarepassiveRLC
networkswhichprovidegainandphasestabilizationin
thecontrollooptopreventundesirablesignalfrequen-
ciesfromaffectingtheattitudecontrol.

IntheCATdevice,arockerarmdrivestwo
coupledpotentiometerswhichareelectricallycon-
nectedtotheappropriatechannels.Theoutputsfrom
thepotentiometersaretime-varyingfunctionsof the
inputsignals;i. e., the_"signalinputstotheattenu-
atorappearattheattenuatoroutputmodifiedbyg2"
Thecamisdrivenbyal15V,400-cycle,single-
phase,synchronousmotor. Thecamspeedis deter-
minedbyageartrainarrangement.

AtypicalSaturnIB timeprogramfor a0,al,
andg2is showninFigure3.3-4. Thegainfactor
(g2)hasamaximumvalueduringthetimeperiodof
highaerodynamicpressure,thusemphasizingthe
lateralaccelerationcontrolsignals.TheseControl
AccelerometersignalsareusedduringtheS-IBflight
phaseonly. Thegaincoefficients(g2)for Control
AccelerometersignalsarevariedbyCATcircuits.
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The other gain factors (a 0 and a 1 ) are changed by

relay switching of resistors.

The Flight Control Computer contains eight

servo amplifiers for the actuators of the S-IB Stage

and six servo amplifiers for the actuators of the

S-IVB Stage. The servo amplifiers are magnetic

amplifiers which sum and amplify the filtered and

scaled control signals to generate the control signals

for the engine actuators. The output stage of the

amplifier can provide up to 12 milliamperes (S-IB) or

50 milliamperes (S-IVB) of current to the torque

motor-operated control valve of each hydraulic servo

actuator. A portion of this output current is returned

through a feedback network to provide required accu-

racy in gain and linearity.

There is one servo amplifier for each engine

actuator in the S-IB Stage (i. e., four pitch servo

amplifiers and four yaw servo amplifiers). The three

output control signals (_py _y _'y) to the Flightyaw

Control Computer are fed into each of the four yaw

amplifiers. Correspondingly, the three pitch input

channels are connected to each of the four pitch ampli-

fiers. The two roll input signals (_R and _R ) are
sent to all eight S-IB servo amplifiers since it is nec-

essary to deflect the engines in pitch and yaw simulta-

neously for execution of a roll maneuver.

The six servo amplifiers for the S-IVB powered

flight are used in a triple redundant configuration to

control the two servo actuators of the single J-2 engine.

The output signals of two yaw servo amplifiers are

compared, and if they agree, one is used to control

the yaw actuator. If those two signals disagree, the

output of the third yaw servo amplifier is switched to

the actuator. The same scheme applies to the pitch

channel.

To achieve APS thruster synchronization of

roll control during S-IVB powered flight, the output

signal of the yaw-roll I spatial amplifier configura-

tion feeds both control relay packages. Although not

shown in Figure 3.3-3, the yaw-roll II signals are

interrupted during this period and will not be used

until the coast flight control operation.

SATURN V FLIGHT CONTROL COMPUTER

Figure 3.3-5 is a block diagram of the Saturn

V Flight Control Computer. The attitude error sig-

3.3-3
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Figure 3.3-4 Typical Saturn IB Gain Program for a0, al, g2 Coefficients

_L

rials ( _ ), originating either from the LVDA or the

spacecraft, are switched by a quad redundant relay

configuration to three scaling amplifiers in each of

the three channels (yaw, pitch, and roll). A different

set of filters is switched in for each powered flight

phase (S-IC, S-II, S-IVB). As in the Saturn IB Flight

Control Computer, filters provide the proper adjust-

ment of the gain coefficients a 0 and a 1.

The attitude error signals and angular rate sig-

nals from the filters are summed in the magnetic servo

amplifiers and the resulting signal is used to generate

the actuator control signals. The Flight Control Com-

puter contains eight servo amplifiers of the same type.

Each amplifier provides a maximum output current of

50 milliamperes to torque the motor-operated control

valves of the actuators (see Figure 3.3-6). Each

servo amplifier controls one of the eight engine actu-

ators in the S-IC Stage or S-l[ Stage.

The roll signals ( gJR and _ R ) are distributed

to all eight servo amplifiers. The yaw signals (_y

and "_y) are connected to all four yaw servo amplifiers

and the pitch signals (_pp and _ p) are connected to all

four pitch servo amplifiers. The switching of input

signals, filters, and servo amplifiers in the Flight

Control Computer is controlled by the LVDC/LVDA

through Switch Selector circuitry. See Section 4. 2.

Since the S-IVB Stage has only two engine actuators,

it should be noted that six of the eight servo amplifiers

are used in a triple redundant arrangement. The con-

trol configuration for third-stage burn is otherwise

similar to that described for the S-IVB powered flight

phase of Saturn IB Flight Control Computer.

3.3.3 FLIGHT CONTROLCOMPUTEROPERATION
DURING COAST FLIGHT

The Flight Control Computer configurations of

the Saturn IB and Saturn V are identical for coast

flight attitude control (Figures 3.3-3 and 3.3-5).

No filters are contained in the signal channels

(_ and _) of the APS. Attitude error signals (_)

from the spacecraft are limited in the Flight Control

Computer between the dc amplifiers and the spatial

amplifiers. The limiter circuits provide roll, pitch,

and yaw signal limiting and are switched into the cir-

cult only during the spacecraft control mode of opera-

tion.

3.3-5
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Figure 3.3-6 50-Milliampere Servo Amplifier Block Diagram

The signals from the dc amplifiers are sent

directly to the spatial amplifiers. The spatial ampli-

fiers sum the input signals (_p and _ ) and compare the

resulting signal level with a predetermined threshold

level. When the combined control signals exceed the

limits set by the threshold, a switching amplifier

energizes the relays in the control relay package,

which in turn operates the valves of the proper attitude

control engines.

The Flight Control Computer contains nine

spatial amplifiers which are used in a triple redundant

configuration (three spatial amplifiers for each pitch,

yaw, and roll control). A comparator circuit selects

1 of 2 amplifiers out of the 3 triple-redundant ampli-

fiers in each channel. The spatial amplifiers for

pitch control switch either the (+) pitch or the (-)

pitch nozzle ON. They require only the two input

signals (_p and bp). The remaining 2 groups of

spatial amplifiers both control yaw and roll maneuvers.

Each of these amplifiers receives roll and yaw input

signals (_R, SY, bR, '_Y) since the same nozzles

are used for yaw and roll control. The control relay

package which operates the valve coils is discussed

in Section 3.4.

The Saturn V Flight Control Computer in-

cludes a circuit designed to provide an outward

engine cant of approximately 2 degrees for the four

gimballed S-IC Stage engines. Since the stage is

designed with no mechanical cant, an electrical

substitute is provided. At approximately 20 seconds

after lift-off, the IU Switch Selector issues a com-

mand to the Flight Control Computer via the IU

Control Distributor. This signal is applied to a

ramp generator which produces an output to the yaw

and pitch servo amplifiers in order to cause each

S-IC engine actuator to retract the amount necessary

to produce the 2-degree cant.

3.3.4 REDUNDANCYIN THE FLIGHT CONTROL
COMPUTER

The attitude rate signals (b) and the attitude

error signals ($) enter the Flight Control Computer

via separate duplex lines. The duplex lines continue

until they branch into the three scaling amplifiers

as shown in Figure 3.3-7. (The switchover between

attitude error signals from the LVDA or the space-

craft is accomplished by relays arranged in a quad

redundant configuration. )

For the S-IVB powered flight and coast flight

attitude control, the Flight Control Computer has a

triple redundant configuration in each channel. For

each of the six input control signals (_p, _y, _ZR,

p, "9 y, "9R), there are three redundant, completely

independent channels. Each channel contains indivi-

dual amplifiers, filters (if used), and relays. These

triple redundant signal channels are connected to a

triple redundant arrangement of servo amplifiers or

spatial amplifiers. The outputs of two of the three

triple redundant servo (or spatial) amplifiers are com-

pared and, if they agree, one output is applied to the

engine actuator (control relay package). If the com-

pared signals do not agree, the output of the third

servo (or spatial) amplifier is used.

3.3-7
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t. SECTION3.4

ENGINECONTROLS

3.4.1 ENGINESERVOACTUATORS

The angular direction of the thrust vector of

Saturn IB and V engines is controlled by swivelling

the gimbal-mounted propulsion engines. This control

is obtained by linear hydraulic servo-actuators in the

pitch and yaw planes.

The actual arrangement of the actuators for

the multi-engine stages and the single-engine S-IV'B

Stage of the Saturn Launch Vehicle is shown in Figure

3.4-1. Independent hydraulic systems for each gim-

baled engine are used to provide the following advan-

tages:

• Flight system can be qualified by

single-engine test.

• One system can be verified at a time.

• Malfunction and replacement can be

isolated to 1 system.

• Post flight performance comparisons

are easily accomplished and problem

areas are quickly isolated.

• Redundant capability.

For the multi-engine vehicle stages, the

redundant capability is further increased by sizing

the swivel range so that, despite the failure of one

control engine, the remaining gimbaled engines can

maintain satisfactory control. The failure modes

may be:

• Loss of thrust (engine out).

• Loss of hydraulic pressure (hydraulic

system failure).

• Any actuation malfunction caused by

servo valve failure, failure in signal

lines, or Flight Control Computer

output stage.

During operation of the rocket engines in the

S-IC and S-II Stages, the hydraulic power supply is

provided by a hydraulic pump driven by the engine

turbine and an accumulator-reservoir to cover peak

loads. An auxiliary pump, driven by an electric

motor, provides hydraulic pressure for static check-

out of the hydraulic system.

For the first-stage engines, the hydraulic

pressure is obtained directly from the fuel turbopump;

as the fuel itself is used as the hydraulic fluid. The

available low operating pressure requires a large

servo valve and actuator piston area; however, the

pressurization system is very simple and even the

accumulator-reservoir can be omitted as a result of

the almost unlimited availability of pressurized fuel.

The transformation of the electrical signal

from the Flight Control Computer, which commands

the angular deflection (fl) of the engine into a linear

displacement, is performed by servo actuator assem-

blies. The servo valves are four-way, flow-control

devices, with internal dynamic pressure feedback and

mechanical feedback of the actuator piston position.

Figure 3.4-2 is a symbolic representation of the

valve. The servo valve operates in the following

manner. The error signal from the Flight Control

Computer is applied to the torque motor coil which

displaces the flapper valve and restricts the flow

of hydraulic fluid in one branch (e. g., the left one

in Figure 3.4-2). The increasing pressure in that

branch drives the second stage power spool to the

right, which in turn allows hydraulic pressure build

up on the left side of the actuator piston, causing a

linear displacement of the actuator to the right. The

mechanical feedback linkage displacement places a

counter torque on the flapper valve. When this feed-

back torque equals the applied torque from the servo

valve torque motor, no further motion of the actuator

can occur. The potentiometer measures the actuator

position for telemetry purposes.

In the S-IB Stage servo actuators only, an

electrical potentiometer is used as a feedback trans-

ducer. It applies a "fl " feedback signal to the Flight

Control Computer servo amplifier. The mechanical

feedback provides higher reliability, which results

primarily from the elimination of the feedback poten-

tiometer and its associated wiring, connections, and

power supply, and reduction in corresponding failure
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modes. Further, the mechanical feedback has an

important advantage in that the actuator goes to a

null position (_ = 0) if the "_ " command signal from

the Flight Control Computer fails in the zero level.

The characteristics of the hydraulic servo

actuator systems are given in Table 3.4-1.

3.4.2 AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM

The APS system, shown in Figure 3. 4-3, con-

sists primarily of spatial amplifiers, control relay

packages, and attitude control nozzles. The figure

is not detailed since the APS system operation has

been generally explained and illustrated in previous

sections. The purpose of this section is to explain

the design characteristics of the system and to exam-

ine component functions.

SPATIAL AMPLIFIERS

The Flight Control Computer contains 3 sets

of triple-redundant spatial amplifiers. One set of

amplifiers is used during S-IVB powered flight, and

all three sets are used for coast flight control. For

Engine
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Figure 3.4-1 Hydraulic Actuator System
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Figure 3.4-2 Flow-through Valve and Actuator with Mechanical Feedback

S-IVB powered flight, one set of spatial amplifiers

(yaw-roll I) is used to feed both control relay pack-

ages. This scheme allows synchronized firing of the

attitude control nozzles (thrusters) for roll attitude

maneuvers during S-IVB powered flight. The signals

for the other set of spatial amplifiers used in powered

flight (yaw-roll II) are interrupted. The switching

circuitry used to achieve this configuration is referred

to as the "spatial synchronizer" and is located within

the Flight Control Computer. During coast flight, the

control relay packages operate independently so that

yaw corrections can be made.

The purpose of these amplifiers is to develop

ON-OFF control signals for the S-IVB thruster noz-

zles. The output signal is proportional (in duration) to

the yaw, pitch, and roll error signals generated by the

LVDC/LVDA or spacecraft. A block diagram of the

spatial amplifier is shown in Figure 3.4-4.

Attitude and rate signals are applied to the

magnetic amplifier where they are algebraically sum-

med. The output signal of the magnetic amplifier is

then amplified by 2 differential amplifier stages. De-

pending upon the amplitude and polarity of the signal,

one of the two Schmitt triggers will change state. The

triggered signal is then used to drive relays within the

Control Relay Package in the S-IVB Stage. The relays

transmit S-IVB Stage power to fuel and oxidizer sole-

noid valves of the commanded hypergolic engines.
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Table 3.4-1 Servo Actuator Characteristics (Design Goals)

S-IC S-H S-IVB S-IB

Parameter F-I Engine J-2 Engine J-2 Engine H-1 Engine

Engine

Moment Arm

meters

inches

Moments of Inertia

kg m 2

slug ft2

Servo Actuator
Piston Area cm 2

in2

Stroke cm

inches

Supply Pressure

N/cm 2

pstg

Torque Motor Current

ma

System

Angular Deflection

degrees

Angular Velocity

deg/s

Load Resonance

1.820

63.8

42,000

56, 760

368

57

29.2

11.5

12.4x106 to

15.2x106

I,800-2,200

5O

±5.15

5

8.0

0. 301

11.9

1,990

2, 690

83.9

13

7.7

3.02

24. 2x106

3, 500

5O

+7

9.6

7.9

0. 295

11.6

1,970

2, 660

76

11.78

7.4

2.9

25.2xlO 6

3, 650

5O

*7

8.0

7.1

O. 699

27.5

750

1,015

32.3

5

9.7

3.82

20.7x106

3,000

12

+7.99

The duration of the output control signal is

determined by comparison of the input error signals

(_ and _) and cutoff feedback signal. The greater the

amplitude of the input signals, the longer time it will

take the cutoff feedback signal to overcome the input

error signals. This action results in proportionately

longer duration output signals.

To this point, the discussion of the auxiliary

propulsion system has been concerned with the pitch

channel. The yaw and roll channels are similar in all

details except that their combined error signals are

mixed to ensure minimum fuel consumption. The yaw-

roll mixing scheme is designed so that opposing engines

will not fire simultaneously. The scheme also prevents

one engine from adding to an error already existing in
another channel.

Deadbands are introduced within the spatial

amplifier circuit (and APS system in general) to con-

serve fuel and avoid "oversteering". In effect, a

limiting tolerance is built into the system which will

allow an attitude adjustment to be made by the APS

system only if the adjustment is over a certain pre-

determined level. A typical roll deadband is shown in

Figure 3.4-5.

The operation of the auxiliary propulsion system

during coast phase is illustrated in Figure 3.4-6. The

operation starts at point A, which represents a given

attitude error (_) and attitude rate (_) of the vehicle.

The end state is the limit cycle within the deadband

and about the commanded attitude angle.

CONTROL RELAY PACKAGE

Each control relay package consists of 12

miniature, double-pole, double-throw relays. Two

such packages are used to control the S-IVB attitude

control engine valve coils. These valve coils are an

integral part of the engine and control the fueland

oxidizer poppet valves. The relays are driven in

groups of eight from the three S-IVB attitudecontrol

3.4-4
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spatial amplifiers in the Flight Control Computer.

Figure 3.4-7 shows the arrangement of the relays,

valve coils, and fuel and oxidizer poppet valves asso-

ciated with 1 amplifier in the pitch or yaw-roll axis.

As an example, if the attitude control signal

requires that nozzle Iii be turned ON, the spatial am-

plifier energizes relay coils K1 through K4, which

close the associated contacts (1, 1', etc. ). Valve coils

1, 1% etc., are energized and open fuel valves 1, 2, 3,

and 4 and oxidizer valves 1', 2', 3', and 4' in the quad

valve network. This turns on nozzle Iii.

The control relay package was designed to take

advantage of the redundant valve configuration by pro-

viding failure isolation from the predominant modes

of relay failure (open-circuited coils, failure-to-make

contacts, and welded contacts). This relay redundancy

can be shown by considering relay 1 as an example.

When relay coil K1 is energized, it closes contacts

1 and 1', which energize valve coils 1 and I' and

cause fuel valve 1 and oxidizer valve I' to open. An

open in coil K1 or a failure of contacts 1 and 1' to

close results in no operation of fuel valve 1 and oxidi-

zer valve 1'. However, this does not cause a failure

¢_(degrees/second)

1.2

0.8

iio01 
-Vehicle Attitude Rate

¢J-Vehicle Attitude Error
- -1.2

IBM B94

Figure 3.4-5 Typical Roll Deadband for S-IVB

Auxiliary Propulsion System
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of the attitude control system, since the redundant

valves provide an operative flow path through valves

2-4 and 2'-4'. If, on the other hand, either or both

sets of contacts of relay 1 should weld, or otherwise

become permanently closed, fuel valve 1 and oxidizer

valve 1' would be open. However, control of fuel and

oxidizer would be maintained by valves 3 and 3',

respectively.

Reliability predictions have shown that 85 per-

cent of relay coil failures are due to an open coil, and

93 percent of contact failures are due to failure to

close. The design of the control relay package isolates

Astrionics System
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the control system from these predominate failures,

as well as from welded-contact failures.

The control relay package was introduced into

the design of the S-IVB Stage attitude control system to

improve the interstage cabling design between the IU

Flight Control Computer and the S-IVB Stage valve

coils by reducing the current requirements from 12

amperes to 200 milliamperes. Therefore, the con-

trol relay package saves about 100 pounds of cabling

and reduces the Flight Control Computer spatial am-

plifier's power requirements by switching the power

to the valve coils in the S-IVB Stage.
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CHAPTER4

MODEANDSEQUENCECONTROL

SECTION4.1

INTRODUCTION

The terms mode and sequence control will be

defined to explain their relationship with the Astrionics

System. The LVDC memory contains a predetermined

number of sets of instructions which, when initiated,

induce the entire Astrionics System, or portions of

the system, to operate in a particular mode. An ex-

ample of a mode operation is the solving of guidance

equations with interlaced attitude control and sequenc-

ing commands during the first stage flight. Each

mode consists of a predetermined sequence of events.

The computer also generates the appropriate control

signals (e. g., engine cutoff and ignition, stage sepa-

ration). Such a predetermined sequence of events is

initiated by commanding the computer to operate in a

particular mode.

Mode selection and initiation is accomplished

through one of 3 actions: the successful completion of

a previous mode, computer switching to a new mode

based on real time, or an event occurrence. In addi-

tion to these internal mode selections which the sys-

tem makes, mode switching is also accomplished by

commands from the ground checkout equipment (be-

fore launch), the IU command system, or the Apollo

Spacecraft. A built-in safeguard feature gives the

system the capability of refusing conflicting com-
mands or commands that would be detrimental to

vehicle safety.

Examples of modes of operation that occur

during flight in the Astrionics System are:

• First-stage guidance, control, and

sequencing.

• Second-stage guidance, control, and

sequencing.

• Third-stage guidance, control, and

sequencing.

• Orbital operations --

Vehicle attitude stabilization

commanded by the IU.

Spacecraft command of the

vehicle attitude.

Guidance, control, and sequencing of the

third stage (second burn) into lunar

trajectory --

Using the IU navigation, guidance,

and control system.

Using the spacecraft navigation,

guidance, and control system.

Control of stage sequence functions from

ground stations through the IU command

system (emergency mode).

• Insertion of data into the LVDC through

the IU command system.

The mode and sequence control scheme is very

flexible since changes of modes and flight sequences

are made by changing the instructions and programs in

the LVDC memory, rather than by hardware modifica-

tions. The equipment involved in mode and sequence

control of the launch vehicle is indicated in Figure

4.2-1. The LVDC issues flight sequence commands

through the LVDA to the Switch Selector of the parti-

cular stage where the command must be executed. The

Switch Selector of the addressed stage activates the

appropriate circuit to perform the commanded function

(e. g., engine cutoff, power ON or OFF). The Switch

Selector operation is discussed in Section 4.2.

Mode commands from the spacecraft to the

LVDA change the operational mode of the IU guidance

and control system. When the Astronaut wants to con-

trol the attitude of the vehicle during coast flight, in

4.1-1
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orbit, and after translunar injection, he initiates the

proper mode command to the LVDA. The mode com-

mand is processed by the LVDA and LVDC, and the

necessary sequence signals are generated to allow

attitude control signals from the spacecraft to feed

into the IU Flight Control Computer. Control is re-

turned to the IU attitude control system when the
Astronaut issues another mode command. In a

similar manner, the back-up guidance mode may be

selected. In this mode, the navigation and guidance

system of the spacecraft guides the vehicle during

powered flight.

During coast flight, the IU command system

may be used to command mode changes from the

ground.

Before launch, the ground checkout equipment

exercises all operational modes of the Astrionics

System. This includes simulated launch and orbit

programs. The launch computer commands a parti-

cular mode of system operation by sending a coded
command to the LVDA which "reads" it into the

LVDC. The mode command is decoded, and the set

of instructions or program, which is defined by the

decoded mode command, is selected from the LVDC

memory. The LVDC then begins to execute (within

itself or elsewhere in the system) the instructions in

that mode program.

Some events of the flight sequence are con-

trolled by "discrete" signals generated by the LVDC

according to a time program. Other events of the

flight sequence are initiated when a particular event

has occurred. For example, a signal is sent to the

IU indicating S-IC engine cutoff - the LVDC then

sends a signal to shutdown the S-II recirculation

system.

A new time base for the time-controlled pro-

gram is initiatedduring operation as a resuR of cer-

tainflightevents (e.g., at lift-off,by the actuation

of the firststage propellant level sensors, and S-IVB

engine cutoff). A discrete signal is given to the LVDC

as a reference for each time base.

4. 1-2
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SWITCHSELECTOR

4.2.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Each stage, and the Instrument Unit, of the

Saturn Launch Vehicle are equipped with a Switch

Selector. The Switch Selector consists of electronic

and electromechanical components which decode

digital flight sequence commands from the LVDA/

LVDC and activate the proper stage circuits to

execute the commands.

Each Switch Selector can activate, one at a

time, 112 different circuits in its stage. The selec-

tion of a particular stage Switch Selector is accom-

plished through the command code. Coding of flight

sequence commands and decoding of the stage Switch

Selectors reduces the number of interface lines be-

tween stages and increases the flexibility of the

system with respect to timing and sequence. In the

Saturn V Launch Vehicle, which contains 4 Switch

Selectors, 448 different functions can be controlled

using only 28 lines from the LVDA. (Two IU + 28-

volt and two signal return lines from the Control

Distributor are also used. ) Flight sequence com-

mands may be issued at time intervals of 100 milli-

seconds.

Figure 4.2-1 illustrates the Saturn V Switch

Selector configuration. As shown, all Switch

Selector control lines are connected through the

Control Distributor in the IU to the LVDA and the

electrical support equipment.

To maintain power isolation between vehicle

stages, the Switch Selector is divided into two

sections: the input section (relay circuits) of each

Switch Selector receives its power from the IU; the

output section (decoding circuitry and drivers) of

each Switch Selector receives its power from the

stage in which the Switch Selector is located. The

input and output are coupled together through a diode

matrix. This matrix decodes the 8-bit input code

and activates a PNP output driver, thus producing a

Switch Selector output.

Each Switch Selector is connected to the LV'DA

through 22 lines:

Stage select lines - 2

Read command lines - 2

Reset (forced) lines - 2

Bit register output lines - 8

Verification lines - 8

In addition, there are 2 lines for IU + 28 Vdc and 2

lines for signal return between the Control Distrib-

utor and the Switch Selectors.

The wire pairs for stage select, read com-

mand, forced reset, IU + 28 Vdc, and signal return

are redundant. Only one of each pair is required

for normal operation.

All connections between the LVDA and the

Switch Selectors, with the exception of the stage

select inputs, are connected in parallel as shown in

Figure 4.2-2.

The output signals of the LVDA switch selec-

tor register, with the exception of the 8-bit com-

mand, are sampled at the Control Distributor in the

IU and sent to IU PCM telemetry. Each Switch

Selector also provides 3 outputs to the telemetry

system within its stage.

The Switch Selector is designed to execute

flight sequence commands given by the 8-bit code or

by its complement. This feature increases reli-

ability and permits operation of the system despite

certain failures in the LVDA switch selector regis-

ter, line drivers, interface cabling, or Switch

Selector relays.

The flight sequence commands are stored in

the LVDC memory and are issued according to the

flight program. When a Programmed Input/Output

(PIO) instruction is given, the LVDC loads the 15-bit

switch selector register with the computer data.

The LVDA switch selector register word format is

shown in Figure 4.2-3.
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Notes: eSignal return Iinel from t_e Switch Selector L ehrough the Control

Distributor, to the LVDA are not shown In this figure.

eThe letters used to label interstoge connections bergen unlts ore

not actual pin or cable conr_ectors. The letter code ix denoted

below:

a = 8-dlglt command (8 lines)

b = Force reset (register) (1 line + t redundant llne)

c = Register vedfication (8 llnee)

d = Read command (| llne 4- I redundant line)
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IBM B113A )
Figure 4.2-1 Saturn V Switch Selector Configuration
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Switch Selector register bits 1 through 8

represent the flight sequence command. Bits 9

through 13 select the Switch Selector to be activated.

Bit 14 resets all the relays in the Switch Selectors

in the event data transfer is incorrect as indicated

by faulty verification information received by the

LVDA. Bit 15 activates the addressed Switch Selec-

tor for execution of the command. The LVDC loads

the switch selector register in two passes: bits 1

Astrionics System
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through 13 are loaded during the first pass and,

depending on the feedback code, either bit 14 or bit

15 is loaded during the second pass.

After the Switch Selector input relays have

been "picked" by the 8-bit command, the comple-

ment of the received code is sent back to the LVDA/

LVDC over eight parallel lines. The feedback

(verification information) is returned to the digital

LVDC

LV DA

]5-Bit Serial

Flight

I Stage Select I Command

(Spare)

Control

Distributor

8-Bit Serial

1 through 8

8 Lines

,_ Parallel 7
V

_, r Digital Input

I Reset I Read I Multiplexer

1 through 8 3

Signal
" 8 Lines :_

Return Poral lel

,u \
+28 6D CaM

:E

Notes:

1.

3.

22 lines between each Switch Selector and

LVDA.

26 lines between all Switch Selectors and

LVDA (Saturn IB) (3 Switch Selectors).

28 lines between all Switch Selectors and

LVDA (Saturn V) (4 Switch Selectors).

4.

5.

30 lines (maximum number)available to Switch

Selectors from LVDA (5 Switch Selectors).

4 lines (IU +28 Vdc and signal return) to all

Switch Selectors from Control Distributor

(Saturn IB and "V).

IU

Switc

Selec

S-IVE

Switc

Selec

S-II
Swl tc

Selec

S-IC

Swl tc h

Selector

IBM BI14,

Figure 4.2-2 LVDC - Switch Selector [nterconnection Diagram
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Command
Bits

J2/ S//
91to11111211314 is

Stage Select _ ,._

COne bit per stage _ "_
others are spare)

IBM BI12

Figure 4.2-3 Switch Selector Register Word Format

input multiplexer of the LVDA and is subsequently

compared with the original code in the LVDC. If the

feedback agrees with the original code, a read com-

mand is given. If the feedback does not agree with

the original code, a reset command is given (forced

reset), and the LVDC/LVDA reissues the 8-bit com-

mand in complement form.

A typical operation cycle, to initiate a given

function in a particular stage, is accomplished as

follows:

• The 8 verify lines are sampled to ensure

that all stage select relays have been

reset, thereby ensuring an unwanted

stage is not selected. Zero voltage on

all lines indicates that this condition

exists. The presence of IU + 28 Vdc on

the verify lines indicates that the verify

lines are enabled because a stage Switch

Selector is not reset. Having detected

this situation, the LVDC commands a

"force reset" and then rechecks the

yerify lines.

• The LVDC inserts the 8-bit flight com-

mand into the LVDA switch selector

register. At the same time, a stage

select command is sent to the appropri-

ate Switch Selector. Application of the

stage select command completes the

signal return path for the input relays

and allows the 8-bit command to be

stored in the Switch Selector input relays.

• The verification lines are sampled to de-

termine if the command transfer was

correct.

• If the verification is correct, the LVDC

sends a read command to the Switch

Selector; activating it, and causing the

proper output to occur.

If the verification is not correct, the

LVDC initiates a reset command to

prepare the Switch Selector to receive

the complement of the original command.

After the forced reset is completed, the

LVDC loads the stage select command,

and the complement of the previously

sent command, into the LVDA switch

selector register.

Neglecting the verification information

that occurs after the complement com-

mand is inserted, the LVDC initiates a

read command which produces an output

from the selected switch selector

channel. The read command also ener-

gizes the automatic reset circuitry which

returns the Switch Selector to the reset

condition to prepare it for a new cycle.

4.2.2 COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

A description of Switch Selector operation is

given in the following paragraphs (refer to the sim-

plified schematic diagram and timing diagram shown

in Figures 4.2-4 and 4.2-5, respectively) The

circuit functions of the Switch Selector are as follows:

Stage select

Input relays

Verification

Reset (forced)

Read command

Reset (automatic)

Decoding matrix

Output matrix and telemetry

Test outputs

The Switch Selector operates on positive

logic (i. e., +28 Vdc for a binary "1" and 0 Vdc for

a binary "0").

STAGE SELECT

The purpose of the stage select command is

to enable the desired Switch Selector to receive the

coded flight sequence command from the LVDA. The

stage select command (1 bit) is transmitted individ-

ually on a separate line to each Switch Selector. Be-

cause of the danger of overloading the LVDA, no

more than 2 Switch Selectors can be addressed

simultaneously.

)

)
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The stage select command sets three mag-

netic latch relays in the addressed Switch Selector.

The setting of these relays completes a ground path

for the read command relay, the set side of the in-

put relays, and the verify power relay (see Figure

4.2-4). This action conditions the read and input

relays to receive commands from the LVDA and

energizes the verify power relay. When the verify

power relay contacts close, IU + 28 Vdc power is

applied through a set of stage select contacts to the

verify relay contacts; and stage + 28 Vdc is applied

to the verify relays. The Switch Selector can now

accept the 8-bit command from the LVDA, store it

in the input relays, and make verification informa-

tion available to the LVDA

Stage Select

Address

Verify

Read

Output

Stage Select

Address

Verify

Reset

Read

Output

SWITCH SELECTOR WITH NO ERROR
(ONE CYCLE)

1 cycle

I - 6.5 64 ms 45 53

I 13

v,

64
F--

In

26.5 45

18 20

AI
20

26.5 53

I L

Notes:

l. Address is delayed because it requires stage
select to provide ground return.

2. Latching relays remain set until their reset
coils are energized.

3. Relay plck-fall time reflects a high tempera-
ture condition (I00 ° centigrade).

SWITCH SELECTOR WITH A VERIFY ERROR
(ONE CYCLE)

1 cycle
1O0 ms

6.5 20 26.5 33 49 81 89

......... \
I 13 26.5 55.5

56 62.5 81

62.5 89

I 1

95.5 113

100.5 118

Indicates voltage is applied to relay set coils

Indicates relay switching relay may be in either
state during slope time. (Worst-case operation is
shown)

IBM BLI6A

4.2-6

Figure 4.2-5 Typical Switch Selector Timing Diagram
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INPUT RELAYS

The input register of the Switch Selector is

made up of eight magnetic latch relays, controlled

by the 8-bit coded command from the LV'DA. The

coded command (consisting of 8 bits in parallel) is

available to the Switch Selector during the same

period of time the stage select signal is present.

As soon as the stage select relays are set, a signal

return path is provided for the coded command

through the input relay coils (See Figure 4.2-4). This

allows the coded command to be stored in the input

register.

Once the coded command is stored in the

input register, binary information is available to

the verification register, column decoder, row de-

coder, and the AND gate generator.

VERIFICATION

A feedback circuit is used to provide verifi-

cation information back to the LVDC. This circuit

consists of 8 relays, and is controlled by the input

relay contacts. When a "I" is applied to the input

relay set coil, stage ground is switched to the veri-

fy relay set coil causing the normally closed verify

relay contact to open; indicating a "0" to the LVDC.

When a "0" is applied to the input relay set coil, the

input relay contacts remain in the reset condition.

Stage ground remains applied to one side of the

verify relay reset coil, causing the verify relay con-

tact to remain in its normally closed position.

Therefore, the verification output of a Switch Selec-

tor is the complement of the input command.

READ COMMAND

Immediately after verification of the original

comnmnd, the read command is initiated. If verifi-

cation of the original command proved to be false,

the read command will not be initiated by the LVDC

until the forced reset, stage select, and comple-

mented command have been transmitted to the Switch

Selector.

Three conventional (non-latching) relays are

picked when the read command is received from the

LVDA. One side of the coils of these relays is con-

nected to the read command signal, the other side is

connected to the IU signal return through the stage

select relay contacts. Thus, a stage select signal

must have been received before a read command

relay can be energized. When the read relay con-

tacts close, stage ground is applied to the switch

Astrionics System
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power inverters (SPWRA and SPWRC) in the decoder

matrix. These inverters generate voltages (SPWRA

and SPWRC) which activate the AND gate generators

and the column decoder circuitry allowing the coded

command to be decoded and an output to occur.

RESET (FORCED)

A forced reset is initiated by the LVDC when

the LVDC determines that the verification informa-

tion is not the complement of the given command.

The reset signal is applied to the forced reset relay

coil causing the forced reset contacts to close.

This action applies stage + 28 Vdc to the stage

select and input relay reset coils forcing the Switch

Selector into the reset condition shown in Figure

4.2-4. After the forced reset has been completed,

the stage select command and the complement of the

original flight sequence command are transmitted to

the Switch Selector. The complement command is

not verified by the LVDC before the read command

is issued.

RESET (AUTOMATIC)

An automatic reset pulse is generated when

stage power is initially applied to the Switch Selec-

tor and when the read command is issued. The

automatic reset circuitry consists of a power in-

verter, an RC network, and a set of read command

contacts.

Activation of the read command relay con-

tacts is not required to produce the "Power ON"

reset pulse. Prior to the application of stage

power to the Switch Selector, the read command con-

tacts are in the reset condition (as shown in Figure

4.2-6) and capacitor C is in a discharged state. When

power is applied to the Switch Selector, stage 28 Vdc

is applied to the emitter of the power inverter and

capacitor C begins to charge through base resistor

(R3) and thermistor (RT1). Under these conditions

the power inverter turns on, producing an output of

approximately 28 Vdc at the collector. This output

is applied across the input relay reset coils and the

stage select reset coils forcing the Switch Selector

into a reset condition.

The duration of the reset pulse is determined

by the charge time of capacitor C through base

resistor R3 and thermistor RT1. When C charges

sufficiently, the power inverter is turned off and the

reset pulse is removed from the reset coils.

4.2-7
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Stage Select

Reset Coils /_/_l

J Input Relay " !

Zeset C°ils/_/j_

Read Cmd _

,. r---wt-1

Y L__
+28 Vdc

IBM HIIT\

Figure 4.2-6 Automatic Reset Circuitry
Simplified Diagram

The automatic reset pulse initiated by the

read command is developed exactly the same as the

"Power ON" reset pulse. When the read command

is issued, the normally open read command relay

contact closes, and the normally closed read coin-

mand relay contact opens. This allows capacitor C

to discharge through resistor R1. The power in-

verter remains turned off (due to lack of base drive)

until the read command is removed. When the read

command is removed, the read command relay con-

tacts return to the reset condition. At this time,

capacitor C begins to charge providing base drive

for the power inverter. The power inverter turns

on, producing an output of approximately 28 Vdc at

the collector. The output is applied across the in-

put relay and stage select relay reset coils forcing

the Switch Selector into the reset condition as shown

in Figure 4.2-4.

As previously stated, the duration of the re-

set pulse is determined by the charge time of

capacitor C through base resistor R3 and thermistor

RT1. When C is sufficiently charged, the power

inverter is turned off and the reset pulse is removed

from the reset coils.

DECODING MATRIX

The decoding matrix is comprised of PNP

inverters, NPN inverters, and AND circuits

arranged so that selection of a particular output

channel can be made by either the true or comple-

ment input code.

This matrix can be divided into three

sections as follows (see Figure 4.2-4}:

ii AND gate circuitry

• Row decoder

• Colunm decoder

The object of these circuits is to generate

a particular column and row signal for each input

code and to send these signals to the output matrix

upon receipt of the read command signal.

The 8-bit coded command is transferred to

the decoding matrix by operation of the input relay

contacts. When a binary "1" is applied to an input

relay set coil, the normally open input relay con-

tact closes and the normally closed input relay

contact opens.

This causes stage ground to be switched from

the verify relay reset coil to the verify relay set

coil. The bit NOT input to the decoding matrix is

now tied to stage ground, while the bit input line to

the decoding matrix is at stage + 28 Vdc. When a

binary "0" is applied to an input relay set coil.

the input relay contacts remain in the reset condi-

tion. With the input relay contacts in the reset

condition, the bit NOT input to the decoding matrix

is at stage + 28 Vdc and the bit input to the decoding

matrix is a 0 Vdc.

The 8-bit command is sub-divided into groups

for decoding and output driver selection. The least

three significant bits (1, 2, and 3) are decoded to

enable the column selection circuitry. The next

three bits (4, 5, and 6) are decoded to enable the

row selection circuitry. Bits 7 and 8 and SPWRA

(controlled by read command relays) are applied to

the AND gate generator where they are decoded to

supply the appropriate AND gates to the column and

row decoders. Bit 8 is applied to the AND gate

generator where it is decoded to determine whether

the coded command is a true or complement word.

The listing below illustrates the Boolean expressions

for decoding bits 7 and 8.

where:

AGI = B8

AGIN = B8N

AG2 = AGI

AG3 = AGI

AG4 = AGIN

AG5 = AGIN

Read Command

Read Command

B7

B7N

B7N

B7

B8 : Bit 8 : Bit 8 is a binary "1".

BSN= Bit 8 NOT = Bit 8 is a binary "0".

)
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Whendecodingatypicalword(01010101)
wherebits8through1arearrangedfromleft to
right, thecolumnis determinedbybits8, 3, 2and
1, or 0101,or morecompletelybyAG1N-B3"B2N-
B1. Similarly,therowis determinedbybits8, 7,
6, 5, and4, or 01010,or morecompletelyAG5'B6N"
BS-B4N.However,if theinputregistertransfer
circuitryshowsafailure,thecomplementofthe
originalwordmustselectthesameoutputchannel
in theoutputmatrix. Therefore,thelocation
definedby01010101mustalsobedefinedby
10101010.Thiscomplementcodeisdecodedin the
samemannerastheoriginalcode.Thecolumnis
determinedbybits8, 3, 2, and1, or 1010,or more
completelybyAG1.B3N-B2"B1N.Therowis
determinedby8, 7, 6, 5, and4, or 10101,or more
completelybyAG3"B6"B5N"B4. Therefore,the
totalexpressiontodefinethisparticularoutput
channelis:

ChannelXY = AG1N' AG5" B6N. B5"

B4N. B3. B2N. B1

+ AG1. AG3. B6. B5N.

B4- B3N. B2. B1N

OUTPUT MATRIX AND TELEMETRY

The 112 output channels of the Switch Selec-

tor are arranged in a 7 by 16 matrix configuration

(7 colunms and 16 rows). The coordinate selection

is similar to the X-Y coincidence method common

to core memory technology. An output channel

driver (PNP inverter) with the location X-Y in the

matrix is activated when the row decoder circuitry

(X) and the colunm decoder circuitry (Y) are turned
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ON by application of the read command. When acti-

vated, the output channel driver produces a + 28 Vdc

output to the control circuitry of the selected function.

In addition to producing an output voltage,

each output channel driver also produces a separate

telemetry output. The 112 telemetry outputs are

tied together to produce one switch selector tele-

metry output signal. This signal is transmitted via

PCM and DDAS telemetry. The telemetry signal

indicates whether none, one, or more than one out-

put channel is ON at any given time. If one output

channel is activated, the telemetry signal will have

a magnitude of 2.0 Vdc + 20 percent; if no output

channel is active, the telemetry signal will have a

magnitude of 0.2 Vdc or less; and ff more than one

output channel is activated, the telemetry signal

will have a magnitude of 3.0 Vdc or more. When

the Switch Selector is operating properly, only one

output channel will be active at any given time.

TEST OUTPUTS

In addition to the telemetry output described,

each Switch Selector has two telemetry outputs

which are used to verify that the input selection

relays can be set and reset properly. These

signals (register test and zero indicate) are special

outputs of the output matrix. The register test out-

put is generated by an output driver when the input

address selection is all ones and the read command

has been issued. The zero indicate output is

generated when the input address selection is all

zeros (read command is not required). The zero

indicate and register test signals are transmitted

via PCM and DDAS telemetry.

4.2-9/4.2-10
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SATURNV OPERATIONSEQUENCE

The Saturn V Operation sequence starts during

the prelaunch phase at approximately 22 hours when

the electrical power from the ground support equip-

ment is applied to all stages of the launch vehicle.

Figure 4.3-1 provides an overall view of the prelaunch

sequence. During this time, the sequencing is con-

trolled from the launch control center-launcher-

umbilical tower complex, utilizing both manual and

automatic control to checkout the functions of the

entire Astrionics System. After the umbilical is

disconnected, the sequencing is primarily controlled

by the flight program within the LVDC.

Since flight sequencing _s time related, the

sequencing operation is divided into seven time

periods. These time periods are referred to as time

bases and progress from time base No. 1 (T1) through

time base No. 7 (T7). Each time base is related to a

particular flight event. These time bases and their

initiating events are as follows:

T 1 Lift-off

T 2 Inboard engine cutoff (S-IC)

T 3 Outboard engine cutoff (S-IC)

T4 Engine cutoff (S-H)

T 5 Engine cutoff (S-IVB)

T 6 Begin restart preparations (S-IVB)

T 7 Engine cutoff (S-IVB)

The flight program (described in Chapter 11)

uses these time bases in issuing sequential commands

to the appropriate stages. The essential sequenced

events, as they occur within each time base, are

listed in Table 4.3-1.

4.3-1
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Table 4.3-1 Typical Saturn V Flight Sequence, Time Base I through 7

Nominal

Flight Time

Hr: Min: Sec

00: 00:00.0

00: 00:05.0

00: 00:14.0

00: 00:19.8

00: 00:20.0

00: 00:20.2

00: 00:24.0

00: 00:27.0

00: 00:29.0

00: 00:30.0

00: 00:32.0

00: 00:49.5

00: 01:14.0

00:01:15.0

00: 01:30.0

00:01:35.0

00:01:35.3

00:01:45.0

00: 01:55.1

00:02:00.0

00:02:00.1

00:02:03.5

00:02:03.8

00:02:04.1

00: 02:04.3

00: 02:04.5

00: 02:if4.7

00: 02:04.9

00:02:05.1

Command

Liftoff - Start of Time Base No. 1 (Ti)

Sensor Bias On

Multiple Engine Cutoff Enable

S-IC Outboard Engines Cant On 'A'

S-IC Outboard Engines Cant On 'B'

S-IC Outboard Engines Cant On 'C'

TM Calibrate On

TM Calibrator In-flight Calibrate On

TM Calibrate Off

Launch Vehicle Engines EDS Cutoff Enable

TM Calibrator In-flight Calibrate Off

Fuel Pressurizing Valve No. 2 Open + Tape Recorder Record

Stage

IU

S-IC

IU

IU

IU

S-IC

IU

S-IC

IU

IU

S-IC

Start Data Recorders

Cooling System Electronic Assembly Power Off

TM Calibrator In-flightCalibrate On

TM Calibrator In-flightCalibrate Off

Fuel Pressurizing Valve No. 3 Open

Flight Control Computer Switch Point No. 1

TM Calibrate On

Flight Control Computer Switch Point No. 2

TM Calibrate Off

Fuel Pressurizing Valve No. 4 Open

Tape Recorder Record On

LOX Tank Strobe Lights Off

S-IC Two Engines Out Auto-Abort Inhibit Enable

S-IC Two Engines Out Auto-Abort Inhibit

Excess Rate (P, Y, R)Auto-Abort InhibitEnable

Excess Rate (P, Y, R) Auto-Abort Inhibitand Switch Rate

Gyros SC Indication A

Two Adjacent Outboard Engines Out Cutoff Enable

S-If

IU

IU

IU

S-IC

IU

S-IC

IU

S-IC

S-IC

IU

S-IC

IU

IU

IU

IU

S-IC

Time from

Base (Seconds)

TI +0.0

TI +5.0

T, +14.0

TI +19.8

]'I +20.0

TI +20.2

Tt +24.0

TI +27.0

TI +29.0

Tt +30.0

T1 +32.0

T1 +49.5

TI +74.0

TI +75.0

TI +90.0

Tt +95.0

Tt +95.3

T1 + 105.0

T1 + 115.1

I"1 + 120.0

T1 + 120.1

T1 + 123.5

TI + 123.8

T1 + 124.1

T1 +124.3

T1 + 124.5

T1 + 124.7

T1 + 124.9

T t + 125.1

1

}
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Astrionics System

Section 4.3

Nominal

Flight Time

Hr:Min:Sec

00:02:05.2

00:02:05.4

00:02:05.6

00"02:05.8

00: 02:06.0

00:02:06.2

00: 02:10.6

00: 02:21.1

00: 02:21.3

00:02:21.5

00: 02:24.3

00: 02:24.5

00: 02:24.6

00: 02:24.7

00: 02:24.9

00: 02:30.7

00: 02:30.8

00: 02:30.9

00:02:31.2

00: 02:31.4

00: 02:31.5

00: 02:31.6

00: 02:31.7

00: 02:31.8

00: 02:31.9

00: 02:32.0

00: 02:32.1

00: 02:32.2

Table 4.3-1 Typical Saturn V Flight Sequence, Time Base 1 through 7 (Cont)

Command

Inboard Engine Cutoff - Start of Time Base No. 2 (T2)

Inboard Engine Cutoff Backup

Start First PAM-FM/FM Calibration

Auto-Abort Enable Relays Reset

Excess Rate (Roll) Auto-Abort Inhibit Enable

Excess Rate (Roll) Auto-Abort Inhibit and Switch Rate Gyros

SC Indication 'B'

Stop First PAM-FM/FM Calibrate.on

S-II Ordnance Arm

Separation and Retro No. 1 EBW Firing Units Arm

Separation and Retro No. 2 EBW Firing Units Arm

TM Measurement Switchover

Separation Camera On

Q-Ball Power Off

Outboard Engines Cutoff Enable

Outboard Engines Cutoff Backup Enable

Outboard Engines Cutoff - Start of Time Base No. 3 (T3)

Stage

S-IC

S-IC

S-II

IU

IU

IU

S-If

S-If

S-IC

S-IC

S-IC

S-IC

IU

S-IC

S-IC

LH 2 Tank High Pressure Vent Mode

S-II LH 2 Recirculation Pumps Off

S-If Ullage Trigger

S-IC/S-II Separation (No. 1)

S-IC/S-II Separation (No. 2)

S-II Engines Cutoff Reset

Engines Ready Bypass

Prevalves Lockout Reset

S-II

S-II

S-II

S-IC

S-IC

S-II

S-II

S-f1

Switch Engine Control to S-II and S-IC Outboard Engine Cant

Off 'A'

S-IC Outboard Engines Cant Off 'B'

S-If Engine Start

S-If Engine Out Indication A Enable; S-If Aft Interstage

Separation Indication A Enable

IU

IU

S-II

IU

Time from

Base (Seconds)

T2 +0.0

T 2 +0.2

T 2 +0.4

T 2 +0.6

T 2 +0.8

T 2 +1.0

T2 +5.4

T2 +15.9

T2 + 16.1

T2 +16.3

T2 + 19.1

T2 + 19.3

T 2 + 19.4

T 2 +19.5

T_ +19.7

T 3 +0.0

T 3 +0. I

T 3 +0.2

T 3 +0.5

T 3 +0.7

T 3 +0.8

T 3 +0.9

T 3 +I.0

T 3 +l.1

T3 +1.2

T3 +1.3

T3 +1.4

T3 +1.5
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Astrionics System

Section 4.3

Table 4.3-1 Typical Saturn V Flight Sequence, Time Base 1 through 7 (Cont)

Nominal

Flight Time

Hr: Min: Sec

00:02:32.4

00:02:32.6

00:02:32.7

00:02:33.7

00:02:36.9

00:02:37.1

0_02:37.4

00:02:37.6

00:02:38.4

00:02:38.5

00:02:42.4

00:02:42.6

00:03:01.4

00:03:01.7

00:03:32.1

00:04:35.7

00:04:40.7

00:05:42.1

00:05:53.4

00:05:58.4

00:06:03.4

00:06:15.7

00:06:20.7

00:07:21.6

00:07:26.6

00:07:30.7

00:08:01.9

00:08:02.1

00:08:03.0

00:08:03.2

00:08:05.8

Command

S-II Engine Out Indication 'B' Enable; S-II Aft Interstage

Separation Indication 'B' Enable

Engines Ready Bypass Reset

Measurement Transfer Mode Position 'B'

S-II Hydraulic Accumulators Unlock

PU System Open Loop Arm

Chilldown Valves Close

S-II Start Phase Limiter Cutoff Arm

High (5.5) Engine Mixture Ratio On

S-II Start Phase Limiter Cutoff Arm Reset

Stage

IU

S-II

S-IVB

S-II

S-II

S-If

S-If

S-II

S-II

Prevalves Close Arm

Tape Recorder Record Off

Stop Data Recorders

S-II Aft Interstage Separation

Water Coolant Valve Open

S-II

IU

S-II

S-II

IU

Flight Control Computer Switch Point No. 3

Start Second PAM-FM/FM Calibration

Stop Second PAM-FM/FM Calibration

Flight Control Computer Switch Point No. 4

TM Calibrator In-flight Calibrate On

TM Calibrator In-flight Calibrate Off

Measurement Control Switch No. 2 Activate

Start Third PAM-FM/FM Calibration

Stop Third PAM-FM/FM Calibration

TM Calibrator In-flight Calibrate On

TM Calibrator In-flight Calibrate Off

S-II LH2 Step Pressurization

Charge Ullage Ignition On

S-II/S-IVB Ordnance Arm

Tape Recorder Record On

Start Data Recorders

S-II LOX Depletion Sensors Cutoff Arm

IU

S-II

S-If

IU

IU

IU

S-II

S-II

S-II

IU

IU

S-I]

S-IVB

S-II

IU

S-If

S-If

Time from

Base (Seconds)

T 3 +1.7

T3 +1.9

T3 +2.0

T3 +3.0

T3 +6.2

T3 +6.4

T3 +6.7

T3 +6.9

Ts +7.7

T 3 +7.8

T 3 + 11.7

T 3 + 11.9

T3 + 30.7

T 3 +31.0

T3 +61.4

T3 + 125.0

T3 + 130.0

T3 + 191.4

T3 + 202.7

T3 + 207.7

T3 + 212.7

T3 + 225.0

T3 + 230.0

T3 + 290.9

T3 + 295.9

T3 + 300.0

T3 + 331.2

Ts + 331.4

T3 + 332.3

T3 + 332.5

T3 + 335.1

)

)
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Nominal

Flight Time

Hr: Min: Sec

00: 08:06.0

00: 08:39.8

00: 08:39.9

00:/08:40.0

00: 08:40.1

00: 08:40.2

00: 08:40.3

00: 08:40.4

00: 08:40.5

00: 08:40.6

00: 08:40.8

00: 08:41.0

00: 08:41.1

00: 08:42.0

00: 08:42.3

00: 08:42.5

00: 08:43.8

00: 08:44.0

00: 08:45.6

00: 08:49.6

00: 08:52.6

00: 08:53.6

00: 08:53.8

00: 08:54.0

00: 08:54.2

00: 08:56.6

00: 09:01.6

00" 09:03.8

00" 09:05.5

00: 09:06.0

Table 4.3-1

Astrionics System

Section 4.3

Typical Saturn V Flight Sequence, Time Base 1 through 7 (Cont)

Command

S-II LH 2 Depletion Sensors Cutoff Arm

Cutoff S-II J-2 Engines - Start of Time Base No. 4 (T4)

Start Recorder Timers

Prevalves Close Off

S-IVB Engine Cutoff Off

LOX Tank Flight Pressure System On

Engine Ready Bypass

LOX Chilldown Pump Off

Fire Ullage Ignition On

S-II/S-IVB Separation

S-IVB Engine Start On

Flight Control Computer S-IVB Burn Mode On A

Flight Control Computer S-IVB Burn Mode On B

Fuel Chilldown Pump Off

S-IVB Engine Out Indication 'A' Enable

S-IVB Engine Out Indication 'B' Enable

Fuel Injection Temperature OK Bypass

S-IVB Engine Start Off

First Burn Relay On

Charge Ullage Jettison On

Fire Ullage Jettison On

Ullage Charging Reset

Ullage Firing Reset

Fuel Injection Temperature OK Bypass Reset

Tape Recorder Record Off

TM Calibrator In-flight Calibrate On

TM Calibrator In-flight Calibrate Off

Heat- Exchanger Bypass Valve Control Enable

In-flight Calibration Mode On

TM Calibrate On

Stage

S-If

S-If

S-If

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-If

S-IVB

IU

IU

S-IVB

IU

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

IU

IU

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

Time from

Base (Seconds)

T s + 335.3

T4 +0.0

1"4+0.1

T4 +0.2

T4 +0.3

T4 +0.4

T4 +0.5

T4 +0.6

T4 +0.7

T4 +0.8

T4 +l.0

T4 +1.2

T4 +1.3

T4 +2.2

T4 +2.5

T4 +2.7

T4 +4.0

T4 +4.2

T4 +5.8

T4 +9.8

T4 +12.8

T4 + 13.8

T4 + 14.0

T4 + 14.2

T4 + 14.4

T4 + 16.8

T4 +21.8

T4 + 24.0

T4 +25.7

T4 + 26.2
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Astrionic s System

Section 4.3

Table 4.3-1 Typical Saturn V Flight Sequence, Time Base 1 through 7 (Cont)

Nominal

Flight Time

Hr: Min: Sec

00:.09:11.0

00:.09:11.5

00:11:10.2

00:11:17.2

00:11:17.3

00:11:17.4

00:11:17.5

00:11:17.6

00:11:17.8

00:11:18.0

00:11:18.4

00:11:18.6

00:11:18.8

00:11:20.7

00:11:20.9

00:11:21.3

00:11:21.4

00:11:22.2

00:11:23.7

00:11:24.2

00:11:26.4

00:11:27.2

00:11:27.4

00:11:27.6

00:11:28.5

00:11:29.2

00:11:29.7

00:11:39.2

00:12:16.2

00:12:16.3

00:12:18.2

Command

TM Calibrate Off

In-flightCalibration Mode Off

Engine Pump Purge Control Valve Enable On

Velocity Cutoff of S-IVB Engine - Start of Time Base No. 5 (Ts)

S-IVB Engine Cutoff

Point Level Sensor Disarming

S-IVB Ullage Engine No. 1 On

S-IVB Ullage Engine No. 2 On

S-IVB Ullage Thrust Present Indication On

First Burn Relay Off

LOX Tank Flight Pressure System Off

LOX Tank Pressurization Shutoff Valves Close

Engine Pump Purge Control Valve Enable On

Flight Control Computer S-IVB Burn Mode Off 'A'

Flight Control Computer S-IVB Burn Mode Off 'B'

Aux Hydraulic Pump Flight Mode Off

TM Calibrator In-flight Calibrate On

SC Control of Saturn Enable

In-flight Calibration Mode On

TM Calibrate On

TM Calibrator In-flight Calibrate Off

S-IVB Engine Out Indication 'A' Enable Reset

S-IVB Engine Out Indication 'B' Enable Reset

S-1 RF Assembly Power Off

Tape Recorder Playback Reverse On

TM Calibrate Off

In-flight Calibration Mode Off

Single Sideband FM Transmitter Off

LH2 Tank Continuous Vent Orifice Shutoff Valve Open On

LH 2 Tank Continuous Vent Relief Override Shutoff Valve Open On

LH 2 Tank Continuous Vent Relief Orifice Shutoff Valve Open Off

Stage

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

IU

IU

S-IVB

IU

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

IU

IU

IU

IU

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

Time from

Base (Seconds)

T4 + 31.2

T4 +31.7

C.O. -7.0

T s +0.0

T s +0. I

T s +0.2

Ts +0.3

Ts +0.4

Ts +0.6

T5 +0.8

Ts +1.2

Ts +1.4

Ts +1.6

Ts +3.5

Ts +3.7

Ts +4.1

T5 +4.2

T_ +5.0

Ts +6.5

Ts +7.0

Ts +9.2

Ts + 10.0

TS +10.2

Ts +10.4

Ts +11.3

Ts +12.0

T5 +12.5

Ts +22.0

Ts +59.0

Ts +59.1

T s +61.0
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Nominal

Flight Time

Hr:Min:Sec

00:12:18.3

00:12:39.3

00:12:44.2

00:12:44.3

00: 12:44.4

00: 19:37.2

00: 21:19.8

00: 54:37.2

00: 55:25.2

01: 34:37.2

01:41:17.2

01: 42:05.2

03: 06:17.2

03: 14:17.2

02: 41:02.7

02:41:02.8

02:41:03.0

02: 41:03.7

02: 41:03.9

02: 41:04.1

02: 41:08.9

02: 41:09.1

02:41:09.7

02:41:12.7

02:41:13.2

02: 41:39.0

02: 41:39.2

02:41:40.0

02:41:41.0

02:41:41.2

Table 4.3-1

Astrionics System

Section 4.3

Typical Saturn V Flight Sequence, Time Base 1 through 7 (Cont)

Command

LH 2 Tank Continuous Vent Relief Override Shutoff Valve Open Off

Tape Recorder Playback Reverse Off

S-IVB Ullage Engine No. 1 Off

S-IVB Ullage Engine No. 2 Off

S-IVB Ullage Thrust Present Indication Off

PU Inverter and DC Power Off

Engine Pump Purge Control Valve Enable Off

Aux Hydraulic Pump Flight Mode On

Aux Hydraulic Pump Flight Mode Off

PU Inverter and DC Power On

Aux Hydraulic Pump Flight Mode On

Aux Hydraulic Pump Flight Mode Off

Aux Hydraulic Pump Flight Mode On

Aux Hydraulic Pump Flight Mode Off

Begin Restart Preparations - Start of Time Base No. 6 (T6)

Stage

S-IVB

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB Restart Alert On

SC Control of Saturn Disable

In-flight Calibration Mode On

TM Calibrator In-flight Calibrate On

TM Ca]ibrate On

TM Calibrator In-flight Calibrate Off

TM Calibrate Off

In-flight Calibration Mode Off

S-IVB Engine Cutoff Off

Single Sideband FM Transmitter On

LH 2 Tank Vent and Latching Relief Valve Boost Close On

LOX Tank Vent and NPV Valves Boost Close On

S-IVB Restart Alert Off

LH 2 Tank Vent and Latching Relief Valve Boost Close Off

LOX Tank Vent and NPV Valves Boost Close Off

IU

IU

S-IVB

IU

S-IVB

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

Time from

Base (Seconds)

T5 +61.1

T 5 + 82.1

Ts +87.0

T5 +87.1

T5 +87.2

T5 + 500.0

T5 + 602.6

Ts + 2600.0

Ts + 2648.0

Ts + 5000.0

T5 + 5400.0

T5 + 5448.0

T5 + 10500.0

T5 + 10980.0

T 6 +0.0

T6 +0.1

TG +0.3

T 6 +1.0

T6 + 1.2

T6 +1.4

T6 +6.2

Te +6.4

T 6 +7.0

T 6 +10.0

T 6 +10.5

T6 +36.3

T 6 +36.5

T6 +37.3

T6 +36.3

T6 +38.5
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AstrionicsSystem
Section4.3

Table4.3-1 TypicalSaturnV FlightSequence,TimeBase1through7 (Cont)

Nominal
FlightTime
Hr:Min:Sec

02:41:44.0

02:41:44.3

02: 41:44.7

02:41:44.9

02:41:45.5

02: 41:46.2

02: 41:46.9

02:41:48.1

02: 41:50.7

02: 41:50.8

02: 41:51.0

02: 44:41.7

02: 45:11.7

02: 45:16.7

02:45:21.7

02: 47:42.7

02: 47:42.9

02: 47:43.1

02: 47:47.9

02: 47:48.1

02: 47:48.7

02: 48:32.7

02:48:32.8

02: 49:16.3

02: 49:19.0

02: 49:19.1

02: 49:19.2

02: 49:19.3

02: 49:19.4

02: 49:19.5

02: 49:19.7

02: 49:19.9

Command

Burner LH 2 Propellant Valve Open On

Burner Exciters On

Burner LOX Shutdown Valve Open On

LH 2 Tank Continuous Vent Valve Close On

Burner LH 2 Propellant Valve Open Off

Burner LOX Shutdown Valve Open Off

LH 2 Tank Continuous Vent Valve Close Off

Burner Exciters Off

Burner Automatic Cutoff System Arm

LH 2 Tank Repressurization Control Valve Open On

LOX Tank Repressurization Control Valve Open On

Stage

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

Aux Hydraulic Pump Flight Mode On

LOX Chilldown Pump On

Fuel Chilldown Pump On

Prevalves Close On

In-flight Calibration Mode On

TM Calibrator In-flight Calibrate On

TM Calibrate On

TM Calibrator In-flight Calibrate Off

TM Calibrate Off

In-flight Calibration Mode Off

Second Burn Relay On

PU Valve Hardover Position On

S-IVB Restart Alert On

S-IVB Ullage Engine No. 1 On

S-IVB Ullage Engine No. 2 On

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

IU

S-IVB

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB Ullage Thrust Present Indication On

LOX Tank Repressurization Control Valve Open Off

LH 2 Tank Repressurization Control Valve Open Off

Burner LH 2 Propellant Valve Close On

Burner Automatic Cutoff System Disarm

LH 2 Tank Continuous Vent Valve Close On

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

Time from

Base (Seconds)

T 6 + 41.3

T 6 + 41.6

Ts + 42.0

T 6 + 42.2

T G + 42.8

T 8 + 43.5

T s + 44.2

T s +45.4

T s +48.0

T_ +48.1

T_ +48.3

T 6 + 219.0

Ts + 249.0

T 6 + 254.0

T 6 + 259.0

T 6 + 400.0

TG + 400.2

T 6 + 400.4

T 6 + 405.2

T s + 405.4

T 6 + 406.0

T 6 + 450.0

T 6 + 450.1

T 6 + 493.6

T_ + 496.3

T 6 + 496.4

Ts + 496.5

Ts + 496.6

T s + 496.7

T6 + 496.8

T_ + 497.0

T_ + 497.2

}
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Table4.3-1

Astrionics System

Section 4.3

Typical Saturn V Flight Sequence, Time Base 1 through 7 (Cont)

Nominal

Flight Time

Hr: Min: Sec

02:49:20.3

02: 49:21.9

02: 49:22.5

02: 49:22.7

02:49:24.0

02: 49:27.0

02: 49:42.7

02: 50:22.1

02: 50:22.7

02: 50:31.3

02:50:32.1

02: 50:32.3

02: 50:32.7

02: 50:35.7

02: 50:35.8

02: 50:35.9

02: 50:39.9

02: 50:40.0

02:50:40.1

02: 50:40.2

02: 50:40.3

02: 50:40.5

02: 50:40.7

02: 50:40.9

02:50:41.1

02: 50:41.3

02: 50:45.7

02: 50:50.7

02: 55:00.7

02:55:12.7

02:55:54.8

Command

Repressurization System Mode Select On (AMB)

LH 2 Tank Continuous Vent Valve Close Off

Burner LH 2 Propellant Valve Close Off

LOX Tank Repressurization Control Valve Open On

Burner LOX Shutdown Valve Close On

Burner LOX Shutdown Valve Close Off

LH 2 Tank Repressurization Control Valve Open On

Prevalves Close Off

S-IVB Restart Alert Off

Engine Ready Bypass

Fuel Chilldown Pump Off

LOX ChJlldown Pump Off

S-IVB Engine Start On

S-IVB Ullage Engine No. I Off

S-IVB Ullage Engine No. 2 Off

S-IVB Ullage Thrust Present Indication Off

S-IVB Engine Out Indication 'A' Enable

LOX Tank Repressurization Control Valve Open Off

S-IVB Engine Out Indication 'B' Enable

LH 2 Tank Repressurization Control Valve Open Off

Flight Control Computer S-IVB Burn Mode On 'A'

Flight Control Computer S-IVB Burn Mode On 'B'

Fuel Injection Temperature OK Bypass

LOX Tank Flight Pressure System On

LOX Tank Pressurization Shutoff Valves Open

S-IVB Engine Start Off

PU Valve Hardover Position Off

Fuel Injection Temperature OK Bypass Reset

Flight Control Computer Switch Point No. 6

Second Burn Relay Off

Point Level Sensor Arming

Stage

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

IU

IU

S-IVB

IU

S-IVB

IU

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

Time from

Base (Seconds)

T 6 + 497.6

T_ + 499.2

T6 + 499.8

T6 + 500.0

T_ + 501.3

T6 + 504.3

T6 + 520.0

T6 + 559.4

T 6 + 560.0

T s + 568.6

T 6 + 569.4

T 6 + 569.6

T6 + 570.0

T 6 + 573.0

T_ + 573.1

T6 + 573.2

T_ + 577.2

T6 + 577.3

T_ + 577.4

T6 + 577.5

T6 + 577.6

T6 + 577.8

T_ + 578.0

T6 + 578.2

T6 + 578.4

T6 + 578.6

T_ + 583.0

T_ + 588.0

Ts + 838.0

T_ + 850.0

T_ + 892.1
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Table4.3-1 Typical Saturn V Flight Sequence, Time Base 1 through 7 (Cont)

Nominal

Flight Time

Hr: Min: Sec

03: I0:56.6

03: I0:57.8

03: I0:59.8

03:15:54.8

03:15:55.0

03:15:55.2

03: 49:14.8

03: 50:02.8

03: 55:55.2

03: 55:57.2

03: 55:58.2

03: 55:59.2

04:10:53.8

04: 10:54.8

04:10:57.8

04:1 O: 59.8

04: 55:55.0

04: 55:55.1

04: 55:55.3

04: 55:57.0

04: 55:57.1

05: 07:24.8

05: 07:44.8

05: 07:54.8

05: 07:55.0

05: 08:24.8

05:10:54.8

05:12:24.8

05:12:55.0

05:12:55.2

05:12:57.8

Command

LH 2 Tank Continuous Vent Valve Close Off

LH 2 Tank Vent and Latching Relief Valve Boost Close On

LH2 Tank Vent and Latching Relief Valve Boost Close Off

Stage

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

CCS Coax Switch Low Gain Antenna

PCM Coax Switch Low Gain Antenna

IU Command System Enable

Aux Hydraulic Pump Flight Mode On

Aux Hydraulic Pump Flight Mode Off

LH 2 Tank Latching Relief Valve Open On

LH 2 Tank Latching Relief Valve Latch On

LH 2 Tank Latching Relief Valve Open Off

LH 2 Tank Latching Relief Valve Latch Off

LH 2 Tank Latching Relief Valve Open On

LH 2 Tank Latching Relief Valve Open Off

IU

IU

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

LH2 Tank Vent and Latching Relief Valve Boost Close On

LH2 Tank Vent and Latching Relief Valve Boost Close Off

LH 2 Tank Continuous Vent Orifice Shutoff Valve Open On

LH2 Tank Continuous Vent Relief Override Shutoff Valve Open On

S-IVB Engine EDS Cutoff No. 2 Disable

LH2 Tank Continuous Vent Orifice Shutoff Valve Open Off

LH 2 Tank Continuous Vent Relief Override Shutoff Valve Open Off

Aux Hydraulic Pump Flight Mode On

Passivation Enable

Engine Mainstage Control Valve Open On

Engine He Control Valve Open On

Start Bottle Vent Control Valve Open On

Start Bottle Vent Control Valve Open Off

Engine Pump Purge Control Valve Enable On

Engine Mainstage Control Valve Open Off

Engine He Control Valve Open Off

Aux Hydraulic Pump Flight Mode Off

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

Time from

Base (Seconds)

T7 + 901.8

T7 + 903.0

T7 + 905.0

T7 + 1200.0

T_ + 1200.2

T7 + 1200.4

T7 + 3200.0

TT + 3248.0

T7 + 3600.4

T_ + 3602.4

T7 + 3603.4

T7 + 3604.4

T7 + 4499.0

T7 + 4500.0

T7 + 4503.0

T7 + 4505.0

T7 + 7200.2

T7 + 7200.3

T7 + 7200.5

T7 + 7202.2

T7 + 7202.3

TT + 7890.0

T7 + 7910.0

T 7 + 7920.0

T7 + 7920.2

T7 + 7950.0

T7 + 8100.0

T7 + 8190.0

T7 + 8220.2

T7 + 8220.4

T7 + 8223.0 )
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Typical Saturn V Flight Sequence, Time Base 1 through 7 (Cont)

Nominal

Flight Time

Hr:Min:Sec

02: 55:54.8

02: 55:54.9

02: 55:55.3

02: 55:55.4

02: 55:55.5

02: 55:55.6

02: 55:55.7

02: 55:55.8

02: 55:55.9

02: 55:56.0

02: 55:57.3

02: 55:57.4

02: 55:57.5

02: 55:57.6

02" 55:58.4

02" 55:58.5

02: 55:58.6

02: 55:58.7

02: 55:58.9

02: 55:59.5

02: 55:59.6

02: 55:59.8

02: 56:04.8

02: 56:05.0

02: 56:19.8

02: 58:24.5

02:58:25.5

02: 58:28.5

02: 58:30.5

03:10:53.8

03:10:54.6

03:10:54.8

Command

S-IVB Engine Cutoff- Start of Time Base No. 7 (T_)

S-IVB Engine Cutoff

LH 2 Tank Continuous Vent Orifice Shutoff Valve Open On

LH 2 Tank Continuous Vent Relief Override Shutoff Valve Open On

LOX Tank NPV Valve Open On

LH 2 Tank Latching Relief Valve Open On

Point Level Sensor Disarming

LOX Tank Pressurization Shutoff Valves Close

LOX Tank Flight Pressure System Off

Second Burn Relay Off

LH 2 Tank Continuous Vent Orifice Shutoff Valve Open Off

LH2 Tank Continuous Vent Relief Override Shutoff Valve Open Off

LOX Tank NPV Valve Latch Open On

LH 2 Tank Latching Relief Valve Latch On

Flight Control Computer S-IVB Burn Mode Off 'A'

LOX Tank NPV Valve Open Off

LH 2 Tank Latching Relief Valve Open Off

Flight Control Computer S-IVB Burn Mode Off 'B'

Aux Hydraulic Pump Flight Mode Off

LOX Tank NPV Valve Latch Open Off

LH 2 Tank Latching Relief Valve Latch Off

SC Control of Saturn Enable

S-IVB Engine Out Indication 'A' Enable Reset

S-IVB Engine Out Indication 'B' Enable Reset

Single Sideband FM Transmitter Off

LOX Tank NPV Valve Open On

LOX Tank NPV Valve Open Off

LOX Tank Vent and NPV Valves Boost Close On

LOX Tank Vent and NPV Valves Boost Close Off

LH 2 Tank Latching Relief Valve Open On

LH 2 Tank Continuous Vent Valve Close On

LH2 Tank Latching Relief Valve Open Off

Stage

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

IU

IU

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

Time from

Base (Seconds)

TT +0.0

T; +0.1

T7 +0.5

T7 +0.6

T_ +0.7

T7 +0.8

T7 +0.9

T7 +1.0

T; +1.1

T7 +1.2

T7 +2.5

T7 +2.6

T7 +2.7

T7 +2.8

T7 +3.6

T7 +3.7

T7 +3.8

T7 +3.9

T7 +4.1

T7 +4.7

T_ +4.8

T7 +5.0

T7 +i0.0

T7 +10.2

T7 +25.0

T7 + 149.7

I"7 +150.7

2"7 +153.7

T7 + 155.7

3_ + 899.0

+ 899.8

T_ + 900.0
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Table 4.3-1 Typical Saturn V Flight Sequence, Time Base 1 through 7 (Cont)

Nominal

Flight Time

Hr: Min: Sec

05:12:58.0

05:12:58.2

05:13:00.0

05:13:00.2

05:13:01.0

05:13:01.2

05:13:02.0

05:13:02.2

05:13:02.4

05:13:02.6

05: 27:14.8

05: 27:15.0

06: 03:02.6

06: 06:22.6

06: 06:22.8

06:11:04.8

06:11:22.8

06:11:23:8

Command

LOX Tank

LH 2 Tank

LOX Tank

LH 2 Tank

LOX Tank

LH 2 Tank

NPV Valve Open On

Latching Relief Valve Open On

NPV Valve Latch Open On

Latching Relief Valve Latch On

NPV Valve Open Off

Latching Relief Valve Open Off

LOX Tank NPV Valve Latch Open Off

LH 2 Tank Latching Relief Valve Latch Off

Repressurization System Mode Select Off (AMB)

LH 2 Tank Repressurization Control Valve Open On

CCS Coax Switch High Gain Antenna

PCM Coax Switch High Gain Antenna

Repressurization System Mode Select On (AMB)

LH2 Tank Repressurization Control Valve Open Off

Engine He Control Valve Open On

Engine Pump Purge Control Valve Enable Off

Engine He Control Valve Open Off

Passivation Disable

Stage

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

IU

IU

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

S-IVB

Time from

Base (Seconds)

T 7 + 8223.2

T 7 + 8223.4

T 7 + 8225.2

T 7 + 8225.4

T 7 + 8226.2

T 7 + 8226.4

T 7 + 8227.2

T 7 + 8227.4

T 7 + 8227.6

T 7 + 8227.8

T 7 + 9080.0

T 7 + 9080.2

T 7 + 11227.8

T7 + 11427.8

T 7 + 11428.0

T 7 + 11710.0

T z + 11728.0

T 7 + 11729.0

$t
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CHAPTER5
MEASURINGAND TELEMETRY

SECTION5.1

INTRODUCTION

The combined measuring and telemetry system

is essentially an independent operating subsystem

within the overall Astrionics System.

The combined measuring and telemetry sys-

tems of the Saturn Launch Vehicles measure physical

quantities and signals onboard the vehicle and trans-

mit the data to ground stations. The complexity of the

launch vehicle and its missions dictate a large number

of measurements. The data transmitted by the meas-

uring and telemetry systems supply information for

the following operations:

• Automatic preflight checkout of the vehicle.

• Monitoring of vehicle performance during

powered flight.

• Postflight evaluation of vehicle performance.

• Monitoring and checkout of the vehicle dur-

ing orbital flight.

• Verification of commands received in the

vehicle from ground stations.

Figure 5.1-1 illustrates the signal flow through

the system. The transducers convert the physical

quantities to be measured (e. g., pressure, tempera-

ture, etc.) into electrical signals. These signals

are modified, when necessary, by signal conditioning

devices into voltages suitable as inputs to the teleme-

try system. Some quantities are already in electrical

form and need no transducers or conditioning. The

measuring distributor feeds the conditioned signals

Electrical

Signals

I Transducers
_1 Signal I

- Conditioning
(Measuring Racks)

Transmitter

T
Telemetry J Vehicle
Ground Checkout
Station Equipment

Measuring

1Distributor

T

Telemetry
Systems

PCM/FM
FM/FM
SS/FM

DDAS Output
(Coax Cable)

DDAS l
Ground
Station

VEHICLE

MEASURING SYSTEM

VEHICLE
TELEMETRY SYSTEM

VEHICLE

GROUND

IBM B46A

Figure 5. I-1 Measuring and Telemetry System
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to the telemetry system. In the telemetry system,

the signals are inserted on rf carriers and trans-

mitted during flightto the telemetry ground stations.

Before launch, the measuring and telemetry systems

send digitaldata by coaxial cable from each stage of

the vehicle to the checkout facility. The digital infor-

mation is used for automatic checkout of the vehicle

on the launch pad. In this mode, the telemetry system

operates with the launch siteDigital Data Acquisition

System (DDAS).

Each stage of the launch vehicle has an inde-

pendent measuring and telemetry system, DDAS out-

put, and rf transmission equipment. In addRion, the

PCM telemetry system of the S-IVB Stage is inter-

connected wRh the PCM telemetry system in the IU

for redundant transmission of some important meas-

urements.

For monitoring of digitaldata, the IU telemetry sys-

tem has an interface with the LVDC through the LVDA.

As the measuring and telemetry system in each stage

is essentially the same, the IU measuring and teleme-

try system will be used as an example throughout

this chapter.

To simplify vehicle checkout, data handling,

etc., standardization is practiced wherever feasible.

A remote automatic checkout system is standardized

on each stage to provide automatic checkout of

measurements from ground equipment.

An airborne television system is also used to

transfer data from the vehicle to the ground. This

system is used on Saturn V Vehicles to observe the

propulsion engines during flight.
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SECTION5.2

MEASURINGSYSTEM

5.2.1 GENERAL

The measuring system includes transducers,

measuring racks (which contain the signal conditioning

modules), measuring distributors, measuring rack

selectors, and measuring voltage supplies. The

measuring system converts the signal or quantity to

be measured into an electrical signal that is accept-

able to the telemetry system. According to this deft-

nition, the measuring system ends at the input to tbe

telemetry system (at the subcarrier oscillator_ multi-

plexer, etc.). Figure 5.2-1 illustrates typical compo-

nents of the measuring system. The measurements

in the launch vehicle cover the areas of:

Propulsion Guidance and

Structure control

Flight mechanics Environment

Physical quantities to be measured, such as,

pressure, temperature, and vibrations must be trans-

formed by transducers into electrical signals for

transmission by telemetry. Measurements of elec-

trical signals (voltages, currents, and frequencies)

originating in onboard equipment are used for moni-

toring the performance of this equipment and the

sequence of flight events (e. g., stage separation,

engine cutoff, and others). The signals to be meas-

ured exist in analog and digital form. Measurements

of all electrical signals do not require transducers.

The measurements made in the various stages

of Saturn IB and V Launch Vehicles are listed in

Table 5.2-1. The number and type of measurements

given in the table are best estimates and are subject

to changes as the development of vehicles proceeds.

This applies particularly to the figures for operational

vehicles since a larger number of measurements is

necessary for performance evaluation and testing of

research and development vehicles. Because of the

large number of different measurements, no detailed

list of measurements is given. Table 5.2-2 indicates

some of the quantities measured in a typical Saturn V

Vehicle.

Certain measurements will be used as inputs

to the emergency detection system (see Chapter 4).

Operational measurements are those measurements

used for flight (mission) control. Operational meas-

urements indicate the state of the vehicle and its

systems and also provide trend information (beginning

with the orbital flight phase). All operational meas-

urements are transmitted over the PCM telemetry

links of the S-IVB Stage and the IU. Typical oper-

ational measurements for the Saturn V Vehicles are

given in Table 5.2-3.

5.2.2 TRANSDUCERS

Generally, transducers change energy from

one form to another. In measuring techniques, they

are used as electromechanical measuring instruments

which contain sensing devices for converting mechan-

ical and environmental quantities into electrical

signals. Evaluation of vehicle performance and in-

flight monitoring requires the measurement of a

large variety of physical quantities onboard the

vehicle. Therefore, many different types of trans-

ducers are used. Some typical transducers and the

corresponding measurements are listed in Table

5.2-2. Because of the many types of transducers and

measurements used in launch vehicles, no attempt

is made to give a complete description of all trans-

ducers on each stage. The following measurement

descriptions generally apply to the S-IB and S-IC

Stages. The number of transducers used in each

stage may be found in Table 5.2-1. Figure 5.2-2

illustrates several typical transducers.

BENDING MODE VIBRATION MEASUREMENTS

(ALL STAGES)

Bending measurements are made using force-

balance accelerometers. The principle of operation

of the force-balance accelerometer is shown in

Figure 5. 2-3. These instruments operate as a sub-

miniature servosystem, which is responsive to linear

acceleration along its sensitive axis. Due to inertia,

the acceleration sensitive mass, commonly called

the paddle wheel, moves relative to the position de-
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Figure 5. 2-1 Typical Saturn Measuring System
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Table 5.2-1 Number of Measurements, Transducers, and Measuring Racks (Typical)

SATURN IB

Transducers Measuring Racks

Stage R& D I Oper

S-IB 19 5

17" 7*S-IVB

IU

Measurements

R & D I Oper

403 263

513 218

315 20O

1231 681

R & D I Oper

305 106

29B 115

92 45

695 366

9 4

Total

Vehicle 45 16

I"
SATURN V

Measuring Racks

Stage R & D Oper

S-IC 27 5

S-II 35 8

S-IVB 17" 7*

IU 10 4

Total

Vehicle

Measurements

R & D Oper

872 297

976 446

589 218

337 215

2774 1176

Transducers

R & D Oper

723 157

589 180

298 115

92 45

1702 497 89 24

* Signal conditioning panels

tector when acceleration is applied. The position-

error detector and servoamplifier generate a

feedback signal to the restoring mechanism. The

electromechanical servoaction results in a balance

between the input force proportional to the acceleration

and the feedback force proportional to the current in

the restoring coil. The restoring current, or the

voltage it develops across a series resistor, provides

the output of the accelerometer, and is a precise

measurement of acceleration.

The advantage of the force-balance acceler-

ometer over earlier potentiometer type accelero-

meters is that friction is almost negligible. The

force-balance accelerometer will sense both extremely

slow vibrations and continuous acceleration in a single

direction. The same instruments are employed to

sense lateral acceleration along the pitch and yaw

axes in the IU. Similar measurements are also made

to determine the bending or flapping actions of the

vehicle fins.

FLIGHT MECHANICS MEASUREMENTS

Longitudinal acceleration measurements are

made to measure the thrust decay of engines. These

measurements are made with the same type of acceler-

ometers that are used for strain and vibration meas-

urements. Longitudinal acceleration measurements

to determine thrust and thrust decay of the S-IVB Stage

are made in the IU.

Angular velocity measurements are made

using Rate Gyros (see Chapter 3). The instrument

is accurate within a range of 210 degrees per second.

In case of a catastrophic situation, the vehicle also

carries Rate Gyros to measure angular movement in

excess of 100 degrees per second along the pitch and

yaw axes.
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Propulsion system measurements are made by

pressure transducers, flowrneters, tachometers, and

liquid level sensors. A brief functional description

for each is given in the following paragraphs.

PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

PressUre measurements are made by two

different methods: potentiometric and strain gage.

The potentiometric transducer is basically a

wirewound potentiometer with the wiper mechanically

connected to a pressure controlled diaphragm as

illustratedin Figure 5.2-4. The output voltage is

obtained by applying 5 Vdc to the potentiometer.

The magnitude of the output will vary from 0 to 5

volts, depending upon the position of the wiper. Since

the output voltage is within the limit required by the

telemetry subsystem, no signal conditioning is

required.

Table 5.2-2 Typical Saturn V Measurements

Quantity Measured Typical Transducer

Acoustic energy

Temperature

Pressure

Vibration

Liquid flow rate

Liquid level

Strain

RPM (turbopump)

Acceleration

Position

Angular velocity

Voltage, current,

and frequency

Signals

Guidance and

Control signals

RF & telemetry

signals

Microphone

Resistance thermometer,

thermocouple, or ther-

mistor

Bourdon tube or bellows

pressure transducers

Piezoelectric accelerometer

Turbine-type flowmeter

Level probe

Strain gauge

Tachometer

Force balance accelero-

meter

Potentiometer

Rate gyro

Table 5.2-3

Typical Saturn V Operational Measurements

S-IVB Auxiliary Propulsion System

Propellant level
Helium supply pressure

Propellant temperature

S-IVB Main Propulsion System

Gas supply pressure

Propellant valve posRions

Propellant mass

Engine sequencing signals

Tank pressure

Propellant flow

Thrust chamber pressure

Hydraulic system pressure and fluid temperature

S-IVB/IU Electrical System

Battery voltages and currents

Bus voltages and currents

Inverter voltages

S-IVB AttRude Control and StabilizationSystem

Attitude control signals (pitch, yaw, roll)

Angular velocity (pRch, yaw, roll)

Engine actuators position

Control computer temperature

Servo amplifier signals

Spatial amplifier signals

Valve posRions

Navigation_ Guidance, and DigRal Signal

Steering commands (pitch, yaw, roll)

Space fixed velocity (3 components)

Space fixed displacement (3 components)

Computer time

Time to S-IVB second ignRion and cutoff

Accelerometer output (X, Y, Z)

Gyro servo output (X, Y, Z)

Gimbal angles (pitchp yaw, roll)

Launch Vehicle Digital Computer signals

Temperatures of computer and platform

components

Air bearing supply pressure

Switch Selector output

Environmental Control S_/stem

Pressure and temperature of coolant at

several places

Cold plate temperature

Gas supply pressure

Instrumentation and Communication System

Power output of the PCM transmitter (S-IVB & lID

}
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Approximately 70 per cent of the total pressure

measurements are made with the potentiometric type

transducer.

On the S-IB Stage most of the potentiometric

type pressure transducers may be calibrated while

on board the vehicle by using the calibration valve that

is associated with each transducer. The calibration

valve, connected between the transducer and the source

of pressure being measured, may be coupled to a cali-

bration line that is connected through a quick discon-

nect coupling to a controlled pressure source. When

the calibration line is connected to the valve, the

transducer sensor is mechanically positioned to sense

the controlled pressure. The transducer automatically

returns to sense the system pressure when the calibra-

tion line is removed. All other type pressure trans-

ducers are calibrated electrically.

In addition to the potentiometric pressure

transducer, pressure measurements are made with

unbonded strain gages (Figure 5. 2-5). Each strain

gage transducer consists of four individual strain

gages mechanically connected to a pressure sensitive

diaphragm and arranged in such a manner that com-

pression on two of the gages results in tension on the

Astrionics System
Section 5.2
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Figure 5.2-3 Force-balance Accelerometer

Block Diagram

other two. This action, in effect, results in an out-

put when the strain gage transducer is excited by an

external voltage. The output voltage of the strain gage

transducer is approximately 40 millivolts at full pres-

sure; therefore, the signal must be fed into a signal

conditioner (dc amplifier) before it can be applied to

the subcarrier oscillator. In some cases, the signal

conditioning is incorporated in the transducer package.

Piezoelectric
Vibration

Accelerometer Flowmeter

Force BaJance Accelerometer

Microphone

Thermistor

PressureGage

Pressure Gage

Pressure Gage

IBM B#@

Figure 5.2-2 Typical Transducers
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Figure 5. 2-4 Bourdon- tube Potentiometer Type

Pressure Transducer

RPM MEASUREMENTS (S-IB STAGE ONLY)

This measurement utilizes a variable reluc-

tance type of tachometer mounted on the turbine. As

the turbine turns, the varying reluctance of a magne-

tic path generates an ac voltage. The frequency of

the output voltage is proportional to the rpm of the tur-

bine. This frequency is too high for the bandwidth of

the available telemetry channels; therefore, signal

conditioning is required to divide the frequency by 32

to make the output signal compatible with available

telemetry channels.

The signal conditioner is a magnetic frequency

divider which uses the rectangular hysteresis charac-
teristics of a saturable core.

LIQUID LEVEL MEASUREMENTS (S-IB STAGE ONLY)

The liquid level of the propellant is measured

by two different methods: the discrete and the con-
tinuous method. The discrete method (Figure 5. 2-6)

utilizes a photo-electric cell to obtain signal output.

The sensor consists of a light source, photo-electric

cell, and a prism. Because the liquid diffuses the

light rays, no output is obtained until the level of the

liquid drops below the prisms. As the level of the

liquid drops below the prism, light rays from the

light source are reflected back to the photo-electric

cell by the prism faces, which are at 45-degree angles

to the light rays. Fifteen sensors are located along

the length of the tank. When the output from one sen-

sor is detected, it is possible to determine the amount

of propellant (fuel or lox) that was consumed in the

time interval that lapsed between outputs from this

sensor and one that was previously initiated.

The continuous method of measuring liquid

level is used in the lower portion of the propellant

tank to determine the amount of propellants remain-
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Figure 5.2-5 Strain-gage Type Pressure Transducer
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Figure 5. 2-6 Liquid Level, Discrete,

Functional Diagram

ing after engine cutoff. Principles of operation of

the continuous method are illustrated in Figure 5.2-7.

The sensor consists of two tandem capacitors with the

dielectric being the propellant. The top capacitor

(Cs) is approximately 40 inches in length and exhibits

a capacitance proportional to the height of the liquid

Excitation t

I

9-Bit Digital Word
to

PCM Telemetry

-- I I
IBM B53

Figure 5. 2-7 Liquid Level Sensor

Electrical Schematic
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and the dielectric constant of the liquid. The bottom

capacitor (Cr) is approximately 3 inches in length and

is submerged in propellant when a measurement is

made. The capacitance of C r is proportional to the

dielectric constant of the liquid.

Each capacitor is connected in a bridge circuit.

The outputs of the two bridge circuits are connected as

the excitation to a third bridge circuit which is always

kept in balance by an electronic servo system. The

feedback elements of the servosystem are nine binary

weighted capacitors controlled by a counter. The

counter provides a parallel binary output for telemetry.

FLOW RATE MEASUREMENTS

Flowmeters convert the rate of flow of a

fluid (amount per unit time) within a pipe into an

electrical signal. The rate of flow is represented

by the frequency of the signal. The output signal

must be signal conditioned to form a 0 Vdc to 5 Vdc

signal. Most flowmeters are equipped with a mechan-

ical locking device to prevent damage to the turbine

during purge operations.

The flowmeter casing (see Figure 5.2-8) con-

sists of a short piece of pipe the same size as the

piping being measured. Within the casing is a free-

turning turbine. External to this casing is a coil

surrounded by a permanent magnetic field. Fluid

pumped through the piping and flowmeter causes the

turbine to turn at a rate directly proportional to the

velocity of the fluid. The metal turbine blades dis-

turb the magnetic field, thus inducing a current into

the coil. This current is changed each time a turbine

blade disturbs the magnetic field. The frequency of

_ Turblne Blade

IBM B54A i

Figure 5. 2-8 Basic Principles of a Flowmeter
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the current change is proportional to the turbine

speed which is proportional to the fluid velocity. The

ac signal output is sent to a dc amplifier signal con-

ditioning module or to a frequency to dc converter

signal conditioning module.

TEMPERATURE AND RADIATION MEASUREMENTS

The principal temperature and radiation meas-

urements are in the following areas:

• Cryogenic temperature measurements

• Heat flux (radiation and convective)

• Temperature measurements

• Fire detection temperature measurements

• General environmental temperature

measurements

Cryogenic Measurements. An important factor in

engine operating efficiency is the density of the oxi-

dizer and the fuel. As density is inversely propor-

tional to temperature, temperature measurements

are performed at critical points in these systems

during flight. The operating efficiency of the engines

can be determined from these and other measurements.

Cryogenic measurements are performed by

means of resistance thermometers located in the fuel

and lox tanks and in the plumbing for both of these

systems. These positive temperature-coefficient

resistors are fabricated of high purity platinum and

require precise calibration techniques.

The maximum temperature range of these

devices is from -200°C to +300°C (o328°F to +572°F).

Data reduction is accomplished through a straight-

forward temperature versus resistance method. As

in the other temperature measurements, dc amplifiers

are employed to increase the output signal level to the

required 0 to 5-volt telemetry input level.

Heat Flux (Thermal Radiation) Measurements. Calori-

meters are located at strategic points on the engine

heat shield to measure thermal radiation and thus per-

mit a precise calculation of the minimum insulation

weight allowable at these points.

One type of calorimeter measures both thermal
radiation and convective heat transfer. The heating

rate is determined from the temperature versus time

characteristics of the copper slug.

Another type of calorimeter utilized in some
measurements on the Saturn Vehicle is the "thin film"

or "membrane" calorimeter. This calorimeter em-

ploys a thin disc of constantan welded to a copper heat

sink. An insulated copper lead is attached to the

center of the disc and another insulated copper lead is

attached to the copper heat sink. The temperature

differential between the center of the disc and the cir-

cumference of the disc produces the emf output which

is telemetered to the ground. The emf output of the

membrane calorimeter is a linear function of the inci-

dent heating rate with the slope of the output curve

being determined by the physical size of the constantan

diSC.

Fire Detection Measurements (S-IB and S-IC Stages

Only). The prelaunch fire detection system is oper-

ative during the period prior to vehicle lift-off. When

the air temperature, measured at critical points, rises

at a rate beyond a specified value, an alarm signal is

initiatedin the blockhouse and an automatic engine cut-

off occurs.

A series of thermocouples, arranged in loops

with several thermocouples in each loop, are used.

The thermocouples are located in back of the heat

shield and in the engine compartment. The rate of

rise of the temperature of the air is measured in the

immediate vicinity of the thermocouple, rather than

the radiated heat from some point remote from the

measuring device. The system does not define the

exact location because of the series loop configuration.

General Temperature Measurements. Surface tem-

perature measurements are made with thermocouples,

thermistors, and resistance thermometers. Thermo-

couples are normally used when the measuring range
is 150°C (302°F) or greater, and resistance thermo-

meters and thermistors are used for ranges of less
than 150°C. The resistance thermometers are ex-

tremely accurate positive temperature coefficient

resistors. Thermistors are semiconducting devices

which exhibit a high-negative-temperature coefficient
of resistance. Ambient air measurements down to

-20°C (-4°F) are also performed with thermistors.

Thermocouples and Zone Boxes. Three types of ther-

mocouples are used on the vehicles. In the circuit

consisting of 2 metals, an emf will be produced at the

measuring junction if a temperature difference exists

between the measuring and the reference junctions.

The 3 types in use are: chromel/alumel, iron/constan-

tan, and platinum/platinum 10 percent rhodium.

Thermocouples provide measurements of sur-

face heat, fuel temperature, ambient air temperatures,

and are used as fire detection gages.

)
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In a laboratory, the reference junction is usually

maintained at 0°C (32°F). For vehicular purposes,

such a temperature limitation is impractical; therefore,

an alternate method has been selected. Changes in

reference junction temperature during flight are com-

pensated for electrically by means of a bridge circuit

with a resistance thermometer in one leg. A typical

bridge circuit with zone box is shown in Figure 5. 2-9.

The reference junction is contained within the zone box.

The zone box is the junction between the vehicle net-

work wiring and the thermocouple leads. A resistance

thermometer is in thermal contact with the reference

junction. The resistance thermometer has a known

positive temperature coefficient. Since the resistance

thermometer controls the resistance of one leg of the

bridge, the output emf of the bridge circuit will follow

the temperature induced emf output of the thermocouple

(reference junction). The bridge circuit is so cali-

brated that it will cancel any emf produced by the

reference junction as a result of an increase or decrease

in temperature. The dc amplifier increases the out-

put signal level to the required telemetry input level

of 0 to 5 volts.

VIBRATION MEASUREMENTS

Vibration measurements are made to determine

the structural strength and stability of the Saturn

Vehicle. Vibration and stress sensors are mounted

on the propellant tanks, turbopumps, engine mount-

ings and engine combustion chamber, and at struc-

tural junction points of the vehicle. Two types of

accelerometers are used as vibration sensors on

board the vehicles; the piezoelectric and the strain

gage types.

Bridge
Supply

II _ II

_'_+ -_- I Zone Box

IBM B55A

Figure 5. 2-9 Typical Bridge Circuit
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Piezoelectric Accelerometer. Because of its small

size, light weight, and frequency response, the

piezoelectric accelerometer is extensively used for

flight vibration instrumentation. The frequency

response of a typical piezoelectric accelerometer

ranges from about 5 hertz to several kilohertz. For

flight measurements, the useful frequency response

is limited to the bandwidth of the telemetering channel.

This type of accelerometer will not respond to near

constant acceleration. The effects of vehicular

acceleration are thus eliminated from the measure-

ments, and only local vibration is detected by the

sensor.

The piezoelectric accelerometer (Figure 5.2-10)

consists of a seismic mass which applies a force to a

piezoelectric crystal, causing it to generate an elec-

trical signal. The electrical output is proportional to

the force applied to the crystal and is an indication of

acceleration or vibration. The high-impedance output

of the device is coupled to a high-input-impedance

emitter-follower stage to maintain adequate low-

frequency response.

The emitter-follower can be integral to the

accelerometer case, or it can be physically removed

but joined electrically through a coaxial cable. Typi-

cal sensitivity is in the order of 32 mv/g. Tempera-

ture environment is the determining factor in the

choice of crystal material to be used. A sufficiently

broad range of sensor types is available to permit

vibration measurements to be made in almost any

temperature environment. The accelerometers are

capable of operating up to an acceleration level of

several hundred g's and to a lower limit determined

by the associated electronic circuits. In flight appli-

cations, the range is normally from .+3g to _70g.

Tests have indicated that the acoustic environment

encountered on the vehicle will have negligible effect

on accelerometer output. This is the sensor most

frequently used for vibration measurements.

Strain Gage Accelerometer. The accelerometer

(Figure 5.2-11) consists of a mass suspended from

strain-sensitive wires connected in a Wheatstone

bridge. When a force is applied to the mass, the

resistances of the supporting wires change, thus

unbalancing the bridge and causing an output voltage.

The heavy arrows show the lower resistance circuit

of an unbalanced bridge. The extent of the unbalance

is indicated by the increase in voltage at the meter.

In practice, a bias voltage is used to produce a

2.5-volt potential at the output of the amplifier when

the mass is at rest. The bias prevents the output

from going negative as the movements of the mass

5.2-9
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Figure 5.2-10 Piezoelectric Accelerometer

and Emitter Follower

is in both directions. Furthermore, the bias confines

the output voltage to the 0 to 5-volt range.

ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS

An acoustic transducer converts a sound into

a proportional electrical signal. The transducer con-

sists of two pieces -- a microphone and a source

follower (see Figure 5.2-12). The output signal must

be signal conditioned to form a 0 Vdc to 5 Vdc signal.
As sound is a movement of air molecules, an acoustic

transducer can operate only in the atmosphere.

Microphone - The microphone uses the piezoelectric

effect of a crystalline structure to produce an output.

The unitis sensitive to sound pressure levels of II0 db

to 190 db in the frequency ranges of 50 Hz to 3150 Hz.

The microphone consists of a crystal solidly bonded

to a mass with a sound-sensitive diaphragm attached

to the crystal. The microphone is mounted directly

to the structure with the diaphragm facing the area

to be measured for sound. Sound pressure applied

to the diaphragm causes itto vibrate and this vibra-

tion causes compression-tension forces to be feltby

the crystal. The crystal generates a small electrical

signal proportional to the applied sound pressure.

The amplitude of the signal represents the db level

and the frequency represents the frequency of the

sound. The electrical output of another crystal/mass

assembly (which is mounted opposite the first)is

coupled directly to the output of the first. Unwanted

crystal outputs induced by structural vibrations are

thus cancelled out and are not felton the microphone

output. The output of the microphone is coupled via

coaxial cable to the source follower.

Source Follower - The source follower electrically

isolates and increases the current of the microphone

output. The source follower is a transistorized unit

less than 3 inches in its longest dimension. The

source follower receives operating power from the

Measuring Rack. The output of the source follower

is routed to an ac amplifier signal conditioning module.

Prior to launch, the source follower and subsequent

I
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Figure 5.2-11 Strain-gage Accelerometer Block Diagram
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Figure 5.2-12 Acoustic Transducer Functional Diagram

components can be calibrated by application of a 400

Hz signal.

RF POWER MEASUREMENTS

The VSWR measuring unit is used as an rf

power transducer. R contains eight coupler assemblies,

each of which measures the transmitted or reflected

power of a telemetry transmitter. Each of the eight

measurement output signals from the unit is low-level

dc and is fed to a dc amplifier signal conditioner

module.

A typical rf input signal (see Figure 5.2-13)

is in the frequency range of 230 MHz to 260 MHz,

with 22 watts of power. Each measurement is induct-

ively picked off by a coupling loop inserted into the

electromagnetic field about the input signal conductor.

The loop is inserted so as to be sensitive to energy

travelling in one direction only; therefore, one loop is

necessary for transmitted power monitoring and

another loop for reflected power monitoring. A crystal

detector rectifies the voltage in each pickoff line.

5.2.3 SIGNAL CONDITIONING

The following discussion on signal conditioning

applies primarily to the Instrument Unit.

These modules which plug into the Measuring Rack

consist of dc amplifiers, ac amplifiers, channel

selectors (for calibration) and other modules. The

amplifiers have the provisions for plug-in signal

conditioning cards to obtain a very flexible measuring

system with a minimum number of components.

The measuring rack is a fabricated sheet metal

structure with a tight fitting cover. It is not pres-

surized or hermetically sealed but has a gasket seal

on the cover and a pressure relief valve to main-

tain a minimum internal pressure of approximately

20.7 N/M2 (3 psi). The internal electrical connections

are made through a multilayer printed circuit board

with flexible integral cable to the external connectors.

The multilayer board is also the mechanical support

for the measuring module connectors. A typical

Measuring Rack of the type used in the IU is shown

in Figure 5.2-14.

Signal conditioning in other vehicle stages is

accomplished in a similar way. Signal conditioning

modules are mounted in measuring racks containing

20 modules each. In the S-IVB Stage, signal con-

ditioning modules are mounted on panels distributed

throughout the stage. The number of Measuring Racks

in each stage is given in Table 5.2-1.

The signal conditioning system takes the signal

to be measured and converts it to a signal that is

acceptable to telemetry. The signal may be an electri-

cal signal from the vehicle or it may be the output

from a transducer. Certain transducers have output

signals which do not require signal conditioning.

These signals are fed directly to the Measuring

Distributor.

A modular concept is used in the IU signal

conditioning system. This consists of a number of

measuring racks, each having a maximum of 20

measuring modules (channels) plus 2 channel selectors.

DC AMPLIFIERS

There is only one type of dc amplifier module

used on the IU. By making use of individually tailored

range cards, this one amplifier is used for measuring

temperatures, pressures, currents, voltages, error

signals, and other measurements.

The dc amplifier module changes dc measure-

ment signals or low-frequency ac measurement signals

to a 0 Vdc to 5 Vdc range. The dc amplifier module

physically consists of two parts: a range card and a

fixed gain amplifier. The range card plugs into the

5.2-11
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Figure 5.2-13 RF Power Transducer Functional Diagram

amplifier module. Different types of range cards are

selected to adapt the measurement signal to the fixed

amplifier. Regulated power used by the range card

and the amplifier is generated in the amplifier module

(see Figure 5.2-15). The output regulator provides a

precise 10 Vdc to the range card for use by the bridge

network and the calibration network.

The input signal to a dc amplifier module is

first routed straight through the amplifier portion to

the range card. The range card conditions the signal

to a 50 mV range Rnd sends itback to the amplifier

portion for amplification to a 5 V range. The ampli-

fied signal is then routed back to the range card for

addition of bias voltage ifnecessary. From the range

card the signal is returned to the amplifier portion

and on out to the measurement distribution equipment.

Two relays are provided for checkout and cali-

bration of the amplifier and associated measuring

system. These relays are operated remotely through

the Remote Automatic Calibration System (RACS).

AC AMPLIFIERS

Only one type of ac amplifier is used in the

IU. The ac amplifier has the same type range card

as the dc amplifier. It is used primarily for vibra-

tion and acoustic measurements.

The amplifier has a gain of 240 and a frequency

response of 50 to 3000 hertz. Since practically all

vibration and acoustic measurements are on SS/FM

telemetry, the lower frequency response limit was

designed to be 50 hertz. The output is transformer

isolated from the input and ground.

)
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Figure 5.2-14 Typical Measuring Hack

The amplifier contains an internal dc-to-dc

converter to supply an isolated power source for the

amplifier and to provide an isolated power source

for use with the vibration transducers and emitter

followers. The ac amplifier has the same type

limiting circuits and calibration relays as the dc

amplifier.

RANGE CARD

The range card is a printed circuit card used

with the dc and ac amplifiers. The card provides the

necessary flexibility to obtain the measurements

required on the Saturn Vehicle with a small number

of different type amplifiers. Thus, only one type of

dc amplifier and one type of ac amplifier are used on

practically all the measurements requiring signal

conditioning. The range card contains bridge com-

pletion resistors, calibration resistors, bias networks

gain adjustment, or other conditioning circuits.

Range cards are individually tailored to par-

ticular measurements but all range cards fall into

two general categories: a voltage divider range card

which transforms an input voltage into a proportional

50 mV range and a bridge range card which monitors

varying resistive networks and transforms the varying

resistance into a proportional 0 to 50 mV range.

Bridge range cards are used with resistive type tem-

perature transducers (the transducer is the variable

leg of the bridge).

A circuit diagram of a typical bridge card for

temperature measurements is shown in Figure 5.2-16.

In this case, the transducer is a thermistor. Small

range changes can be made by the range adjustment

potentiometer. By changing resistors, the range can

be changed by a large amount and several ranges of

temperature can be measured by using one basic

range card. The system can be calibrated by using

the Remote Automatic Calibration System (RACS) to

shunt fixed resistors across the bridge.
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Figure 5.2-15 DC Amplifier Block Diagram

SPECIAL MODULES 5.2.4 MEASURING DISTRIBUTION

There are several measurements that require

signal conditioning that are not compatible with the ac

or dc amplifier. Special signal conditioning modules

are used for these measurements. Examples of these

modules are: the frequency-to-dc converter used with

flowmeters, the servo accelerometer unit used with

the force balance accelerometers, and the frequency

measuring unit used to accurately monitor the 400-

hertz vehicle supply. Most of the special modules

have relays for calibration and checkout.

The measuring distributors accept the 0 to

S-volt output of the signal conditioning modules and

routes them to the proper telemetry channels. Most

measurements in the measuring system are connected

to the distributor to be directed to their preassigned

channel. The distributors provide versatilityin

changing channel assignments; changes are made by

physically rearranging jumper wires within the meas-

uring distributors. The versatilityof the distributors

eliminates extensive cable changes and allows channel

)
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Figure 5.2-16

changes to be made during checkout. More than

one measuring distributor may be used depending on

the number of measurements to be made and the

physical location within the IU of the measurements

to be made.

Switching functions connect different sets of

measurements to the same telemetry channels during

different flight periods. These switching functions,

controlled by the Control Distributor, are performed

in the Measuring Distributor. Switching functions,

controlled from the ground via the umbilical cable,

connect measurements not required during flight to

digitaldata acquisition system channels for ground

checkout and return the channels to flightmeasure-

ments after checkout.

5.2.5 MEASUREMENT CALIBRATION

The Remote Automatic Calibration System

(RACS) permits a remote calibration of the measuring

system prior to launch. During vehicle checkout,

calibration of measurements is accomplished through

use of the RACS. Any corrections required can be

made by adjusting potentiometers on the amplifier

range cards. Ifthe measuring system drifts or de-

viates from the final adjustments, the data obtained

from RACS is used to correct the flightdata for more

accurate measurements.

Each signal conditioning module contains 2

relays and the necessary circuit to simulate the trans-

Typical Range Card for Temperature Measurements

ducer as well as the upper (HI) end and the lower (LO)

end of the signal range for that particular measure-

ment. The transducer is connected to the moduIe

when the RACS is in the RUN mode.

A binary-coded signal is sent from the GSE

through the umbilical cable to the Measuring Rack

Selector in the vehicle to select a particular measure-

ment for calibration. Figure 5.2-17 shows the RACS

for the IU. Each stage has a separate RACS. The

signals are generated in the GSE either by a manual

keyboard or from a computer program. These signals
are decoded on the vehicle and distributed to the var-

ious Measuring Racks to operate the checkout relays.

The calibration command signal consists of 13

bits in parallel. There are 6 bits for rack selection,

5 bits for channel selection, and 2 bits for mode selec-

tion. (One checkout relay in each module is for the

HI mode checkpoint, and the other is for the LO mode

checkpoint.) The same code is used on all stages

to provide a 31-rack capacity. The IU RACS is

designed for 14 racks.

On the vehicle, the code is received in the

Measuring Rack Selector. The rack select code is

decoded and the signal is addressed to the proper

Measuring Rack. Buffer circuits for mode codes

and channel codes are provided in the Measuring

Rack Selector which acts as a distribution point to

the various Measuring Racks. The signals go to the

channel selector module in the selected Measuring
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Rack. Operation of the channel selector requires the

following conditions:

Rack select signal present

Channel select signal present

Mode signal present (HI or LO)

There are two channel selectors in each Meas-

uring Rack. One decodes channels 1 through 10 and

the other decodes channels 11 through 20. The chan-

nel selector contains the necessary diode matrices

and latch circuits to complete the operation of the

RACS.

The channel select modules contain 20 AND

gates. When the 3 conditions mentioned above are

fulfilled, the addressed AND gate "latches in" and

energizes the corresponding calibration relay in the

signal conditioning module. This relay will remain

energized until another signal is sent to change the

mode.

In addition to HI and LO modes, there is a third

mode of operation, called RUN mode, which is selected

when both calibration relays are In an unenergized

state. The RUN mode is the normal mode of operation

with the transducer or input signal connected to the sig-

nal conditioning module. During calibration (following

HI or LO mode), the RUN mode is achieved by sending

the proper code to the vehicle. Since the RACS is used

only before launch, it is wired in such a way that the

power is removed at launch. Removal of the power

causes all relays to switch to RUN mode. This elimi-

nates the possibility of leaving any module in the check-

out state (HI or IX)).

Any number of channels can be selected indivi-

dually, simultaneously, or in any sequence or combina-

tion (with any combination of a HI, LO, or RUN selec-

tion at the GSE keyboard). The GSE display panels are

used to monitor the signal (code) sent to the vehicle

(there is no code feedback from the vehicle). The cali-

bration results are observed through the telemetry

system and connected ground checkout system.

Manual Keyboard

J Rack

! -14

0

O
O

0

O 0

i

Channel Mode

0

o 1-20
O

0
O

O

0 O

0 O

LLLLL

0

o o HI
o LO

o RUN

LL
Auxiliary Control Panel

Display Panel

GROUND

I

---- --J

14 Wires

(13 Signal)
(1 Common)

J VEHICLE
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I 5 Channel

I 2 Mode
I 1 Rack
I I Power
I I Common
|

>>
!

28 Vdc
Power __.____1>

!

MEASURING RACK

CHANNEL SELECTOR

-_ Channel Decode _ 1

-'i Mode Decode ___ Got,
' _ 20pe

--J Rack Sync

To Relays in
Signal Conditioning

Module

Measuring RackS elector
1. Rack Decode
2. Mode Decode Recode
3. Channel Buffered

IBM B61A

Figure 5.2-17 Block Diagram of RACS for the IU
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SECTION5.3

TELEMETRY

5.3.1 GENERAL

Each stage of the Saturn Vehicle carries an

independent telemetry system. These systems modu-

late the signals from the measuring system onto RF

carriers for transmission to ground stations. Three

different modulation techniques are applied in the

telemetry system of each stage:

FM/FM telemetry uses frequency modu-

lation/frequency modulation with Pulse

Amplitude Modulation (PAM) and triple

Frequency Modulation (FM 3) as auxiliary

techniques

• SS/FM telemetry uses single sideband

modulation/frequency modulation

• PCM/FM telemetry uses pulse code modu-

lation/frequency modulation

These different modulation techniques provide

efficienttransmission of the large number and variety

of measuring data which have different requirements

of bandwidth and accuracy (Table 5.3-1).

DATA CATEGORIES

Low-response/low and medium-accuracy data

may be sufficientlydefined by sampling at a rate of

Table 5.3-1

I0 hertz, or less. In terms of frequency response

thiswould be 2 or 3-hertz maximum variation. This

category includes temperature, pressure, and other

measurements where rapid variations are not very

likely or are not of interest.

Low-response/high-accuracy data requires

accuracies of 1 percent or better. Examples are

longitudinal acceleration and combustion chamber

pressure measurements.

Medium-response/medium-accuracy data re-

quires a 5 to 40-hertz response. Data in this category

can be handled by sampling at 100 to 125 hertz per

channel or less, or by FM/FM channels below the

3-kilohertz subcarrier using the standard deviation

ratio of 5.

High-response/medium-accuracy data requires

a 50 to 1000-hertz channel response. This type of data

is readily handled by FM/FM subcarriers.

Wideband low-accuracy data has a bandwidth of

roughly 50 to 3000 hertz and normally no dc component
of interest, Vibration data and sound intensity fall

within this classification.

Event measurements constitute a special cate-

gory. Interest in this data is limited to whether or not

Data Categories

Type

I. Low-response/low and medium-accuracy

2. Low-response/high-accuracy

3. Medium-response/medium-accuracy

4. High-response/medium-accuracy

5. Wideband low-accuracy

6. Event measurements

7. Digital measurements

Frequency

Response

(hertz)

2-3

2-3

5-40

50-1000

50-3000

Accuracy

Requ_ed

(percent)

2-5

1

2

2

5
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an event has occured and, if so, the time of occur-

rence with respect to a specified time resolution.

In addition, much data originates in digital

form; e. g., signals from the LVDC

MODULATION METHODS

The wideband data-carrying capability of

standard FM/FM telemetry is very poor. The FM/FM

system has one channel with a frequency response of

0 to 1050 hertz at a subcarrier deviation ratio of 5;

the other channels have decreasing frequency responses
down to 6 hertz. The sum of all the channel band-

widths is only 4700 hertz. The bandwidth efficiency

of a standard FM/FM system with subcarriers operat-

ing at a deviation ratio of 5 is about 1.6 percent. A

corresponding figure for a PAM/FM system is about

3.5 percent; for a PCM/FM system, it is about 3.0

percent.

The necessRy to transmit wideband data

(acoustic and vibration measurements) led to the use

of SS/FM telmetry. An rf carrier is frequency

modulated with single-sideband, amplitude-modulated

carriers. The bandwidth efficiency of such a system

is roughly 10 times greater than that of FM/FM. It

is capable of transmitting 45 kilohertz of data over the

same bandwidth used by the FM/FM link to transmit

4700 hertz of data.

A theoretical comparison of the signal/noise

performance of the SS/FM with a standard FM/FM

system is useful. Since single-sideband subcarriers

do not possess wideband gain, it would logically be

expected that SS/FM would perform less favorably in

this respect than FM/FM, probably by a factor equal

to_"3-times the deviation ratio, which is the wide-

band gain of the FM subcarrier. However, if the

modulating signal of such a system is to be vibration

data, other factors can more than compensate for

the lack of widehand gain in the subcarrier.

These compensating factors result from a

prior knowledge of the nature and characteristics of

vibration data. A Gaussian or normal curve is a

good approximation of amplitude distribution char-

acteristics of such data. Since the summation of

Gaussian functions is a Gaussian function itself, the

composite signal modulating the transmitter (in an

SS/FM system carrying vibration data) could be ex-

pected to resemble a Gaussian function. The peak-

to-peak amplitude of the data applied to an FM sub-

carrier must be limited to the band edges of the

subcarrier channels, the deviation being • 7.5 percent

of center frequency, to prevent adjacent channel

interference. Thus, when data possesses a high

peak-to-rms ratio, the signal capacity of the channel

is reduced below its signal capacity for a sine wave

modulating signal (1.41 peak-to-rms ratio). Corre-

spondingly, Gaussian data with a peak-to-rms ratio

of 4. 0 reduces rms data capability to 2.83.

No such inherent peak data restriction exists

in the SS/FM system. The data peaks of the individual

channels add in a random manner, resulting in an

amplitude distribution of the composite signal similar

to that of the data at the channel inputs and having a

peak factor of approximately the same magnitude.

Thus, with Gaussian-type characteristics and an

identical number of channels, the SS/FM system will

accommodate two or more times as much peak carrier

deviation per channel as an FM/FM system.

Data which originates in digital form and data

requiring high accuracy are transmitted through the

PCM/FM system. The digital data transmission link

is relatively insensitive to imperfections in the trans-

mission channel. Above a threshold noise level, the

accuracy is not appreciably affected by noise in the

channel. Nonlinearity in the transmission channel is

of little consequence. By a relatively simple and

reliable operation, the serial digital data which con-

tains noise and deteriorated rise time can be regener-

ated into its original noise-free form.

Also, digital data transmission is compatible

with real-time data processing by digital computers

at ground stations. A separate digital data output of

the PCM/FM system is used for automatic preflight

checkout of the launch vehicle. This is called the

Digital Data Acquisition System (DDAS). A Mod 301

PCM/DDAS Assembly in the PCM/FM system is con-

nected with the LVDC for checkout of the S-IVB/IU

Stage in orbit. During flight, all operational data is

transmitted over the PCM/FM link.

MULTIPLEXING METHODS

To increase the data handling capacity of te-

lemetry systems, several data channels are multi-

plexed. Two types of multiplexing are utilized: fre-

quency-division multiplexing and time-division

multiplexing.

Frequency-division multiplexing is the process

of simultaneous frequency sharing of one rf carrier

transmission link by dividing the available bandwidth

into a number of channels, each with a separate center
)
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frequency. Spacing is provided between these channels

to allow each channel to be frequency modulated or

deviated about the center frequency. After modulation

occurs, the subcarrier signals are combined linearly,

and the resultant composite signal is used to frequency

modulate an RF carrier. FM/FM and SS/FM are

examples of thisfrequency division multiplexing.

Time-division multiplexing is the process of

sequential sampling of two or more data sources and

applying the data samples to a common output in a

fixed sequence. The samples may or may not be

separated by a "dead time" space. Usually some

marker is made a part of the output signal to designate

the beginning or end of a sampling cycle. This is

for identificationand synchronization purposes at the

data reduction point.

The Saturn telemetry systems make use of

several types of time-division multiplexers. The

Mod 270 Multiplexer Assembly is a time-division

multiplexer for analog data. It is used in conjunction

with the FM/FM telemetry system and the PCM/FM

system. The Mod 245 Multiplexer Assembly provides

time-division multiplexing for wide-band data and is

used for SS/FM telemetry and FM/FM telemetry.

The remote digital submultiplexers and digital multi-

plexers are used in connection with the Mod 301

PCM/DDAS Assembly. Remote analog submultiplexers

are used for analog data connected to the Mod 270

Multiplexer Assembly.

TRANSMISSION CARRIERS

The number of RF carriers allotted to each

modulation technique is chosen to provide an appro-

priate balance of data transmission capability to

handle the quantities and varieties of data originating

on the stage. The telemetry equipment associated

with each stage consists of a "building-block" arrange-

ment, which may be connected in numerous combina-

tions to satisfy specific measuring requirements. The

number of carriers allocated to FM/FM, SS/FM, or

PCM/FM and also the specific combination of building

blocks vary from stage to stage and from vehicle to
vehicle.

TYPICAL S-IVB/IU TELEMETRY SYSTEM

Figure 5.3-1 is a functional flow diagram of

a typical instrumentation system for Saturn V. Flight

(mission) control data is sent in parallel to the IU

PCM/FM and S-IVB PCM/FM systems as indicated

in the figure. Therefore, in the event of a failure in

one of the PCM systems (IU or S-IVB), the other PCM

system can be used to transmit the flight control data.

Astrionics System

Section 5.3

In operational vehicles, the number of multiplexers

and FM/FM systems willbe reduced, and the SS/FM

telemetry will be omitted.

Table 5.3-2 lists the type and number of telem-

etry systems and multiplexers used in the stages of

Saturn Vehicles. Because of the smaller quantity of

measurements required in operational vehicles, the

number of telemetry systems is also reduced. (Figures

given for operational vehicles are "best guess" at the

present time. )

From one to six time-division multiplexers are

synchronized from a central timing source located in
the PCM/DDAS Assembly. Each time-division multi-

plexer provides an output to the PCM/DDAS Assembly

which combines the outputs into a single serial wave-

train. The individual analog samples are digitized and

combined into a digital format which is transmitted via

coaxial cable to the ground checkout equipment. This

data is also transmitted via a PCM/FM carrier for

in-flight monitoring.

Each of the time-division multiplexers has a

second data output which is identical to the output

provided to the PCM/DDAS Assembly except that it

is conditioned for PAM transmission. These outputs

may modulate a 70-kilohertz, voltage-controlled

oscillator in FM/FM telemeter assemblies. This

arrangement provides redundant transmission of

some multiplexer outputs using both PAM and PCM

techniques.

In the following paragraphs, the telemetry

systems are described in the order of data flow.

Starting from the telemetry equipment closest to the

data source, the descriptions continue toward the

transmitting equipment. Figure 5.3-1 should be used

as a reference to these system descriptions.

5.3.2 SLOW SPEED MULTIPLEXING

MOD 245 MULTIPLEXER

The Mod 245 Multiplexer Assembly is a time-

division multiplexer which is used in conjunction with

an SS/FM Assembly multiplexer and FM/FM multi-

plexer link. This unit can sample a maximum of 80

data channels and provide 16 channels of output data.

It is primarily used for multiplexing wideband vibra-
tion data.

The Mod 245 Multiplexer Assembly, Figure

5.3-2, consists of 20 plug-in subassemblies. Of

these 20 subassemblies, 4 are common subassemblies

5.3-3
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Table 5.3-2 Telemetry Systems in the Various Saturn Vehicle Stages

Stage

IU

S-IVB

S-II

S-IC

S-IB

Number of Number of

Telemetry Systems Multiplexers
System

R&DI Oper R&D
]

1 CIU

FM/FM 2 1 2 Mod 270

SS/FM 1 - 1 Mod 245

PCM/FM 1 1 1 RDM

Mod 410

FM/FM 3 1 4 Mod 270

SS/FM 1 - 1 Mod 245

PCM/FM i 1

FM/FM 3 2 5 Mod 270

SS/FM 2 - 1 Mod245

PCM/FM 1 1 7 RASM

2 RDSM

FM/FM 3 1 4 Mod 270

SS/FM 2 - 2 Mod 245

PCM/FM 1 1 1 RDSM

FM/FM 2 1 3 Mod270

SS/FM 1 - 1 Mod 245

PCM/FM 1 1 2 RDSM

Oper

1 CIU

2 Mod 270

2 RDM

Mod 410

2 Mod 270

2 Mod 270

2 RDSM

2 RASM

1 RDSM

2 Mod 270

2 Mod 270

1 RDSM

Transmitter

Frequency

Saturn IB:

225-260 MHz

Saturn V:

225-260 MHz

and

2200-2300 MHz

225-260 MHz

225-260MHz

225-260 MHz

225-260 MHz

Note: CIU = Computer Interface Unit

RDSM = Remote Digital Submultiplexer

RASM = Remote Analog Submultiplexer

RDM = Remote Digital Multiplexer (Mod 410)
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Power

20 W

20W

20W

20W

20 W

(1 logic and timing unit, 1 regulator unit, 1 inverter

unit, and 1 driver and voltage-controlled oscillator

unit). The remaining 16 subassemblies are multi-

plexer units.

The data units are made up of 4 types. They

are as follows:

• Two multiplexed channels with a sample

period of 5.7 seconds each.

• Four multiplexed channels with a sample

period of 2.9 seconds each.

• Five multiplexed channels with a sample

period of 2.3 seconds each.

• One continuous channel.

The 3 types of multiplexer units all use 12-second

sampling cycles. The different sample times are

separated by "dead time". The sampling cycles are

separated by longer periods of "dead time". Fre-

quency response of the input is 0 to 5000 hertz. Input

impedance is a constant 100 kilohms. Input signal

level can be 0 to +5 volts peak to peak, or 0 to +5

volts dc. Output impedance is 1 kilohm at 0 to 5000

hertz. A dummy unit is used for continuous data.

Additional timing information is also trans-

mitted using a 960 =L70-hertz voltage controlled refer-

ence oscillator for data reduction purposes. This is fed

into the special service channel in the SS/FM Assembly.

5.3.3 SS/FM TELEMETRY

The Saturn SS/FM telemetry system is de-

signed specifically for transmission of the large volume

of vibration data from the Saturn Vehicle. This sys-

tem can transmit 15 channels, each having a response

5.3-5
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Inputs Mux

I
I

I Tir

I
I

Data Channel 16
Inputs Mux

VCO -- Voltage-Control led Oscillator

Channel 1

Output

Channel 16

Output

960 Hz

II,

IBM BI9

Figure 5.3-2 Mod 245 Multiplexer Block Diagram

of 30 to 3000 hertz, for a total data bandwidth of ap-

proximately 45 kilohertz within the standard telemetry

carrier bandwidth.

A basic SS/FM telemetry system is comprised

of a slow speed multiplexer, an SS Telemetry Assem-

bly, and rf assembly similar to the FM/FM RF

Assembly. The SS/FM Assembly is used in conjunc-

tion with a slow speed multiplexer (Mod 245) to

expand its data-handling capability by time-sharing

specific data channels. SS/FM telemetry is not used

in operational vehicles.

SS TELEMETRY ASSEMBLY

Each of the 15 data inputs is fed to a balanced

modulator and heterodyned with a 455-kilohertz carrier

(Figure 5.3-3). The output of the modulator is fed to

a mechanical bandpass filter(455 to 458 kilohertz)

which passes only the upper sideband. The output of

the filteris fed to a second balanced modulator where

it is translated to the proper baseband frequency. The

baseband position is determined by the carrier sup-

plied from the frequency synthesizer. The two

balanced modulators and the mechanical bandpass

filterfor each data channel make up the channel units.

The channel units are identicalfor all channels.

The second modulator carriers are supplied

to the channel unit from the frequency synthesizer

and comb filters. These 15 subcarriers transpose

the data to an assigned frequency between 4.74 and

72 kilohertz. These are the lower sideband outputs

of the second modulators.

Both sidebands of the second modulators go to

the summing amplifier No. 1 and the 200-kilohertz

low-pass filter where all upper sidebands of the

second modulator are filtered out. Here a 75. 835-

kilohertz pilot tone is summed into the channel unit

outputs. The pilot tone provides a signal at the re-
ceiving station for demodulation of the 15 channels.

After leaving the 200-kilohertz low-pass filter,

the composite signal is passed through a signal regula-

tor. From the signal regulator, the composite signal

is summed with the signal from the non-translated

special service channel. The frequency response of

this channel is 0 to 1200 hertz. Its normal use is to

carry a 890 to 1030-hertz synchronizing signal pro-

vided by the Mod 245 Multiplexer Assembly for demuiti-

plexing the signals at the receiver. The output of the

summing amplifier No. 2 is used to frequency modulate

an rf transmitter

All the carrier signals and the pilot tone are

generated internally in the airborne SS/FM assembly

by a single 910. 025-kilohertz crystal oscillator. This

signal is used to drive a flip flop which provides the

455. 012-kilohertz carrier signal and a frequency

synthesizer provides all sub-carriers and the pilot

tone from the comb filters.

To provide a 3-kilohertz information bandwidth

and allow sufficient gnardband, a channel spacing of

4. 74 kilohertz is used. This spacing is convenient to

generate in the synthesizer and allows an adequate

guardband of 1.74 kilohertz. The 75. 83-kilohertz

pilot tone falls just above the highest baseband fre-

quency. It is used as a reference in the ground de-

modulation equipment to regenerate the basic 455 and

4. 74-kilohertz frequencies. Since the amplitude of

the transmitted 75.83-kilohertz pilottone is regulated,

itis also used as an automatic gain control.

,%

J

)
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5.3.4 FM/FM TELEMETRY

The FM/FM telemetry system frequency multi-

plexes the input data. The conditioned signals derived

from pressure, temperature, etc., modulate the fre-

quency of the subcarrier oscillators. The combined

output of several subcarrier oscillators is again fre-

quency modulated on the RF carrier. Standard IRIG

frequency channels are assigned. The data bandwidth

capabilities of these channels are shown in Table 5.3-3.

Slow-varying data is applied to the low-frequency

channels; data with higher frequency variations must

be applied to the higher frequency channels. FM/FM

systems are susceptible to various sources of noise

and distortion (fluctuation noise, crosstalk, harmonic

distortion of the individual subcarrier signals, sub-

carrier data feed-through, and distortion of individual

subcarrier signals due to band-limiting filters), which

affect the accuracy of the telemetered data. The basic

components of an FM/FM telemetry system are:

a Mod 270 Multiplexer Assembly, an FM/FM Assembly

and an RF Assembly.

Each of the subcarrier oscillators of an FM/FM

system may be preceded by another subcarrier group.

Each of these "sub-subcarriers" would, in this case,

be modulated by the actual measurement values. This

technique is called FM/FM/FM, or FM 3. The tech-

nique trades bandwidth for additional channels; there-

fore, the frequency response of the channels is much

lower. Since another modulation stage is used, the

technique is less accurate than FM/FM.

A time-multiplexed signal may be fed into a

subcarrier oscillator of an FM/FM system to increase

the channel capacity. Time multiplexing consists of

sequentially sampling a number of data signals with
an electronic or mechanical commutator. The com-

mutator output appears as a train of pulses of varying

amplitude. This technique is known as Pulse-

Amplitude Modulation (PAM/FM/FM).

The basic modulation scheme and principal

components used (subcarrier oscillators, mixer,

power amplifier, and transmitter) are essentially

the same for the FM/FM system in each stage. Figure

5.3-4 shows a typical Saturn Stage FM/FM system.

Each channel receives a signal from the Measuring

Distributor. This input signal modulates a voltage-

controlled subcarrier oscillator. The frequency-

modulated signals from the various subcarrier

oscillators are combined in the mixer amplifier. The

composite signal is frequency modulated on a radio-

frequency carrier in the VHF band (225 to 260 mega-

hertz) for transmission to the ground stations. The

transmitter provides a signal power level of approxi-

mately 20 watts.

The available standard IRIG channels may be

utilized in different ways. The system shown in the

figure uses 13 continuous data channels (channels 2

through 14). The input signals from the Measuring

Distributor are in the range of 0 to +5 volts dc (2 to ?

volts peak-to-peak ac when a bandpass filteris used

in place of a channel or subchannel oscillator).

When used, FM 3 is applied to the channels

above channel 13. A subcarrier channel of 70 kilo-

hertz (+ 30 percent) is used for time-multiplexed

signals from the Mod 270 Multiplexer Assembly. When

this PAM technique is applied, all IRIG channels above

30 kilohertz will not be used. The Mod 270 solid-state,

time-division multiplexer operates at a rate of 3600

samples per second. It consists of 30 primary chan-

nels which are sampled 120 times per second. In

addition, 10 submultiplexers may be used on selected

main channels; each sampled at a rate of 12 per second.

The multiplexer accepts input signals in the range of

0 to 5 volts dc and provides two PAM wave train out-

puts. One wave train modulates the 70-kilohertz,

voltage-controlled subcarrier oscillator with a fre-

quency deviation of ± 30 percent (i.e., 49 to 91 kilo-

hertz for an input signal from 0 to 5 volts dc). The

second wave train is used for the PCM system.

RF ASSEMBLY

The RF Assembly accepts single sideband FM

and FM analog signals from the telemetry assemblies

and provides the highly-stable r close-tolerance carrier

frequency (+0. 01 percent). It further provides the

capability of varying the carrier frequency in a manner

(±1 percent of the best straight line approximation for

125-kilohertz deviation at modulation frequencies from

300 hertz to 100 kilohertz) proportional to the input

signal amplitude, thereby providing an RF link from

the measurement systems in the flight vehicle to the

ground receiving station.

5.3.5 PAM MULTIPLEXING

MOD 270 MULTIPLEXER

The Mod 270 Multiplexer Assembly (time

division) is basically a 30 by 120 multiplexer (30 chan-

nels, each sampled 120 times per second). It accepts

voltage inputs in the range of 0 to 5 volts (high level

data) and provides two PAM wavetrain outputs, one

(with pedestal) for input to a 70-kilohertz +30 percent

5.3-8
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Table 5.3-3. IRIG Subcarrier Frequencies and Deviations
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Channel

(Band)

6

7

8

9

I0

11

12

13

14

15

16
17

18

19

ATt

B

C

D

E

F

Xttt

Center

Frequency

(Hz)

400

560

730

960

1,300

1,700

2, 300

3, 000

3, 900

5, 400

7, 350

10, 500

14, 500

22,000

30,000

40, 000

52, 500

70, 000

93,000

22,000

30, 000

40,000

52,500

70,000

93,000

70,000

Lower Limit

(Hz)

370

518

675

888

I, 202

l, 572

2,127

2,775

3, 607

4, 995

6, 799

9,712

13,412

20,350

27,750

37,000

48, 560

64,750

86,025

18,700

25, 500

34, 000

44, 620

59, 500

79,050

49,000

Upper Limit

(Hz)

430

602

785

1,032

1,398

1,828

2,473

3, 225

4, 193

5, 805

7, 901

11,288

15, 588

23, 650

32,250

43, 000

56, 440

75, 250

99, 975

2 5, 300

34, 500

46, 000

60, 380

80, 500

106, 950

91,000

Deviation

(percent}

±7.5

27. 5

_7.5

_7.5

_7. 5

27.5

27.5

27.5

27.5

27.5

17.5

27. 5

27. 5

27.5

27.5

27.5

_7.5

:_7. 5

_7.5

215

±15

_15

_15

:_15

=15

230

Frequency

Responset

(Hz)

6.0

8.4

11.0

14.0

20.0

25.0

35.0

45.0

59.0

81.0

110.0

160.0

220.0

330.0

450. 0

600. 0

790. 0

1050. 0

1395. 0

660.0

900.0

1200.0

1600.0

2100.0

2790.0

4200.0

t
tt

Frequency response is based on a deviation ratio of five.

Increased deviation bands A through X may be employed by omitting other bands of that center

frequency and the following bands:

Band Used Omit Bands

A 13, 15, and B

B 14, 16, A, andC

C 15, 17, B, andD

D 16, 18, C, andE

E 17, 19, Dand F

F 18 and E

X 16, 17, C, andD

ttt Utilized for PAM,/FM/FM and is not a standard IRIG channel.
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FM/FM subcarrier and a second (without pedestal)

for the PCM/DDAS Assembly. A block diagram of

the Mod 270 Multiplexer Assembly is shown in

Figure 5.3-5.

A time-division multiplexer consists of three

major parts: a set of switches or gates for each out-

put channel, a timing device (logic generator), and

a power supply.

The gates, acting as electronic switches,

sequentially connect the data inputs to the multiplexer

output on commands from the timing circuits.

The timing, or logic, circuits provide the

signals which open and close the data gates at the

desired times and in the desired sequence.

Multiplexers are normally located in proximity

to data sources in order to minimize cabling weight.

Each multiplexer houses sampling gates for up to 234

data channels. By means of flexible plug-in modules,

variations in numbers of channels and sample rates

may be accomplished within the multiplexers. These

multiplexers also accept pre-sampling filterswhere

required for specific measurements. Remotely located

submultiplexer assemblies may also be used to

increase the capacity of each individual multiplexer

to 270 channels.

Twenty-seven of the thirty primary channels

are data channels while the remaining three are utilized

for amplitude references and PAM frame identification.

Ten-channel gate modules, which plug into the assembly,

may be used to submultiplex primary channels I through

23. Each of these 10 sub-channels then provides a

sampling rate of 12 times per second. Any number of

the 23 channels may be submultiplexed or utilized as

120-sample-per-second channels. When used at the

primary sample rate, a submultiplexer "dummy" card

(or a pre-sampling filterif required) is inserted in

place of the submultiplexer module. The four re-

maining primary data channels (24, 25, 26, 27) are

always utilized as 120-sample-per-second channels.

Each of the 27 primary data channels may be sub-

multiplexed external to the basic assembly.

A zero amplitude reference is inserted on

channel 28 of the output wavetrains except in the frame

corresponding to sub-channel 10, where a 5-volt

amplitude reference is inserted to provide master

frame identification. Channels 29 and 30 carry a

5-volt reference level and are bridged together to

form PAM frame identification. Except for the chan-

nel 29-30 bridge, all channels are inserted as 50

percent duty cycle pulses on both output wavetrains.

A zero pedestal of I.2 volts is added to the wavetrain

output applied to the 70-kilohertz VCO of the PAM[

FM/FM telemetry system. The output wavetrains have

a pulse rate of 3600 pps.

A calibration generator, located in the assem-

bly, provides in-flightcalibration capability. Cali-

bration is initiatedby an external command which in

the Saturn telemetry system is provided by the TM

Calibrator (Mod If). When a calibrate command is

received, the calibration generator delays its sequence

untilthe beginning of the following master frame. It

then applies a sequence of five calibration voltages

to all data channels (channels 28, 29, and 30 are

unaffected by the calibration). The calibration voltage

levels are in order: 0, 25, 50, 75, and 100 percent of

full-scale data voltage. Each voltage level is sustained

for one master frame (83.4 milliseconds), requiring

approximately 400 milliseconds for the complete

sequence. Paragraph 5.3.7 describes the calibration

function in greater detail.

Internal logic functions of the Mod 270 Multi-

plexer Assembly operate from its internal 3600-hertz

multivibrator clock. However, the sample and frame

rates can be synchronized to external pulses of the

correct frequency and waveform. In the Saturn telem-

etry system, these synchronizing signals are provided

by the Mod 301 PCM/DDAS Assembly. The synchro-

nizing waveforms consist of a 3600-hertz square wave

and a 4 pps pulse approximately 278 microseconds in

duration occurring during channel one of each 30th
frame.

The Mod 270 Multiplexer Assembly also pro-

vides synchronizing signals as outputs. These are

identical to the waveforms previously described,

except the frame sync pulse has a repetition rate of

12 pps instead of 4 pps. See Figure 5.3-6. These

synchronization outputs are normally utilized to con-

trol remote submultiplexer packages.

The submultiplexers are composed of selection

gates that subdivide the main multiplexer channels.

Ten submultiplexer channels are connected to each

main multiplexer channel, thus reducing the sampling

rate from 120 per second to 12 per second.

Each gate functions in the following manner:

The input side of a gate is tied to the data to be

sampled_ and the output side is tied to the main

multiplexer channel. The normally open gate closes

upon application of a current pulse to the transformer

to allow information to pass through to the main multi-

plexer. This current pulse is obtained by grounding
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234 Channels

Analog Data

Mad 270 Multlplexer

30 x 120 Multiplexers
10x 12 Sub-multiplexers

on Selected Maln

Multiplexer Channels

Analog Signals I

from

Measuring Distributor l

Note:

VCO = Voltage -Controlled Osclllator

I"

___ VCO k_ LowPass70 kHz + 30°/01 -I Filter FSubcarrler

I VCO II I _ 560 Hz :l: 7.5%
I Subcarrler
I

Channel 2

Channels
3 through 13

I

' I 1i VCO

l I _ 22 kHz :k 7.5%

I Subcarrler

I Channel 14

1

T
ITransmltter

L .... F___ I

I Mixer IAmp.F_erJ l

FM/FM ASSEMBLY

/

IBM B178A

Figure 5.3-4 Typical R&D FM/FM Telemetry System Block Diagram
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Chl-1 _'

I-2 ;
1-10 '

10x 12
Sub-Mux

I
I
I

I Sub-Mux
Ch 2 = Dummy

Mo duI e

/

Ch 3 _ Pre-Sampllng

/ Filter

I
I
I

External ._Calibration

Input
Ch 24

Ch 25

Ch 26

Ch 27

ffer J

rnD |

i |

J Buffer t
_1 Amo

I
I

I

t

25

All (r-
Gates "

26

I

Counting

Pedestal

Insert|on
Network

&

Gating
Logic

3600 pps_ Sync from

3600 pps_ Sync to

PAMto

PCM/DDAS
P Telemetry

Assembly

J._ PAM to
70 kHz

VCO

Reference

&
Framing Pulse

Logic and Gates

Callbratlon
Generator

_1.__ External
Cal

Command

External
5 Vdc
Ref

IBM BISSA

Figure 5.3-5 Mod 270 Multiplexer Block Diagram

one side of the transformer and connecting the other

side to the decoded output of the "T" counter.

The gates are connected in columns of ten,

and all outputs of a particular column are connected to

one main multiplexer channel input.

The submultiplexer "dummy" card is used when

a sampling rate of 120 times per second is required.

This card, used in place of the submultiplexer card,

provides a direct path from the data being sampled

to the main multiplexer board. An RC load mounted

on this board (the same as on all submultiplexer cards)

prevents data spikes from being passed through.

The characteristics of the Mod 270 Multiplexer

Assembly are given in Table 5.3-4.

5.3.6 PCM/DDAS TELEMETRY SYSTEM

The PCM/DDAS telemetry system serves a

dual purpose in the Saturn Launch Vehicle. This
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Table 5.3-4 Mod 270 Multiplexer Assembly

Performance Characteristics

Characteristic Specification

Time Stability

Clock rate

Duty cycle

Linearity (best straight line)

Accuracy

Output of amplifier (without

pedestal)

Output of amplifier (with pedestal)

Pedestal Stability

Reverse Current (all channels at 5 V

except channel under test which is

short circuited)

Input Impedance of Channel (excluding

100k input terminating resistor)

Output No. 1 (without pedestal)

Output No. 2 (with pedestal)

3600 Hz + 2%

139/_s _5%

±0.1%

_0.1%

±0.5%

1.2V _50mV

2_A (max)

5 megohm(min)

I00 _ (max)

2k (max)

system functions as a telemetry link for digital data

(PCM/FM) and as a part of the DDAS. PCM/FM

is required on the launch vehicle in order to obtain

sufficient accuracy, with acceptable bandwidth effi-

ciency, for digital data transmission from data

sources such as the LVDC. This accuracy is possible

because of two main reasons: first, the scheme

requires no digital to analog conversion for digital

and discrete inputs, and second, transmission of a

serial bit configuration allows a good signal to noise

ratio for a weak and deteriorated signal received at

a distant ground station.

Before launch, PCM/DDAS also provides meas-

urements to the launch computer in the ground check-

out stations via coaxial cable.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

To provide flexibility, the system is built up

from several assemblies which may be combined as

required in a particular stage application. The fol-

lowing assemblies may be used to build up a PCM/

DDAS telemetry system:

• Mod 301 PCM/DDAS Assembly

• Mod RDSM-1D Remote Digital Sub-

multiplexer

Frame 10-_ I

Ch 26 Ch 27 I
__ _ Ch 28 I

I_V-I_I
Waveta_n

3600 Hz

Sync_'"

! 2 pps I t__.
Sync

IBM l_ 18GA

Figure 5.3-6 Mod 270 Multiplexer Assembly

Waveforms

• Mod 410 Remote Digital Multiplexer (RDM)

• Mod 270 Multiplexer Assembly

A Remote Analog Submultiplexer (RASM)

which may be used with a Mod 270 Multi-

plexer Assembly (S-II Stage only)

• Computer Interface Unit (CIU)

• PCM/RF Assembly

The Mod 301 PCM/DDAS Assembly is the

central piece of equipment in both the telemetry link

and the DDAS link. It provides the output signals for

telemetry and automatic checkout.

The Mod RDSM-1D Remote Digital Submulti-

plexer is used to connect digitaldata sources to the

Mod 301 PCM/DDAS Assembly.

The Mod 410 Remote Digital Multiplexer is

used in the IU to connect the LVDC digital data, and

discrete sources to the Mod 301 PCM/DDAS

Assembly.

The Mod 270 Multiplexer Assembly is used to

connect analog data into the Mod 301 PCM/DDAS

Assembly.

The RASM may be used to submultiplex data

being fed through the Mod 270 Multiplexer Assembly

(on the S-II Stage of the Saturn V Vehicle only).

The CIU allows the LVDC, operating through

the LVDA, to read selected measurement data which

is being transmitted through the Mod 301 PCM/DDAS

Assembly.

}
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The PCM/RF Assembly contains the signal

conditioner, power amplifier, and RF transmitter

for the telemetry link.

SYSTEM USES

During preflight checkout, the telemetry sys-

tem presents digital data over coaxial cables to one

or more locations remote from the vehicle. These

measurements are available to digital computers in

real time through a special data-receiving facility

interfaced with the computers. The data-receiving

facility also provides outputs for display of selected

channels in either digital or analog form for visually

determining the status and readiness of vehicle sub-

systems and tape records the DDAS inputs for analysis

at a later time.

During the launch, earth orbiting, and lunar-

injection phases, there are times when information

processed by the LVDC is desired at the ground sta-

tion. Since the information to be telemetered is

dependent on particular missions and has a random

characteristic, provision will be made in the telemetry

to accomodate these outputs. Specific PCM telemetry

system channels are assigned to accommodate the

LVDA 40-bit outputs. The assigned channels are

sampled at a rate of 240 times per second.

The LVDA identifies valid data by the presence

of a validity bit which has no significance to the telem-

etry but is transmitted as part of the data telemetered

to the ground. The ground computer automatically

determines the existence of valid data by recognizing

the validity bit in a data word. The validity bit is

present with the valid data for at least 4.5 milliseconds

to ensure at least one transmission of the valid data.

During flight, the DDAS function is performed

between the telemetry system, LVDA, and LVDC.

Upon request, data in digital form is made available

to the LVDC during flight and is used by the LVDC

to perform vehicle checkout.

The telemetry system in the S-IVB/IU functions

during launch, earth orbit, and lunar-injection phase

of the mission. During these phases, periodic checks

are required of the vehicle's performance or operating

status. This is accomplished by inserting specific

segments of the telemetered information into the com-

puter.

During orbital checkout, which is initiated by

a command signal to the LVDC via the IU command,

the LVDC requires a real-time value of measurements,

which are part of the total measurements being telem-

etered by the S-IV'B/IU Stage telemetry system.

Astrionics System
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Selective transfer of measurement values

from the S-IV'B/IU Stage telemetry systems to the

LVDA is accomplished through the DDAS/Computer

Interface Assembly. This assembly contains the

timing and comparison logic necessary to separate

the selected channel from the IU PCM/DDAS format.

A time division multiplexer, located in the S-IVB

Stage, transfers S-IV'B measurements needed for

checkout and mission control to the IU PCM/DDAS

Assembly.

The LVDA signifies the specific data channel

to be transferred by means of a 12-bit channel address.

Upon receipt of a "data-request" signal from the

LVDA, the DDAS/Computer Interface Assembly

initiates a transfer sequence which consists of:

• Awaiting the next appearance of the

signified channel in the PCM/DDAS
format.

• Writing the data sample into a 10-bit

holding register within the assembly.

• Providing a "data-ready" signal to the

LVI)A indicating that the selected data

is available.

So long as the "data-request" signal remains

at the request level, subsequent samples of the se-

lected channels are transferred into the holding register

as they appear in the format of the PCM/DDAS As-

sembly. When the LVDA returns the "data-request"

signal to the standby level, the last value transferred

remains in the holding register until another transfer

sequence is initiated.

When the LV'DA receives the "data-ready"

signal, it branches to a sub-routine which operates to

transfer the data from the telemetry output register to

the LVI)A. Synchronization between the telemetry

system and the LVDA is accomplished in the following

manner: Each time the telemetry receives an address

from the LVDA, followed by a valid "data-request"

signal, it recognizes this input as the initiation of a

new data-seeking cycle as well as a signal to read in

the data. Upon this recognition by telemetry, it first

resets its output data register and then begins seeking

the data requested by the LVDA. The LVDA and LV'DC

ensures that a new address with a valid read bit is not

generated until data from the telemetry output register

has been received in response to the previous address.

MOD 301 PCM/DDAS ASSEMBLY

The Mod 301 PCM/DDAS Assembly performs

six major functions as follows:
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• Scans the PAM wavetrains of several

(1 to 6) Mod 270 PAM Multiplexer As-

sembles in a programmed sequence and

combines these wavetrains into a single

PAM wavetrain.

• Encodes the PAM samples in this wave-

train into 10-bit digital form.

• Accepts data in digital form and pro-

grams it into selected time slots in the

output serial format.

• Generates the required frame and master

frame identification codes, combines

these codes with the digital and encoded

analog data, and arranges the desired

serial format for output.

• Provides a 600-kilohertz FM modulated

carrier as the DDAS output, and an NRZ

modulating output for the PCM/RF

Assembly.

• Provides the synchronization outputs

necessary to synchronize the Mod 270

Multiplexer Assemblies and remote

digital multiplexers.

• Provides a parallel digital output to

the CIU.

Figure 5.3-7 is a functional block diagram of

the Mod 301 PCM/DDAS Assembly. It is composed of

the six functional subsystems listed below:

• PAM scanner (and associated program

patch).

• Analog-to-digital converter.

• Digital multiplexing and formating logic.

• Clock programming and timing logic.

• DDAS voltage controlled oscillator.

• Power supplies.

PAM Scanner. The PAM scanner connects one or

more Mod 270 Multiplexer Assembly outputs in a

programmed sequence to the ADC input for digitizing.

By means of the scanner program patch, any multi-

plexer arrangement compatible with the system ap-

plication can be accomodated. Up to three multiplexer

arrangements (modes) may be programmed at the

scanner patch, and the automatic switching between

modes is accomplished by applying external 28-volt
dc commands.

The scanner gates are 4-transistor, back-to-

back, balanced configurations which switch both legs

of the PAM circuit of each PAM multiplexer. The

transformer coupling of the switching logic input of

the gates provides a favorable impedance condition

for the PAM signals.

The PAM scanner and program patch are pack-

aged on printed circuit cards which plug into the Mod

301 PCM/DDAS Assembly.

Analog-to-Digital Converter. The analog-to-digital

converter encodes the PAM signals received through

the PAM scanner by the successive approximation

method. The digital output is fed in parallel form to

a parallel storage register according to commands

received from the programming and timing logic.

Figure 5.3-8 shows a functional block diagram of

the ADC. Its operation is non-synchronous (not

synchronized with other parts of the system) and at

a clock rate of approximately 250 kilohertz which is

provided by a blocking oscillator.

Encoder command pulses at the system word

rate are provided by the programming logic. When

an encode command is received by the ADC, it begins

an encode cycle at its own clock rate; this requires

approximately 56 microseconds. At the end of the

cycle, the ADC register switches have been set to the

digital equivalent of the analog quantity present at the

buffer input during the encode cycle. The logic levels

from the register switches provide a parallel digital

output until the next encode command arrives. The

register switches are then reset and a new encode

cycle follows.

Digital Multiplexing and Formatting Logic (See Figure

5.3-9). The function of the digital multiplexing and

formatting logic is to combine the encoded data from

the ADC, externally generated digital data, and frame

(and master frame) identification words into the re-

quired output sequence. The specific time slot into

which data is inserted is controlled by command

pulses from the programming and timing logic. The

10-bit output of the ADC is transferred into the parallel

storage register by each word rate clock pulse (so

long as the encoder inhibit bus is unenergized). When

the encoder inhibit bus is energized, the ten AND gates

at the ADC output are disabled, and the ADC output is

not transferred into the parallel storage register.

Up to ten 10-bit groups of digital data from

external sources can be programmed into selected

time slots at any of the four system sampling rates.

The data is accepted in parallel. A zero-volt level
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Figure 5.3-7 PCM/DDAS Assembly Block Diagram
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represents a logical "0" and a positive level represents

a logical 'T'. Inputs are buffered and then shifted

into a magnetic core register before being transferred

into the parallel storage register. The MCR provides

temporary storage and dc isolation of the data source.

Each MCR, along with its ten associated buffers and

other circuits, is powered by an individual supply

which is dc isolated. This permits monitoring of

several digital data sources without interconnecting

their dc commons.

The digital input section has 10 channels. Each

channel will accept a 10-bit input in parallel form.

To increase the data handling capacity, the input

section may be fed from 10-channel remote digital

multiplexers.

A WRITE command to an MCR causes the 10

bits of data to be stored in the magnetic cores. The

WRITE command is programmed (at the command

program patch) to occur before the time for transfer

of the data into the PSR. Typically, the command

occurs during the previous word time, but it can be

programmed to occur at any word time after the

previous sample of the specific channel is read into

the PSR. For example, several 10-bit data sets can

B/W Counter
States from

PGMR 8 Lines

ADC Output 10 Lines

Word Rate
Clock

Read

Command -_

Write
Command

C
10 Lines

Inhibit Bus Encoder

L _ Gate

10
Buf_

I I
I O
I I

I0
10 Lines Buffers
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(Bit Rate 2)

10 Lines
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I
I
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Counts from
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Logic
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Figure 5.3-9 Digital Multiplexing and Format Logic
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be written into their MCR's simultaneously and then

placed into specific time slots in the output format.

This mode of operation is utilized in monitoring a

40-bit set of data from the LVDC.

The READ command to the MCR is timed to

transfer the data into the output register during the

least significant bit time of the previous word time.

READ commands are also OR'd together to provide

a function for inhibiting the transfer to ADC data

through the encoder gate.

The frame identification logic generates three

unique code groups and inserts them consecutively

during the last three word times of the PCM/DDAS

frame. Once each 30th frame, the frame ID logic

receives a signal from the frame ID reversal flip

flop. This signal causes the frame ID logic to com-

plement (reverse) all bits in the frame ID code of

the 30th frame. This forms the master frame identifi-

cation code. The code group is as follows:

Word 29B

Word 30A

Word 30B

1011011110

1010001001

1100000110

The serializing logic shifts the contents of the

PSR bit-by-bit into an NRZ flip flop, thus forming the

serial NRZ output. The states of the bits per word

counter are decoded, combined with the PSR outputs,

and clocked to provide set-reset pulses to the NRZ

flip flop. The two complementary outputs of the NRZ

flip flop are buffered and provided at an output con-

nector for use as a modulating input to the PCM/RF

Assembly. One side of the NRZ flip flop provides a

modulating input to the DDAS/VCO.

Clock, Programming, and Timing Logic. (See Figure

5.3-10) The clock, programming, and timing logic

provides the timing signals necessary for the Mod

301 PCM/DDAS Assembly as well as signals required

to synchronize logic in other telemetry assemblies.

One phase of the 72-kilohertz clock provides

bit rate pulses to the serializing logic while the other

phase steps the B/W counter. The outputs from each

trigger of the B/W counter are decoded in the serial-

izing logic and used to select stages of the PSR to form

the serial bit train which controls the NRZ flip flop.

Count "2" of the B/W counter is decoded and

initiates a series of three successive timing pulses

which are 1.75 microseconds apart. The first (clear)

pulse occurs approximately 2 microseconds after the

Astrionics System
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least significant bit is transferred to the NRZ flip flop

and resets all 10 stages of the PSR. The second pulse

(READ clock) provides the correct timing phase for the

transfer of data into the PSR from the ADC, the frame

ID logic, or an MCR. The third pulse (WRITE clock)

provides the proper phasing for writing external digital

words into the MCR's. This pulse also signals the

ADC to proceed with digitizing the succeeding analog

signal.

The reset pulse of the B/W counter steps the

group counter. This pulse occurs during the 22 bit

time because of offset in the serializing logic. This

allows settling time for the analog data inputs, (which

are gated by the scanner in synchronism with the group

counter) before the ADC begins digitizing. The group

counter is a divide-by-two counter (one flip flop).

The reset pulse of the group counter steps the

channel counter at a rate of 3600 pps. This consists

of a divide-by-five counter and a divide-by-six counter

which together form a divide-by-thirty counter.

The reset of the channel counter steps the

divide-by-ten frame counter and the divide-by-three

multiplexer counter. Both of these counters are

stepped at the PCM/DDAS frame repetition rate of

120 times per second.

The 4 counters define each time slot in the

PCM/DDAS format. The divide-by-two group counter

provides the timing for the interlacing of two multiplexer

groups. Each group is comprised of up to three Mod

270 Multiplexers which are controlled by the divide-by-

three multiplexer counter. The divide-by-three multi-

plexer counter provides timing for the sharing of

specific mainframe time slots. The divide-by-thirty

channel counter steps in sychronism with the sampling

action of the 30 by 120-channel analog gates (each

sampled 120 times per second) in the Mod 270 Multi-

plexer Assemblies. The divide-by-ten frame counter

steps in synchronism with the 10 by 12 submultiplexers

(10 gates sampled 12 times per second).

The counts of each of the 4 counters are decoded

and routed to the command program patch. A program-

ming arrangement provides selection of READ and

WRITE commands corresponding to specific time slots.

These commands provide the timing signals to the

MCR's necessary to place external digital data inputs

into a specific format. Decoded outputs of the group

counter and multiplexer counter are also routed to

the scanner program patch, which provides selection

of the multiplexer scanning sequence. Up to three

multiplexer-scanning sequences may be programmed
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on the scanner program patch. A specific sequence

is selectable by an externally generated mode com-

mand. The mode commands are 28-volt dc signals

from GSE, the vehicle command, or other sources

appropriate to the application. (Note: Mode 1 does

not require application of an external mode command

voltage. )

The control logic also generates 3 sets of wave-

forms used for synchronizing logic in other assemblies

to the clock and frame rates of the Mod 301 PCM/DDAS

Assembly. Two sets of waveforms provide the correct

waveform shape, frequency, and phase for synchroniz-

ing Mod 270 Time Division Multiplexers. The two

waveform sets are identical except for the offset in

phase necessary for interlacing group A and group B

multiplexers. Each set consists of a 3600-hertz

square wave and a 278-microsecond pulse with a

repetition rate of 4 pulses per second.

The third waveform set consists of an output

from each stage of the divide-by-ten frame counter

and a 3600-hertz square wave. This set of waveforms

is utilized to synchronize remote digital multiplexer

assemblies (Model 410).

DDAS Voltage Controlled Oscillator. The DDAS/VCO

provides an FM modulated carrier (600 kilohertz)

for transmission of the PCM/DDAS signal (via coaxial

cable) to DDAS receiving equipment.

A 600-kilohertz transistor multivibrator is bias

modulated by the serial NRZ data. An amplifier

preceding the multivibrator presents an impedance

of approximately 50 kilohms to the NRZ data input

and also provides a non-linear modulating character-

istic which makes the frequency deviation relatively

insensitive to variations in the input data logic levels.

A frequency deviation of approximately + 35 kilohertz
is used.

A common-collector buffer stage drives a

filter which is designed to remove harmonics from

the multivibrator output.

Power Supplies. There are six separate power

supplies used in the Mod 301 PCM/DDAS Assembly.

A 28 Vdc-to-28 Vdc converter regulates the

primary 28 Vdc power to the assembly and isolates

the digital return in the Mod 301 PCM/DDAS Assembly

from the vehicle 28 Vdc return line. It supplies 28 Vdc

1 percent at a nominal 25 watts output to the remain-

ing power supplies in the system.

The 6 Vdc card accepts + 28 volts from the

converter and provides + 6 Ydc at 250 mA, and - 6 Vdc

Astrionics System
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at 50 mA. The + 6 Vdc output provides collector volt-

age to the programming, timing, and scanning portions

of the Mod 301 PCM/DDAS Assembly. The - 6 Vdc

output provides base bias voltage to the same circuits.

The +18 Vdc and +5 Vdc card accepts, regulates,
and converts 28 Vdc to +18 Vdc and +5 Vdc. All circuit

returns on this card are common. These voltages are

used in the non-critical and digital circuits in the ADC

(encoder) section of the assembly.

The -9 Vdc supply card provides bias voltage

for the encoder section of the Mod 301 PCM/DDAS

Assembly.

The +15 Vdc regulated supply obtains its input

voltage from the +18 Vdc supply. The +15 Vdc is used

as the reference voltage from which the comparison

voltage is derived for the ladder network in the encoder.

The + 12 Vdc supply is a simple Zener-resistor

divider. It is used to provide bias voltage for the

circuits on command program patch B.

REMOTE DIGITAL SUBMULTIPLEXER

(MOD RDSM- 1D)

The Remote Digital Submultiplexer provides

additional digital data handling capability to the PCM

telemetry system. A maximum of 100 inputs are

provided (see Figure 5.3-11). These inputs are sam-

pled sequentially in groups of 10 and then applied to

an output register with 10 outputs. The inputs may be

utilized individually or in groups to form digital words.

The RDSM handles digital or discrete information only;

i. e., its inputs and outputs are set voltage levels which

represent either ON-OFF conditions or binary num-

bers.

The PCM programmer located in the Mod 301

PCM/DDAS Assembly controls the sequential sampling

action of the RDSM. The control signal consists of a

4-bit binary word which arrives in parallel format

and represents timing information.

The RDSM provides a high degree of flexibility

of application by use of isolated input gates and isolated

power supplies. The unit has two isolated power

supplies; regulated 20 Ydc and + 5 Vdc gate-collector

supply. The regulated 20 Ydc is derived from the

28 Ydc vehicle supply by a dc-to-dc converter. The

+5 Vdc gate supply is developed on each gate card by

rectifying and filtering the 3600 pps clock signal from

the PCM programmer.
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The binary inputs to word gates are 0 + 0.5

volt for a logical "0" input and 7 _ 3 volts for a logical

'T' input (in a Type IV RDSM, a logical "1" input is

approximately 28 Vdc). The binary outputs from the

RDSM and the PCM programmer are the same, 0 +

0.5 volt and 5 ± 1 voRs.

An auxiliary card is available with the RDSM.

Itmay be added to the unit to adapt itto a specific

input. This auxiliary card is a divide-by six card

which has an output signal that is used to cycle

the liquid level measuring system.

REMOTE DIGITAL MULTIPLEXER (MOD 410)

One of these assemblies will be utilized in the

Instrument Unit to take the 40-bit (parallel)words

from the LVDC/LVDA and provide 10-bit words at the

output to feed the LVDC words into the Mod 301

PCM/DDAS Assembly for transmission to the ground.

Another Mod 410 Assembly will be utilized for other

digital and discrete inputs.

A detailed diagram is given in Figure 5.3-12.

There are 40 data input bitsfrom the LVDA which are

fed into the MCR cards for storage and subsequent

insertion into the proper time slots of the system for-

mat. These time slots will be determined by the

command program patch. From the Mod 301 PCM/

DDAS Assembly multiplexer, there are two sync pulse

inputs to the 410 timing logic; a 3.6-kilohertz group

sync pulse, and a 4-hertz master frame sync pulse.

Delay circuits in the timing logic provide the correct

sequencing of the write, clear, and read commands.

The timing logic also steps the 3, 5, 6, and 10

counters. The outputs of the counters are decoded by

the command program patches A and B to provide

assembly timing which is sufficientto accurately

define the occurence of time slots in the system

format.

DDAS/COMPUTER INTERFACE UNIT

A system interconnection diagram for the

DDAS/Computer Interface Unit is illustrated in Figure

5.3-13. Figure 5.3-14 is a block diagram showing

logic and circuit arrangements for the DDAS/Computer

Interface Unit. Positive true logic levels and positive

circuit triggering is assumed.

The buffer and dc isolation circuits provide

the required input impedance to data and synchronizing

signals from the PCM/DDAS. The circuits also con-

tain magnetic coupling elements which provide isolation
between the circuits of the PCM/DDAS and other cir-

cults within the assembly. It should be noted that dc

isolation is not required between the LVI)A and the

assembly logic circuits.

The timing and resetting logic circuits derive

the common reset for the counter array and a clock

of the correct phase for transfer of data intothe hold-

ing register from the synchronization signals.

The counter array consists of three binary

counters (A, B, and C) each having an internal reset

which provides a recycle each 30, I0, and 3 counts_

respectively. Each counter is also reset to a count

of 1 by the common reset from the timing and reset-

ting logic.

Counter A consists of 5 flip flops, arranged

to provide a divide-by-thirty binary counter. Its

input consists of the restored 3600 pps synchroniza-

tion input to the assembly. At the end of count period

30, counter B is internally reset to a count of 1. The

internal reset of counter A is also provided as an input

to counters B and C.

Counter B consists of 4 flipflops configured

as a divide-by-ten binary counter. Its input is trig-

gered 120 times per second by the internal reset of

counter A. At the end of count period 10, counter B

is internally reset to a count of 1.

Counter C consists of 2 flipflops configured

as a divide-by-three binary counter. Its input is

triggered at 120 times per second by the internal re-

set of counter A. At the end of count period three,

counter C is internally reset to a count of 1.

The twelve address lines from the LVI)A are

first buffered, and logic levels are transposed to the

internal logic levels of the assembly. They are then

compared to the states of the counter array by three

comparators and two zero detectors.

Comparator A compares address bit 1 with

waveform b, and address bits 2 through 6 with the

states of flip flops one through five, respectively,
of counter A.

If address bits 7 through 10 are all in the zero

state, zero detector No. 1 provides an output which

is combined in the OR gate OR 1 with the output of

comparator B. Hence OR 1 provides a true output for

either an in-register, or all zeros condition of the

four address bits.
"t
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Comparator C compares address bits 11 and

12 with flip flops one and two, respectively, of counter
C.

If address bits 11 and 12 are both in the zero

state, zero detector No. 2 provides an output which

is combined in OR gate OR 2 with the output of com-

parator C. Hence OR2 provides a true output for

either an in-register, or all-zeros condition of add-
ress bits 11 and 12.

The zero detector provides a means by which

the address bits may instruct that the status of either

(or both) counter B and C be disregarded. This will

provide access to the various sampling rates of the

PCM/DDAS. The outputs of comparator A, OR1, and

OR 2 are applied to the data entry AND gate (AND1).

The in-sync detector provides a check of the correct

synchronization state of the counters and prevents a

transfer of data from occurring when the assembly
timing is not synchronized with the PCM/DDAS. The

output of the in-sync detector is then applied to AND 1
as a synchronization pulse.

The data request signal (after buffering and

logic level transposition) is also applied as a true

logic level to AND 1. If the in-sync detector output

to AND 1 is true, the next "comparison true" signal

then activates AND 1 and a clock pulse passes through

to clear the holding register. After a delay of a few

microseconds, the data inputs are gated into the hold-

ing register. The gating pulse also triggers the mono-

stable multivibrator, which provides a "data ready"

signal to the LVDA.

Astrionics System
Section 5.3

PCM/RF ASSEMBLY

The Model H PCM/RF Assembly uses the

PCM pulse train from the PCM/DDAS Telemeter as
modulation for a vhf carrier. The unit is all solid-

state circuitry except for the regulated tube-type

power amplifier.

The double-ended pulse train from the PCM/

DDAS Telemeter is first fed to the PCM signal condi-

tioner (see Figure 5.3-15). This module translates

the positive-going and negative-going input excursions

into corresponding positive and negative output

voltages. This flip-flop circuit maintains the positive

or negative voltage output until it is changed by the

next input excursion of the opposite polarity. These

positive or negative voltages are fed through a jumper

plug before being used as the modulation to the trans-

mitter module. The jumper plug is located on an

external connector that could furnish the signal to a

tape recorder.

The positive level of the two-level input causes

the crystal-controlled transmitter module to transmit

at its high-band edge, and the negative level at its low-

band edge. The power of this carrier is then amplified

and filtered to remove the upper harmonics and spur-

ious frequencies. This results in a carrier with a

power of 20 waits.

UHF/RF TRANSMITTER ASSEMBLY

The UHF/RF Transmitter Assembly uses the

PCM pulse train from the PCM/DDAS Telemeter

Other TM Inputs

Serial Output to RF
3600 pps Sync

li p sy°c

I,Assembly 10 Lines Interface
Mod 301 Unit Data Request I

L I Data 10 Lines LVDA

Remote Digital
Multiplexer Data 10 Lines

Mod 410

LVDC

IBM B194

Figure 5.3-13 Computer Interface Unit System Interconnection Diagram
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Figure 5.3-15 PCM/RF Assembly Block Diagram

Assembly as modulation for a UHF carrier. The unit

operates in parallel with the PCM/RF Transmitter

Assembly. See Figure 5.3-1 for the location and

function of the UHF/RF Transmitter Assembly within

the telemetry system. The unit uses a combination

of solid-state devices and vacuum tubes to transmit

through the RF transmission components.

A UHF/RF Filter serves as a bandpass filter

for the output of the UHF/RF Transmitter. The

filter ensures that noise generated by the transmitter

is not radiated by the UHF antenna (which, if

unfiltered, could overlap the signal received by the

CCS receiving antbnnas).

CCSTELEMETRY

Information on the Command and Communica-

tion System (CCS) - as related to the Saturn Tele-

metry System - may be found in Section 6.4.

5.3.7 TELEMETRY CALIBRATION

The purpose of TM calibration (see Figure

5. 3-16) is to assist in determination of telemetry

equipment accuracy. This is done by furnishing se-

lected telemetry equipment with known, precise inputs

in place of the normally broadcast measurements sig-

nals. The normally broadcast signals are compared

to the calibrated broadcast signals to obtain the exact

degree of telemetry equipment accuracy.

TM calibration is used during flight and pre-

launch checkout. During flight, TM calibration is

controlled by the program of the LVDC. For pre-

launch checkout, TM calibration is controlled by ESE

in the control center.

Two components and special circuitry in other

components provide TM calibration. The two com-

ponents are the TM Calibrator and the TM Calibrator

Controller. Special circuits to accept calibration in-

puts are located in F2 and Pl Multiplexers, F1 and

F2 Telemeters, and S1 Telemeter.

The TM Calibrator and TM Calibrator Con-

troller function together to furnish and control the

calibration inputs to the telemetry components. These

two units together are referred to as the Calibrator-

Controller Assembly. The Calibrator selects the cali-

bration signal level and selects the component to be

calibrated. The Controller furnishes regulated power

to the Calibrator and also serves as an interface unit,

routing and isolating all signals to and from the Cali-

brator.

The Calibrator-Controller Assembly furnishes

six outputs for calibration of model 270 multiplexers

or FM telemeters, and three outputs to calibrate sin-

gle sideband telemeters. Each of these units that are

to be calibrated contain circuitry to accept the cali-

bration command and apply the calibrated signals to

their individual data channels. While up to nine com-

ponents can be calibrated by the Calibrator-Controller

Assembly, the full capability is not used. For clarity

of explanation, this description of operation assumes

that full capability is used.

To increase system flexibility, all inputs and

outputs of the Calibrator-Controller Assembly are

routed through a Measuring Distributor. This allows

the inputs and outputs to be patched to selected tele-

metry equipment without modification to launch vehicle

wiring.

During prelaunch checkout, the calibration

capabilities are greatly expanded. Any of several

preflight calibrations may be selected in addition to

the normal inflight calibration.

The equipment is operated in either the inflight

mode or the prelaunch mode. During inflight mode,

the telemetry equipment is calibrated by preset sig-

nals in a preset sequence when commanded to do so

by the LVDC program. During prelaunch mode, the

LVDC command may be simulated or variable calibra-

tion signals may be furnished to the telemetry equip-

ment.
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TELEVISIONSYSTEM(SATURNV)

The Saturn V Launch Vehicle television system

will be used to provide both real-time and permanent

visual data on the performance of certain vehicle func-

tions. No television is planned for use on Saturn IB

operational vehicles,

A block diagram of the vehicle and ground

equipment is illustrated in Figures 5.4-1 and 5.4-2.

Table 5.4-1 lists the television system characteristics.

Figure 5.4-1 illustrates the path of the video

signal from the camera, through the video register,

to the transmitter. A description of the circuitry
follows:

The television cameras are small, having an

outside diameter of 7 centimeters (2.8 inches) and a

length of 35 centimeters (13.8 inches) The Saturn V

television system will include two such cameras.

The video register unit is a sync generator and

video multiplexing unit. This unit is capable of driv-

ing up to 4 cameras, accepting the video outputs of

each, and multiplexing the output at either a field,

frame, or 2-frame rate. The Saturn V system will

be multiplexed at a 2-frame rate.

Since there are actually 4 areas to be viewed

in the engine compartment and only 2 cameras, a

split fiber optic bundle is used on each camera. Each

bundle is split at the lens' end and uses two objective

lenses. The view covered is shown in Figure 5.4-3.

The output of the video register unit is fed to

the transmitter, which is an FM system.

The ground system shown in Figure 5.4-2

provides 2 units for recording the demodulated signal

as it is received and a system for real-time viewing.

[C°me"i c°°tr°f IControl el Sync

Unit Unit
No. 1 Video No. 1 No. 1 I vlde°-I

J VL 1
_-Fiber Optics

/ J V|deoImage Register

Control

Unit Video Unit

No. 2 No. 2 No. 2 4
j v I Sync

,_ Heat Shield

\

Exo,,.r L-:r

Time-Shared I-Low Level RF /

Composite Video /
RF Output -_

7

Let

IBM B132

Figure 5.4-1 S-IC Television Function Block Diagram
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Table 5.4-1 Saturn V Launch Vehicle

Television Characteristics

Transmitter

Video bandwidth 8 MHz

Modulation FM

Deviation 10 MHz (for complete

video

Output power 2.5 watts (minimum)

Unmodulated frequency 1705 MHz _-0. 20%

Video resolution (horizonal)

of received picture 500 lines

Closed Circuit Camera System

Camera light sensitivity

Video bandwidth

Frame rate

Scanning

10. 76 lumens/meter 2

(1.0 foot candle)

8 MHz

39/second

2:1 Interlace

Specifications of Television

Ground Station for Support

of Saturn Television Systems

Parametric amplifier

Gain

Noise figure

Frequency range

20 db (minimum)

1.35 db

1700 to 1720MHz

Receiver

Frequency range

Gain

Noise figures

Signal Processing and Distributing

Amplifier

Video bandwidth 8 MHz

Number of outputs 4

Sequence Decoder

Video bandwidth each output 8 MHz

Number of outputs select-

able 1 to 16

Switching time 0. I us

1700 to 1720 MHz

90 db (minimum)

12 db (maximum)

Video Tape Recorder

Video bandwidth

Tape speed

Recorder time

5. 5 MHz

38 cm/s

(15 in./s)

96 minutes

Kinescope Recorder

Camera frame rate

Film capacity

Viewing Monitor

Video bandwidth

Video resolution (hori-

zontal)

30/second

365.8 meters/minute

(1200 feet/minute)

8 MHz

600 lines

Preamplifier

I I

Signal ___
Processorand

Distributor

I SequenceDecoder I

Television

Viewing
Unit

IBM B13,_
i

Video Tape 1Machine

Kinescope IRecorder

o,==]
Figure 5.4-2 Television Ground Receiving Station

j
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The systems used for recording the video are

one broadcast-type video recorder and one kinescope

recorder. Video recorded on both of these systems

is still in a multiplexed sequence. For real-time view-

ing, special equipment is required (i. e., sequence

decoder and television viewing unit).

The function of the sequence decoder is to

demultiplex the video signal and feed the output of

each camera to the same monitor. If the sequence

decoder were used alone, the video being fed to each

Astrionics System

Section 5.4

monitor would be composed of 2 frames of video fol-

lowed by 2 blank frames.

To eliminate the "blinking" picture caused by

the above signal, the television viewing unit is pro-

vided. This unit uses a storage system and command

signals from the sequence decoder to fill the blank 2-

frame time with video information from the previous

frame. This gives a steady picture. The picture in-

formation rate, however, would be at 7-1/2 frames per

second. Although the picture appears steady, motion

would be jerky.

Obiectlve Lens

Flak Curtain

Turbo Pumps

\

\

Engine Centerl|ne

Fiber Optics Camera

IBM B134

Figure 5.4-3 S-IC Tentative Television Optic Layout
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OPTICALINSTRUMENTATION

Recoverable, inflight 16mm motion picture

cameras are used by Saturn IB/V Launch Vehicles

to record specific events (e. g., stage separation)

The cameras are mounted in camera capsules within

ejection tubes. The complete units are located in

close proximity to the subjects the cameras are to

record.

When the cameras have completed their

missions, the capsules (with cameras intact) are

pneumatically ejected from their mounting tubes.

Following this ejection, camera capsule stabilization

flaps are deployed. At an altitude of 4300 meters

(14,100 feet), a paraballoon is inflated and causes the

stabilization flaps to fall away. A recovery radio

transmitter and flashing light beacon, located on the

paraballoon, are then turned ON. (Saturn IB capsules

do not use the beacon recovery aid.)

After touchdown, the capsule effuses a dye

marker to aid visual sighting of the capsule and a

shark repellent to protect the camera capsule, para-

baloon, and recovery team.

CAMERA CAPSULES

The camera capsule, shown in Figure 5.5-1

contains 3 compartments--the camera compartment,

recovery systems compartment, and lens compart-

ment. The camera compartment provides:

• Rigid camera mounting

• Controlled atmosphere

• Camera protection

• Control system (recovery aids deployment)

The recovery systems compartment provides the

following aids:

• Stabilization flaps

• Paraballoon

• Radio transmitter

• Light beacon (Saturn V only)

• Dye marker

• Shark repellent

The lens compartment provides:

• Secure lens mounting

• Controlled atmosphere

• Lens protection

• Double bulkhead protection (against water

leaks)

The Saturn IB radio transmitter is pulse

modulated and operates on a frequency 242 megahertz

at 15 watts for a lifetime of 36 hours (20 hours on

Saturn V). The light beacon, used on Saturn V, oper-

ates at a rate of 40 flashes per minute.

CAMERA MISSIONS

On AS-501 and 502, the S-II Stage carries two

camera capsules mounted on the structure at Positions

I and III. From this position, the capsules view first

plane separation, J-2 engine start, engine gimballing,

and second plane separation. In addition, the S-II

Stage on AS-502 carries 2 rings of separation tracking

aid lights on the aft interstage. The rings each con-

rain fourteen 62-watt lamps. The upper lamps provide

S-IC camera reference, and the lower lamps are for

the S-II cameras.

On AS-502 and 503, the S-IC stage is equipped

with 4 recoverable film camera capsules. Two of

these cameras, located on the S-IC forward interstage,

view forward during the first plane separation and J-2

engine start. The other 2 capsules, mounted on top

of the LOX tank at Positions II & IV, contain pulse

cameras which view aft into the LOX tank through

fiber optics bundles. The LOX tank is lit by strobe

lights which operate at a rate of 5 flashes per second.

One strobe light provides spotlight illumination of the

tank bottom; and the other provides a wide beam for

general tank illumination. The strobe lights and pulse

cameras are operated and synchronized by a pulse

from the camera film marking timer at a rate of 5 per

second. The timer also provides for film marking in

binary code. A similar timer is used on the S-II stage.

Table 5.5-1 summarizes the coverage provided

by the optical instrumentation system.
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Recovery Systems
Compartment Cover

Paraballoon Assembly

GN 2 Res

Control Unit Assembly J

Batteries (2)

Camera

!
Lens Plate

Quartz Viewing
Window

l
Stabilization Flaps

Aft B_Ikhead

Camera Electrical
Disconnect Plug

Checkout Connector

lens

IBM B243

Figure 5.5-1 Typical Direct-View Camera Capsule
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Table 5.5-1

Location of

Film Cameras

Top of S-IB Stage

between Positions

I& IIandIII&IV

Top of S-IC LOX

tank at Positions

II & IV

S-IC forward inter-

stage at Positions

I&III

IS-II thrust cone at

Positions I & HI

Coverage Provided

S-IB/S-IVB separation

and J-2 engine start

Interior of LOX tank

S-IC/S-II separation

and J-2 engine start

S-IC/S-II separation,

S-II second plane

separation and J-2

engine start

Astrionics System
Section 5.5

Saturn Onboard Motion Picture Coverage

No. of Frame Running
Time

Cameras Rate
(seconds)

2 128 29

2 5 226

2 100 27

2 100 38

Vehicle

Effectivity

201, 202, 203

502, 503

502, 503

501, 502

Illumination

Natural

Strobe lights

Natural with

separation

tracking aid

lights

Natural with

separation

tracking aid

lights

5.5-3/5.5-4
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CHAPTER6

RADIOCOMMANDSYSTEMS

SECTION6.1

INTRODUCTION

The Saturn Vehicles carry two radio command

systems, one for range safety and the other for data

transmission to the Instrument Unit (IU).

The range safety command system provides a

means to terminate the flight of the vehicle by radio

command from the ground in case of emergency situ-

ations in accordance with range safety requirements.

Each powered stage of the vehicle is equipped with two
Command Receivers/Decoders and the necessary

antennas to provide omnidirectional receiving char-

acteristics (range safety requirements). The command

destruct system in each stage must be completely

separate and independent of those in other stages. In

case of vehicle malfunctions which cause trajectory

deviations larger than specified limits, the vehicle

will be destroyed by the Range Safety Officer by means

of the range safety command system. The range safety

command system is active until the vehicle has
achieved earth orbit. After successful insertion into

earth orbit_ the destruct system is deactivated (sated)

by command from the ground. The early Saturn IB
and Saturn V Vehicles will be equipped with a tone

command system (AN/DRW-13) which will be replaced

in later vehicles by a system called the secure range

safety command system.

The IU command system provides digital data

transmission from ground stations to the Astrionics

System in the IU. This command system will be used

to update guidance information or to command certain

functions in the S-IVB/IU Stage. The IU command

system will not be used during powered flight phases.

Section 6.3 presents a description of the secure

range safety command system_ which is applicable to

each powered stage of both the Saturn IB and the Saturn
V Vehicles.

Section 6.2 presents a description of the IU

command system used on the Saturn Vehicles. In gen-

eral, the Saturn IB and Saturn V IU command systems

are similar in operation, and the material presented

in this chapter is applicable to the IU command system

on both vehicles. The exception is subsection 6.2.4

(Command Receiver), which is applicable only to the
Saturn IB Vehicle. The Command Receiver in the

Saturn IB IU is replaced on Saturn V by the Command

and Communication System (CCS) Transponder (sub-

section 6.4.2).

The Saturn V CCS consists of the transponder,

a power amplifier_ and an antenna system. The CCS

transponder is a phase coherent receiver-transmitter
which receives and demodulates a composite 2101.8

MHz carrier containing the command signal and a

Pseudo-Random Noise ranging code. It transmits the

response to the ranging coder and also PCM telemetry

data, on a 2282.5 MHz carrier. The CCS Power

Amplifier boosts the output of the CCS Transponder
to a nominal 15 watts. The rf carrier is then trans-

mitted through the CCS antenna system. The CCS

antenna system is switched by a Switch Selector com-

mand from omnidirectional to directional low-gain

or high-gain antennas as required by the mission

profile.

6.1-1/6.1-2
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SECTION6.2

INSTRUMENTUNIT COMMAND SYSTEM

6.2.1 GENERALSCHEME

The IU command system is used to transmit

digital information from ground stations to the Launch

Vehicle Digital Computer (LVDC) in the IU. Figure

6.2-1 is a block diagram of the command system for

Saturn V.

The commands and data to be transmitted to

the vehicle originate in the Mission Control Center

(MCC) in Houston, Texas, and are sent to the remote

ground stations of the Manned Space Flight Network

where they are transmitted to the vehicle. At the

ground stations, the command messages (in digital

form) are processed, temporarily stored, and then

modulated onto an rf carrier by a Digital Command

System (DCS). The command message is transmitted

in the S-band on a carrier frequency of 2101.8 MHz.

The signal (often referred to as up-data) is

received and demodulated by the CCS Transponder.

The resultant signal is fed to a Command Decoder

where address verification and final message decoding

is accomplished. From the Command Decoder, the

command message (in digital form) is sent through

the Launch Vehicle Data Adapter (LVDA) to the LVDC.

Verification of the acceptance or rejection of the

command message is telemetered to the ground station

via the IU telemetry system. If a message is rejected_

pertinent data concerning the rejection will also be

telemetered. In the case of the Saturn V command

system, the telemetry messages are actually trans-

mitted through the transmitter portion of the CCS

Transponder. The CCS Power Amplifier boosts the

rf signal to approximately 15 watts.

At the ground station_ the verification and

acceptance data is recovered from the telemetry

I LVDC/LVDAI

t
_LIccs I___JCommandLJ,UTe,emet_l

_1 Transponder Decoder System
_, _ I -I I -! 1 I

\ -I Amp,_fiori - "_
__.._EH,CLE,UCOM_NDSYSTEM m--.._--__ .__ m ..T..6__._ _ F__. _m ._.._____ B

'_ I ,sag IMe e I Telemetry I T

I Acceptance 14"_ Station
IC)r'uito' I , --

 Tr.nmttnHt.L, l°rou'Command Station
Equi pment System Computer

I
To MCC(Houston)

Figure 6. 2-I Saturn V IU Command System
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message and fed to the DCS through special circuitry.

The remainder of the telemetry data is forwarded to the

MCC. If and acceptance message is not received by

the ground station within a preset length of time, the

same message will be retransmitted. Presently,

a total of seven such attempts will be made before the

message is abandoned.

The Saturn IB Vehicles use a slightly different

command system configuration, which is shown in

Figure 6.2-2. The primary difference is that the

Command Receiver, instead of the CCS Transponder is

used to receive and demodulate the up-data messages.

The functional schemes of the Saturn IB and Saturn V

command systems are identical with the exception of

carrier frequencies used: Saturn IB uses 450 MHz

and Saturn V uses 2101.8 MHz.

The IU command system is closely related

to the Apollo Spacecraft up-data link. Both systems

use essentially the same ground station equipment of

the Manned Space Flight Network.

6.2.2 MODULATION TECHNIQUES

The ground modulator used with the IU com-

mand system is the same as the one used on the

Gemini Program and for the Apollo Spacecraft up-

data llnk. This modulator is part of the DCS console,

which serves as the encoder for several different

space programs.

The DCS utilizes Phase Shift Keyed (PSK) mod-

ulation. This PSK modulation is accomplished by

algebraic addition of a 1 kHz reference sine wave to

a phase coherent 2 kHz sine wave. (Refer to Figure

6.2-3). A "1" or a "0" sub-bit is generated each

cycle of the 1 kHz sine wave, beginning at the zero

crossing when the sine wave is going positive. A 'T'

sub-bit is generated by addition of a positive going

2 kHz sine wave to the 1 kHz sine wave. For a "0"

sub-bit, the 2 kHz sine wave is phase shifted 180

degrees and added to the 1 kHz sine wave. This com-

posite waveform then modulates an rf carrier for

transmission to the vehicle. In the Saturn IB IU com-

mand system, the 450 MHz rf carrier is frequency

modulated. In the Saturn V IU command system, the

composite baseband waveform frequency modulates

an intermediate carrier (subcarrier) of 70 kHz, which

in turn phase modulates a 2101.8 MHz rf (S-band)

carrier. The Saturn IB modulation scheme (at 450

MHz) is referred to as PSK/FM, and the Saturn V mod-

ulation scheme (at 2101.8 MHz) is called PSK/FM/PM.

6.2.3 COMMAND WORD FORMAT

The command word consists of 35 digitalbits

which are used for data transmittal, addressing, and

control. A standard command-word format is shown

in Figure 6.2-4 and is applicable for Saturn IB and V

Vehicles.

The first 3 bits of each command word repre-
sent a vehicle address and are referred to as "X" bits.

JLVDCAVDAJ ]

q_lj CommancJ " team ! _ _17

_l R'c°ive------_I -I Decoder I -I system I- _

X
VEHICLE lU COMMAND SYSTEM ==__.._,

---- G P_OUNDS'_TAATI_ "" "" "--" _----

Ao ':=?:ooe i._1[c.ou. stot,oo,

Transmitting L_ Digital Ground

Equipment l- I Command StationSystem Computer To MCC

I (Houston)

Figure 6.2-2 Saturn IB IU Command System

z_ B_ i
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Theremaining 32 bits are made up of "l's" and "O's"

as determined by the message content. Fourteen of

these 32 bits are used as decoder address bits and

are distributed throughout the word. The 14 bits are

compared with a prewired address in the Command

Decoder and perform a dual function of address verifi-

cation and error checking. Since more than one Com-

mand Decoder may be used on the same vehicle, this

addressing scheme will ensure correct message

reception.

The remaining 18 bits of the command word

are used as control bits and actual digital data for the

LVDC/LVDA. (All data bound for the LVDC is pro-

cessed by the LVDA, which is the input-output device

for the LVDC.)

1 kHz

i I

2 kHz _ Composite Signal I
I ' I I

k,
IBM B26

Figure 6. 2-3 Phase Shift Keyed Signals
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The LVDC is programmed to receive two types

of command words from the Command Decoder: mode

command words and data command words. The LVDC

is able to distinguish between these command words by

checking the status of bits 10 and 12, which are labeled

as Orbital Mode/Data (OM/D) bits. These bits are

logically combined into one bit as they enter the LVDA.

Similarly, bits 8 and 9 are combined in the LVDA to

form a single interrupt bit. This interrupt bit informs

the LVDC that a command message has been received

and is awaiting processing. The remaining 14 bits

contain the command message intended for the LVDC.

Of these 14 bits, 7 bits are actual (true) message

bits, and 7 are the complement (exact opposite) of the

true bits. This scheme serves as another reliability

check on the command message.

Each of the 35 bits is encoded into 5 sub-bits

(total of 175 sub-bits). The vehicle address is en-

coded into a different sub-bit pattern than the following

32 information bits. The sub-bit patterns are chosen

for optimum differentiation between bits to provide

maximum error detection capability. For any given

flight, only three of the possible 32 (25 = 32) 5-bit

patterns are used.

To simplify the following discussion, the sub-

bits will be disregarded unless particular reference

is made to them.

3 ........... . .............. ° ..................... 3I"

Address Bits ] 3 ......... 1 ......... 4 .......... 1 .......... 5 • • • 14

For °7 °7 °°I

I

Information Bits • 2 ......... 6 .......... 5 ......... 14

Control Bits 2 • 1 . . 1 ................................ 4

Total 35
• Bits are numbered in order of transmission.

IBM B_

Figure 6. 2-4 Command Word Format Showing Address and Information Distribution
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MODE AND DATA COMMANDS

The command interrupt routine of the LVDC

program is programmed to receive up to a maximum

of 26 different mode commands. Normally, about

one-third of these command• are common to all flight•

and the remainder are eRher unused or are program-

med for a particular vehicle or flight. Common mode

commands include such commands as:

• Update of a time base

• Navigational update

• Execution of Switch Selector routines

• Telemetering of memory contents

• Termination of other command routines

• Alteration of target azimuths.

All mode commands are completed in one message

word. A mode command format is shown in Figure

6.2-5.

Data commands, as the name implies, contain

digRal data to supplement a given mode command. The

format for each data command is unique to the mode

command wRh which R is used. Since some mode

commands require more data than others, the number

of data words willvary with the command. For

example, a navigational update requires 35 data words,

while a time base update requires only 1 data word.

A 1-word data command format is shown in Figure

6.2-5.

Bit position 8 of the data command word is the

sequence bit for muiti-worded data commands. The

firstdata command word will always have a logical

"1" in the bit 8 position. Following data command

word• will have alternate "O's" or "l's" in that posi-

tion. These bits are checked by the program to ensure

that the data command words are being received in

the correct order and that a word has not been acci-

dently lost. R should be noted that bR 8 of a mode

command word will always be a logical "0", since it

is a single word message, it will not alternate.

COMMAND PROCESSING

The LVDC will interrogate the OM/D bit and

14-bit command word each time the IU Command

Decoder sets an interrupt bit into a special LVDA

storage register. The LVDC command program is

a special routine designed to process the incoming

command message. Normally, the LVDC will be

executing its main flightand orbital programs, but it

is prepared to receive a mode command. When in-

terrupted by a command message, the LVDC will:

• Verify that the OM/D bit is a "1", indicating

mode information.

• Test the command word (check the 7 true

bits against the 7 complement bits).

• Decode and verify the command.

• Telemeter a status code indicating to the

ground that the LVDC has entered a com-

mand routine.

$ Prepare to accept data to supplement the

mode command.

Ifthe commanded routine requires data, a

Command Decoder interrupt will initiatethe following

sequence:

• Verify that the OM/D bR is a logical "0",

indicating data information.

• Test the command word (check the 7 true

bits against the 7 complement bits).

• Verify that the data is received in sequential

order. (Bit 8 will alternate between a log-

ical "1" and "0" for multi-worded data mes-

sages. )

• Temporarily store the data

• Prepare, ifnecessary, to receive the next

data word.

MODE COMMAND FORMAT

14-Bit Mode Command Word Transferred to/VDA

J14113112lill10I. • • . 918. JJ7 116 ,'5 114 ,1312J 1 J

J t * I I I I I 014._Complement of
Bits 14 through 8 w

• Binary Code Which Differs
For Each Mode Command

DATA COMMAND FORMAT

14-Bit Data Command Word Transferred to LVDA

Data_li'l_-Complement of _J

Bits 14 through 8

'f Sequence Bit Which Alternates
Between Logical "1" and "0" for
Each Successive Data Word

B28

Figure 6. 2. -5 Command Word Format

)
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Once the LVDC has entered a commanded rou-

tine, it will not accept another mode command (except

a terminate) until all data has been received and the

routine has been executed. The terminate command

will discontinue any routine in progress.

6.2.4 COMMAND RECEIVER

The Saturn IB IU command system uses the

MCR-503B Command Receiver with a frequency range

of 406 to 450 MHz. In the Saturn V Vehicle, the IU

command is received by the CCS Transponder of the

Saturn command and communication system. The

CCS Transponder is described in Subsection 6.4.2.

A block diagram of the Command Receiver is

shown in Figure 6.2-6. The received rf signal is

coupled from the rf input, J1, to a fixed-tuned, low-

pass filter. The output of the low-pass filter is con-

nected to a critically coupled, double-tuned bandpass

filter, which is tunable over the required frequency

range of 406 to 450 MHz. The bandpass filter output

is amplified by an rf amplifier stage. This amplifier

provides additional rejection to signals outside the

receiver passband and is tunable over the required

frequency range. The low-pass filter, bandpass filter,

and rf amplifier are contained in the preselector

assembly.

The preselector assembly output is coupled to

the first mixer. Here the x3 multiplied output of the

crystal oscillator is heterodyned with the rf signal

to produce the first IF signal. The first IF signal is

amplified by the first IF amplifier and applied to the

second mixer, where it is heterodyned with a signal

at the crystal oscillator frequency to produce the 10.7

MHz second IF signal. The first and second mixer,

first IF amplifier, crystal oscillator, and x3 frequency

multiplier are contained in the first IF amplifier as-

sembly. The -3 db bandwidth of this assembly is

approximately 1.5 MHz and the gain is approximately
43 db.

The output of the first IF amplifier assembly

is coupled directly to an IF bandpass filter. This

passive LC filter determines the overall receiver

bandpas s characteristics.

The bandpass filter output is fed to the second

IF amplifier assembly, which contains two feedback

IF amplifier pairs. The output of the second IF ampli-

fier pair feeds both the limiter-discriminator assembly

and the low-level TM amplifiers. The low-level tel-

emetry output is a dc voltage that is proportional to

the receiver rf input signal.

Astrionics System
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Limiting is accomplished in the first limiter

by back-to-back diodes in a transistor's collector

circuit. The second limiter limits by saturation and

cutoff of a transistor and drives a Foster-Seeley

discriminator. The discriminator's sensitivity is

approximately 4 millivolts rms per kHz of peak devia-

tion. The emitter follower output stage is used for

impedance isolation between the discriminator and the

audio amplifier.

The audio frequency amplifier consists of an

audio amplifier, a phase inverter, and a low impedance

output amplifier. The audio frequency amplifier out-

put feeds two 47-ohm isolation resistors, each one

of which feeds an output connector. These resistors

allow one output to be shorted to ground without re-

ducing the other output voltage more than 3 db. One

of the outputs is used as the input for the IU Command

Decoder. The audio frequency amplifier output also

feeds a bandpass filter in the high-level TM circuits.

This filter's output is fed to an AGC-controlled ampli-

fier and then through an amplifier to the high-level

telemetry detector circuit. The telemetry voltage

thus obtained will provide a useful measure of rf input

signal strength.

Characteristics of the MCR-503B Command

Receiver are given in Table 6.2-1.

6.2.5 COMMAND DECODER

The Command Decoder is the interface unit

between the Command Receiver and the LVDA. The

Command Receiver demodulates the rf carrier and

presents the PSK signals (Figure 6.2-3) to the

Command Decoder. The Command Decoder is com-

mon to both the Saturn IB and the Saturn V Vehicles.

The physical and electrical characteristics of the

Command Decoder are given in Table 6.2-2.

Data transmission is made through a 32-bit

word which is preceded by three vehicle address

bits ("X"-bits). Each data and address bit is composed

of 5 sub-bits. The 175 sub-bit message must be

decoded into the original message configuration of 35

bits before the data can be transferred into the LVDA

for LVDC acceptance.

The functions of the Command Decoder are as

follows:

• Demodulate the PSK baseband subcarriers.

• Recover the original 175 sub-bits.

6.2-5
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• Compare each 5 sub-bit group against

three prewired bit codes to recover the

35-bit command word.

• Check that all 35 bits are received.

• Check that each bit is received within the

5-millisecond bit period.

• Check that the 3-bit vehicle address and the

14-bit decoder address are correct.

• Inhibit any further decoding if any of the
checks are invalid.

• Present the 18 information bits to the LVDA

in parallel form.

• Present an address verification signal to

PCM telemetry.

• Receive an LVDC reset signal from the

LVDA and present this signal to PCM

telemetry.

A detailed description of the Command Decoder

logic and operation is given in the following paragraphs.

Figure 6.2-7 and 6.2-8 supplement the text. Figure

6.2-7 is a logic diagram of the circuitry discussed.

An explanation of the logic symbols used is found with

the figure. Figure 6.2-8 shows a typical wiring

scheme of code plug J4.

LOGIC DESCRIPTION

PSK Detector. The PSK signals from the Command

Receiver are first routed through 2 filters - a lowpass

filter and a bandpass filter (not shown on Figure 6.2-7)

- before being applied to the PSK sub-bit detector

(PSK Detector). The PSK detector is shown in the

upper left-hand portion of the figure. The purpose

of the PSK detector is to separate the 1 kHz and 2 kHz

signals, compare the phase of the 2 kHz signal with the

1 kHz reference signal once each millisecond, and

generate a pulse on the "1" output circuit or the "0"

output circuit, as the case may be.

The PSK detector amplifies and shapes the 1

kHz and 2 kHz signals from the filter to determine the

phase of the 2 kHz signal with respect to the 1 kHz

signal. The relative phase of the signals determines

the sub-bit "l's" and "O's" as required. The PSK

detector output is then applied to the appropriate (set

or reset side) of a 5-bit shift register and is also used

to step a 5-bit counter.

5-Bit Counter and Shift Register. The sub-bit "l's"

and "O's" from the PSK detector are differentiated
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and written into the 5-bit shift register as required,

and routed to code plug J4 (Figure 6.2.8). From the

code plug, the appropriate sub-bit "l's" and "O's"

are connected to their respective AND circuit compar-

ators.

As each group of 5 sub-bits is written into the

5-bit shift register, they are counted by the 5-bit

counter. When the 5-bit counter reaches a count of

five, a positive pulse is produced and used to open gates

AND8, ANDg, and AND10 (through OR6) to provide a

'T' code enable, "0" code enable, or an "X" bit count

pulse when the correct sub-bit pattern is written into

the 5-bit shift register.

Table 6.2-1. Command Receiver Characteristics

Frequency range . . . 406 to 450 MHz

Frequency deviation.. ± 30 kHz (for 1 Vrms out-

put)

Quieting ........ 15 db at 10 microvolts

Maximum RF input . . 2.0 Vrms

Input VSWR ...... 1.5:1 maximum

Tuning stability .... + 30 kHz

Oscillator ...... Crystal controlled, single

crystal

RF bandwidth (-3 db)

RF bandwidth (-60 db)

Type of output ....

Audio bandwidth ....

(-3 db)

Audio distortion ....

Audio output level...

340 ± 30 kHz

1200 kHz

Audio, two isolated

outputs

100 Hz to 80 kHz

Less than 5 percent

1 Vrms into 75-ohm load

(with two tones, ± 30 kHz

deviation per tone)

Input voltage ...... +24 Vdc to +36 Vdc

Power ........ 3.5 watts at 28 Vdc

Weight ........ 1.4 kg (3.1 lbs)

Dimensions

Height

Width

Depth

...... 11.1 cm (4.3 in.)

...... 13.4 cm (5.3 in.)

...... 11.9 cm (4.7 in.)
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Table 6.2-2. Command Decoder Characteristics

Primary Voltage . . . +28 (+I0, -6) Vdc

Operating Current... 80 ± I0 mA

Audio Input ...... 1.9 (+0.35, -1.25) Vrms

Binary Output Functions

"One" . ..... 28 (+0, -3) Vdc

"Zero" . ..... 0 ± 0.5 Vdc

Data output Imped- . . Less than 1000 ohms

anc e

Weight ........ 3.85 kg (8.5 pounds)

Outline dimensions

Height ...... 10.79 cm (4.24 in. )

Length ...... 22.60 cm (8.91 in. )

Width ...... 18.39 cm (7.41 in. )

The 5-bit register has 10 outputs (2 for each

position) resulting in 32 (25) possible sub-bit patterns.

Each of the 3 sub-bit comparators, "X", "0", and

"1", (AND10, AND7, AND6) have 5 wires connected

to the 5-bit shiftregister, via code plug J4, with 1

wire to each position. Hence, gate AND10 will have

an output when the correct 5-bit code is written into

the 5-bit shiftregister, thereby generating an "X" bit

count pulse. The same is true for AND7 and AND6,

thereby generating a "0" code or a "1" code, respec-

tively. For example, the sub-bR code for a data 'T'

may be chosen as "11010", the sub-bit code for a data

_'0"may be chosen as the data "l's" complement,

(00101), and the "X sub-bit code may be chosen as

"11000".

During intevals when no messages are being

transmitted, all sub-bR "1's" are transmitted. How-

ever, the comparators have no output since there is

no code pattern; that is, all "l's". The first three

data bits of a transmitted message are designated as

"vehicle address" and are sub-bR coded as "X's".

Since the message is bracketed by continuous sub-

bit "l's", the "X" comparator (AND10) is initially

enabled by the output from Ol_, permitting an "X"

comparison at any time the 5-bit shiftregister pat-

tern is correct. The "X" bits are counted in a 3-bit

counter referred to as the "X" counter. The "count

of three" output of the 3-bit counter enables AND4 and

AND5 after three "X" bits have been counted.

The input to the missing-bit clock (center of
the figure) is the output from OR3. The composite

signal is therefore the "X" bit count pulse, "I" code

enable, or "0" code enable. During normal message

decoding, the pulse spacing is 5 milliseconds (200

bits per second, bps). The missing-bit clock is

essentially two monostable multivibrators which,

ifa proper message is being received, will provide

a continuous output from OR5. This is accomplished

by alternately triggering the 2 multivibrators (MVB's).

The ON cycle of the MVB's (5.4 milliseconds) is

adjusted to be slightlygreater than the duration of

each data bR (5.0 milliseconds). Thus, the OFF MVB

is triggered ON, 400 microseconds before the ON

MVB completes its cycle. Under normal operating

conditions and with no bit missing, OR,5 will always

have at least 1 input.

The output from AND11 at the first "X" bit

count pulse will reset the 5-bit counter and will pass

through OR7 to reset the 3-bR counter. The 3-bit

counter is also reset through OR7 by the pulse from

ORS, when the absence of a bit is detected by the

missing-bit clock, or when the computer reset pulse

occurs at the completion of a data transfer to the

LVDA.

32-Bit ShiftRegister. The 32 bits following the three

"X" bits are coded "0's" or "l's" as required. Each

time a count-of-five state is reached by the 5-bit

counter, a comparison is made to determine if the

bit is a "0" or a "1". These 32 bits are then written

into a 32-bit shift register.

The decoder address is prewired and composed

of 14 of the 32 bits of the shift register. These 14 bits

must be true to have an output on the address verify

bus. The diodes of the bus may be connected to the

set or reset side of each shift register stage as pre-

scribed by the decoder address desired.

The 18 data bits are buffered and sent to the

LVDA for processing. For simplicity, the complete

buffering and gating logic is not shown in the figure.

ShiftOUt and 32-Bit Counter. The input shiftpulses

to the 32-bR shiftregister are counted by a 32-bit

counter. At a count of 32, an MVB is triggered,

strobing gate AND12. At this time, the 32 data bits

have been completely written into the 32-bit shift

register. Ifthe decoder address in the register is

correct, gate AND12 is opened and the output pulse
is used to:

• Set the output flip-flopto enable the output

AND gates and reset the 3-bit counter

• Trigger two address verify MVB's.

6.2-8
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The LVDC reset pulse, which occurs after

LVDC acceptance of the command message, resets

the output flipflop through oRg, thus disabling the

output AND gates. The LVDC reset pulse also triggers

two LVDC reset MVB's. An output from one of the

MVB's is returned to OR8 to reset the 32-bR shift

register.

Output Monostable Multivibrators. The address verify

pulse from the address verify bus (viaANDI2) is

routed to two redundant MVB's. The output pulse

width of each MVB is set to 60 milliseconds. These

output pulses are sent to the telemetry system to

denote decoder address verification. As mentioned

in the preceediug paragraph, the LVDC reset pulse

from the LVDA is used to trigger another pair of

redundant MVBts (60 milliseconds). These MVB's

acknowledge receipt of the LVDC reset pulse. ARhough

not shown, the outputs of these MVB's are buffered to

meet the required input voltage levels of the IU telem-

etry system.

DETAILED OPERATION

The first "X" bit comparison in the command

message generates a 1-millisecond pulse which is

differentiated and passes through AND11 to reset the

5-bit counter and, through OR7, to reset the 3-bit

counter. The trailing edge of the pulse also advances

the 3-bit counter by one count and starts the missing-

bit clock. When the missing-bit clock starts, the

output of OR5 will: (1) open AND3, enabling the 5-bit

counter, and (2) inhibit AND11, preventing the next

"X" comparison from generating a reset pulse.

As the next 5 sub-bits are wrRten into the 5-

bR shiftregister, they are counted by the 5-bit counter.

When the counter reaches a count of five, the output

passes through OR6, thus enabling a second "X" com-

parison. A valid "X" comparison will generate a 200-

microsecond pulse. This pulse will advance the 3-bit

counter to the count-of-two state and will also keep

the missing-bit clock running. The count-of-two

output from the 3-bit counter will:(1) clear the 32-bit

shiftregister through OR8 (the cleared state of this

register is when there is a "0" stored in the "0" side

of all stages), (2) send a reset pulse to the 32-bit

counter, and (3) send a reset pulse to the output flip

flop through oRg. After the third "X" bR has been

recognized, the count-of-three output from the 3-bR

counter will provide a direct-coupled signal to AND4

and ANDS. As long as this signal is present, AND4

and AND5 are "open"; i.e., they will allow valid

"0" and 'T' bitsto pass through.

Code Plug J4

To AND 10 To AND 6 To AND 7 From 5-blt Shift Register

"X" Comparotor "1" Coml0arator "0" Comparotor _._
f

_ f'--_ 5 4 3 2 1

ttttt ,ttttt ttttt
IAIBIclulvl IRIslPIsI_bl
ttt t ttttt ttttt I..LII__II/I/II_
I 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 I 0 1 25 25 24 24 23 23 22 22 21 21

! - I_

Plug is sample wired for the following:
"X" = 11000
"1" = 11010
"0" = 00101

IBM B51

Figure 6. 2-8. Sample Wiring of Code Plug J4
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The next 32 bits will be sub-bit coded with

"O's" and "l's" as received. Each time a count-of-

five state is reached by the 5-bit counter, a compar-

ison is made to determine if the bit is a "0" or a 'T'.

A pulse will be produced at the output of OR3, thus

keeping the missing-bit clock running. These 32 bits

will also be shifted and written into the 32-bit shift

register and counted by the 32-bit counter. Upon the

count of 32, a 1-millisecond monostable MVB is

triggered ON. This signal opens AND12 and allows

an address comparison to be made. If the address

is correct, a signal will pass through AND12 and

trigger the output flip flop to its set state. In addition,

two 60-millisecond monostable MVB's will be triggered

ON by AND12 to provide an indication to the telemetry

system that the address was valid. Redundant MVBts

are used for reliability.

The set output of the output flip flop also resets

the 3-bit counter (through OR7) and provides an en-

abling voltage to the 18 data-output AND gates. The

binary information stored in the 18 data stages of the

32-bit shift register is thus transferred in parallel

form to the LVDA. When the LVDC data processing

routines accept these data bits, a reset pulse (acknow-

ledging receipt) is sent through the LVDA to the Com-

mand Decoder. This pulse will pass through OR9 to

reset the output flip flop (disabling the 18 output AND

gates). The same pulse will also trigger two 60-

millisecond monostable MVB's and thus clear the 32-

bit shift register through OR8. The outputs of these

2 MVB's are sent to the telemetry system to indicate

receipt of the LVDC reset pulse. If, for some reason,

the LVDC re°set pulse does not arrive prior to the be-

ginning of the next message, the second "X" bit of

vehicle address will provide an output from the 3-bit

counter to reset the Command Decoder circuits.

6.2.6 DATA VERIFICATION

The application of the IU command system and

the information transmitted through the system require

a high probability that a correct command message

will be received in the vehicle. This high probability

is obtained by the use of several different techniques

throughout the command system.

First, the Manned Space Flight Network is

designed to provide a high degree of data transmission

accuracy from the originating station in Houston, Texas

to the down-range DCS, which actually transmits the

message to the vehicle. Secondly, to transpose a 'T'

bit to a "0" bit or vice-versa, every one of the 5 sub-

bits must be transposed to its complement, and this

must be done in multiples of five in synchronism with

the bit rate (200 bps); otherwise, the message will be

rejected. Thirdly, 17 bits of each 35-bit transmission

must be correct (there is no possibility of an undetected

error here) before the 18 information bits are pre-

sented to the LVDA. Last of all, a verification loop

utilizing telemetry as a down-link is employed.

The verification loop works as follows. Ifthe

14-bit address is correct, an address verification

pulse is sent to telemetry. This pulse is decom-

mutated in real time at the ground station and pre-

sented to the message acceptance pulse circuitry

(Figure 6.2-9). A second pulse is also derived in

the vehicle and sent to telemetry. This is the LVDC

reset pulse which signifies that the LVDC has received,

verified, and processed the 18 information bits. This

pulse is also decommutated in real time and routed

to the message acceptance pulse circuitry. The

address verification pulse triggers a 200-millisecond

monostable MVB to the ON state. The LVDC reset

pulse will occur a short time thereafter and trigger

a 10-millisecond monostable MVB to the ON state.

Ifthe LVDC reset pulse does not appear during the ON

time of the address verification pulse MVB, the pulse

will not appear at all for a given transmission. The

two MVB outputs are fed to an AND gate, which will

have an output only when both MVB's are ON.

The 10-millisecond pulse thus produced is

called the message acceptance pulse and is fed to the

DCS. The DCS uses this message acceptance pulse

as a "next-message-transmit" pulse. Upon receipt of

this pulse, the DCS will transmit the next message

(if any). If the message acceptance pulse does not

appear within a certain length of time (approximately

400 milliseconds from start of message), the DCS

will then retransmit the message.

An LVDC verification of a received command

word is accomplished by programming techniques

and the message format itself. In the command word

format transmitted from the ground, one-half of all

data bits are transmitted as required in "true" form

and the other half in complementary form. This is

called duplex coding. The LVDC will reject a com-

mand unless the complement bits check out to be the

I PULSE CIRCUITRY I

I I

Address I _ I

i Verification IL_ MVB L AND I

From Pulse I -[ 200msJ L-_ 1 Message AccepPulse .....

Ground Digital Command
Station LVDC

Reset _ rOV2s _ I System

Pulse | I I "I

L ........... .I

Figure 6.2-9. Message Acceptance Pulse Circuitry

Block Diagram
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inverse of the true bits. Such a procedure provides

a greater probabilRy of receiving the same message

as was transmitted.

f
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SECTION6.3

SECURERANGESAFETYCOMMANDSYSTEM

6.3.1 OVERALL SYSTEM

The secure range safety command system pro-

vides a high degree of protection against intentional

interrogation by unfriendly intruders and against unin-

tentional interrogation (false alarms) by noise. The

security against intentional interrogation is measured

by the fraction of the total code combinations that an

intelligent unfriendly interrogator, having unlimited

technical resources, would be able to transmit during

equipment access time. It is assumed that all system

parameters are known to him except the code-of-the

mission. The security against unintentional or ran-

domly generated false alarms is, as it should be,

much greater than against intentional, intelligent in-

terrogation. All hardware is unclassified except the

actual flight code plugs.

A simplified block diagram of the secure range

safety command system is illustrated in Figure 6.3-1.

Each address character is chosen by the code plug.

Two identical code plugs, one in the ground encoder

and the other in the flight decoder, are used. This

removable, inexpensive, easily stored code plug

minimizes the actual operational difficulties of hand-

ling the security aspects of the system, thus elimi-

nating the necessity of classifying the system hard-

ware (decoder and encoder).

6.3.2 MESSAGE FORMAT

The message transmitted to the vehicle con-

sists of 2 words; an address word and a function or

command word. The address word consists of 9

characters of a high-alphabet system, and the function

word consists of 2 characters; thus the total message

comprises 11 characters.

Each character consists of two simultaneous

symbols, which are audio-frequency tones between

7.35 kHz and 13.65 kHz. Each character can be tone

coded by choosing from a symbol alphabet of 7 tones.

T
Power

Amplifier

t
J AN/FRW-2ATransm| tter

t
DigitalEncoder

t
From

RSO Console

RSO= Range Safety Officer

I

J Code

Plug

F rom

Computer

Ground Equipment

?
Receiver

1=
DigHal JDecoder

To

Range Safety System
Control ler

Code

Plug _[_

To

Telemetry

Vehicle Equipment

To

Telemetry

Spare

Outputs

I"BMB39

Figure 6.3-1 Secure Range Safety Command System
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Since 2 tones are used simultaneously, the character

alphabet is established at 21 possibilities or choices

(no choice is repeated within a given word). Thus

the encoding scheme is logically called high-alphabet.

The security of the message is realized mainly

from the fact that only 9 out of 21 possibilities are

used per address, and that these 9 address charac-

ters are position coded. The limited time of access

to the equipment is the final factor in the security,

for any code can be broken if access time is unlimited.

The function word consists of 2 characters.

Since there are 21 character-coding arrangements
available for the first function character and 20 for

the second, 420 character/position codes are avail-

able for the function word. Orfly 5 functions are re-

quired of the system. To provide the maximum lan-

gauge difference between any two of these functions,

5 codes were chosen as commands in a spacing scheme

which provides maximum security against command
translations. These commands and their codes are

listed in Table 6.3-1.

Each character period, including "dead time",

is approximately 8.6 milliseconds in duration, except

the eleventh, which is three times as long.

Each character of the 9 character address word

is unique within a given address, and therefore the new

system can operate without the necessity of a transmit-

ted clock or reference synchronizing information. The

symbols are, however, synchronous with the character

Table 6.3-1 Coding Scheme for Function Characters

Command

1. Destruct (propellant

dispersion)

2. Arm/fuel cutoff (charg-

ing of the EBW firing
unit and thrust termina-

tion. )

3. MSCO/ASCO (Saturn

spare No. 1)

4. Spare (No. 2)

5. Safe (command system

switched OFF)

Note:

10th

Character

Tones

land2

2and3

4and5

3 and4

5and6

llth

Character

Tones

land3

2 and4

4 and6

3 and5

5and7

Commands are listed in priority order.

interval period (and with each other) and are spaced

and phased to minimize intersymbol interference, which
could create unwanted characters.

The main RF carrier (450 MHz) is frequency

modulated by a subcarrier system which in turn em-

ploys a multiple frequency shifttechnique. The term

frequency shiftkeying is also used to describe the

technique. The portion of the baseband occupied by

the subcarrier system is approximately the same as

that now reserved and used for range safety purposes

(see Figure 6.5-2). The nominal tone frequencies,

however, are not the same as the inter-range instru-

mentation group tone channel frequencies. The tone-

frequency spacing is by design an integral multiple

of the character repetition rate. This makes possi-

ble a simple phase-coherent tone keying scheme.

6.3.3 GROUND EQUIPMENT

A block diagram of the ground system is il-

lustrated in Figure 6.3-2.

When the range safety officer decides to ini-

tiate a command from his console, he actuates a

hooded toggle switch. The output of the encoder is

then routed in parallel form to a tone remoting trans-

mitter which processes the message for transmission
over the 8 km distance to the transmitter site. A

tone remoting receiver at the transmitter site demo-

dulates the message and feeds it to a modulator that

converts the parallel information to the high-alphabet
ll-character format. The 11 dual-tone bursts are

then fed to the AN/FRW-2A Transmitter System and

to the vehicle. For reliability, a completely redun-

dant backup system is provided, with a continuously

monitoring error detector that provides automatic

transfer to the backup system in case of a failure in

the primary chain (this error detection and switching

circuitry is not shown in the diagram).

The range safety equipment incorporates a

priority-interrupt scheme that will interrupt any com-

mand being transmitted and transmit any higher-

priority command selected by the range safety officer

or originated by the computer. After completion of

the transmission of the higher-priority command, the

transmission of the interrupted command will resume.

The equipment at the downrange sites is il-

lustrated in the block diagram of Figure 6.3-3. All

downrange sites are connected by cable, and when

the range safety officer presses a command switch

on his console, the command pulse will be transmit-

ted over the cable via the supervisory control system
)
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Transmitter

] Ito Serial
Converter

I RSO I _ _ 7 Lines Parallel

Con,aleI--T----I . I//
. . Tone'J Remot,°g

I I r_ Enc°der I ITransmltterl T _ I - I
JCompu ter _ ..... I I

J I I I °Km_omi) J I

11  on ',nei
I l_ToDownrongeSites I
I -I unc,,.on i--_ via Subcable a

RSO: Range Safety Officer

3 kHz Commercial Lines

to Up-Range Sites

Tone
Remoting
Receiver

Cape Central Control I Cape Transmitter Site

T
Transmitter

AN/FRW-2A

t
Modulator

IBM B#0

Figure 6.3-2 Range Safety Ground System

(this system will be replaced by a digital remoting

system in the near future). All sites will receive the

command, and the transmitter on the air at the mo-

ment the command is received transmits the message

to the vehicle (to keep the onboard receiver captured,

one transmitter is always radiating).

When the vehicle must be interrogated from

an uprange site, the signal processing and routing is

slightly different. As the parallel data leave the en-

coder at the cape central control, they are changed to

serial form by a parallel-to-serial converter and then

applied to a serial data remoting transmitter. After

being checked for errors, the serial message will he

received at the proper uprange site, converted to

parallel form, and fed to the modulator. The modu-

lator will convert the binary-coded message to the

high-alphabet ll-character format. This message
is then transmitted to the vehicle.

6.3.4 VEHICLE-BORNE EQUIPMENT

ANTENNAS

The type and number of antennas used will be

such that their radiation pattern meets the require-

ments of range safety at the Eastern Test Range.

KennedyFr°m J RemotingD/R_1 J
Cape "-_ Function

Tone I .
Remotlng J_

Console / Land.__]
Lines

D/R Central Control

/__ Tone
Remo ti ng
Receiver

Digital L-_ Modulator Transmltter_

Encoder J - i H System J

D/R Transmitter Site

IBM B41

Figure 6. 3-3 Downrange Station
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RECEIVER

The command signal from the ground station

is received in the vehicle with the MCR-503 Receiver.

The same type of receiver is used also in the Instru-

ment Unit command system and is described in

Section 6.2.

DECODER

A logic diagram of the vehicle-borne decoder

is illustrated in Figure 6. 3-5. The front end consists

of the filter driver, optimum decision circuitry, seven

tone filters, and seven threshold detectors. The opti-

mum decision circuitry will be discussed in more

detail later, but operationally, the circuit can be con-

sidered as a hybrid, fast-acting AGC circuit. The

purpose of each filter is to detect a particular tone,

and the purpose of the threshold detectors is to estab-

lish the decision level and to amplitude standardize

the output of each filter into a well-shaped pulse suit-
able for use in the circuitry which follows.

The AND matrix consists of 21 AND

gates and interconnections to the input

of the code plug. The purpose of the

matrix is to form the main alphabet of

characters from the sub-alphabet of
symbols (tones).

The code plug consists of a multi-pin plug
wired in the chosen code-of-the-mission

configuration. The code plug can be

wired in a number of unique ways. The

purpose of the code plug is to unscramble

the code and apply the 9 address charac-

ter outputs to the sequence register. A

second purpose of the plug is to present

the 12 unused characters to OR 1.

The sequence register or address memory
consists of: ( 1 ) eight electronic switches

(SW1 through SW 8), (2) one delay element

consisting of a monostable multivibrator

(DELAY MVB 1) and a trailing-edge dtf-

ferentiator, and (3) eight AND gates with

inhibiting inputs (AND 1 through AND 8).

In general, the purpose of the sequence

register is to provide a pulsed signal to

the input of AND 9 if each of the 9 charac-
ters of the address word is received in

the proper sequence. A second function

of the register is to provide a pulsed sig-

nal (up to eight) to the input of OR 1 if one
or more characters are received out of

6.3-4

sequence. The register will not provide

a signal to the input of OR 1 if a charac-

ter is repeated, which is desirable since

radar blanking could cause a friendly

character to be interrupted. The purpose

of the eight passive time-delay elements

( r ) in the register is to prevent an un-

friendly intruder from gaining any advan-

tage by transmitting more than 2 tones

simultaneously. If 3 tones are transmit-

ted, 3 characters will be formed. Because

of the short time delay introduced by (r),

2 of the 3 characters will be recognized as

being out of sequence, even if they have the

correct tone coding.

The false-character action circuit consists

of OR I, OR 3, CLEAR MVB, FF 9, and

AND 9. The purpose of this circuit is to

provide a pulse whenever, (1) one of the

unused characters is received, or (2) a

character is received out of sequence. The

pulse appears at the output of OR land is

routed to 3 places. First, ittriggers

FF 9 to its set state, which inhibits AND 9
so that the ENABLE MVB cannot be turned

ON for the duration of the message interval,

regardless of what occurs elsewhere in the

decoder. Second, it passes through OR3
and clears (resets) the sequence register.

A third action also to be initiated, provided

that the character corresponding to point

A has not yet occurred, is the triggering of

the interval timer (a monostable multivi-

brator).

The interval timing circuit consists of

OR 2, the interval timer multivibrator,

and a differentiating circuit which pro-

duces a pulse at the end of the timed inter-

val. This pulse resets all decoder circui-

try to the proper condition for receiving

another message. Note that the presence

of any of the 21 possible characters will

initiate the timer. The purpose of OR 2
is to allow either the first character

(point A) or any of the other 20 characters

(the output of OR 1) to initiate the timer.

The function of OR 6 and AND 16 is to

establish a fixed recovery time for the

interval timer MVB.

The enablin_ circuit consists of DELAY

MVB 2, the ENABLE MVB, and the power

switch. The purpose of this circuit is to
)



prevent the function relays from being

activated until after the address has been

verified and the llth character has ar-

rived. Only when the 9 address charac-
ters have been sent in accordance with

the chosen code, will a pulse appear at

the input of AND 9, find it uninhibited, and

trigger DELAY MVB 2. When this multi-
vibrator completes its cycle, the -d/dt

circuit triggers the ENABLE MVB ON for
the function interval. The "ON" state of

the ENABLE MVB closes the power switch,

thus providing power to the function relays

and associated logic circuitry.

The decoding inhibit circuit consists of

OR 4, OR 5, and AND 15. In general, the

purpose of this circuit is to prevent decod-

Astrionics System
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ing during the "clear" interval of the se-

quence register. The circuit does not func-

tion during the reception of a friendly mes-

sage and therefore will not be discussed
further.

The function relays and logic circuitry

represent the remainder of the decoder.

The purpose of this circuitry is to allow

the proper command transmission to close

the appropriate relay(s), which supplies

28-volt power to the desired output

functions.

Signal tracing a friendly message. The

code jack (Figure 6. 3-5) has 21 inputs

and 9 address outputs. For purposes of

analysis, assume that the code plug is

wired as shown in Figure 6. 3-4 (top).

I/2 I/3 2/3 I/4 2/4 3/4 I/5 2/5 3/5 4/5 I/6 2/6 3/6 4/6 5/6 I/7 2/7 3/7 4/7 5/7 6/7

A B C D E F G H J K L M N O P S T V W Y Z

Symbols

No. 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Tone Pairs
(Characters)

* Indlcates
Dead Time
oF 1.9 ms

Symbol/Character Periods

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I1

::::+:::::::::::::::::::::iii!iil ili::i::! iiiiiiiii!iii!iiiiiiiiiili!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!
!_i_ _:_:_:! :::::::,

""":':':': ........'""iii ! ili:::":i:i'i'i:i:i:i:':':'::::::'::::_:_:_:i:i:i:! !:i_i_i_ ii___i__ii::i::ii_::i::_i_i_i_i!ii::_
iiiii::':':':":':':'::!:i:!:i''"":.:.:.:.
,'=%'1" "'*°° ""'*"

,:.:.:.: :.:,:,:

I/2 I/3 2/3 I/4 2/4 3/4ii/5 2/5 3/5 I/2 I/3

_II--- 8.57 ms

77.14 ms _,

Address Word

Message (111.43) ms

8.57 ms25.71 ms ---_

Funct|onWord'--_

34.29 ms -'-_

1 Frame : 10 Messages

IBN B213

Figure 6.3-4 Code Plug Wiring
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Based on such a code-plug wiring and on

the message format previously mentioned,

the total transmitted message will appear

as shown in Figure 6. 3-4 (bottom) if a

command is to be effected. (The command

is assumed to be destruct. )

The demodulated composite audio signal coro

responding to the chosen tone pairs is fed from the

receiver to the seven tone filtersin the decoder. The

filteroutputs are matrixed to the 21 AND gates, thus

providing the 21 required combinations. The outputs

of the 21 AND gates are wired to a connector that

feeds the input of the removable code plug. Assuming

the code-plug wiring shown in Figure 6. 3-4, the first

tone pair (1 and 2) will cause a pulsed signal to appear

on the output side of the code plug at point A. The sig-

nal at point A is distributed to 2 points: (1 ) it turns

ON 1 the first electronic switch (SW 1) in the sequence

register, which in turn supplies a voltage to the in-

hibiting input of AND 1; and (2) itpasses through

OR 2 and AND 16 and turns ON the interval timer.

Approximately 8.5 milliseconds after the start of the

first character, the second character arrives. Tone

pair 1 and 3 corresponds to point B, and a pulsed

signal at this point is distributed to 2 places: (1 ) it

is applied as a signal input to AND 1, but cannot pass

through because of the presence of the inhibitingvolt-

age from SW 1; and (2) it turns ON SW 2. In addition,

the output of SW 2 supplies a voltage to the inhibiting

input of AND 2.

The third through the eighth characters (C

through H) create results analogous to those of A and

B. When the ninth-character pulse arrives (point J),

it triggers DELAY MVB 1 to its "ON" state. When

the multivibrator completes its cycle, the -d/dt

circuit applies a pulse to AND 9. Since the interval

timer is in its "ON" state and FF 9 is in the "reset"

state, AND 9 will not be inhibited. Thus this pulsed

signal will be allowed to pass through and trigger

DELAY MVB 2 to its "ON" state. Eight and five

tenths milliseconds later, the ENABLE MVB will be

triggered to its "ON" state. Note that at no time dur-

ing the address word is there an output from OR 1.

This is because the address is the correct address

and an output from OR1 will occur only if the address

is not correct. After the ninth-character pulse turns

ON the ENABLE MVB, the voltage thus obtained is

(1) used to turn ON the power switch, which in turn

1
Each electronic switch in the sequence register

assumes the OFF state when B+ is removed. There-

fore, when the decoder is first turned ON, all

switches are OFF.

supplies 28-volt power to the relay armatures, and

( 2 ) used as the supply voltage input to SW 10 and SW

11. Since we have assumed a destruct command, the

tenth-character pulse will be formed by tone pair 1

and 2. This pulse will turn ON SW I0. The output of

SW 10 is applied as a control voltage input to AND 10.

Note that even though the time period of the tenth

character is over, neither of the 2 relays is as yet

energized. When the eleventh-character pulse ar-

rives, itpasses through AND i0 and is used to turn

ON SW 11, thus energizing both relays in the destruct

channel. Since both relays are now closed, 26 volts

will be applied to the appropriate pin of the output plug

and routed out of the decoder to the range safety sys-

tem controller, which then takes over and initiates

the destruct action and any preliminary criticalfunc-

tions (such as payload jettison, ifapplicable). As

soon as the ENABLE MVB completes its cycle, the

power switch will turn OFF, thus turning OFF SW

10 and SW 11. A short time later, the interval timer

will complete its cycle, and the -d/dt circuits will re-

set all decoder circuitry to the proper state.

Much attention has been given to preventing

execution of a catastrophic command should one com-

ponent (transistor, relay, etc.) fail during flight. In

many cases of component failure, the decoder design

will still allow reliable interrogation.

The purpose of the DELAY MVB 2 is to delay

the triggering of the ENABLE MVB for 8.5 millisec-

onds. This is necessary if complete freedom of

choice for the ninth-character coding is to be main-

tained, for observe what would happen if the ninth,

tenth, and eleventh characters were coded as follows

(assuming that DELAY MVB 2 was not present):

9th 10th llth

5and6 1 and2 1 and3

_..._.._.,.,..______.__
Destruct command

Since the ninth character corresponds to the

first function-character of the safe command, and

since the ENABLE MVB would be turned ON upon

recognition of the ninth character, SW 14 would turn

ON. This would degrade reliability and increase the

probability of a command translation, since the in-

tended command is destruct. Delaying the turn-ON

of the ENABLE MVB until the time period of the

ninth character is over, solves the problem without

restricting the choice of the ninth character coding

to one of the codes not used for a tenth character.
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CLOSED-LOOP CHECKOUT

Until such time that a full security require-

ment is placed on flights of the Saturn Vehicle, the
code-of-the-mission will be openly transmitted dur-

ing the prelaunch countdown. This will be done to

facilitate the pad checkout procedures.

If it is ever necessary to utilize the full

security capabilities of the system, then a closed-

loop prelaunch checkout procedure will be used in

lieu of the open-loop transmission. In anticipation

of such a requirement, a closed-loop procedure is

being developed which will be compatible with the

range procedure.

The characteristics of the Command Decoder

are given in Table 6. 3-2.

Astrionics System
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Table 6.3-2 Characteristics of the Command Decoder

Number of inputs

Type of input

Audio input level

Input dynamic range

Sensitivity

Number of command

outputs

Type of output

Duration of output

Type of code plug

Weight

Power

Quiescent

Operating

Input voltage

Outline Dimensions

Height

Width

Depth

Two (isolated): receiver and

hardwire

Audio (75 ohms)

1 V rms per tone (I. 4 V rms

per tone pair)

At least 12 db (0.56 V rms

to 2.2 Vrms)

Approximately 0.2 V rms at

room temperature

Five

Switched +28 Vdc rated 2

amperes (resistive) each

output

Approximately 25 milli-
seconds

Quick disconnect (Deutch)

3.85 kg (8.5 Ibs)

2.5 watts (no audio input)

3 watts

+24 to +38 Vdc

i0.79 cm (4.24 in. )

22.6 cm (8.9 in.)

18.39 cm (7.24 in. )
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SECTION6.4

SATURNCOMMANDAND COMMUNICATIONSYSTEM

6.4.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The Command and Communication System

(CCS) uses a phase-coherent, receiver-transmitter

scheme and is capable of establishing a communication

link between Unified S-Band (USB) ground stations and

the IU of the Saturn V Vehicle. Specifically, the CCS

can:

• Receive and demodulate command up-data

for the LVDC/LVDA in the IU

• Transmit Pulse Code Modulated (PCM)

mission control measurements to the

ground stations for processing

• Retransmit a Pseudo-Random Noise (PRN)

range code that is received from the USB

ground stations.

The CCS is located in the IU and consists of a trans-

ponder, a power amplifier, and an antenna system.

The operational requirements of the CCS include

command up-data and telemetry down-link. Ranging

is desirable but not mandatory, and command up-data

is not required on a continuous basis throughout the

entire lunar mission. The requirement for command

up-data varies according to the particular phase of

the flight profile. During the launch phase, there is

no requirement for up-data since the launch is of such

short duration that there is not sufficient time to

analyze and make an action decision on unpredictable

situations. The LVDC is triple-redundant and is

programmed for all predictable situations.

During the launch and earth parking orbit

phases, VHF transmitters are the prime telemetry

source. However, at distances of approximately

10,000 kilometers (5400 nautical miles) and greater,

VHF transmission is inadequate, primarily due to

vehicle and ground antenna gains. After injection,

the CCS Transponder becomes the prime telemetry

link.

Under normal circumstances, there is no

mandatory tracking requirement for the CCS. During

launch, tracking is provided by C-band beacons and

surface radar, with the Spacecraft transponders

providing tracking aid during other phases. However,

the CCS Transponder will have tracking PRN receive-

transmit capability and may be used as a backup to

the Command and Service Module (CSM) Transponder

in case of failure or desire for a cross-check.

Since the CCS and LM Transponders have

identical frequencies, a possibility of interference

exists if the two are operated simultaneously at close

range. The CCS Transponder has the capacity to shut

down its transmitter section by an external command.

This shutdown command will be initiated before the LM

Transponder is used. The CCS Transponder receiver

section will remain operative so that commands may

be received at all times. It is desirable that the CCS

Transponder transmitter section be turned back ON

after sufficient separation from the LM Transponder.

This will allow receive-transmit ranging to better

define the trajectory of the S-IVB/IU after separation

from the spacecraft.

After insertion into an earth parking orbit,

command up-data will be required on a non-continuous

basis. If all systems are functioning properly, the

LVDC will be corrected (if necessary) and updated

with the data required to accomplish translunar in-

jection. At a distance of approximately 20,000 kilo-

meters (10,800 nautical miles), the S-IVB/IU separ-

ates from the Spacecrait and is no longer needed for

mission success.

6.4.2 CCS COMPONENTS

CCS TRANSPONDER

The CCS Transponder is an S-band, continuous-

wave, phase-coherent transponder that is used as the

communications link between the ground stations and

the Saturn V IU.
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In addRion to the receive-transmit conventional

transponder function, the CCS Transponder incorpor-

ates a demodulating function for the up-data (received)

signal and a modulating function for the down-link

(transmRted) signal. Also, both input and output

telemetry functions are available in the CCS Transpon-

der. The overall purpose of the CCS Transponder

can be described briefly as follows:

• Receive and demodulate command data for

updating the LVDC.

• Transmit mission control telemetry meas-

urements from the Saturn V Vehicle.

• Coherently retransmif a PRN ranging code

that is received from the ground.

The CCS Transponder consists of a double-

conversion, phase-coherent receiver and a continuous

wave transmitter in which the received and transmitted

signals are integrally related in both frequency and

phase. Figure 6.4-1 is a block diagram of the CCS

Transponder.

The S-band signals received by the IU CCS

antenna system are coupled to a preselector in the

CCS Transponder. The preselector eliminates un-

wanted frequencies and passes the desired frequencies

to the first mixer.

The first mixer also receives a signal frequen-

cy from a x108 frequency multiplication circuit. The

two signals are combined in the firstmixer to produce

the usual superheterodyne frequencies at its output.

Following the firstmixer is a preamplifier

stage that includes a bandpass filter,which passes only

the difference-frequency component of the mixer output.

The gain of this circuit is controlled by an AGC voltage

from an AGC loop circuit.

The output of the preamplifier is applied to the

first IF amplifier. This amplifier provides gain to

the first IF signal (with gain control again being a func-

tion of AGC voltage) before application to a second

mixer.

The second mixer receives a signal frequency

from a x3 frequency muRiplication circuit. The second

IF output of the second mixer is applied to a bandpass

fiRer and to a demodulation and detector circuit.

The second IF output signal from the bandpass

filter is applied simultaneously to a linear second IF

amplifier and to a limited second IF amplifier, The

second IF signal that is amplified by the linear ampli-

fier is applied to the AGC loop circuit. The second

IF signal that is amplified by the limited amplifier is

applied to a phase-lock loop circuit and Voltage Con-

trolled Oscillator (VCO).

The second IF signal from the second mixer is

applied to the demodulation and detector circuit and is

phase demodulated, leaving a PRN rangin code and a

RF

Input __ ]
From Preselector

Antennas

/ AOC Loop I 12nd IFAmplifler|

_ I AGC1 Circuit rl-I(Li ).... r

Preamplifier & 1st IF

I lstMixer H BondpassFilter H Amplifier H 2ndMixer MBandpassF'tter b

t x3t !
I Mu" 'ie I

t '
I Phase-Lock LoopU 2nd IF Amplifler L

[Circuit &VCO Jq(kimJted) I_RECEIVERSECTION

TRANSMITTER SECTION

I Demodulation &F PSK Audio
Detector To Command

Circuit System

I $ TelemetryOutputs

To Telemetry
PRN Code

-t t -
I H H Moduotloa&x30 MuHp erCircult ___1 _tennosOUtputTo

t t

Oscillator I Subcarrier Oscillator]

PCM Telemetry j
Inputs from

Telemetry System

IBM B245
)
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frequency-modulated 70 kHz subcarrier. The PRN

ranging code is sent to the transmitter section for

modulating the down-link signal. The subcarrier is

demodulated by the detector circuit into a composite

audio signal that contains PSK digital information.

This signal is then applied to the IU command system

Command Decoder for decoding and ultimate use by

the LVDC. The demodulator circuit is disabled if the

receiver is not in phase-lock.

When the receiver is in phase-lock with the

received signal, the VCO in the phase-lock loop pro-

vides a signal to a control amplifier in the transmitter

section. If the receiver is not in phase-lock, this

signal is disabled by the control amplifier before

reaching a x4 frequency multiplier. In this case, an

auxiliary oscillator is enabled to provide a signal to

the x4 frequency multiplier at the same frequency.

In this manner, a carrier signal is applied to the x4

frequency multiplier if the receiver is either in or

out of phase-lock.

The x4 frequency multiplier provides an output

for a modulation circuit and x30 multiplier that is

the fourth harmonic of the VCO or auxiliary oscil-

lator signal frequency. This carrier signal is applied

to the modulation circuit, where it is phase modulated

by a 1. 024 MHz biphase-modulated subcarrier that is

generated in a biphase modulator and subcarrier oscil-

lator circuit. Also, if the receiver is in phase-lock,

the PRN ranging code is similarly modulated on the

carrier. The phase-modulated carrier is then given

x30 frequency multiplication, amplified, and filtered

before leaving the CCS Transponder as the down-link

signal. The output signal from the transmitter, how-

ever, may be disabled by a command input signal, and

the CCS Transponder will then function only as a re-

ceiver.

The CCS Transponder also provides four iso-

lated telemetry outputs for the IU telemetry system.

These outputs are used to monitor the CCS Trans-

ponderoperation from the ground.

Table 6.4-1 lists the main characteristics of

the CCS Transponder.

CCS POWER AMPLIFIER

The CCS Power Amplifier amplifies a modula-

ted S-band signal for transmission from the Saturn

Vehicle to ground stations. This rf signal is gener-

ated within the CCS Transponder.

Operation of the CCS Power Amplifier is con-

trolled by commands received from ground stations

Astrionics System
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via the IU command system. Standby (warmup) and

operational modes are provided for in the amplifier

design. The CCS Power Amplifier is divided into

two functional sections: an rf channel and a power

supply. Figure 6.4-2 is a block diagram of the CCS

Power Amplifier.

The rf channel is shown on the top half of

Figure 6.4-2. The rf input is applied to an attenuator,

which limits the input power to a Traveling-Wave

Tube (TWT). The TWT, used for its broad-band

power amplification characteristics, amplifies the rf

signal and applies the amplified signal to a harmonic

suppression filter. The output of the filter is then

applied to an rf isolator. This circuit prevents dam-

age to the TWT that may be caused by possible mis-

matches present at the output of the CCS Power Ampli-

fier. The output signal is then filtered in a bandpass

filter and applied to the rf output for connection to the

CCS antenna system.

The power supply is shown in the lower half of

Figure 6.4-2. An RFI assembly filters the incoming

28 Vdc power and applies it to a voltage regulator.

In addition, the RFI assembly filters telemetry status

signals provided by the CCS Power Amplifier and a

high voltage control signal that is received as a com-

mand signal from a ground station. Status signals

from the CCS Power Amplifier are transmitted to the

ground via the IU telemetry system to allow monitoring

of principal performance parameters.

Table 6.4-1. CCS Transponder Characteristics

Received Frequency . . . 2101.8 MHz

Transmitted Frequency . 2282.5 MHz

Offset Ratio ....... 221/240

Receiver RF ....... 12 MHz

Bandwidth

Transmitter RF ..... 25 MHz

Bandwidth

Dynamic Range ...... 100 db

Tracking Range ..... ± 180 kHz

Transmitter Power .... 250 mW

Input Power ........ 35 Watts

Input Voltage ....... 28 _ 4 Vdc

Weight .......... 9.75 kg (21.5 Ib)

Dimensions ....... 13.7 x 24.9 x 37.8 cm

(5.4 x 9.8 x 14.9 in.)
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Figure 6.4-2.

Table 6.4-2 CCS Power Amplifier Characteristics

Input Voltage ....... 28 ± 4 Vdc

Power Consumption

Operate Mode ..... 95 watts

Disable Mode ..... 20 watts

Center Frequency .... 2282.5 MHz

Bandpass ........ 20 MHz Flat ± 1 db

Drive Power ., ...... 250 to 500 mW at
2282.5 MHz

Output Power ....... 15 watts (min)

Input Terminal ...... 50 ohms nominal at

Impedance a VSWR _- 1.3:1

Output Terminal ..... 50 ohms nominal at

Impedance

Output Isolation

Output Spurious

Response

a VSWR 4 I. 5:1

..... 20 db (rain)

..... No greater than neg-

ative 96 dbm at 2104

+ 5 MHz

Weight .......... 9.072 kg (20 lb)

Dimensions ....... 41.1 x 16.8 x 13.7 cm

(14.2 x 6.6 x 5.4 in.)

CCS Power Amplifier Block Diagram

Input power (28 Vdc) is applied to a voltage reg-

ulator which provides regulated 20 Vdc power for oper-

ation of the collector and helix converters. The col-

lector converter provides a cathode reference of 0 Vdc

and a collector operating voltage of 1200 Vdc for the

TWT. The helix converter provides an anode voltage

of 1800 Vdc and a helix voltage of 1650 Vdc, for oper-

ation of the TWT. All TWT voltages are measured

with respect to the cathode.

Table 6.4-2 lists the main characteristics of

the CCS Power Amplifier.

CCS ANTENNA SYSTEM

The CCS antenna system is designed to meet

3 requirements:

• To provide adequate coverage for prelaunch

conditions.

• To provide the wide angular coverage

required at low altitude during earth

parking orbit.

• To provide narrow angular coverage of

all stations which are opticallyvisible

during the period from injectionto Space-

craft separation.
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To meet these requirements, the system con-

sists of an omnidirectional antenna pair for the re-

ceiver section of the CCS Transponder and an omni-

directional pair and a directional antenna for the

transmitter section of the CCS Transponder. Figure

8.4-3 is a block diagram of the CCS antenna system.

The omnidirectional pair for the receiver section is

permanently connected and essentially maintains

omnidirectional angular coverage for the receiver from

launch throughout the mission. The transmitter sec-

tion of the CCS Transponder operates into an omnidi-

rectional pair from launch through injection to a point

approximately 10, 000 kilometers (5400 nautical miles)

from the earth. At this distance, the path loss be-

comes great enough to require additional gain from

the vehicle antenna system, and the transmitter is

then switched to a single, multi-gain directional

antenna.

A dc switching signal from the IU Switch Selec-

tor positions the CCS Coaxial Switch to one of its

three output positions. For CCS transmissions of

relatively short range, the transfer path of the CCS

Coaxial Switch routes the rf signals to the two CCS/

PCM omnidirectional antennas, via the CCS Hybrid

Ring. These antennas use an omni, or dispersed,

radiation pattern to propagate the rf energy earthward.

The omnidirectional antenna elements are located
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diametrically opposite on the vehicle body and are

driven with equal power.

For medium range transmissions, the CCS

Coaxial Switch is switched to its second position. The

rf signal is then routed to the low-gain element of the

CCS directional antenna, which has two sets of radi-

ating elements: one for low-gain and one for high-

gain radiation. Long-range transmissions utilize the

high-gain, narrow-beam element of the antenna and

are routed through a third position of the CCS Coaxial

Switch. The beamwidth of the directional antenna is

adjustable, in two steps, so that the beamwidth may

be reduced. (As the range becomes greater, the angle

subtended by the earth becomes smaller, and the re-

quired gain increases.) The orientation of the direc-

tive antenna pattern remains fixed with respect to the

vehicle, and directing of the pattern toward the ground

stations is accomplished by attitude control of the ve-

hicle.

The CCS Transponder and PCM/UHF telemetry

system transmitter may be switched to share omni-

directional antennas or to their separate directional

antennas as just described. The PCM/UHF telemetry

system is included on the figure because of the CCS

Hybrid Ring function in connecting the two systems to

a common antenna network.

Receiving
Antennas

__/---'l CCS Divider _1 :r
_I Power

Omnidirectional

"! I"

CCS' I I

Transponder I I
--.,I I,

* A coaxial termination will replace
the PCM/UHF input on vehicles not
using the PCM/UHF telemetry system.
The CCS Hybrid Ring then effectively
becomes a power divider.

CCS Power _l_J

Amplffier_ j ._J

P

IU Switch Selector J--
Signals L--

CCS Coaxial

Switch

J CCS *Hybrid Ring

pCM/UH i d PC U. J Telemetry Coaxial
I System _ Switch

Transmitting
Antennas

High _7

t-Galn"_ CCS

L Low _ Directional
/Gain-

CCS/PCM

F _ Omni-
directional

v

High_

I-Galn-_ PCMDirecHonal
I- Low
| Gain
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Figure 6.4-3. CCS Antenna System Block Diagram
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CHAPTER7
TRACKINGSYSTEMS

SECTION7.1
TRACKINGINSTRUMENTATION

The purpose of radio tracking is the deter-

mination of the vehicle's trajectory. Tracking data

is used for mission control, range safety, and post-

flight evaluation of vehicle performance.

The Saturn vehicles carry several tracking

transponders as listed in Table 7.1-1. A combina-

tion of tracking data from different tracking systems

provides the best possible trajectory information and

increased reliability through redundant data. The

tracking of the Saturn Vehicle may be divided into 4

phases: (1) powered flight into earth orbit, (2) orbital

flight, (3) injection into translunar trajectory, and

(4) coast flight after injection.

Continous tracking is required during powered

flight into earth orbit. A tracking ship will be located

in the Atlantic to obtain very important tracking data,

required for orbit determination, during the insertion

into earth orbit. Figure 7.1-1 shows tracking stations

used during the powered flight into earth orbit. The

number of stations which can "see" the vehicle depends

on the launch azimuth. Station visibilities are indicated

in Figure 7.1-2 for launch azimuths of 72.5 degrees

and 105 degrees. The figure is based on a typical

Saturn V powered flight trajectory.

In addition, the Saturn Vehicle will be tracked

from S-band stations at Cape Kennedy and on the Atlan-

tic tracking ship. These stations have dual tracking

capability; i. e., they can simultaneously track the

two S-band transponders on the vehicle (one in the I'U

and the other in the Apollo Spacecraft). The S-band

station on Bermuda has only a single capability and

will track the Apollo Spacecraft transponder.

During orbital flight, tracking is accomplished

by S-band stations of the Manned Space Flight Network

and by C-band radar stations listed in Table 7.1-2.

The Deep Space Instrumentation Facility S-band sta-

tions can track the Apollo Spacecraft to the moon and

will also be involved in tracking after injection. Track-

ing information collected during orbital flight may be

used to update the Saturn guidance system before in-

jection.

In addition to land-based stations, five track-

ing ships, equipped with C-band radar and S-band

stations, will be available. One of these ships will

be used for insertion tracking in the Atlantic.

Tracking requirements for the launch vehicle

during second burn of the S-IVB Stage and during the

flight period following injection have not been com-

pletely defined. Stations listed in Table 7.1-2 will

participate in this operation. The DSIF and MSFN

stations have essentially the same capabilities. All

S-band tracking stations will be equipped for recep-

tion of PCM telemetry at UHF frequencies.

Table 7.1-1 Saturn Tracking Equipment

Tracking System Frequency Range Utilization Location Effectivity

C-Band Radar 5400 - 5900 MHz IU

AZUSA/GLOTRAC

ODOP

S- Band

5000 MHz

890 - 960MHz

2000MHz

All flight

phases

Launch

Launch

Allflight

phases

IU

S-IB

S-IC

IU

all Saturn IB and

all Saturn V

201

501

all Saturn IB

all Saturn V

all Saturn V
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Number

1.

2.

3.

4,

5.

/
USA

7

.8

Haiti

Location

Cape Kennedy,
Florida

Patrick AFB,

Florida

Jupiter Inlet,

Florida

Atlantic,

North Carolina

Grand Bahama

Island

Tracking S_stem

C-Band Radar

ODOP

AZUSA/GLOTRAC

C-Band Radar

GLOTRAC

GLOTRAC Receiver

C-BandRadar

Number

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

S-II Cutoff 10

9

Location

Uttle Carter Cay

Bermuda Island

Grand Turk

Island

Antigua

Atlantic Ship

(Position depends
on launch

azimuth)

S-IVB Cutoff

72 °

"108 °

Tracking System

GLOTRAC Receiver

C-Band Radar

GLOTRAC Transmitter

& Receiver

C-Band Radar

C-Band Radar

GLOTRAC Receiver

C-Band Radar

IBM B73

Figure 7. I-i Launch Phase Tracking Stations
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Table 7. 1-2 Orbital Tracking Stations

S- Band Tracking

Name and Location Single[Dual[ Ant.[Dia

Cape Kennedy, Florida D 9.2 m MSFN

Bermuda S ....

Antigua Island S ....

Canary Island S ....

Ascension Island D ....

Canarvon, Australia D ....

Hawaii, USA D ....

Guaymas, Mexico S ....

Wallops Island, USA D " "

Gu a m D '' ''

Texas Station, USA S " "

Canberra, Australia D 26 m DSIF/

JPL

Goldstone, USA D " "

Madrid, Spain D " "

Goldstone, USA D " MSFN

Madrid, Spain D ....

Canberra, Australia D ....

Point Aguello, USA

White Sands, USA

1 Ship (Atlantic)

4 Ships

9. 2 m = 30ft

D

S

26m=85ft

C -Band

Radar

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MSFN - Manned Space Flight Network

DSIF Deep Space Instrumentation Facility

JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory

)
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SECTION7.2

C-BANDRADAR

The function of the C-Band Radar Transponder

(Model SST-135C) is to increase the range and accu-

racy of the radar ground stations equipped with AN/

FPS-16, and AN/FPQ-6 Radar Systems. C-band

radar stations at the Kennedy Space Center, along

the Atlantic Missile Range, and at many other loca-

tions around the world, provide global tracking capa-

bilities. Beginning with Vehicles 204 and 501 two

C-band radar transponders will be carried in the IU

to provide radar tracking capabilities independent of

the vehicle attitude. This arrangement is more

reliable than the antenna switching circuRs necessary

if only one transponder would be used.

The transponder receives coded or single

pulse interrogation from ground stations and trans-

mits a single-pulse reply in the same frequency band.

A block diagram of the transponder is shown in Figure

7.2-1. A common antenna is used for receiving and

transmRting. The transponder consists of five func-

tional systems: superheterodyne receiver, decoder,

modulator, transmitter, and power supply. The

duplexer (a 4-port ferromagnetic circulator) provides

isolationbetween receiver and transmitter. Interro-

gating pulses are directed from the antenna to the

receiver, and reply pulses are directed from the

transmitter to the antenna. The preselector, consist-

ing of three coaxial cavaties, attenuates all RF signals

outside the receiving band. The received signal is

heterodyned to a 50 MHz intermediate frequency in

the mixer and amplified in the IF amplifier which also

contains the detector. In case of coded transmission,

the decoder module provides a pulse output only if the

correct spacing exists between pulse pairs received.

The shaped-pulse output of the decoder is directed

to the modulator which converts it into a high-power,

precisely-shaped and precisely delayed pulse which

is applied to the magnetron to produce the reply

pulse. Six telemetry outputs are provided: input sig-

nal level, input PRF, temperature, incident power,

reflected power, and reply PRF.

f

1
I
I

IIII Incldent I ' Reply I IPower _ PRF ITLMI I TLMII

 n,,nna

LHo--,H H
'

iI-°nl!
L___ t ___ |. 2ntegra,RF._.d

Video - Power Supply Assembly

Reflected I l lnside Case I

ITemperature I
P°WeTLMJ TLMJ

'I.__.........
!

Mixer
_ IF Ampllflerj-_

l 'I
J Local IOscillator

I
..... -I ........ 1

J Input I
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TLM I
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'1 II Power
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I
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Figure 7.2-1 SST-135C Transponder System Block Diagram
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Semiconductors are used in all circuitry, with

the exception of the local oscillator and magnetron.

The characteristics of the transponder are given in
Table 7.2-1.

The radar ground stations determine the posi-

tion of the vehicle C-band transponder by measuring

range, azimuth angle, and elevation angle. Range is

derived from pulse travel time, and angle tracking is

accomplished by amplitude-comparison monopulse

techniques. As many as four radar stations may

track the beacon simultaneously. Some data about

the AN/FPS-16 and AN/FPQ-6 radar is listed in

Table 7.2-2.

Table 7.2-1

Table 7.2-2 Radar Ground Station Characteristics

Receiver noise figure (db)

Angle precision (units) . . .

Range precision (meters)..

C-Band Radar Transponder, Model SST-135C

AN/FPS-16 AN/FPQ-6

Frequency band (MHz) . . 5400-5900 5400-5900

Peak power (row) ...... I.3 3.0

Antenna size (meters) .... 3.9 9.2

Antenna gain (db) ...... 47 52

6.5 8

0.15 0. I

4.5 3.0
i

Receiver Characteristics

Frequency (tunable externally)

Frequency stability

Bandwidth (3 db)

Off-frequency rejection

Sensitivity (99% reply)

Maximum input signal

Interrogation code

Pulse width

Pulse spacing

Decoder limits

Transmitter Characteristics

Frequency (tunable externally)

Peak power output

Pulse width

Pulse jitter

Pulse rise time (10% to 90%)

Duty cycle

VSWR of load

Pulse repetition rate

Transponder Characteristics

Recovery time

Fixed delay

Delay variation with signal level

Power requirements

Primary current drain

Weight

5400 to 5900 MHz (set to 5690 +2 MHz)

• 2.0 MHz

I0 MHz

50 db image; 80 db minimum, 0.15 to 10,000 MHz

-65 dbm over entire frequency range and all

environments

+20 dbm

Single or double pulse

0.2to 5.0us (single pulse), 0.2to 1.0us

(double pulse)

Continuously settable between 5 and 12 us (set to 8

±0.05 us )

•0.25 us accept, *0.85 us reject (5 to 12 us )

5400 to 5900 MHz (set to 5765 * 2 MHz)

400 watts minimum, 700 watts nominal
1.0,0.1us

0.020 us maximum for signals above -55 dbm

0.1 us maximum

0.002 maximum

1.5 :1 maximum

10 to 2000 pps; overinterrogation protection

allows interrogation at much higher rates wRh

count-down; replies during overinterrogation

meet all requirements

50 us single pulse, 62 us double pulse maximum

for input signal levels differing by up to 65 db

(recovers to full sensRivity with no change in

transmitter reply power or frequency with multiple

radars interrogating simultaneously)

Settable2 _ 0.1and 3.0 to 0. 01us (set to

3.0 + 0.01 us )

50 nanoseconds maximum from -65 dbm to 0 dbm

24 to 30 volts

0.7 ampere standby; 0.9 ampere at 1000 pps

2.5 kg (5.5 Ibs)
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SECTION7.3

AZUSA/GLOTRAC

7.3.1 AZUSA

AZUSA is an interferometer tracking system

which determines the position of a vehicle-borne

transponder. Two AZUSA stations are in operation,

one station (MK I1) at Cape Kennedy and the other

station (MK I) at Grand Bahama Island. The AZUSA

system provides real-time tracking data used for

range safety impact prediction and post flight trajec-

tory analysis. AZUSA stations cover only a portion

of the Saturn V powered flight trajectory.

The position of the vehicle (transponder) is

determined at the AZUSA ground stations by measur-

ing range (R) and two direction cosines (1, m) with

respect to the antenna baselines. The antenna lay-

out of the AZUSA MK II station, shown in Figure

7.3-1, consists of two crossed baselines (at right
angle) with three antenna pairs each. The transmit-

ter antenna (T) radiates a CW signal at 5 GHz to the

vehicle. This signal is offset by 60 MHz in the trans-

ponder and retransmitted to the ground station receiv-

ing antennas. The direction cosine, with respect to

a baseline, is obtained from the measurement of the

phase difference between signals received at spaced

antenna pairs along this baseline. The range to the

transponder is found by measuring the phase differ-
ence between transmitted and received signal. For

range ambiguity resolution, the transmitted carrier

is modulated with several low frequencies.

Direction cosine measurement is accomplished

by using the antennas in pairs to provide baselines of

5 meters, 50 meters, and 500 meters as indicated in

the table of Figure 7. 3-1. A conical scan antenna

(DF) yields unambiguous direction measurement and

furnishes ambiguity resolution for the 5-meter base-

lines. The 5-meter baselines resolve ambiguity for

the more accurate 50-meter baselines, and the 500-

meter baselines supply information for computing

cosine rate data. The direction finder antenna DF

(conical scan antenna) provides pointing information
for all other antennas.

x

X] _ YFI

y YF2 XFI

Lx

I = cosa = --
R

K

T: Transmitter Antenna
DF- Direction Finder Antenna (Receiving)
XF, XR, YF, YR: Receiving Antennas
L: Distance between antennas

Antennas

DF - Xl
XFI - XF2
XFI- XR

DF Y!
YF2 - YF1
YF2 - YR

Baseline

Length

Lx ,_

5m

50m
500m

5m

50m
500m

Measurements

Intermediate coscx
Fine cos a
Rate cos_'

Intermediate cos/_
Fine cosfl
Rate cosfl

'_ BT7

Figure 7. 3-1 AZUSA (MK II) Ground Station Layout
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Thesignalsreceivedat the two spaced anten-

nas of an antenna pair have a phase difference caused

by the difference in range between the transponder and

each of the antennas. This phase difference is mea-

sured and used to compute the direction cosine. The

accuracy of the measurement increases with increas-

ing baseline length, but data becomes ambiguous and

coarse measurements are necessary for ambiguity
resolution.

Range is determined at the ground station by

comparing the instantaneous phase of the transmitted

modulation signal to that of the received modulation

signal. The resulting phase difference is directly

proportional to the propagation time from the ground

station to the transponder and back to the ground

station. In other words, phase difference is propor-
tional to range. Using a high range modulation fre-

quency to obtain fine resolution, results in output data

that are ambiguous, the number of ambiguities is pro-

portional to the modulation frequency.

The ambiguities in range measurement are

resolved by using three modulation frequencies that

are obtained by the frequency division of a single,

precise, frequency source at the ground station. The

phase shift is measured for each one of these harmon-

ically related frequencies. The lower frequency phase

data is used to resolve the ambiguities in the next

higher frequency phase data. This arrangement has,

as advantages, the resolving power of the highest fre-

quency signal and the extended unambiguous range

data provided by the lower data frequency. The modu-

lation signals used for range measurement are 157.4

Hz, 3.934 kHz, and 98.356 kHz. The fine range

modulation signal, 98.356 kHz, remains ON at all

times so the transponder can "lock-on" with the

ground station. Higher resolution range data is ob-

tained by coherent carrier phase comparison.

The coherent transponder includes a phase-

control loop in which the 98.356 kHz fine range modu-

lationfrequency is multiplied by a factor of 612 to

establish the transponder offset frequency (60.194

MHz) and a frequency and phase-coherent response

signal (5000 MHz).

At the ground station, the 98.356 kHz frequency

is also multiplied by 612 to equal the transponder off-

set frequency (60. 194 MHz). Both, the 5000 MHz sig-

nal received from the transponder and the data signal,

are heterodyned with a local oscillator signal to ob-

tain approximately 5 MHz. Data and reference sig-

nals are then fed into a discriminator which provides

one pulse (count) output for each 360-degree phase

difference (I cycle) in the input circuR. Plus and

minus pulses are fed on separate lines to a bidlrec-

tional counter. The coherent carrier range data is

then fed to an IBM 7090 Computer with the direction

cosine data (l, m) and modulation-derived slant range

data. The computer, using 20 input samples per sec-

ond, solves the equations for the position of the vehicle.

AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL LOOP

The AZUSA Type-C Transponder used in the

Saturn Vehicles is a part of the overall AFC loop in

the AZUSA system (Figure 7.3-2). Upon transponder

activation, the klystron transmits a 5060. 194 MHz

signal which is swept *2 MHz by a 15 Hz internal

sweep generator. This enables the ground station

and the transponder to find a common frequency so

that lock-on can occur. When frequency lock-on

occurs, the 5060. 194 MHz signal transmRted by the

ground station will be shifted slightly by AFC action

so that, after the transponder receives the signal and

retransmits R, the frequency received by the ground

station receivers will be 5000 MHz. The 5060. 194

MHz (plus Doppler) signal entering the transponder

receiver is mixed wRh a fraction of the retransmitted

signal to produce a 60. 194 MHz offset frequency. A

frequency discriminator is used to maintain the offset

frequency wRhin 30 Hz.

Phase lock between the transponder and ground

station is established by multiplying the fine range
modulation frequency (98. 356 kHz) received from the

ground station and using it as a reference for a phase

discriminator. This phase discriminator has higher

output gain than the frequency loop discriminator and

holds the transponder offset frequency (60. 194 MHz)

correct to within a fraction of a cycle. The Type-C

Transponder uses this combination frequency-phase

discriminator to obtain maximum stability in both
AFC and APC loops. This coherent condition in the

transponder enables phase measurements to be made
at the ground station between the received 5000 MHz

signal and the 5060. 194 MHz transmitted signal

(heterodyned to 5000 MI-Iz) to obtain high-resolution

incremental range data. Similarly, phase comparison
of the transmitted and received 98.356 kHz modula-

tion signals produces non-ambiguous range data.

Before lock-on, the transmitter local AFC

loop and the local over-all AFC loop are used to keep

the ground station transmitter frequency at 5060. 194

MHz. When the ground station and the transponder

are frequency locked, a 5 MHz signal from the ground

station range receiver IF amplifier controls the over-

all AFC loop. This high-gain loop overrides both the

local over-all AFC loop and the transmitter AFC loop

7.3-2
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Figure 7. 3-2 AFC Loops, Ground Station and Transponder
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(Figure 7.3-2). Should the return signal received from

the transponder deviate from 5000 MHz at the ground

station receiver, the ground station receiver will de-

tect the error and cause the ground station transmit-

ter frequency to shift slightly in a direction to correct

the error (through AFC action). The transponder re-

ceiver detects the frequency or phase change and cor-

rects the return frequency so that the offset frequency

remains exactly 60. 194 MHz (through the transponder

AFC and APC loops). Thus, the vehicle-to-ground

link maintains a constant frequency (5000 MHz) at the

ground station receivers despite systematic frequency

driftand Doppler shift.

TB.ANSPONDER

In the transponder (Figure 7.3-3), the

5060. 194 MHz interrogation signal and the 5000

MHz klystron local oscillator signal produce a 60. 194

MHz IF, or offset frequency, in the crystal mixer.

This signal is mixed with a 55. 2 MHz second local

oscillator signal. The second IF (4.994 MHz) is am-

plified and fed to the receiver frequency discriminator

where the range signals which modulate the ground

station carrier are detected. This range modulation

(98. 356 kHz) is fed to the compensation network. The

4.994 MHz IF signal is also fed to the phase network

and to one side of the frequency-phase discriminator.

A 4. 994 MHz reference signal for phase lock

is provided as follows: The 98.356 kHz range signal

is directed through the compensation network, an

amplifier, and two crystal filters, to a frequency

multiplier circuit. Here the signal is multiplied to

60.194 MHz. (One crystal filter is in the compensa-

tion network subassembly and one is in the sweep os-

cillator subassembly.) The 60. 194 MHz signal

enters the phase network and is mixed with 55.2 MHz

from the receiver second local oscillator to obtain

the 4.994 MHz reference for the phase discriminator.

In the compensation network, the phase and

frequency discriminator error voltage from the phase

network overrides the output from the sweep oscillator.

It is then combined with the 98.356 kHz range modula-

tion and fed to the modulator. In the modulator these

signals are superimposed on the klystron anode volt-

age. The dc error signal maintains phase lock be-

tween the 5060.194 MHz received signal and the 5000

MHz response signal. The 98.356 kHz is used to

modulate the response signal. The 98. 356 kHz phase

shflt in the transponder is held to an absolute minimum

so that phase comparison of the received signal and

transmitted signal at the ground station will indicate

actual range to the transponder.

The waveguide subassembly is designed with

two bandpass filters internally connected to a symmet-

.J

To Antenna
5060.]94MHz--_ I Dup[exer 1 60.194 _J Recei_5000 MHz Assemb[y MHz v j

10OHztol [
5000 MHz 100 kHz

I

Oscillator de'to J Network

28 Vdc Power

4.994 MHz

$ 100 kHz
_ 3_ Vdc _

Modulation/j ___
J ModulatorRegulator

'Control

28Vdc Power-_ sPup;lery l

Illl
6.3 ÷15-905
Vac Vdc Vdc

Phase Error j Phase
I Ne rkI

98.356

kHz_ 14 Hz Sweep 60.194 MHz] i

Network kHz _ Multiplier

To All Active Assemblies

ZBM B79 )
Figure 7.3-3 AZUSA Transponder Block Diagram
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rical Y section. This arrangement permits the use of

a single receiving-transmitting antenna. The klystron

output is carried to the 5000 MHz filter by coaxial

cable. The signal passes through a 3-section filter,

the symmetrical Y, and a waveguide-to-coaxial tran-

sition and is carried to the antenna by coaxial cable.

A 5060.194 MHz signal entering the antenna passes

through the same coaxial cable into the waveguide. A

2-section filter passes the incoming 5060.194 MHz

signal and a small amount of the 5000 MHz signal

present in the symmetrical Y to a crystal mixer which

produces a 60.194 MHz offset frequency.

The Type-C Transponder uses transistors in

all circuitry except for the klystron. The Type-C

Transponder operates also with GLOTRAC stations

described briefly in the following paragraphs. Table

7.3-1 lists the characteristics of the AZUSA system.

7.3.2 @LOTRAC

GLOTRAC (GLObal TRACking) was originally

planned as a global tracking system, but changes in

programs restricted the number of ground stations.

GLOTRAC uses the AZUSA Type-C Transponder in

the vehicle. GLOTRAC ground stations are equipped

with either a transmitter or a receiver or both as

indicated in Figure 7.1-1. Both existing AZUSA sta-

tions may be considered as part of GLOTRAC. The

transponder in the vehicle is interrogated by an

AZUSA ground station or by a GLOTRAC transmitter

site. The transponder offsets the received frequency

and retransmits the signal to GI.£)TRAC receiving

sites where the Doppler shift is measured by compar-

ing the received signal with the transmitter signal

(if receiver is located near the transmitter) or with

a local frequency source. The measured Doppler

shift provides the range sum similar to ODOP (refer

to Section 7.4). At GLOTRAC stations equipped with

both a transmitter and receiver, the range to the

transponder is measured by phase comparison between

the transmitted and received signals. The AZUSA

Type-C Transponder can also be interrogated by

C-band radars for range and angle determination.

Astrionics System
Section 7. 3

The range rates measured at three receiving

stations yield the vehicle velocity, and by integrating

this velocity, the position is obtained. Initial condi-

tions for integration are obtained from radar range

measurements. Data measured at all stations is

transmitted to the computer at Cape Kennedy. Accu-
racy'of GLOTRAC measurements is 30 meters (98.4

feet) in position and 0.15 meters/second (0.49 feet/

second) velocity.

Table 7.3-1 AZUSA Characteristics

Transponder Type-C

Receiver frequency .... 5060. 194 MHz

Transmitter frequency. 5000.000 MHz

RF power output ...... 2.5 watts

Input voltage ......... 28 Vdc

Input current ......... -5 amperes

Receiver input signal.. -12 to -90 dbm

Weight ............... 8.74 kg (19.3 lbs)

Size ................. 0.006 meters 3

(372 inches3)

AZUSA Ground Station Mark II

Transmitted power ....

Transmitter frequency.

Ranging modulation ....

Receiver frequency ....

Receiver sensitivity...

Receiver antenna gain .

Accuracies:

2 kw

5060.2 MHz +0.75 MHz

157.4 Hz, 3. 934 kHz,
98.351 kHz

5000 MHz

-145 to -147 dbm

33 db (MK n_

Range ............. 3.05 meters

Angle ............. 1 x 10-5 in cosine data

7. 3-5/7. 3-6
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SECTION7.4

ODOPTRACKINGSYSTEM

The ODOP (_Offset DOPpler) tracking system
is essentially the same as the UDOP system used for

many years at the Atlantic Missile Range, but ODOP

operates at different frequencies. It is a phase-

coherent, multistation Doppler tracking system which

measures position of a vehicle equipped with the ODOP

transponder. ODOP stations are located at and around

Cape Kennedy. The ODOP transponder is carried in

the first stage (S-IB or S-IC) of the Saturn Vehicles

and, therefore, ODOP tracking data is limited to the

flight of the first stage only. The ODOP tracking

system provides data immediately following lift-off

while other tracking systems cannot "see" the vehicle

or their accuracy is reduced by multipath propagation

during the early phase of the flight.

The basic operation of the ODOP system is

illustrated in Figure 7. 4-1. The ground transmitter

radiates a CW signal of 890 MHz to the transponder in

the vehicle. The transponder shifts the received signal
in frequency by 70 MHz and retransmits it to the

receiving stations (R1, R2, R3). The signal from the

transponder received at the ground stations contains

a 2-way Doppler shift _D which is extracted by mix-

ing the received signal ( _i = 960 MHz + _D) with the

reference frequency ( fR = 960 MHz) derived from the

transmitter frequency. Actually, a reference fre-

quency of 53. 33 MI-/z is transmitted over a VHF link

to each transmitter station and then multiplied by a

factor of 18, yielding 959.94 MHz. When this fre-

quency is combined with the signal received from the

ODC)P Transponder

Vehicle I Xrntr I Rcvr I

V T

,fD1, .fD2, fD3 : Doppler Frequency
Recelved at R Station

f R : Reference Frequency ( 53.33 MHz )

_M BSO

Figure 7. 4-10DOP System Configuration
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transponder, the Doppler shift is obtained wRh a 60
kHz bias frequency (60 kHg +fD). The UDOP system

used a transmitter frequency of 450 MHz which was

doubled in the transponder (900 MHz). The higher

frequency in the ODOP system (890 MHz versus

450 MHz) is less affected by the ionosphere and the

result is increased tracking accuracy.

The Doppler frequencies, i D, (including
the bias frequency) from all receiving stations are

transmitted to the central station and recorded on

magnetic tape. Integration of the Doppler frequency

received at a particular station provides the range

sum, i.e., the distance transmitter-transponder-

receiver. At least three range sums (for three dif-

ferent stations) are necessary to compute the posi-

tion of the vehicle (transponder). The ODOP system

uses 20 receiver stations around Cape Kennedy for

redundancy and optimum tracking geometry. ODOP

tracking data is not available in real time but is ob-

tained from post-flight evaluation.

A block diagram of the ODOP transponder is

shown in Figure 7.4-2. It is a modified version of

the transponder used by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory

in the Ranger Vehicles. Separate antennas are used

for the receiver and the transmitter. The transpon-

der consists of a double superheterodyne receiver

(890 MHz) and a transmitter (960 MHz). The signal

transmitted from the transponder is phase-coherent

with the signal received by the transponder. Phase

coherence is accomplished by an automatic phase

tracking loop. The transponder is completely tran-

sistorized.

The characteristics of the ODOP tracking
system are listed in Table 7.4-1.

I 5o I s0M.z ,0M.z! ,0 _Frequency _ IF Ampllfier j_ IF Amplifier MHM_"Con--r'erI.... I  Mixer

840 MHz

I
J x 42

Frequency
Multlpller

Y
890 MHz

In_ RFPreselector

r

I PhaseDetector

60 iHz LP Filter SPE TLM

Voltage Controlled t
RF Oscillator & 20
x 3 Multiplier MHz

H

Frequency 960
Multiplier MHz

Amplitude J__

Detector

Ampll fie 1

Frequency J 1

D1vlder J
AGC TLM

Lock

Indicator

Power IAmplifier

Y
960 MHz

Output

IBM BSl

Figure 7.4-20DOP Transponder Block Diagram

)
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Table 7.4-I ODOP System Characteristics

Ground Transmitter:

Frequency ......... 890 MHz

Transponder:

Receiver frequency .... 890 MHz

Receiver noise figure . . . 14 db

Receiver threshold

sensitivRy ....... -132 dbm

Predetection bandwidth . . 100 kHz

Threshold noise bandwidth. 600 Hz

Strong signal noise

bandwidth ....... 1400 Hz

Transmitted frequency... 960 MHz

TransmRter power .... 1 watt

Required dc power ..... 36 watts (28 volts)

Weight ........... 10.25 kg (23.0 Ibs)

Size ............

Ground Receiving Station:

Receiver frequency ....

Receiver sensitivity ....

Receiver bandwidth ....

Receiver noise figure . . .

7370 cm 3 (448 in.3)

960 MHz

Not Available

Not Available

Not Available

Astrionics System

Section 7. 4
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SECTION7.5
S.BANDTRACKING

S-Band tracking of the Saturn V Vehicle is

provided by the Command and Communication System

(CCS). The CCS is a phase-coherent, receiver-trans-

mitter system capable of establishing a communication

link between the Unified S-Band (USB) ground stations

and the IU of the Saturn V Vehicle. The CCS consists

of a transponder, a power amplifier, and an antenna

system and provides for launch vehicle up-data com-

mand, down-link PCM telemetry, and turn-around

ranging. Section 6.2 of this document discusses the

up-data command capability. Section 6.4 discusses

the functional characteristics of the CCS components

and the down-link PCM telemetry function and inter-

face with the CCS. This section deals with the tech-

nique and characteristics of the turn-around ranging

c apabilit y.

The USB ranging system is a variation of the

classical radar ranging method of measuring the

round trip propagation time of a signal from a ground

transmitter to a vehicle transponder and back to a

ground station. The ground based ranging system

transmits an S-band carrier (2101.8 MHz) phase

modulated by a particular type of pseudo-random

binary ranging code (pseudo-random noise - PRN)

to the CCS Transponder in the launch vehicle (Figure

7.5-1). The code modulation is detected in the CCS

Transponder and used to modulate a down-link S-band

carrier (shifted in frequency from the up-data carrier

to 2282.5 MHz), which is then received by the ground

receiver using the same antenna as is used for trans-

mitting. Ground antenna steering is accomplished

by monopulse signal null processing. The ground

receiver is a type of phase-locked receiver which

tracks both the S-band carrier and the PRN code.

A range "fix" is derived by cross-correlating the

transmitted code with the received code and noting the

value of the shifting parameter which gives the max-

imum cross-correlation reading. From this shifting

parameter value, the signal round trip propagation

time is known. After a course range fix has been

established, the PRN code can be disabled and a range

update derived from noting the doppler shift in a 2-bit

clock modulation of the carrier. Hence, the ranging

system changes from a sampled system to an incre-

mental system. Any loss of data or carrier will result

in re-transmission and correlation of the PRN code

for an exact ranging "fix" before reverting to the

incremental updating again. Azimuth and elevation

angles are determined from the ground antenna gimbal

readouts.

7.5.1 RANGING CODE

The USB ranging system utilizes a continuous

coded pulse transmission, rather than a system of one

or several pulses, to avoid ranging ambiguity and to

enhance the probability of detection of the return pulse.

If, in a conventional pulsed ranging system, the

repetition period of the pulse is less than the time

required for the signal to travel to the target and re-

turn, there will be ambiguity in the range measurement.

Since the USB ranging system is designed to be compat-

ible with the goals of the complete Apollo program, it

must provide unambiguous ranging to lunar distances.

At lunar distances, the ambiguity can be avoided only

if the pulse repetition period is greater than 2.6

seconds.

If a single pulse of 1-microsecond duration is

sent to the vehicle and returned after 2.6 seconds, it

will be greatly attenuated. The power in this pulse

must be averaged over the 2.6-second interval, greatly

reducing the chance of detection at such a range. A

train of pulses can be transmitted to increase the

average power received, but the transmitter must

wait at least 2.6 seconds between transmissions for

the train of pulses to be received in order to distin-

guish between two pulse trains. This increases the

average power received greatly, but even a greater

improvement can be made by sending a train of coded

pulses such that the series of pulses in the code is not

repeated during the 2.6 second interval. If, at the

same time, the numbers of zeros and ones are equally

divided, there is the same power as contained in the

same period of a train of equally spaced pulses, but

the transmitter no longer has to wait for the first

pulse group to be received before sending the next.

The PRN code is such a train of coded pulses and does

not repeat itself for a total period of approximately

5. 4 seconds. The PRN code is generated in the ground

7.5-1
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Figure 7. 5-1 S-Band Tracking Configuration

equipment by digital shiftregisters with suitable feed-

back functions. This PRN code has the property that

when the transmRted and received codes are compared

on a bit-by-bR basis, correlation or matching can only

be achieved at one unique value of delay or correlation

parameter. To make an unambiguous range measure-

ment at lunar distance would require a code period

of several million bits in length and, at most, the

same number of trial matchings for acquisition. The

actual code is achieved by combining, bit by bit, sev-
eral repetitive subcodes or code components in accord-

ance with Boolean expression. The subcode compo-

nents, designation, and length in bits are:

CL code component - 2 bRs

X code component - 11 bRs

A code component - 31 bits

B code component - 63 bRs

C code component - 127 bRs

The length in bits of the totalcode is the product of

the lengths in bits of the individual components, or
5,456, 682 bits.
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Further, it is possible to acquire the total code

by acquiring the components individually in turn. This

reduces the number of correlation readings (or match-

ings) required from approximately 3-1/3 million to

232. The 2-bit CL component is not acquired by digi-

tal means, but rather is used in the process of estab-

lishing a clock-loop in the ranging receiver.

7.5.2 RANGE DETERMINATION AND FUNCTIONAL
OPERATION

The process of determining the range (RT) of

a space vehicle from a ground station, or the equiv-

alent round trip propagation time of an rf signal, can

be generally stated as the relation:

R T = R o +--foT°Rdt

where Ro is the range at some reference time To,

and the integral is the sum of range increments since
that time.

The constant of integration (Ro) is determined
by determining the fixed range at the start of ranging

acquisition. The term R o can be expressed as NT + d,

where N is some unknown integral number of clock

code periods (T) plus a delay (d) equal to some un-

known fraction of T (see Figure 7.5-2).

The clock code period (T) is known. Deter-

mining the value of N is accomplished by digitally

shifting the components of the received code and

measuring the correlation indication at each shift

position until a maximum is obtained. The fractional

Astrionics System
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Figure 7.5-2. Constant Ro Expressed as a Function

of N and d

clock-cycle delay (d) is determined by the time offset,

or delay, between transmission and reception of a

given point in the clock code. The operations required

to determine Ro are referred to as range acquisitions

and are the only operations requiring the use of the

PRN codes. Once acquisition has been accomplished,

it is possible to disable the full code modulation and

modulate the carrier instead with the 2-bit clock

component only. The advantage of changing from full

code to 2-bit clock modulation lies in the fact that this

not only cuts down on the required sideband power but

also limits the spectral distribution of ranging fre-

quencies to two single spectral lines--496 kHz above

the S-band carrier.

The integral in the expression for R T is deter-

mined by continually tallying the full doppler cycles

derived from comparison of received carrier sub-

multiples (every 16th S-band carrier doppler cycle).

Once acquisition has been accomplished, the resolution

of the tracking system is approximately ± 1 meter.
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CHAPTER8

POWERSUPPLYAND DISTRIBUTIONSYSTEM

SECTION8.1

GENERALDISCUSSION

The power supplies for the Saturn Vehicles

provide the electrical power necessary to operate the

various onboard electronic and electromechanical

components. Each vehicle stage contains batteries,

power supplies, cables, connectors, and distributors.

The distribution system interconnects these units.

Figure 8. 1-1 illustrates the arrangement of the power

and distribution system components within each

Saturn V Stage.

While the component interconnection is similar

in each stage, the grounding scheme differs between

stages. The IU grounding system is discussed later

in this chapter.

The Power Distributor is the only distribution

system component whose basic function may not be

obvious. Essentially, it is a junction box which pro-

vides quick access to stage circuitry and overall

stage and vehicle logic. Such a device becomes

necessary because of the impact on airborne and

ESE hardware which is created by the variety of

mission requirements assigned to the Saturn Vehicles.

The Power Distributors are equipped with terminals,

relays, resistors, and diodes. These component

parts are either hard mounted or mounted on printed

circuit boards to permit rapid access to the distribu-

tion, switching, and isolation networks.

An illustration of the power and distribution

system is shown in Figure 8. 1-2. The figure rep-

resents a small portion of the actual logic involved,

and only the IU system is detailed.

Functions provided by the power supply and

distribution system include the following:

Primary power is fed to high current

capacity buses in the Power Distributor.

Components which require high current

levels are supplied directly from these
buses.

• Each stage is equipped with a power

transfer switch to select a power source
either internal or external to the ve-

hicle. During normal checkout opera-

tions, a ground power source will be

used in place of the airborne batteries.

A detailed explanation of power transfer

is provided in Section 8.2.

Each power source generally supplies

at least one bus in each distributor.

Buses are provided to other stages for

event logic and EDS signal transmission.

Power requirements, other than that

supplied by the airborne batteries, are

usually provided by a special power

supply (e. g., power source for com-

ponent D in Figure 8. 1-2).

Distributor switching facilitates check-

out operations and is essential for con-

trol of certain flight events. Figure

8. 1-2 illustrates how both intra-stage

and inter-stage switching is accom-

plished.

During prelaunch operations, many

switching operations are possible from

the ESE. Figure 8. 1-2 illustrates how

Power Distributor relays K1 and K2 are

utilized to control the power to compon-

ents C and D when the power transfer

switch is in the external position. Typical

Switch Selector control of power applica-

tion and discrete event transmission is

illustrated by the configuration of relays

K3 and K4.

8.1-1/8.1-2
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Astrionics System

Section 8.2

SECTION8.2

IU POWERANDDISTRIBUTIONSYSTEMS

The following paragraphs discuss the power

supplies and distribution system within the IU of the

vehicle. The operation of the other stages is some-

what similar to that of the IU, and detailed discussions

of these stages will not be presented.

8.2.1 POWER SYSTEM

The IU power components may be divided into

3 groups:

• Primary 28 Vdc power sources (internal

and external)

• Stabilized Platform system power

• Measuring and telemetry system power

PRIMARY POWER SOURCES

The total IU power requirements vary accord-

ing to mission assignment. The initial Saturn V Ve-

hicles will use four IU batteries. As the vehicle load

requirements decrease, 3 batteries will normally be

used.

As stated in Section 8.1, each stage is equip-

ped with a power transfer switch which is used to

select either an internal or an external power source.

During normal checkout operations, power from the

ESE will be used in place of the vehicle batteries. A

discription of the batteries will be found in Section

8.3.

Approximately 30 seconds prior to lift-off, a

power transfer sequence (to internal power) is initiated.

This action is accomplished by the power transfer

switch which is similar to the switch illustrated in

Figure 8.2-1.

To switch to internal or external power, an

ESE command (28 Vdc) is sent to one of the drive-

motor field coils. The motor switches the make-

before-break contacts to the desired position. The

switch will remain in that position until another ESE

command is generated.

During prelaunch testing, the power transfer

switch will be actuated several times. Figure 8.2-2

illustrates how the ESE generated power is used to

simulate the airborne battery. As shown in the figure,

the primary 28 Vdc (external) power is normally

routed through an umbilical to the IU Power Distributor.

The battery simulator shunts the internal and external

buses in the Power Distributor to provide power to

both input contacts of the transfer switch. During an

umbilical plug drop test, a test cable is used to main-

tain continuity when the umbilical circuit is opened.

STABILIZED PLATFORM SYSTEM POWER

The Stabilized Platform system requires

several unique voltages. These are provided by the

ST-124-M Platform AC Power Supply and the 56 Volt

Power Supply. See Figure 8.2-3. The AC Power

Supply is defined as a part of the Stabilized Platform

system and is presented in Chapter 14. Details of

the 56 Volt Power Supply are contained in Section 8.4.

MEASURING AND TELEMETRY SYSTEM POWER

The measuring and telemetry system requires

special excitation and reference voltages for trans-

ducers and signal conditioning equipment. The power

flow for this system is shown on Figure 8.2-4.

The 5 Volt Measuring Voltage Supply generates

a highly regulated 5 Vdc output for use as a signal con-

ditiordng reference voltage and as excitation for some

transducers. Transducer excitation voltages, other

than the 5 Vdc supplied by the Measuring Voltage

Supply, are generated in the Measuring Racks.

8.2-1
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8.2.2 IU DISTRIBUTIONSYSTEM

ing:

The IU distribution system provides the follow-

• Power switching to large loads

• Power switching to medium loads

• Switching of low-power logic signals

• Proper interconnection of all electrical

equipment

The Power Distributor perfor ms the required

switching of high-current loads. Medium-current

load switching is accomplished by the Control Dis-

tributor and two Auxiliary Distributors. The large

number of unique requirements presented by the

emergency detection and instrumentation systems

necessitates separate distributors for each of these

systems. The remainder of the logic switching is
performed by the Control Distributor and, to a limited

extent, by the two Auxiliary Distributors.

The placement of the Control, EDS, and Auxil-

iary Power Distributors is illustrated in Figure 8.2-5.
In general, components which require high-current

switching are mounted near the Power Distributor,

and components requiring numerous logic switching
are located near the Control Distributor. The dis-

tributor mounting, relative to other components,

provides for a minimum amount of cabling.

Certain hardware configuration problems

arise where it is impractical to alter or redesign

existing components just to provide correct signal

routing. In cases such as this, a device called a

Plug-type J-box is used. The J-box is a standard

plug used as an adapter.

Redundancies in circuit design provide an

increase in vehicle reliability. Certain components

receive primary power from three separate batteries

as a precaution against a primary power failure.

Measuring Distributors route the numerous

airborne measurements to their respective destina-

tions. A measurement originates in a transducer or

within another component and is routed either directly

to the telemetry system or indirectly through a Meas-

uring Rack signal conditioning module and a Measuring

Distributor.

The large number of telemetry signals and

numerous configuration changes require several Meas-

uring Racks. The signal conditioning modules within

the Measuring Racks, condition measurement signals

to adapt them to the electrical input requirements of

the telemetry systems. Measuring Racks output sig-

nals are routed to the Measuring Distributors. The

Measuring Distributors provide the routing, voltage

division, and current-limiting networks to ensure

comparability between the measuring and telemetry

systems. Through their switching capabilities, the

Measuring Distributors can change the selection of

measurements monitored by the telemetry system.

The switching function transfers certain measurements

to channels which had been allotted to expended func-

tions. If it were not for this switching, these channels

would normally be "wasted" for the remainder of the

flight. The Measuring Distributor also provides the

option of using rf link or PCM (DDAS) coaxial cable

transmission during checkout operations for a more

thorough and comprehensive system test evaluation.

The EDS Distributor contains the relay logic

needed to monitor and interpret emergency indica-

tions and to issue the appropriate commands. Since

the EDS Distributor is an integral part of the EDS,

a more thorough description will follow in Chapter 9,

Emergency Detection System.

8.2.3 IU GROUNDING SYSTEM

IN-FLIGHT ELECTRICAL GROUNDING

All Instrument Unit grounding is referenced

to the outer skin of the stage. The methods used to

accomplish IU grounding are illustrated in Figure

8.2-6. Each area will be described separately.

Power System Grounding. The power system is

grounded by means of hardwires routed from the

6D COM bus in the Power Distributor to the 601El

ground stud attached to the stage skin. This con-

nection provides the single-point ground for the

power system. All 6D COM buses in the various

distributors are wired back to the 6D COM bus in

the Power Distributor. The common buses, for

the most part, are isolated from the chassis of the

components in which they are enclosed. Isolating

power supplies are utilized in some instances to

accomplish this. The close proximity of the Power

Distributor, batteries, and outer skin power ground

termination point (601El) assures that a relatively

low potential difference will be developed by their

respective ground levels.

Electrical or Black Box Grounding. Grounding of

individual boxes and components is accomplished by

direct metal-to-metai contact of the black box and

cold plate or stage skin. All common return lines

are isolated from the component chassis except in a

jr
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very few instances (e. g., some parts of the telemetry

system).

Shield Grounds Internal to Black Boxes. Internal

shields are connected directly to black box chassis

where they are referenced to stage skin by means

of metal-to-metal contact.

Shield Grounds for Cabling System. Cable Shields

are grounded by 2 methods. They are as follows:

Most shields are connected to the 6D

COM bus in one of the distributors.

This is accomplished by extending the

shield through the last small contact of

the distributor connector where it is

routed to the 6D COM bus. Where

several cables are connected in series,

the cable shields are routed through the

last small contact of the interconnecting

connector. This method is used in order

to keep the cable shielding continuous

from the black boxes through each inter-

connecting cable to the distributor.

When the shielded cables are routed

between two black boxes and do not

terminate at a distributor, a second

method of terminating cable shielding

Astrionics System

Section 8.2

must be utilized. In this case, only

one end of the shield is grounded. The

shield is routed through the last small

connector contact on one of the com-

ponents and terminated at the chassis.

The black box chassis is grounded

normally (as outlined earlier). Where

several shielded cables are connected

in series from black box to black box.

the cable shield is made continuous by

routing the shield through the last small
contact of the interconnecting connectors.

RF Grounding. RF grounding of components is effected

by means of metal to metal grounding. Refer to the

paragraph on electrical or black box grounding. RF

connectors and cables are grounded through the shell

of the connector to the black box.

PRELAUNCH GROUNDING

The IU and ESE common systems are refer-

enced to earth ground prior to launch. Shortly after

engine ignition, the umbilicals are ejected. To as-

sure the IU remains at earth potential until all umbil-

icals are ejected, two single-wire grounding cables

are connected to the IU. They are the final conductors

to be disconnected from the IU Stage. One of these

cables is connected to the ESE 6D COM bus. This

cable is routed through a single-conductor connector

located below the umbilical plate and is terminated at

POWER DISTRIBUTOR Internal Power Bus

Transfer to

Ext

q

Int

nt

nternal Power CommandI "_

Transfer to External Power Command

) k

External Power Bus

1

/
v

Loads

IBM B200

Figure 8.2-I Partial Schematic of the IU Power Transfer Switch
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stage single-point ground terminal, 601El. Cables

routed from the ESE across the swing arms to the

stage umbilical have an overall RF shield to avoid

induced signals from local tracking antennas. These

shields are terminated by a second single-conductor

cable which is routed from the ESE side of the umbil-

ical through a one-pin connector to stage skin terminal

601E2. This connector is also located below the um-

bilica/plate,

r Te_._2L"

] I r---n _,,._ I--_
I _ I Bo.e__Simulato_

: I "-T--k-'_ _ 1

,
I _-..........." II i Int£ Ext_ Paver Tronsfer _ I
I i 0 "_ Swffch _ I

I _ _'-- ...... _ 1L .............. JI L --_L-_TT_I BUTOR

IU STAGE I

+6D21 1 +6DI 11

_" _ "" =11 /Umbilical

External *
28 Vdc

Batteries

(Flight Type)

ESE POWER SUPPLY

This facilityis provided to
simulate alrbome battery
power during the umbilical
plug drop test.

Figure 8.2-2 Ground Checkout Configuration of IU Power Derivation

IBM B201
i

)
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Figure 8.2-3 Stabilized Platform System Power Distribution
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Figure 8.2-4 Measuring and Telemetry System
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SECTION8.3

BATTERIES

Three or more 28 Vdc batteries are used in

the IU as the primary power source for all electrical

components. Each power source is a dry-charged,

alkaline silver-zinc, primary battery. Figure 8. 3-1

is a photgraph of a typical IU battery. During launch

countdown, droxide (KOH) electrolyte.

A primary battery contains 20 series-connected

cells, each producing a nominal 1.5 volts. Occasion-

ally, the full 20-cell output voltage may not be required

by the IU circuitry. In such cases, 18 or 19 cells may

be selected by varying the wiring configuration of the

cell selector receptacle.

To prevent an excessive internal pressure

buildup, a relief valve is provided. The valve vents

internal pressures in excess of 69,000 N/meter 2 g

(10psig).

Table 8.3-1 summarizes the major IU battery

characteristics.

Telemetry
Readout

Receptacle

Relief Valve

Pressurizing
Valve

Cell Selector

Receptacle

Power

Receptacle

IBM 301

Figure 8.3-1 Instrument Unit Battery
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Table 8. 3-1 IU Battery Characteristics

Battery Type

Cells

Number

Nominal voltage per cell

Material

Electrolyte

Output

Voltage

Current

Measurements available

Cooling System

Ambient Temperature Range

Heat Transfer Characteristics

Dissipation

Surface area

Total dissipation

Physical Characteristics

Activated weight

Dimensions

Length

Width

Depth

MAP 4240 - Dry charged

20 (with provisions for selecting 18 or 19

cells if required)

1.5 Vdc

Alkaline silver-zinc

Potassium hydroxide (KOH)

+28 e 2 Vdc

35 amperes for a 10-hour load period

(ff used within 120 hours after activation)

Current output

Internal temperature

Cold plate

+10°C to +48.9°C

(+50°F to +120°F) for proper operation

0. 07 W/cm 2 (0. 47 W/in. 2)

2074 cm 2 (321.4 in.2)

150 watts

75 kg (165 pounds)

64 cm (25.4 in. )

29 cm (11.44 in. )

23 cm (9.16 in. )
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SECTION8.4

56 VOLTPOWERSUPPLY

The 56 Volt Power Supply furnishes power

required by the ST-124-M Platform Electronic Assem-

bly, and the Accelerometer Signal Conditioner on

board Saturn space vehicles.

The 56 Volt Power Supply consists of an input

filter, a saturating core square wave oscillator, pulse

width modulator, saturated mode switching driver,

saturated mode switching power amplifier, a full wave

rectifier and adder, an output filter, and a reference

bridge, see Figure 8.4-1. Unregulated 28 Vdc power

from the primary power supply batteries is applied

to the input. The unregulated 28 Vdc power is filtered

and fed to the collectors of the transistors contained

in the saturating core square wave oscillator, saturated

mode switching driver, and saturated mode switching

power amplifier.

A 2-kilohertz square wave is developed by the

saturating core oscillator and is transformer coupled

to the pulse width modulator stage. It is then applied

to the driver and the power amplifier stage, after

which it is rectified and filtered. The final output of

the 56 Volt Power Supply is applied to a reference

bridge. The reference bridge is capable of sensing

an increase or decrease at the output of the power

supply. Sensing a change of output, the reference

bridge passes this change to the pulse width modulator

which will increase or decrease the input to the switch-

ing driver.

A summary of performance characteristics

of the power supply is presented in Table 8.4-1.

Table 8.4-1 56 Volt Power Supply Characteristics

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Input Voltage

Output Voltage

0 to 1 A load

1 to 8 A load

8to I0 A load

Output Load

Normal

Peak

Output Ripple

0 to 5 A load

Adjustability with 1 A

load

Efficienc y

Operating Temperature

Range

24 to 32 Vdc

56 ± O. 5 Vdc

56 ± 2.5 Vdc

56 ± 3.5 Vdc

1.0A

6.0A

0.25 Vp-p (max)

56 ± 0.5 Vdc

65 percent

0 °C to 50 °C

(32 °F to 122 °F)

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Weight (max)

Dimensions

Length (max)

Width (max)

Depth (max)

4.3 kg (9.5 pounds)

24.6 cm (9.7 in.)

16.8 cm (6.6 in.)

10.8 cm (4.2 in.)

8.4-1
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Figure 8.4-I 56 Volt Power Supply Block Diagram
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SECTION8.5

5 VOLTMEASURINGVOLTAGESUPPLY

The 5 Volt Measuring Voltage Supply provides

excitation voltage for the various temperature, pres-

sure, and engine position transducers within the IU

instrumentation system. The measuring supply is

also used to provide a reference voltage for in/light

calibration of certain telemetry channels.

The power supply consists of the following

major elements:

• Input filter-regulator circuit

• DC-to-DC converter circuit

• Output regulator-filter circuit

Figure 8.5-1 is a block diagram of the 5 Volt

Measuring Voltage Supply. Unregulated 28 Vdc is

applied to the input filter-regulator circuit. In this

circuit, the 28 Vdc source voltage is filtered and line

variations are removed. The output of the regulator

is compared to a constant reference voltage and the

resulting error voltage is applied to an amplifier

which varies the duty cycle of a transistor switch.

The output of the transistor switch is a square wave

whose period is a function of the error voltage de-

tected in the comparator. A filter circuit follows the

switch to provide an average value of the output.

The output of the input filter-regulator circuit is

applied to the square wave oscillator portion of the

dc-to-dc converter. The square wave oscillator out-

put voltage is reduced in the stepdown transformer

and is rectified and filtered prior to being applied to

the output regulator-filter circuit. Output regulation

is accomplished by varying conduction through the

series regulator (control element). The conduction

of this transistor is controlled by the magnitude of

the error voltage sensed by the comparator.

An overload protection circuit is provided to

limit the series regulator current to a safe level in

the event of an overload at the output.

The characteristics of the 5 Volt Measuring

Voltage Supply are presented in Table 8.5-1.

Table 8.5-I 5 Volt Measuring Voltage Supply

Characteristics

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Input

Voltage 24 to 32 Vdc

Current (max) 0.6 A

Power (max) 14.4 W

Output

Voltage (with 0-1A

output)

Range of output ad- • 0.050 Vdc

justment (with 0-1A

output)

Current 0 to 1A

Power (with 0-1A 5W

output

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Weight

Dimensions

Length

Width

Depth

Cooling

Heat transfer surface

area

Heat transfer of mount-

ing area

5. 000 ± 0. 005 Vdc

I. 1 kg (2.5 pounds)

12.2 cm (4.8 in.)

12.6 cm (4.9 in.)

5.1 cm (2.0 in.)

Cold plate

14.6 cm 2 (22.1 in.2)

O. 05 W/cm 2

(0,32 W/in 2)
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CHAPTER9

EMERGENCYDETECTIONSYSTEM

SECTION9.1
CREWSAFETYSYSTEM

An Emergency Detection System (EDS) detects

malfunctions in the launch vehicle which lead to emer-

gency situations. The EDS is one part of the crew

safety system. The other part of the crew safety

system is the launch escape system which removes

the flight crew from the vicinity of the malfunctioning

vehicle. Essentially, there are two kinds of emer-

gency situations: explosion of the vehicle propellants

and breakup of the vehicle by aerodynamic forces.

The crew safety system for Apollo/Saturn

Vehicles is semiautomatic. The system can sense

failure modes that slowly lead to catastrophic condi-

tions and can indicate these failures on a display panel

for the flight crew to allow them to make the abort

decision.

The system can also automatically initiate an

abort when it senses a failure mode that will lead to

a rapid vehicle breakup. Studies of many failure

modes have shown that despite the tremendous mass

and inertia of the Saturn Vehicles, the time from
occurrence of a malfunction until the vehicle reaches

a "breakup" angle of attack can be very short. There-

fore, a fast responding automatic capability must be

included in the crew safety system.

The Saturn V crew safety system is very simi-

lar to the Saturn IB system but has 3 stages to monitor.

Because of increased loading, the system must also

monitor propellant tank pressures in the S-H and S-IVB

Stages.

9.1.1 GUIDELINESFOR CREW SAFETY

The EDS must be as simple as possible be-

cause of space and weight limitations of flight hard-

ware and because any detection equipment has a

possibility of malfunctioning and causing the abort

of an otherwise successful mission. For this reason,

the number of sensors in the EDS must be kept to a

minimum. This decrees that the effect of a mal-

function is sensed rather than the malfunction itself.

As an example, the EDS can be simplified by moni-

toring the angle of attack and attitude rates of the

vehicle rather than the position of each engine actuator.

(Engine actuator failures lead to loss of control and

eventual vehicle breakup because of an excessive angle

of attack.) Since other vehicle failures lead to this

same effect (excessive angle of attack and/or attitude

rates), the monitoring of failure effects yields a con-

siderable simplification of the crew safety system.

This method of simplification is possible only when

the time between failure sensing and catastrophic

vehicle loss is enough to allow a safe escape distance

from the vehicle.

An important guideline used in the development

of the Apollo/Saturn crew safety system is that, when-

ever enough time is available, the decision to abort

will be left to the flight crew rather than be automat-

ically initiated. It is felt that no matter how reliable

the automatic abort system is made, it can never re-

place the logic, judgement, and observation powers of

the flight crew. However, many of the failure modes

of the vehicle do not allow sufficient time for the flight

crew to make a decision and react to the emergency;

in these cases, the crew must rely on the automatic

abort system.

Since a falsely initiated abort could ruin an

otherwise successful mission, the EDS has been

designed to reduce the probability of a false automatic

abort to an insignificant level. It is extremely im-

portant that the crew safety system does not degrade

the mission success probability.

Table 9.1-1 shows some of the more important

design guidelines.

9.1.2 FAILUREANALYSIS

The design of the EDS is based on failure mode

and effect analysis. This is a complete analysis

of each stage, system, subsystem,

9.1-I
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Table 9. I-I Important Guidelines for the Crew Safety

System for Saturn Apollo Vehicles

Simplicity - Use minimum number of sensors and sense effect of failure

rather than cause -- when time permits.

Abort Decision - Made by flight crew whenever time permits -- manual rather
than automatic.

Mission Degradation - Probability of false automatic abort reduced to insignificant

level,

• Initiation of manual abort will be based on at least two separate and distinct
indications.

• In the event of conflicting information from the onboard crew safety system and

telemetered data relayed to the Spacecraft from the ground, the onboard in-

formation shall always take precedence.

• Triple redundant electrical circuits utilizing majority voting logic will be used

for all automatic abort signals.

• As a design objective, redundant circuitry will be used for manual abort indi-

cations from the Saturn Launch Vehicle to the Spacecraft.

• It shall be a design objective that no single point electrical failure in the on-

board crew safety system will result in an abort.

and component within the vehicle to determine which

component failure modes can cause a failure of the

subsystem, which subsystem failures can cause failure

of the system, and which system losses can cause loss

of the stage and/or vehicle. A failure mode and effect

analysis begins at the component level and investigates

each possible way in which the component can fail

(i. e., open, short, rupture, leak). The effect of the

particular failure is analyzed on higher levels of

assembly until the effect of that particular component

failure on the space vehicle is determined.

Once the failure analysis of a component is

completed, a criticality number is assigned to the

component. For example, a number 10 indicates that

this component can be expected to cause a vehicle loss

about 10 times out of 1 million flights.

After the criticality number has been derived

for each component, the numbers are summarized for

each subsystem, system, and stage of the vehicle--

vehicle dynamics must be analyzed and structural limits

determined. For example, a failure mode and effect

analysis shows that a particular group of control

component failures can cause the engines to gimbal

"hardover'; this would mean vehicle loss and a

criticality number could be derived to show the ex-

pected frequency of this failure.

The criticality numbers are summarized on a

summary chart which is referred to as a "failure tree".

Figure 9. 1-1 represents the latest failure tree sum-

mary of the IU Astrionics system of the Saturn IB

Vehicle. In this figure, the failure is traced back

only 3 or 4 levels and does not reach the component
mode in most cases.

Beyond this analysis of failures, the length of
time between the occurrence of the failure and the

time of reaching the critical angle of attack must be

known. This is a function of the time of flight. If

the failure occurs about maximum Q, we may have
the worst case condition and less time is available

between the occurrence of the failure and structural

brealmp of the vehicle. To determine these limits,

the structural limit curves must be drawn for each

type of failure (control engines hardover, engines

null, engines out, etc. ). These curves show the

various combinations of vehicle angle of attack and

engine gimbal angle at which the structural limits of

the vehicle are exceeded, as a function of time of

flight. As an example of these curves, refer to

Figure 9. 3-1. Curves must also be drawn of the actual

expected excursions of vehicle angle of attack and

engine gimbal angle during each of these vehicle
failure modes. The two sets of curves must then

be analyzed to determine whether (and at what time)

J

)
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SECTION9.2

EMERGENCYDETECTIONSYSTEM

The Saturn/Apollo emergency detection sys-

tem has triple redundant sensors and majority voting

logic for all the automatic abort parameters. Dual

redundancy is used for most of the manual abort

sensors. The redundancy is so arranged that the

predominant failure mode of the sensing system has

been protected against. The guideline rule of having

at least two separate and distinct indications of failure

before initiating a manual abort is a protection against

any inadvertent aborts from malfunctioning sensor

systems. The displays used in the Spacecraft are

"fail safe" wherever practical. Where possible, the

meters used for display of analog signals are "zero

offset". This means that the predominant failure

modes of the sensing system (loss of power, etc. )

will indicate off scale conditions (either high or low)

rather than readings within the scale of interest.

The indicator lights used for discrete indications to

the flight crew are dual-bulb lights and so arranged

that the crew cannot distinguish whether one or both

lights are on. A failure of one light will not be

noticed by the flight crew. The other failure mode

(inadvertent light) is protected against by requiring

two separate and distinct indications of failure.

The Saturn IB/V crew safety system is shown

in the functional diagrams, Figures 9.2-1 and 9.2-2.

Monitored parameters are: stage thrust for both stages,

guidance computer status, angular attitude rates,

attitudeerror, and angle of attack for Spacecraft

display. Automatic abort is initiatedfor S-IB and

S-IC two-engine-out or for excessive angular rates

in pitch, rot1,or yaw; these automatic abort limits

are switched out either automatically by the flight

programmer or manually by the crew according to

mission rules. Provision is also made for an abort

request lightto be energized from the ground control

center. At the ground control center, all of the

various crew safety system parameters are monitored

by using telemetry information from the vehicle. Other

telemetered data is available at the MCC so that the

flightdirector can scan allflightcritical data and

warn the flightcrew by voice communication of any

impending danger, This facilityprovides an early

warning to the flightcrew by giving information on

trends of various vehicle parameters, thereby alert-

ing them to certain types of failure indications which

may appear on their display panel. The flightcrew

will not abort on the telemetry information alone but

they may use it as backup data for an abort decision.
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SECTION9.3

EDSOPERATIONFORSATURNVEHICLES

9.3.1 GENERALCONSIDERATIONS

A signal from the Spacecraft to the ground will

indicate that no automatic abort signal is active prior

to launch release. A signal at lift-off will automat-

ically activate the EDS automatic abort mode. Pro-

visions will also be made to manually interrupt the

entire automatic abort signal in the Spacecraft.

An automatic abort signal occurring a preset

time after liftoff will initiate: (1) engine shutdown on

the active stage and (2) the Spacecraft abort sequence.

The preset time is determined by the vehicle mission.

If the automatic abort occurs prior to the preset time

after liftoff, only the Spacecraft abort sequence will

be initiated. Cutoff of the active stage will then be

controlled by the Range Safety Officer.

Initiation of a manual abort will be based on at

least two separate and distinct indications. These

may be a combination of EDS sensor displays, physiol-

ogical indications, and ground information to the

Astronaut. In some cases, the two indications may

come from the same parameter, but the indication

and sensor systems will be independent.

In the event of conflicting information from

the onboard EDS and telemetered data relayed to the

Spacecraft from the ground, the onboard information

will always take precedence.

Prior to a certain flight time (to be determined

by range safety constraints), abort commanded engine

shutdown capability will be locked out by provisions

in the launch vehicle circuitry.

A signal will be provided to the Spacecraft to

energize the abort request indicator light when the

range safety officer commands destruct system arm-

ing. This command also terminates engine thrust.

Triple redundant electrical circuits utilizing

majority voting logic will be used for all automatic

abort signals. Redundant circuitry will be used for

manual abort indication from the launch vehicle to

the Spacecraft. Batteries used for EDS will be elec-

trically isolated from each other. No single-point

electrical failure in the onboard EDS will result in

an abort.

Provision is made to manually shut down the

engines on any stage from the Spacecraft without

initiating an abort. A redundant means for accom-

plishing EDS-commanded engine shutdown is provided.

Provision is also made in the Spacecraft and

launch vehicle for a manual initiation of staging (S-II

and S-IVB). These provisions will enable abort into

orbit.

9.3.2 EMERGENCYDETECTIONPARAMETERSFOR

AUTOMATIC ABORT (SATURN V)

Angular Overrates. This automatic abort parameter

covers all control failures which rapidly lead to an

excessive angle of attack and subsequent vehicle

breakup. Information will be supplied by the control

EDS Rate Gyro Package which consists of three rate

gyros for each control plane. These gyros are

located in the Instrument Unit. An automatic abort

will be initiated when 2 out of 3 gyros in any plane

indicate that permissible angular rates are exceeded.

Provisions are made to manually deactivate

the automatic abort signal for all 3 planes simulta-

neously with 1 switch located in the Spacecraft.

Manual deactivation time is to be established by

mission rules. Capability for deactivating either

the roll or pitch/yaw/roll signals by sequencing,

prior to first stage inboard engine cutoff, will be

available within launch vehicle circuitry.

Adjustable sensor limit settings are provided

in pitch and yaw within 2 to 10 degrees/second and

in roll within 5 to 20 degrees/second. Sensing hard-

ware must be removed from the launch vehicle to

accomplish these adjustments.

S-IC Two-Engines-Out. The loss of thrust on two or

more engines will initiate an automatic abort. This

automatic abort mode covers failures occurring near

the pad and possible range safety action. Deactivation

of the automatic abort capability prior to inboard
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engine cutoff arming is provided by the launch vehicle

sequencer.

This automatic abort capability may be

manually deactivated from the Spacecraft. Manual

deactivation times will be established by mission

rules.

A minimum of two thrust sensors are used on

each S-IC engine to provide inputs into the EDS

circuitry. Action of at least 2 sensors are required

to indicate loss of engine thrust.

9.3.3 EMERGENCYDETECTIONPARAMETERSFOR

MANUAL ABORT (SATURN V)

S-IC Stage Thrust. The status of each engine of the

S-IC Stage is displayed in the Spacecraft (five indicator

lights). Upon loss of engine thrust, these engine status

lights are energized by a discrete signal.

• An abort for one-engine-out will be

governed by mission rules.

• A minimum of two thrust sensors are

used on each S-IC engine to activate the

engine-out status lights.

S-II Sta_e Thrust The status of each engine of the
S-II Stage is to be displayed in the Spacecraft (five

indicator lights). Upon loss of engine thrust, these

engine status lights are energized by a discrete signal.

• Abort on one-engine-out will be governed

by mission rules.

• A minimum of two thrust sensors are

used on each S-II engine to activate the

engine-out status lights.

• Transition from S-IC monitoring to S-II

monitoring at staging is accomplished

within the launch vehicle circuitry.

S-IVB Stage Thrust. The status of the S-IVB engine

thrust is displayed in the Spacecraft (one indicator

light). Upon loss of engine thrust, the engine-out

status light is energized by a discrete signal.

• Engine thrust is monitored throughout

S-IVB burn.

• Abort because of thrust loss is governed

by mission rules.

• A minimum of two thrust sensors are

used on the S-IVB engine to activate the

engine-out status light.

• Transition from S-II monitoring to S-IVB

monitoring at staging is accomplished

with the launch vehicle circuitry.

Staging Sequence. Physical separation of stages in-

cluding the S-H second plane separation, are indicated

in the Spacecraft by lights, or other suitable discrete

indications. In case of no separation, abort will be

governed by mission rules.

Launch Vehicle Attitude Reference Failure. Improper

operation of the launch vehicle attitude reference

(sensed by the IU guidance and control system) will

energize an indicator light in the Spacecraft.

Abort or switchover to Spacecraft guidance

will be governed by mission rules.

Angle of Attack. An angle-of-attack function is dis-

played by an analog indicator in the Spacecraft. This

parameter is an indication of slow control failures

which lead to excessive angles of attack.

The measured pitch and yaw components are

combined in vector form into a total angle-of-attack

indication.

The type of measurement to be displayed and

the limit settings (if necessary, as a function of

flight time) will be determined later. Limit settings

will govern abort action.

S-H Fuel Tank Pressures. Fuel tank pressures in

the S-II Stage are displayed in the Spacecraft by means

of an analog display. This parameter requires a re-

dundant sensor and display system.

S-IVB Fuel and LOX Tank Pressures. Fuel tank

pressures in the S-IVB Stage are displayed in the

Spacecraft by means of an analog display. This

parameter requires a redundant sensor and display

system. In addition, after S-II/S-IVB separation,

S-IVB LOX tank pressures are displayed in the Space-

craft. After separation, the S-II fuel tank pressure

display is used to indicate the S-IVB LOX tank pres-

sures.

Attitude Error (Spacecraft). Attitude errors from the

Spacecraft guidance and navigation system are dis-

played in analog form on the flight director attitude

indicator. This parameter is an indication of slow

control failures leading to excessive angles of attack

or excessive attitudes.
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The Spacecraft guidance and navigation system

will be preprogrammed with the launch vehicle tilt

program for the S-IC flight period. Limit settings as

a function of flight time (to be determined later) will

govern abort actions.

Angular Rates. A single launch vehicle overrate

indicator light in the Spacecraft is energized by the

IU Control-EDS Rate Gyro Package when permissible

angular rates are exceeded in any plane. This indi-

cation primarily covers the flight period in which the

overrate automatic abort capability is deactivated.

Spacecraft angular rates are presented by

analog display on the flight director attitude indicator.

The sensing device for this information is the Apollo

rate gyro package. Limit settingsp as a function of

flight time, determine abort actions.

Astrionics System

Section 9. 3

9.3.4 SATURN IB EDS OPERATION

The EDS operation for Saturn IB is different

only in the following areas:

• In the S-IB Stage, eight engines are

monitored (five in Saturn V).

• Since the Saturn IB has no S-II Stage,

any function connected with this stage

does not exist in Saturn IB EDS.

• The S-IVB fuel tank pressure is not

monitored in Saturn IB Vehicles.

Limits for the critical angle of attack (during

the time of maximum dynamic pressure) are shown in

Figure 9.3-1. Abort criteria is summarized in Table

9.3-1, and EDS design ground rules are listed in Table

9.3-2.

Table 9.3-1 Saturn IB Abort Criteria and Ground Rules

Auto-Abort Parameters:

• Angular overrates

• Loss of thrust on two or more S-IB Engines

Indications for Manual Abort:

• S-IB thrust (eight indicator lights)

• S-IVB thrust (one of the eight S-IB indicator lights)

• Staging sequence (use of S-IB thrust indicator lights)

• Launch vehicle attitude reference fail (one indicator light)

• Angle-of-attack (Q-ball on meter)

• Attitude error (Spacecraft G&N system on flight director attitude indicator)

• Angular overrates (one indicator light)

• Abort request (one indicator light; signal path is either through Spacecraft

up-data rf link, launch vehicle range safety command rf link, or through
launch vehicle hardwire prior to liftoff)

Manual Abort Ground Rules

Manual abort will be governed by mission rules within the following ground rules:

• Manual abort will be initiated based on at least two separate and distinct indi-
cations.

• No abort will be initiated over rf; an abort request will be given based on

telemetered data but the onboard information shall always take precedence.
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Table 9. 3-2 Saturn IB EDS Design Ground Rules

EDS Design Ground Rules:

• Reliability goals:

Probability of detecting failure - 0. 9973

Probability of not detecting false failure - 0. 9997

• No single failure in EDS circuits will prevent detection of a

true failure or cause detection of a false failure.

• All failures that jeopardize crew safety will be eliminated if possible.

How Design Ground Rules Are Achieved:

• Use of 2 out of 3 voting circuits in the automatic abort capability

• Use of redundancy in the indications for manual abort capability

• Complete EDS checkout during countdown

• Interlocking EDS-ready in liltoff circuits

• Interlocking J-2 engine-ready with ignition

• Interlocking separation with S-IVB ignition
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Figure 9.3-1 Saturn IB Critical Angle of Attack Versus Gimbal Angle ( 76 Seconds )
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SECTION11.1

INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER11

FLIGHTPROGRAM

A flight program is defined as a set of instruc-

tions which controls the LVDC operation from entry

into its flight mode at guidance reference release (GRR)

until the end of the launch vehicle mission. These

instructions are stored in core memory within the

LVDC.

The flight program performs many functions

during the launch vehicle mission. These functions

include: navigation, guidance, attitude control, event

sequencing, data management, ground command pro-

cessing, and seif-test. The definition for these func-

tions will change with the mission objectives as R

and D or operational, lunar or orbital, and manned

or unmanned.

The LVDC flight program may be divided into

five parts for the purpose of discussion: the powered-

flight major loop, the orbital-flight program, the mi-

nor loop, interrupts, and telemetry. The powered-

flight major loop contains guidance and navigation cal-

culations, timekeeping, and all other repetitive func-

tions which do not occur on an interrupt basis. The

orbital-flight program consists of a self-test and data

storage routine for use during earth parking orbit and

a telemetry time-sharing routine to be employed while

the vehicle is over receiving stations. In addition, in

the orbital-flight program, all navigation, guidance,

and timekeeping computations are carried out on an

interrupt basis keyed to the minor loop. The minor

loop contains the Platform gimbal angle samplhng

routines, accelerometer sampling routines, and con-

trol system computations. Since the minor loop is

involved with vehicle control, minor loop computations

are executed at the rate of 25 times per second during

the powered phase of flight. However, in earth orbit,

a rate of 10 executions per second is adequate for

satisfactory vehicle control.

Several subroutines or secondary functions are

available to the main program. They are utilized at

specific times within the main loop or in certain phases

of the flight (e. g., boost navigation computations).

In addition, an interrupt routine permits interruption

of the normal program operation to free the LVDC

for priority work. These interrupt operations may

occur at any time within the program. Actually, the

minor loop is an interrupt operation which occurs 10

or 25 times per second (i. e., every 40 or 100 milli-

seconds, the main program is interrupted while gim-

bal angle readings, and control system routines are

processed. )

A programmed telemetry feature is also pro-

vided as a method of monitoring LVDC and LVDA

operations. The telemetry routine transmits speci-

fied information and data to the ground via IU tele-

metry equipment. In earth parking orbit, telemetry

data is stored at times when the vehicle is not within

range of a ground receiving station. This operation is

referred to as data compression. The stored data

will be transmitted later on a time-shared basis with

real-time telemetry when the vehicle is in range of a

ground receiving station.

The execution time for any given major loop,

complete with minor loop computations and interrupts,

is not fixed. The average execution time for any

given major loop in powered flight, complete with

minor loop computation and interrupt processing, is

called the nominal computation cycle for the mode.

The computation cycle is not fixed for two reasons.

First, the various flight modes of the program contain

different computations. Second, even in a given flight

mode, the uncertainties of discrete and interrupt

processing and the variety of possible paths in the loop

preclude a fixed computation cycle length. Even though

the exact length of any given computation cycle is not

predictable, the longest nominal computation cycle in

boost is approximately 2 seconds. In orbit, the com-

putation cycle will be approximately 1 second for

guidance and 8 seconds for navigation. For the second

S-IVB burn (out-of-orbit flight), the computation cycle

will be approximately 2 seconds in length.

NOTE

The chapter is primarily concerned

with the major and minor loops. How-

ever, since portions of the program

are dependent upon subroutines and

various interrupts, brief summaries
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of these will be included. Simplified

"word" flow charts of the program are

included to give the reader a better

understanding of how the flight program

routines fit together. These routines

will vary as refinements and changes

become necessary. Also, the estimated-

time and real-time references included

in the discussion will vary according

to mission requirements. Therefore,

all times, descriptions, and diagrams

should be considered as typical and for

general information only.
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SECTIONil.2

FLIGHTPROGRAMDESCRIPTION

11.2.1 PRELAUNCH AND INITIALIZATION

The prelaunch sequence of events is referenced

to the estimated liftoff time. The sequence begins

approximately 20 minutes before estimated liftoff (T-

20 minutes). Until this time, the LVDC has been under

control of the Ground Control Computer (GCC). Ground

routines that perform prelaunch functions and prepare

the LVDC for flight are executed. At T-20 minutes,

the GCC issues a "Prepare'toLaunch" (PTL) command

to the LVDC. The PTL routine performs the following

functions:

• Executes an LVDC/LVDA self-test pro-

gram and telemeters the results.

• Monitors accelerometer inputs and cal-

culates the Platform off-level indications.

Telemeters accelerometer outputs and

time.

• Performs reasonableness checks on par-

ticular discrete inputs and alerts.

• Interrogates the error monitor register.

• Keeps all ladder outputs zeroed.

• Processes a GRR interrupt and transfers

LVDC control to the flight program.

• Samples Platform gimbal angles.

At T-163 seconds, an automatic launch se-

quence is started. (This action is not communicated

to the LVDC.) At T-22 seconds, the launch sequencer

issues a GRR alert signal to the LVDC and GCC. In

effect, this signal alerts the program. At T-17 sec-

onds, a GRR interrupt signal is sent to the LVDC and

GCC. With the receipt of this signal, the PTL routine

transfers control of the LVDC to the flight program.

When the GRR interrupt is received by the

LVDC, the following events take place:

• The computer starts time base zero (To).

• Gimbal angles and accelerometer outputs

are sampled and stored for use by pro-

gram routines.

• Time and acclerometer readings are

telemetered.

• All flight variables are initialized.

• The ground computer is signaled that the

LVDC is under control of the flight pro-

gram.

• A discrete output is set after initialization

to indicate that the program is in the

flight mode and ready for liftoff.

During the time period (To) between GRR and
Liftoff (tO), the LVDC begins to perform navigational

calculations and process minor loops. At T-8.8 sec-

onds, the engines are ignited. At T=0, liftoff occurs

and a new time base (T1) is initiated.

11.2.2 MAJOR LOOP

The major loop, shown in Figure 11.2-1",

contains the navigation and guidance calculations,

timekeeping, and other repetitive operations of the

flight program. Its various routines are divided by

* The figures in this section contain word flow

diagrams of a typical Saturn flight program.

The major loop is illustrated first and is

followed by several figures which give a func-

tional breakdown of the various routines. A

further breakdown of the routines,(i.e., sub-

routines) is beyond the scope of this book.

The following symbols are used to represent

program functions:

Decision Block Processing Block

Subroutine Conne cto r s

( )
(On-page) (Off-page)
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function and are illustrated by individual blocks in the

figure. Depending upon mode of operation and time of

flight, the program will follow the appropriate "path".

Assuming that the vehicle has just lifted off

and the program has been "running" normally, a

boost major loop cycle will be executed as follows.

Entering at block 1 of Figure 11.2-1, it is determined

that it is not time for the orbital scheme. Therefore

block 2, which is the accelerometer processing rou-

tine, will be the first routine to operate. Following

the completion of that routine, the boost major loop

will continue operating through blocks 3, 4, 5, 8, 9,

1, 2, etc., in that order. This is a repetitive cycle

and will continue until it is time for the IGM mode of

operation. The path during IGM operation will then

include blocks 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9.

After S-IVB cutoff, the vehicle is assumed to

be in orbit, so the program will necessarily follow

block 1, 10, 11 (or 12), etc. This portion of the pro-

gram is referred to as the orbital major loop.

It should be noted that the minor loop support

routine (block 8) is not the minor loop as previously

described. Minor loop support is a processing rou-

tine within the major loop which supports the minor

loop (interrupt) function.

Block 13 includes the minor loop and other

interrupt routines. Figure 11.2-2 is a general flow

diagram of the interrupt and minor loop processing

routines which represent the remainder of the flight

program. The interrupt function is shown separately

because it operates independently of the major loop.

An interrupt can occur at any place and time within

the operation of the major loop program.

!1.2.3 INTERRUPT AND MINOR LOOP OPERATION

The LVDC/LVDA has a built-in feature which

allows priority processing by interrupting the normal

flight program. See Figure 11.2-2. An "interrupt"

is generated when such a priority task arises. The

iaterrupt transfers LVDC control to a special sub-

routine which identifies the interrupt source, per-

forms the necessary subroutines, and then returns

to the point in the program where the interruption

occurred. For example, during the 50th instruction

of the boost navigation program, an interrupt might

occur. At the completion of that instruction, the pro-

gram control branches to the interrupt routine, per-

forms the indicated operation, and then returns to the

51st instruction step of the boost navigation program.

The boost navigation routine itself will not be affected

in any way except for the delay caused by the interrupt

operation.

The LVDC/LVDA has provision for 12 inter-

rupts, which are listed in Table 11.2-1.

The minor loop, which is initiated by an inter-

rupt, is shown on the right of Figure 11.2-2. A built-

in timing feature of the LVDC (under program control)

causes a minor loop interrupt approximately every 40

milliseconds (25 times per second) during boost flight.

The minor loop requires approximately 21 milliseconds

to perform. This implies that the major loop will

operate for only 19 milliseconds between each minor

loop interrupt. During earth parking orbit, the fre-

quency of the minor loop interrupt is reduced to 100-

millisecond intervals (10 times per second) and can

be considered as divided into 2 modes. The first

mode is the attitude update mode (1 per second) in

which the gimbal angles are sampled and the ladder

(attitude) commands are computed. The second mode

is the attitude hold mode in which the ladder commands

computed in the attitude update mode are re-issued

(9 per second). In either case, ladder commands are

issued at the minimum rate of 10 per second. Under

this scheme, the time spent in the minor loop is re-

duced from over 50 percent in powered flight to

approximately 10 percent during earth parking orbit.

Table 11.2-1 Interrupts

Decreasing

Priority Function

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

12

Minor Loop Interrupt

Switch Selector Interrupt

Computer Interface Unit Interrupt

Temporary Loss of Control (TLC)

Command Receiver Interrupt

Guidance Reference Release

S-II Propellant Depletion/Engine

Cutoff

S-IC Propellant Depletion/Engine

Cutoff "A"

S-IVB Engine Out "B"

Program Re-Cycle (RCA-110A

Interrupt)

S-IC Inboard Engine Out "A"

Command LVDA/RCA- ll0A

Interrupt
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11.2.4 FLIGHT PROGRAM ROUTINES

ACCELEROMETER PROCESSING

The accelerometer processing routine, shown

in Figure 11.2-3, accomplishes two main objectives: it

accumulates velocities as measured by the Platform,

and tries to detect velocity measurement errors

through "reasonableness" tests.

The quantity F/M (acceleration) is computed

from Platform velocities except when such computa-

tions are expected to be "noisy". During noisy por-

tions of the program, F/M is set to a predetermined

constant. M/F is also computed in this routine for

use within the IGM routine.

The reasonableness test is designed to detect

large errors in the formation of velocity words. The

test serves as a program switch which selects velocity

word channel "B" in the event of a failure in velocity

word channel "A". A velocity change is considered

reasonable if it falls within • 50 percent of the ex-

pected change, enlarged by a Reasonable Test Con-

stant (RTC). The RTC serves two purposes. First,

it provides leeway in the test when the expected

change is near zero. Secondly, the RTC provides a

safety margin during portions of the flight when F/M

computations may be questionable (e. g., during

staging).

Should both readings fail the reasonableness

test, an appropriate velocity change is computed from

current gimbal angles, time, and pre-stored values

of thrust, mass, and mass flow rate. The reasonable-

ness tests will not correct the cause of the error but

will attempt to prevent such errors from causing cor-

responding errors in guidance and navigation quantities.

BOOST NAVIGATION

The boost navigation routine, shown in Figure

11.2-4, combines gravitational acceleration with

measured Platform data tO compute position and ve-

locity in the XS, YS, ZS coordinate system. The

computations used in this routine may be found in

Chapter 2 of this book. Each block in the figure

represents the computation of the values given in

Table 11.2-2.

This boost navigation routine is used from GRR

untilapproximately I00 seconds after the firstS-IVB

cutoff and again from the beginning of restart prepara-

tions until10 seconds after the second S-IVB cutoff.

Astrionics System

Section 11.2

Table 11.2-2 Boost Navigation Calculations

Block Computation Results

AXg Ayg AZg

AX T AY T AZ T

XsY S ZS

_g _g _g

Ig X Igy Ig Z

_s qs _'s

PRE-IGM GUIDANCE

Pre-IGM guidance deals with the method of

generating attitude commands (X angles) during the

time from GRR to initiation of IGM. The word flow

diagram for this period is depicted in Figure 11.2-5.

This portion of the flight program is sometimes

referred to as the "time-tilt" program since these

early guidance commands are functions of time. It

is also referred to as "open loop" guidance since

vehicle dynamics do not affect or influence the

guidance commands.

The Pre-IGM routine takes specific measures

to ensure that the vehicle clears the launch complex

tower at liftoff (shown in blocks 4 through 7 of Figure

11.2-5). This is accomplished by maintaining the

initial guidance commands at their prelaunch values

for the first 10 seconds after liftoff (except for a small

yaw maneuver of less than 2 degrees which provides

additional tower clearance).

By 10 seconds after liftoff, the vehicle will
be clear of the launch complex tower, and the decision

to begin pitch is made. At this time, the roll and yaw

attitudes are commanded to zero, and the calculation

of the pitch attitude from the time polynomials is be-

gun. When the roll and yaw attitudes are commanded

to zero, the vehicle will immediately begin to turn

about the roll and yaw axes in order to align itself in

the proper flight planes. The flight control system

of the vehicle will limit the rate of turn about each

axis to 1 degree per second.

Just prior to S-IC engine cutoff, the attitude

commands are "frozen" until after the initiation of IGM.

This freeze continues into the initial portion of the S-II

Stage flight to eliminate excessive flight perturbations

caused by S-IC burnout and S-II ignition.
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Interrupt
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Selector Output
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I
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I
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!
I
I
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IGM ROUTINE

The IGM routine (shown in Figure 11.2-6) is

primarily used to compute the steering angle commands

and the "time-to-go" for the remaining burn time of the

vehicle. Most of the values are computed in the injec-

tion coordinate system and are later transformed into

the space-fixed coordinate system.

IGM commences after second-stage ignition

and continues until the S-IVB engine is cut off when

the desired velocity has been reached.

IGM is started shortly after S-II ignition.

During S-II burn, one or more burn modes (engine

mixture ratios) may be programmed. S-II thrust is

terminated when the fuel is depleted, and stage sep-

aration will occur upon command from the LVDC

through the S-II Stage Switch Selector. The S-IVB

Stage engine is then ignited and burned until the correct

conditions for insertion of the vehicle into the desired

earth parking orbit are obtained.

Onboard computations determine when the

S-IVB restart preparation (T6) should begin in order

to inject the S-IVB/IU/Apollo Spacecraft into the de-

sired lunar trajectory. IGM is again used as the

guidance scheme during the second burn of the S-IVB

Stage.

MINOR LOOP SUPPORT

Certain processing is required to support the

minor loop. The first task performed within this

support routine (Figure 11.2-7) is to check the XYZ

counters which record Platform resolver failures

(64:1 or 2:1). The outputs of these resolvers provide

vehicle attitude information for use in the computation

of steering commands.

The gimbal angle error counters, which are

incremental in the minor loop, are reset unless the

maximum allowable number of failures has been

exceeded. If a 2:1 (backup) resolver has failed more

than the allowable number of times, the guidance

failure discrete is set. If excessive Disagreement

Bit (DB) failures are detected, the disagreement bit

processing routine is disabled.

Values of D X are computed and limited in

block 6 of this routine. The value of D X is a com-

puted increment of the latest guidance command (X),

which is added to the last guidance command in each

minor loop. This scheme provides a smooth trans-

ition from the old command to the new one. During

orbital coast flight, the smooth transition is not

required, and the entire guidance command is issued

when it is first computed.

The (X) rate of change is limited to values ap-

propriate to the particular flight mode. When this

limiting occurs, the Steering Misalignment Correction

(SMC) computations are inhibited.

The remainder of the routine is used to com-

pute sine-cosine coefficients needed in attitude control

equations. A check of the channel A ladder output reg-

ister failures is also made, and if it fails more than

three times in one major loop cycle, it is abandoned

in favor of channel B.

DISCRETE BACKUPS

Certain discrete, onboard events are particu-

larly important to the flight program since they reset

the computer time base, which is the reference for

all sequential events. For Saturn V Vehicles, these

significant events (time bases) are:

T 1 Liftoff (LO)

T 2 S-IC Inboard Engine Cutoff (IECO)

T 3 S-IC Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECO)

T 4 S-II Cutoff

T 5 S-IVB Cutoff (Boost Phase)

T 6 S-IVB Restart Preparation

T 7 S-IVB Cutoff (Orbital Phase)

Since Switch Selector outputs are a function of

time (relative to one of the time bases), no Switch

Selector output could be generated if one of the dis-

crete signals were missed. A backup routine is pro-

vided to avoid such a castrophic failure. Simply, the

backup routine (Figure 11.2-8) will force the program

into the correct time base if these critical signals do

not occur when they are expected. No backup for the

initiation of time base six (T6) is included in the flight

program since the primary start of T 6 is already a

programmed function.

In the cases of the backup routines for LO

and IECO, special routines are established as a

double safety check. In both cases, motion as well

as time is confirmed before the time base is entered

on the backup. For LO, the backup routine is entered
,
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0.5 seconds after nominal liftoff. If the X S acceler-
ation exceeds 2 m/s 2 per computation cycle, liftoff

is assumed to have occurred. For IECO, an addition-

al safety feature is built into the routine to ensure that

an on-the-pad firing of the S-II Stage cannot occur if

T 1 is accidentally set. Before T 2 can be initiated,

velocRy along the Z S coordinate must be greater than

500 m/s.

ORBITAL FLIGHT PROGRAM

The orbital flight program (shown in Figure

11.2-9) consists of an executive routine concerned

with self-test and data compression during earth

orbit and a telemetry routine which is employed while

the vehicle is within range of a receiving station.

Both real-time and stored (past-history) data

are transmitted on a time-shared basis. The stored

data is "compressed" before being stored in the LVDC

because of limited core capacity. Four types of data

will be compressed during a typical flight: (1) LVDC

inputs, (2) LVDC internal data, (3) LVDC outputs, and

Astrionics System
Section 11.2

(4) PCM data read into the LVDC through the Computer
Interface Unit.

ORBITAL PROCESSING

The Orbital Processing Routine (OPR) is shown

in Figure 11.2-10. The routine is actually an exten-

sion of the use of the minor loop interrupt but is only

used during the orbital phase of the mission.

Navigation, guidance, and attitude control

functions are carried out on a regular basis under

control of the minor Ioop_interrupt. The OPR thus

serves as an executive program which cycles various

routines on a timed basis. Among these routines

are:

• Orbital Guidance (I per second)

• Orbital Navigation (i per 8 seconds)

• Read gimbal angles (1 per 4 seconds)
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Entry from:
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I_ 1 J • Discrete Backups (Figure 11.2-8)
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(Figure; 11.2-9)
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Entry From

Accelerometer Processing Routine

(Figure 11.2-3)
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Entry from

Pre-IGM Guidance Routine

(Figure 11.2-5)
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Entry From:
• Pre-IGM Guidance Routine (Figure 11.2-5)

• IGM Routine (Figure 11.2-6)
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Minor Loop Support Routine

(Figure 11.2-7)
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Entry from Accelerometer
Processing Routine

(Figure 11.2-3)
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(Figure 11.2-2)
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INSTRUMENTUNIT

SECTION12.1

INTRODUCTION

The Instrument Unit is a cylindrical structure

6.6 meters (260 inches) in diameter and 0.9 meters

(36 inches) in height, mounted on top of the S-IVB

Stage as illustrated in Figure 12.1-1. The IU is at-

tached to the S-IVB Stage and to the Spacecraft/Lunar

Module Adapter (SLA) and remains attached to both

after Command and Service Module (CSM) and Lunar

Module (LM) separation.

The I'U contains the equipment necessary to:

$ Perform guidance and control of the vehicle

from liftoff through CSM and LM separation

$ Aid in radar tracking of the vehicle

• Provide a command link for ground control

of the vehicle

• Provide temperature control for the elec-

tronic equipment in the IU and the S-IVB

Stage forward skirt. Instrumentation is

provided to monitor performance of this

equipment.

Before liftoff, connections from the IU to ground

support equipment are made through quick disconnect

couplings at the IU umbilical plate. Access to equip-

ment in the IU, LM, and S-IVB Stage forward skirt

is provided through a door in the IU structure. The

access door has been designed to act as a load carry-

ing part of the IU. The umbilical plate is located

next to the access door. An externally mounted,

spring-loaded door automatically shuts over the um-

bilical plate to prevent contamination and possible

fouling of connectors when the umbilical pulls loose

at launch.

The principal components in the IU structure

are bolted together to form a cylindrical ring. The

basic structure is comprised of three 120-degree

segments. Each segment is made by bonding an outer

surface sheet and an inner surface sheet to an alum-

inum honeycomb core. Each segment contains the

inserts, pads, and brackets required to mount the IU

equipment. The top and bottom edges of the structure

are aluminum alloy channels bonded to the honeycomb

core and surface sheets. The combined thickness

of the structure is 2.42 centimeters (0.95 inch).

Electrical cables used to interconnect equip-

ment mounted on the I'U structure are supported by a

cable tray. The cable tray, made of aluminum alloy

tubing, is mounted above and around the inside of the

IU structure. The cable tray also supports the ducts

used in the IU purge system.

The IU equipment is secured to the structure

by bolting directly to the structure or by bolting to

thermal conditioning panels attached to the structure.

The combined weight of the IU structure,

Astrionics equipment, and environmental control

equipment is 4200 pounds.

Typical arrangement of the equipment in the

IU for operational and R & D Saturn Vehicles is il-

lustrated on Figure 12.1-2 through 12.1-7.

12.1-1
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Figure 12.1-1 Saturn IB and V Instrument Unit Physical Location
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Figure 12.1-2. Saturn IB Instrument Unit Equipment Layout, Typical Operational Vehicles
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CHAPTER13

ENVIRONMENTALCONTROLSYSTEM

SECTION13.1

THERMALCONDITIONINGSYSTEM

A thermal conditioning system is provided in

the S-IVB Stage forward compartment and the Instru-

ment Unit of the Saturn Launch Vehicles. The thermal

conditioning system heats or cools the Astrionics

equipment as required during prelaunch and flight.

The thermal conditioning system contains 16

thermal conditioning panels (cold plates) in the S-IVB

Stage and 16 in the Instrument Unit. Most of the equip-

ment which requires thermal conditioning is mounted

on cold plates; however, some equipment such as the

Launch Vehicle Digital Computer and Data Adapter

have integral coolant passages and are not mounted

on cold plates. Each cold plate measures 76.2 centi-

meters by 76.2 centimeters (30 inches by 30 inches)

and contains tapped bolt holes positioned on a 5.1-

centimeter (2-inch) square grid. (A cold plate is

illustrated in Figure 13.1-1.) This hole pattern per-

mits maximum flexibility of component mounting on

the cold plates.

A coolant fluid of 60 percent methanol, 0.1

percent sodium benzoate, and 39.9 percent water by

weight is circulated through the cold plates and equip-

ment having integral cooling passages. Each cold

plate is capable of dissipating approximately 420 watts.

A diagram of the environmental control sys-

tem is shown in Figure 13. 1-2. The manifold and
methanol-water accumulator are filled with coolant

through either of the quick disconnects at the S-IVB/

IU interface. The methanol-water accumulator pro-

vides damping of pressure fluctuations, a constant

coolant pump inlet pressure, and compensation for

thermal expansion of the coolant, and supplies addi°

tional coolant should any be lost.

Input

I

Hone)

'nstrument Mounting Surface

Output

.
o

o
o

Extended Heat
Transfer Surface

ComponentMounting Coolant

Honeycomb_ ' Passages

Structure _llJ i. ' t | _| I,_glli _ Component

ln_"

Section
View

Mounting

IBM B _A

Figure 13.1-1 Thermal Conditioning Panel Details
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Thementhanol-wateraccumulatorandwater
accumulatorarepressurizedwithgaseousnitrogen
(GN2)thatis storedat20.7x 106N/m2g(3000 psig)

in the 2690-cubic-centimeter (165-cubic-inch) stor-

age sphere. The GN 2 is filtered by filter A, the pres-

sure reduced to approximately 114 x 103 N/m 2a (16.5

psia) by the pressure regulator, and then applied to

the methanol-water accumulator. The orifice regu-

lator reduces the 114 x 103 N/m2a (16.5 psia) GN 2

pressure to 34.5 x 103 N/m2a (5 psia), and this pres-

sure is used to pressurize the water accumulator.

The orifice regulator vents GN 2 into the Instrument

Unit compartment to maintain constant pressure on

the water accumulator. A flexible membrane is con-

tained within both accumulators and provides a barrier

that prevents mixing of the GN 2 and the liquid.

The bleeder assembly is opened during filling

of the methanol-water and water accumulators. This

provides an escape port for air which could otherwise

be trapped and allows the flexible membranes in the

accumulators to retract.

Filling of the water accumulator is accom-

plished manually by pouring water into the accumula-

tor through the water fill port. The flow of water from

the water accumulator to the flight heat exchanger

(sublimator) is controlled by water solenoid valve C.

This valve is energized (closed) during prelaunch

operations since cooling of the methanol-water coolant

is accomplished by the preflight heat exchanger.

Filling of the 165-cubic-inch storage sphere

with GN 2 is controlled by GN2 solenoid valve A. A

high pressure source of GN2 is applied to the GN 2

supply and emergency coupling vent quick disconnect.

A pressure transducer indicates when the sphere is

pressurized to the proper value. At this time, GN 2

solenoid valve A is deenergized (closed). The solenoid

valve also provides for the venting of the system during

prelaunch operations, if required.

During prelaunch operations, the methanol-

water coolant is circulated through a closed-loop sys-

tem by electrically driven, redundant coolant pumps.

Coolant pump No. 2 is a backup pump used only ifthe

fluidpressure drops below 248 x 103 N/m2a (36 psia).

At this pressure level, a pressure switch closes and

the pumping operation is transferred from coolant

pump No. 1 to coolant pump No. 2. Check valves pre-

vent fluid flow through the inoperative pump. The

coolant flows past the coolant temperature sensor_

through the orifice assembly, and then through the

cold plates, gas bearing heat exchanger, and internally

cooled equipment wRhin the Instrument Unit. The

orifice assembly diverts a portion of the coolant to

the cold plates in the S-IVB Stage. The coolant in

the return line either passes through the sublimator

and preflight heat exchanger to the pumps or flows

through the bypass line to the pumps, thus completing

the closed loop. The orifices shown in the LVDA,

LVDC, and Flight Control Computer lines maintain

the proper coolant flowrate through their respective

component.

The coolant temperature sensor, located near

the pump outlet_ senses the coolant temperature and

supplies an electrical signal to the Electronic Control-

ler Assembly which controls the modulating flow con-

trol valve. The modulating flow control valve diverts

varying amounts of coolant through the sublimator and

preflight heat exchanger ifthe coolant requires cooling.

If the coolant requires no cooling, an appropriate

quantRy of coolant is bypassed around the sublimator

and heat exchanger.

As previously mentioned, during prelaunch

operations the sublimator is inactive and the preflight

heat exchanger cools the cl_sed-loop coolant. A tem-

perature controlled methanol-water mixture, supplied

by the ground support equipment, is circulated through

one section of the preflightheat exchanger, thus cool=

ing the closed-loop coolant that flows through the other

section.

During flight, the operation is the same except

that the sublimator is active and the preflight heat

exchanger is inactive. However, the sublimator does

not operate until approximately 180 seconds after lift-

off, at which time the ambient pressure is low enough
to sustain sublimation. Calculations indicate that dur-

ing the transient phase, the thermal capacity of the

electronic equipment and thermal conditioning system

is sufficient to prevent over-heating of the equipment.

The temperature of the closed-loop coolant is

controlled during flight by controlling the water flow

from the Water Accumulator to the Sublimator. When

the IU ambient pressure is low enough to sustain sub-

limation and the closed-loop coolant temperature is

above approximately 16.1 °C (61 °F), water solenoid

valve C is de-energized (opens) allowing water to flow

from the water accumulator to the sublimator. Water

under pressure enters the sublimator and flows into

the pores of the porous plate. As the water in the pores

encounters the space vacuum at a temperature and

pressure below the triple point of water, an ice layer

forms at the outer water surface and continues to

build-up back towards the water passage. As heat is

transferred through the water passage and ice layer,
the outer suface sublimes. As the heat level is in-

creased, the ice sublimes at a faster rate, increasing

the water flow rate. The converse is also true.
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When the closed-loop coolant temperature drops

below approximately 15 °C (59 °F), water solenoid

valve C is energized (closed), stopping water flow to

the sublimator and causing sublimation to cease.

In addition to the previous description of sub-

limator operation, a theory exists that two modes of

heat transfer occur in the sublimator. This theory -

sublimation and evaporation - is as follows: Water

under pressure enters the sublimator (refer to Figure

13.1-3) and flows into the pores of the porous plates.

As the water in the large pores encounters the space

vacuum, freezing occurs and an ice plug is formed.

In the small pores which are non-wetted and can re-

tain water by surface tension, the water fills the pores

to a distance where the restriction is small enough to

retain water at the inlet pressure. As the heat flux

increases, the ice in the large pores sublimes at the

solid-vapor interface and is formed at the liquid-solid

interface. The vapor or steam is vented overboard.

When the heat flux becomes great enough to prevent all

ice from existing, any further increase in the heat

load will raise the evaporation temperature. The heat

load reaches a maximum when no ice exists and the

heat sink temperature is zero degrees Centigrade

(32 degrees Fahrenheit).

As can be seen, the sublimator has an advantage
over a heat exchanger in that the flow of water is self-

regulating - as the heat flux decreases, ice plugs are

formed in the pores and the flow of water also de-

creases.
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Figure 13. 1-3 Sublimator Details
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SECTION13.2

GASBEARINGSUPPLYSYSTEM

The gas bearing supply system furnishes GN 2

at a regulated temperature and pressure for lubrica-

tion of the gas bearings in the ST-124-M Inertial

Platform Assembly.

The system is filled through the GN 2 supply

and emergency vent quick disconnect (refer to Figure

13.1-2) from a ground supplied source. A pressure

transducer indicates when the pressure in the 0. 056-

cubic-meter (2-cubic-foot) storage sphere is approxi-

mately 20.7 x 106 N/m2g (3000 psig). At this time,

normally closed solenoid valve B is deenergized

(closed) and the GN 2 source can be removed.

The GN 2 flows from the storage sphere, is

filtered by filter B, and reduced to a pressure suit-

able for lubrication of the gas bearings by the pres-

sure regulator and filter. The GN 2 is cooled or heated

as required as it passes through the gas bearing heat

exchanger, is filtered by filter C, and then applied to

the gas bearings in the Platform. After lubricating

the gas bearings, the GN 2 is vented into the Instrument

Unit compartment.

A reference pressure is fed-back from the

Platform to the pressure regulator and filter. This

feed-back reference pressure maintains the pressure

across the gas bearings constant by controlling the

pressure regulator and filter output pressure; i. e., a

decrease in pressure across the gas bearings causes

the pressure regulator and filter output to increase.

The low pressure switch, which is calibrated

through the calibrate quick disconnect, indicates when

the pressure in the 0. 056-cubic-meter (2-cubic-foot)

sphere decreases below approximately 6.9 x 106

N/m2g (1000 psig). Should an indication of a pressure

decrease occur during prelaunch operations, the Plat-
form would be shut down until the 0.056-cubic-meter

sphere could be repressurized. Under normal in-

flight conditions, this should not happen unless a leak

or malfunction is present in the system.

13.2-1/13.2-2
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SECTION13.3

PREFLIGHTAIR/GN2 PURGESYSTEM

The Preflight Air/GN 2 Purge System, hereafter

referred to as Purge System, is connected to the

ground support environmental control system through

a connection on the Instrument Unit umbilical plate.

Temperature and humidity controlled, filtered

air, or GN2, is supplied through the Purge System to
maintain a controlled environment in the Instrument

Unit and S-IVB Stage forward compartment. A simpli-

fied diagram of the Purge System is contained in

Figure 13.3-1.

The Purge System is divided into 2 branches

by the purge system "Y". The branches end and are

capped at panel 19 of the Instrument Unit. The air,

or GN2, is forced through the Purge System tubing and

vents into the Instrument Unit and S-IVB Stage forward

compartment through regularly spaced holes in the

flexible tubing assemblies.

A cool, dry environment must be maintained

or moisture will collect on the mounting and thermal

conditioning panels and the panels will rust. The

conditioned air is supplied through the Purge System

from completion of the erection of the Instrument

Unit to approximately 30 minutes prior to the start of

vehicle fueling. A secondary function of the conditioned

air is to provide a cool, dry environment for the on-

board equipment and for the assembly personnel.

Conditioned GN 2 is supplied through the Purge

System from approximately 30 minutes prior to the

start of vehicle fueling to liftoff. The conditioned GN 2

is supplied to maintain an inert, cool, dry environment.

Venting GN 2 into the Instrument Unit and S-IVB Stage

forward compartment reduces the oxygen content of

the environment and reduces the possibility of the

environment being combustible.

®
(Typical 2 places)

g

Coupler (Typical 8 places)

!
!

Umbilical I

Plate_

System "Y"

Duct Assembly

Figure 13.3-1 Preflight Air/GN 2 Purge System
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SECTION13.4

HAZARDOUSGASDETECTIONSYSTEM

The Hazardous Gas Detection System, hereafter

referred to as Detection System, is used to monitor

for the presence of hazardous gases in the Instrument

Unit and S-IVB Stage forward compartment during

vehicle fueling. The monitoring operation is continu-

ous from the start of vehicle fueling to umbilical dis-

connect at liftoff.

Figure 13.4-1 is a diagram of the Detection

System.

The Detection System consists of 4 tubes which

are open ended between Instrument Unit panels 1 and 2,

7and8, 13 and 14, and 19 and 20. The tubes are

connected to a quick disconnect coupling on the umbil-

ical plate through a series of "T" fittings and a single
tube.

The ground-based hazardous gas detection

equipment extracts samples through the 4 tubes and

monitors the samples for the presence of hazardous

gases.

®

Union, Flared Tube (Typical I0 place=)

Tee Assembly, Flared Tube (3
i,

s/ I
t

Umbilical I II

Plate _ I

i

i

®

Cross, Flared Tube

Figure 13.4-1 Hazardous Gas Detection System
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CHAPTER14
STABILIZEDPLATFORM

SECTION14.1

INTRODUCTION

The ST-124-M Stabilized Platform system*

(see Figures 14. I-I and 14. 1-2) provides the inertial

reference coordinates, integrated acceleration data,

and vehicle attitude measurements with respect to

these coordinates for navigation_ guidance, and con-

trol of the Saturn Launch Vehicles.

The Platform system consists of 6 assemblies:

• ST-124-M Inertial Platform Assembly**

* For the purpose of brevity, the ST-124-M

Stabilized Platform system will hereafter
(within Chapter 14) be referred to as the

Platform system.

** For the purpose of brevity, the ST-124-M

Inertial Platform Assembly will hereafter
(within Chapter t4) be referred to as the
Platform.

• ST-124-M Platform Electronic Assembly

(PEA)

ST-124-M Accelerometer Signal Conditioner

(ASC)

ST-124-M Platform AC Power Supply

• (PACPS)

• Gas Bearing Supply

The Platform system is self-contained and requires

only inputs from the environmental conditioning

system and the 28-volt dc power source.

The interface between the Platform system

and other components of the Saturn navigation, guid-

ance, and control system is shown in Figure 14.1-3.

The accelerometer output signals are shaped by the

ST-124-M PLATFORM
AC POWER SUPPLY

ST- 124-M ACCELEROMETER
SIGNAL CONDITIONER

ST-124-M PLATFORM
ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY

ST-124-M INERTIAL

PLATFORM ASSEMBLY
SYSTEM OUTPUTS

• Inertial reference coordinates

• Integrated acceleration data
• Vehicle attitude measurements

IBM BI36A

Figure 14. 1-1. ST-124-M Stabilized Platform System (Saturn IB/V)
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Figure 14. I-2. Stabilized Platform System Block Diagram



Accelerometer Signal Conditioner and then converted

into a digital code by the Accelerometer Signal Pro-

cessor (ASP) in the LVDA. The signals from the gim-

bal resolvers are converted to binary numbers in the

Crossover Detector (COD) in the LVDA. The resolver

chain output is used for prelaunch checkout only.

The Platform servo amplifier contains solid

state electronics to close the platform gimbal servo-

loops and the accelerometer servoloops, and an im-

pulse function generator for automatic checkout of

each servoloop.

Electrical Support Equipment (ESE) associated

with the Platform system is located at the launch site

and the launch control center. At the Launch site, an

azimuth-laying theodolRe is located approximately

700 feet from the base of the vehicle. The theodolite

installationtrasmits signals via underground cables

Astrionics System

Section 14. 1

to the Platform System ESE located in the launch

umbilical tower. Platform system ESE in the launch

umbilical tower consists of an inertialdata box, an

alignment amplifier panel, an azimuth control panel, a

theodolite amplifier panel, and accelerometer monitor

panels. The equipment contained in the launch umbil-

ical tower interfaces wRh the onboard Platform system,

the RCA-110A launch umbilical tower computer, and

the data link. In the launch control center, additional

Platform system ESE interfaces with the launch con-

trol center RCA-110A Computer and data link. This

equipment consists of a platform checkout and monitor

panel, a platform control panel, an azimuth laying

panel, and an azimuth-laying, video-monitor panel.
Total remote control and automation of the Platform

system is accomplished from the launch control cen-

ter by use of the Platform system ESE, the launch

control center RCA-110A Computer, and the data
link.

t
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NOTE:
The XYZ coordinates used in this book

have been changed to reflect the Project
Apollo Coordinate System Standards
(SE 008-001-1). This coordinate scheme
becomes effective for vehicles 204 and
502 (and subsequent). For further details
refer to Section 1.2.
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Figure 14. I-3. Stabilized Platform System Signal Interface
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SECTION14.2

ST-124-MINERTIALPLATFORMASSEMBLY

The Platform in the Saturn IB/V Vehicles is

a 3-gimbal system (Figure 14.2-1). The gimbals

are designated as the outer, middle, and inertial

gimbals. The gimbals which allow rotation about the

X and Y axes have unlimited freedom, while the gim-

bal for the Z axis* (yaw) is limited to + 45 degrees of

rotation.

The inertial, or inner, gimbal provides a

rotationally-stabilized table upon which three inte-

grating accelerometers are mounted. The gimbal

system allows the inertial gimbal rotational freedom.

Three single-degree-of-freedom gyroscopes provide

the reference for the stabilized table. The gyros

have their input axes aligned along an orthogonal

inertial coordinate system XI, YI, and ZI of the

inertial gimbal, as shown in Figure 14.2-2. The

signal generator, which is fixed to the output axis of

the gyro, generates electrical signals proportional to

torque disturbances. These signals are transmitted

to the servoelectronics, which terminate in the gimbal

pivot servotorque motors. The servoloops maintain

the inner gimbal rotationally-fixed in inertial space.

The inertial gimbal has three pendulous integrat-

ing gyro accelerometers oriented along the inertial

coordinates XI, YI, and Z I (Figure 14.2-3). Each ac-
celerometer measuring head contains a pendulous

single-degree-of-freedom gyro; the rotation of the

measuring head is a measure of integrated accelera-

tion along the input axis of the accelerometer. The

Y accelerometer measures acceleration perpendicular

to the thrust vector (crossrange acceleration). The

outputs of the X and Z accelerometers are used to

* The XYZ coordinates used in this book have been

changed to reflect the Project Apollo Coordinate
System Standards (SE 008-001-1). This coordin-
ate scheme becomes effective for vehicles 204

and 502 (and subsequent). For further details
refer to Section 1.2.

compute the pitch angle of the vehicle acceleration

vector and the required cutoff velocity.

The coordinate erection and orientation system

of the Platform aligns the X I coordinate along the

launch local vertical parallel to the gravity vector and

aligns the YI coordinate perpendicular to the desired

flight plane. The coordinate orientation is accomplish-

ed by use of an automatic alignment system which is

a part of the ESE on the ground. The leveling align-

ment servoloops ( Y and Z ) generate torquing voltages

which are a function of the earth's angular velocity,

the latitude of the launch site, and the azimuth of the

ZI coordinate (launch azimuth). These voltages are

applied to the Y and Z gyro torquers and cause each

gyro to torque its respective gimbal until the servos

are hulled. Platform coordinates are established in

azimuth with the roll alignment servoloop. The output

of the roll alignment servoloop is a function of the

earth's angular velocity and the latitude of the launch

site. Azimuth alignment, being a commanded function,

is accomplished by injecting azimuth alignment signals

directly into the roll alignment loop and torquing the

roll gimbal with the X gyro. The azimuth alignment

position can be updated at any time by the launch con-

trol computer.

The reference coordinate frame of the Platform

maintains a fixed relationship to the inertial gimbal.

This coordinate frame is accurately positioned prior

to vehicle liftoff and remains space-direction fixed

after vehicle liftoff. The gimbals of the Platform

allow the inertial gimbal rotational freedom with re-

spect to the vehicle. The gimbal pivots are the axes

about which the gimbals turn with respect to each

other. The + Y pivots couple the inertial (stabilized) d)

gimbal to the middle gimbal; the Y pivot axis is nor-

mally along the vehicle pitch axis at launch. The ± Z

pivots couple the middle gimbal to the outer gimbal;

the Z pivot axis is normally along the vehicle yaw

axis. The + X pivots couple the outer gimbal to the

14.2-1
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Platform mounting base; the X pivot axis is normally

along the vehicle roll axis at launch. The Platform

pivot scheme is shown in Figure 14.2-4. The X, Y,

and Z pivots are controlled by dc torque motors; the

X pivot torquer has approximately twice the torque

capacity of the other pivot torquers. This accom-

modates the reflected torque when the middle gimbal

is not orthogonal with the outer gimbal. For transfer

of electrical signals across the _ X and + Y pivots,

slip-ring capsules are used. A flex cable is used on

the ± Z pivot because of its limited freedom.

Dual-speed resolvers (32:1 and 1:1) are used

as shaft angle encoders on the +X, +Y, and +Z pivots.

The outputs of these resolvers are converted into a

digital code in the LVDA. The system also has an

analog resolver chain which utilizes single-speed

resolvers on each pivot and three program resolvers

IA
OA

Z Gyro OA = Output Axis

SRA = Spin Reference Axis
IBM BI39A

Figure 14.2-2 Orientation of Gyro Axes

)
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+Y

Vehicle
Frame

Outer
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+X

!

Inertial
Gimbal
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Servoed
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horizontal along

+Y axis)

IBM B140A
)

Figure 14. 2-I ST-124-M Gimbal Configuration
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Figure 14. 2-3 Orientation of Aceelerometer Axes
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Figure 14.2-4 Platform Gimbal Pivot Scheme
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in the inertial data box. This is used with the ground

ESE only to facilitate checkout and test. If required,

the resolver chain system can be used as flight equip-

ment to measure the gimbal angles and to provide the

vehicle attitude signals.

The + X and +Y pivots each contain a 100-

circuit slip-ring cartridge for passing electrical

signals across the pivots. The -X and -Y pivots

each contain an 80-circuit slip-ring cartridge. All

critical signals are routed through the plus pivots

while all power transmission is over the minus pivots.

The slip rings are built up by electrodeposition of

0. 015 inch of copper base with a flashing of nickel to

prevent gold migration and electrodeposition of 0. 015

inch of gold on the outside. The rings are dielectri-

cally isolated and supported with a filled epoxy. A

one-piece stainless steel cross-spline along the

center serves as the main structural member of the

ring subassembly (Figure 14. 2-5). The leadwire is

fastened to the ring by electrodeposition and is routed

along the spline to the mounting flange.

A 90-degree V-groove is machined into the

rings to serve as a guide for the brushes. Dimensional

tolerance on the ring assembly is controlled by a grind-

lng process where the V-grooves in all rings are ground

in a single operation. A set of miniature precision

bearings and the brush blocks' mounting frame com-

plete the ring assembly.

Block
Assemblles

Sllp-r_ng

IBM BI_N

Figure 14. 2-5 Slip-ring Capsule

The two brush block subassemblies allow com-

plete redundancy for each brush. The brushes are

preformed and prestressed Ney-ORO-28A (75% gold,

22% silver, and 3% nickel) material. The brush blocks

are a filled epoxy structure aligned with dowel pins

and secured with screws to the frame. The leadwire

is an unpigmented teflon-insulated nickel-plated copper,

19/42, size 30 AWG, stranded wire.

Acceptance testing of each unit includes 100-

hour run-in time, temperature cycling, noise tests,

and an X-ray of the completed assembly.

Table 14. 2-1 lists the slip-ring cartridge char-
acteristics.

The X R prism gimbal pivot is controlled through
a gear reduction of 105:1 by a servomotor mounted to

the inertial gimbal. The angle between the prism

gimbal and the inertial gimbal is accurately sensed
by dual synchros (25:1 and 1:1) and controlled with a

followup servo.

Table 14. 2-1 Slip-Ring Cartridge Characteristics

Current Rating

Noise Limit

Contact Resistance

Breakaway Friction

Environmental

Temperature

Vibration

Shock

Acceleration

Life

Useful Life

Operating Life

1 A at 125 V, 400 Hz

continuous per circuit

10 _ V/mA

0. 125 ohm per circuit

2 g cm/circuit

- 55°C to +I00°C (-67 °F to

+212 °F) storage

0°C to + 60°C (32°F to

+ 140°F) operation

15 g, 20-2000 Hz

3-hour test time per axis

30 g, 3 milliseconds

20 g, 11 milliseconds

20 g

8760 hours (storage and

operating)

1000 hours will meet noise

specification

5000 hours with maximum

of 100% increase in noise

specification
)
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Figure 14.2-6 Platform Gimbal Arrangement

The three-gimbal Platform, as described, is

the normal launch pad configuration and is illustrated

in Figure 14.2-6.

The weight of the Platform is 51 kilograms

(112 pounds). The Platform is mounted in the Saturn

IB/V IU at control position IV on accurately machined

surfaces which are initially qualified to the IU coordin-

ates to ±3 arc minutes. A window in the IU at control

position IV provides a line-of-sight to the Platform

azimuth laying prisms for penetration of the azimuth

laying theodolite light source (Figure 14.2-7).

The electrical connectors and hemispherical

covers of the Platform are sealed so that exhaust gas

71.1 cm
(28.0 in.)
Approx

25 °

Window

I 3

55.9 cm

(22.0 in) Sphere

_-_1 Dia Approx

2O

(8 0 in.) Max Over Connectors

55.9 cm

(22.0 in.) Dia
Approx

48.412 cm

(I9. 052 in.)

IB_ BI_5

Figure 14.2-7 ST-124-M Inertial Platform Assembly
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from the gas bearing components must pass through

a special orifice in its base. This orifice is a pres-

sure-regulating device which stabilizes the internal

ambient pressure at 8.3 N/cm2a (12 psia). Because

of the characteristics of this orifice, the internal

pressure will rise to approximately 11.75 N/cm2a

(17 psia) in a one-atmosphere ambient and will drop

to the controlled pressure of 8.3 N/cm2a (12 psia)

approximately one minute after liftoff.

The covers also serve as heat exchangers for

removing excess heat from the Platform. The meth-

anol-water coolant from the environmental control

system flows through passages in the covers to remove

the excess heat. The methanol=water solution is

maintained at 15.0 ±2.2°C (59 ±4°F) by the IU envi-

ronmental control system. The mass temperature

of the Platform stabilizes at approximately 43 °C

(110 °F). The hemispherical covers are fabricated of

aluminum and are secured to the Platform base with

cap screws and sealed with full-volume 0-rings.

The Platform gimbals, pivot housings, and

the base are machined from beryllium, which provides

the greatest stiffness-to-weight ratio, stability after

machining, and excellent heat transfer characteristics.

The inertial gimbal is geometrically the most

complicated gimbal and the most difficult to fabricate

(Figure 14.2-8). This gimbal supports the three

stabilizing gyros, three accelerometers, two pendu-

lums, the inertial prism, the synchro prism assembly,

and electronic modules. The mounting surfaces for

the gyros, accelerometers, pendulums, and prisms

are precision-machined surfaces. Orthogonality of the

accelerometer mounting surfaces is ± 3 arc seconds;

that of the gyros mounting surfaces is ± 2 arc minutes.

The pendulums are matched to the accelerometers to

± 3 arc seconds, and the prisms are matched to the

inertial coordinates to ± 3 arc seconds. Gas supply

passages are machined inside the inertialgimbal, and

special fittingson the gas bearing components allow

them to be plugged directly into the gas supply pas-

sages.

The gimbal rings are designed as spherical

sections. This geometry was chosen to give maxi-

mum mechanical rigidityand stabilityand to provide

symmetrical moments of inertia for servoloop design.

Gimbal load bearings are designed so that

minimum shear is placed on the gimbal. This is ac-

complished by using a pair of bearings on one pivot of

each gimbal which is preloaded against each other

with a 38.3-kilogram (80-pound) load. The other pivot

of each gimbal has a single gothic arch type bearing

loaded with a 2.27-kilogram (5-pounds) preload.

Gimbal pivot resolvers are assemoled in sepa-

rate beryllium housings and attached to the pivots

with stiff diaphragms. This allows a minimum ec-

centricity between resolver rotor and stator, bench

testing of the assembled resolver, and easy replace-

ment without disassembly of the gimbal structure at

the load bearings.

Nitrogen gas is transported across the pivots

through an annulus with 0-ring seals. The total leak

rate of the pivot annulus will be less than 1400 cm3/

rain (0.05 cfm) at Standard Temperature and Pres-

sure (STP).

Structural resonance frequency of the outer

and middle gimbals is 265 hertz and 330 hertz, re-

spectively. A structural resonant frequency of 120

hertz is obtained on the inertial gimbal because of the

stiffness of the beryllium gimbal rings. There is a

secondary resonant frequency of the inertial gimbal

at 280 hertz, which is obtained from the bearings and

pivot trunnions. Above 280 hertz, the gimbals at-

tenuate base vibration inputs to provide a smooth

support for the components.

Inertial (Inner)
G|mbal

M|ddle Gimbal

Ring

rsM s146

Figure 14.2-8 Gimbal Design )
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SECTION14.3

GYROANDACCELEROMETERSERVOSYSTEM

The Block diagrams of the gyro and accelerom-

eter servoloops are shown in Figures 1.4.3-1 and

14.3-2, respectively. The servoloops use a 4.8-kilo-

hertz suppressed carrier modulation system with the

signal generator outputs being amplified and demodu-

lated on the gimbals of the Platform. The dc signal

from the detector output is transferred from the Plat-

form to the Platform Electronic Assembly. The dc

signal is shaped by a lag-lead stabilization network,

remodulated at 4.8 kilohertz, amplified, and then de-

modulated prior to entering the dc power bridge.

This dc power bridge provides a current source drive

for the direct axis dc gimbal torquer. The 4.8-kilo-

hertz carrier provides sufficient bandwidth for the

servoloop while the current driver for the torquer

maintains the gain in the servoloop independent of

torquer heating and commutator brush resistance.

The Y servoloop has the Y gyro output signal

phase-shaped and amplified and sent to the Y pivot

torquer* The X and Z gyro output signals are resolved

along the X and Z coordinates of the middle gimbal by

a resolver mounted along the -Y pivot. The outputs

of the resolver are amplified and demodulated. The

resolved signals are then shaped and amplified and fed

to their corresponding gimbal pivot dc torquer. No

gain compensation such as secant _ Z is used in the

outer gimbal servoloop for middle gimbal angle devia-

tion. Figure 14.3-3 shows the hardware which com-

prises a gimbal servoloop.

Block diagrams of the gyro servoloop and

accelerometer servoloop are shown in Figures 14.3-4

and 14.3-5, respectively.

The principle function of the servosystem is

to maintain a near 0 in the presence of various dis-

turbances (see Figure 14.3-6). A logical measure

• The XYZ coordinates used in this book have been

changed to reflect the Project Apollo Coordinate

System Standards (SE 008-001-1). This coordin-
ate scheme becomes effective for vehicles 204

and 502 (and subsequent). For further details
refer to Section 1.2.

W_
of system performance is the ratio -- which describes

a

the maximum angular deviation for specified inputs

(T a = torque about IA). For instrumentation reasons,

Ta
-- is used because a is very small for frequencies

below ten times the resonant frequency. The angular

motion _ resulting from a is normally a much larger

signal by the multiplication factor H--H-- (the gyro trans-

Jfls

fer function) and is easily measured at the input to the

servoamplifier, F(s). In system design, the ratio

T a
-- is made as large as possible, consistent with

good transient response.

The single-axis approach to the design of the

servosystem is expedient, but it ignores the effect of

mechanical and electromechanical interaxis coupling.

Mechanical interaxis coupling will occur if the princi-

pal axes of the inertial gimbal do not coincide with the

input axes of the gyroscopes. Also, products of angular

motion will occur if the moments of inertial are unequal.

Fortunately, in the design and fabrication of the inertial

gimbal, close tolerance controls make these effects

negligible relative to other interaxis coupling.

The output signal (fl) of the single-axis gyro

is a measure of the angle between the gyro float and

the gyro case. This is the signal used in the Platform

servoloop. Because the gyro case is mounted to the

inertial gimbal, disturbances about its output axis are

reflected into other servoloops. Therefore, motions

of the gyro case about its output axis are coupled into

the servoloop for that gyro.

The effect on servostability of this pickoff
coupling depends on the orientation of the gyros on the

Platform. A multiplicity of possible gyro orientations

exists for a Platform, but it is not possible to orient

three single-axis gyros with mutually orthogonal in-

put axes in such a way that there is not at least one

closed loop of gyro pickoff interaxis coupling. Addi-

14.3-1
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tional considerations for orientation of the gyros on

the inertial gimbal must be made. These include the

coning or rectification drift and the unequal elasticity

(anisoelasticity) in the gyro spin axis and in put axis

which give rise to a steady state drift rate. The effect

of gyro orientation is a function of the direction of

applied linear acceleration or vibration and varies

sinusoidally as the acceleration vector is rotated

about the gyro's output axis.

Figure 14.3-6 is a sketch of the Platform gyro

orientation. The inertial gimbal is gimballed for 3

degrees of freedom relative to the vehicle about the

three mutually-perpendicular axes identified as ax,

.J

i_ Y Gyro

TG_ Signal

Generator
and

Buffer

PLATFORM

Z Gyro

J PLATFORM ELECTRONIC I PLATFORM
" I ASSEMBLY

I TORQUER
I
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.eteotorI INetwork[ _.,%nr P°'r-I T°rquerI

Z Servoamp

!iLsgn°Generator
TG H and

Buffer

X Gyro

Generator
TG H and

Buffer

t__1 allY l Preamp ! Istobl,lza-IModulator I  oOw rz ,vo,!

I r-_ Oet°e_dtorii_ Netlt_orkJDeteG_itor jBridge| -I Torquerl
II X Servoamp

_J Kesol.vermounr,a I_J and _ tlon I Gain  l'or ue'I
I
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J Generator
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SRA _yi: I

IBM B 147._

Figure 14. 3-1 Gyro Servoloops Block Diagram
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¢_y,and a z. Each gyro is represented by mutually-
perpendicular vectors which define the angular mo-

mentum (H), the input angular motion (a), and the

output motion (6'). The gyros are identified with their

particular platform axes. The Platform angular

motion about the input axis of the X gyro is coupled

into the pickoff of the Y and Z gyros, and angular

motion about the input axis of the Z gyro is coupled

into the pickoff of the X gyro.

The actual pickoff signals which are fed to the

amplifier can be expressed as (Figure 14.3-6):

ax = _x + az

Cry = /3y- a X

aZ = _Z + ax

Astrionics System

Section 14.3

The 3-axis servosystem block diagram shown

in Figure 14.3-7 illustrates this coupling through the

gyro output axes. The motion about the Y axis is

coupled into the Y axis servo but does not feed back

into either of the other two gyro servoloops. There-

fore, the Y axis servo will be disturbed by motion of

the X axis but no stability problem results. There is

coupling of the input angles axand a z to the output

motions _xand _Z' respectively. Therefore, a closed

loop is formed which, in addition to causing cross axis

disturbances, must also be considered as to its effect

on servo performance. A resolver (ay) provides con-

tinuous coupling between the inertial components and

the gimbal about which compensating servotorques are

applied. This effect is shown by the sinusoidal coupling

between the X and Z axes.

I
_' PLATFORM _!_ ACCELEROMETER SIGNAL

r I CONDITIONER
I

X AcceJerometer I X Servoamp

Preamp Stabillza- Modulator D C
Signal

TO H Generator _ and tion Gain Power
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I
I

Y Accelerometer I Y Servoamp

!11 I ISignal _ and tion J Gain Power

TG H Generator Detector Network I Detector J Bridge J

I
I

Z Accelerometer I Z Servoamp

Generator _ and tion J Gain
Detector Network ] Detector

ACCELEROMETER

4.- GIMBAL "-_
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)
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Figure 14.3-2 Accelerometer Servoloops
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Figure 14.3-3 Gimbal Servoloop Hardware
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Figure 14.3-4. Typical Gimbal Electronics Block Diagram
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SECTION14.4

GIMBALANGLEDUAL-SPEEDRESOLVERS

As shown in Figure 14.4-1, the +X, +Y, and

+Z gimbal pivots have dual-speed analog resolvers

for angular readouts.* The resolver output voltages

are sent to the LVDA for analog-to-digital conversion.

A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 14.4-2.

* The XYZ coordinates used in thLs book have been

changed to reflect the Project Apollo Coordinate

SysterrJ Standards (SE 008-001-I). This coordin-

ate scheme becomes effective for vehicles 204

and 502 (and subsequent). For further details

refer to Section I.Z.

The dual resolver provides the required high

readout accuracy. The LVDC/LVDA processes the

measured gimbal attitude signals and computes the

roll, pitch, and yaw vehicle body rates for the attitude

control system.

The dual resolver has both a 32-speed and a

single-speed winding on the same magnetic structure.

The 32-speed winding provides 32 electrical rotations

for one mechanical shaft rotation. The reference

voltage, or resolver excitation (V1), is 26 volts, 1016

hertz. The output winding drives an RC bridge net-

work as shown in Figure 14.4-2.

M_nus Z Pivot

Z Torque Motor

Z Synchro - CX
Cable Joint

Gas Swivel

Plus Y Pivot

Dual-Speed Resolver
Y Chain Resolver

Sllp Ring Assembly

Minus X P_vot

X Torque Motor

X Synchro CX

Slip Ring Assembly

Gas Swivel Cartridge

PIus X Pivot

Dual-Speed Resolver
X Chain Resolver

X Dummy Chain Resolver

Sllp Ring Assembly

Minus Y Pivot
/

Y Torque Motor

Y Synchro - CX

Slip Ring Assembly

X- Z Gyro Resolver

Gas Swivel Cartridge

Plus Z Pivot

Dual-Speed Resolver

Chain Resolver

X-Z Dummy Cha;n Resolver
Cable Joint

Z

IBM BIS4A

Figure 14.4-1. Three-Gimbal Configuration
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The voltage V 2 at the input to the start pulse

generator can be expressed as

E ej(329 - ,/4)
V 2 =

and the voltage V 3 at the input to the stop pulse gen-
erator can be expressed as

E - j(328 - ,/4)

V3 =2-_-- e

where E is the open circuit resolver voltage and 8 is

the rotation or mechanical angle in radians.

V2
From the ratio of_= e j(640 - _/2) it is

,.J

seen that the phase shift of V2, with respect to V3, is

64 times the angle e or a multiplication by a factor of

2 occurs in the bridge network.

As the instantaneous voltage V 2 passes through

zero with a positive slope, a start pulse is generated

which opens a gate and a counter counts a 2.048 mega-

hertz clock frequency. As V 3 passes through zero

with a positive slope, a stop pulse is generated which

closes the gate and stops the counter. The number of

cycles counted is a measure of the gimbal angle (Refer

to the vector diagram in Figure 14. 4-3).

ignal

v _ Reference

V3Sto p Signal

_ B155

Figure 14. 4-3 Gimbal Angle Vector Diagrams

PLATFO_A

I

I

.,r

Stop Pulse

Start Pulse

IBM B156A
¢

Figure 14. 4-2. Dual-Speed Resolver Schematic
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The single-speed winding uses a single RC

passive network which generates a start pulse; the

stop pulse is obtained from the reference voltage to

the resolver primary as shown in Figure 14.4-2. The

method of counting is the same as for the 32-speed

windings. This information is utilized only if the 32-

speed winding is lost. Thus, degraded accuracy

occurs rather than complete failure.

The LVDA provides two frequency reference

sources, one for the 32-speed winding and one for the

single-speed winding. These references are con-

trolled by the same frequency standard to insure that

the gimbal angle measurement will not be lost if one
reference source fails.

The 32-speed system accuracy is basically

insensitive to temperature variation of the resolver,

as well as impedance unbalance in the output windings.

The open circuit voltage of the resolver is the basic

reference voltage as shown in the equations.

The resolver and performance characteristics

of the angular readouts are listed in Table 14.4-1.

The Platform system also contains an analog

resolver chain system which can provide vehicle roll,

pitch, and yaw attitude steering signals directly to the

control system. This is a backup system and is not

Table 14. 4-1

Astronics System

Section 14. 4

planned as flight equipment. The capabilities will be
utilized in the ground checkout system to program the

platform gimbals for vehicle control system calibra-

tion.

The resolver chain system includes three

servo-driven resolvers whose shafts are time pro-

grammed from the ground computer with a maximum

rate of 2 degrees per second; operational rate is 1

degree per second. These units are located in the

inertial data box.

The resolver chain schematic is shown in

Figure 14. 4-4. The resolversXx, Xy, and X Z are

the time-programmed units. The characteristics of

the resolver chain system are listed in Table 14.4-2.

The resolver chain performs coordinate trans-

formation computations. From Figure 14.4-4, it

can be seen that the resolver chain provides six trans-

formation matrices. With proper detection, two chain

references (fl and f2 ) allow vehicle roll, yaw, and

pitch signals to be detected from the transformation

matrices. The 1.6-kilohertz signal on the YB winding

and the 1.6-kilohertz signal on the X B at the output

of the resolver chain provide the roll and pitch r___ates,

respectively. The 1.92-kilohertz signal on the'X B

winding provides the yaw rate. If redundant steer-

Angular Readout Characteristics

Resolver Characteristics

Excitation voltage

Harmonic content of

excitation

Excitation frequency

Excitation power

Mechanical accuracy

Secondary voltage
maximum (open circuit)

System Characteristics

System high speed

System low speed

Static accuracy

32 -Speed Single -Speed

26V + 5% 26V± 5%

0.1% 0.1%

1016 Hz ± 0. 01% 1016 Hz _ 0. 01%

1.8W 0.08W

± I0 arc sec ± 30 arc min

5.0V 5.0V

Dynamic accuracy (error is proportional to input rate)

Computer clock frequency

Temperature range for optimum accuracy

64:1

1:1

± 30 arc seconds

20 arc seconds at 0.2 rad/second

2. 048 MHz ±0.01%

± 30 ° C (54°F)
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Table 14. 4-2 Resolver Chain System Characteristics

Excitation

fl 26V, 1.6kHz

f2 26V, 1.92 kHz

Demodulator Output

To control computer

To telemetry (fine)

(coarse)

Linear range

3 Vdc/degree of arc

±2.5 Vdc/±3 degrees

±2.5 Vdc/±15 degrees

± 15 degrees

ing signals were required, a third reference (f3) could

be inserted at _(o and the detection system would pro-

vide an additionRl roll, yaw, and pitch signal at Z B

and YB"

The detection scheme for the resolver chain

is shown in Figure 14. 4-5. When the vehicle coordi-

nate system is aligned to the navigaUonai coordinate

system, the YB winding will have a standing voltage

of 15 volts, I.92 kilohertz which is in phase with

vector Y0" This bias voltage is removed by a bucking

voltage obtained from Y0 (f2)" The signals are filtered

and, by means of signal bucking, detection filtering,

modulation amplification, and redetection, are sepa-

rated as shown in Figure 14.4=5. The output signals

are dc with a scale factor of 3 volts per degree. The

"3-sigma" accuracy of the resolver chain is 9 arc min-

utes over a complete cycle.

ESE INERTIAL DATA BOX

XX Xz

h- ! _ I
..-:..Zo I " ',

f2-

yB=Z x X

INERTIAL PLATFORM

I I I i

X" i X'" Z5 ', Z4 X4 : X3 Y3 : Y'B

Y

I

-- m

ZB=Y x

XB=Z x Y

L mm

___fl _ Roll

f2

-_ _ Yaw

I

Pitch

Gimbal
Program Signals

IBM B I5"/A

Figure 14. 4-4 Resolver Chain Schematic
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I
I ayB Roll Error 1.6 kHz

] byB 15 volt 1.92 kHz

1%

__B_Dummy L_d

15 volt
1.92 kHz

__XB aXB ' bXB

aXB Pitch Error ].6 kHz
bXB Yaw Error 1.92 kHz

PLATFORM

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

"1
I

fl = 1o6 kHz

ayB

<

fl

Roll CVD

3 Vdc/degree

Roll Rate

1.6 kHz Pitch CVD

m 3Vdc/degree

, _ Pitch Rate

I _--i _do,a,or,.92_,zI
f vowcvD

II _ Isl I/ _3Vdc/degree

f2 = .92 kHz

IBM BIS8A

Figure 14.4-5. Resolver Chain Signal-Detection Scheme
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SECTION14.5

OTHERPLATFORMSYSTEMUNITS

14.5.1 PLATFORM ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY

The ST-124-M Platform Electronic Assembly

contains the electronics, other than those located in

the Platform, required for the Platform axis and

accelerometer stabilization. Switching electronics

for controlling Platform system power and checkout

functions are also located in the Platform Electronic

Assembly. The electronics are printed circuit, mod-

ular constructed, and are fittedintothe box with an

electrical connector (for ease of assembly and main-

tenance).

Components or modules requiring pressuriza-

tion are protected by epoRy encapsulation. Internal

heat sources are heat-sinked to the main casting, with

heat being removed by conduction intothe temperature

controlled mounting panels (cold plates) of the Instru-

ment Unit. For system evaluation, critical control

signals are conditioned in the Platform Electronic

Assembly and supplied to telemetry.

The Platform Electronic Assembly is a cast

magnesium structure and is mounted to the cold plates

with pads which extend out from the box structure.

The box has a light=gauge sheetmetal cover, which is

gasket-sealed and maintains a pressure of 1.4 N/cm2g

(2 psig). Internally, the box contains a cast magnesium

deck for mounting electronic components and a grooved

rack for mounting printed circuit modules. The as-

sembly weighs 19 kilograms (42 pounds).

14.5.2 PLATFORM AC POWER SUPPLY

The ST-124-M Platform AC Power Supply

(Figure 14.5-1) furnishes the power required to run

the gyro wheels, excitation for the platform gimbal

synchro, and frequency sources for the resolver chain

references and for gyro and accelerometer servo-

systems carrier. The power supply is a regulated,

solid-state, three-phase, ac power supply capable

of supplying up to 250 VA continuously. With an input

voltage from 24 to 30 Vdc, itproduces a three-phase

sine wave output, which is fixed at 26.5 volts (rms)

line-to-line at a fixed frequency of 400 + 0.01 hertz.

Three single-phase, 20-volt (no load) reference-

square-wave outputs of 4.8 kilohertz, 1.92 kilohertz,

and I.6 kilohertz are also provided.

The oscillator in the power supply generates a

temperature-stable square wave of 19.2 kilohertz

derived by frequency division from a 2.45-megahertz

quartz crystal oscillator. This 19.2-kilohertz square

wave is the frequency source from which all the fre-

quency outputs are derived.

The frequency divider network, referenced

with the 19. 2-kilohertz square wave, produces two

buffered 4. 8-kilohertz square waves. One 4. 8-kilo-

hertz wave becomes the "clock pulse" for the cycle

register; the other feeds the regulator-driven ampli-

fier. In addition, the network provides dividers and

buffers for the auxiliary outputs. All frequency-

divider circuits use Johnson-type counter logic to

provide symmetrical square wave outputs to eliminate

complicated decoding gates. The network section

utilizes integrated circuits construction.

The cycle register produces six push-pull,

square-wave, 400-hertz outputs phased in 30-degree
time increments. The 4.8-kilohertz signal from the

divider network is used as the clock pulse to trigger

the six register flip flops. The flip flops are bistable

circuits of the same type (integrated-circuit) used in

the frequency divider network.

Each cycle register flip flop drives one channel

of the power amplifier. One channel consists of two

cascaded push-pull stages which are transformer

coupled; all transistors operate in the switching mode,

which contributes to the high efficiency of the inverter.

Each channel excites a push-pull primary winding of a

toroidal output transformer. The secondary windings

consist of three per transformer with a 4:3:1 winding

ratio (A of Figure 14.5-2). Each of the outputs has

1 winding from each of the 6 transformers (B of

Figure 14.5-2) in a combination of 3 pairs with a

4:3:1 wattage ratio. The manner in which these

ratios are used in the generation of the sine wave

output is illustrated in C of Figure 14. 5-2.
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The output voltages contain 15-percent

harmonic distortion. A low-pass output filterre-

cluces this distortion by approximately 10:1. The

voltage regulator compares a sample of the three-

phase output voltage with a stable Zener reference

voltage, then amplifies the error and biases the

power amplifier to close the loop.

The 19.2-kilohertz oscillator, the frequency

dividers, the network dc supply, and the cycle reg-

ister operate in dual redundancy. Ifthe 400-hertz

voltage is not detected in channel A, a bistable

switching circuit will instantly switch power demand

to channel B.

The Platform AC Power Supply box is cast

magnesium and has a light-gauge sheetmetal cover,

which is gasket-sealed and maintains a pressure of
1.4 N/cm2g (2 psig). Modular-potted construction

is used throughout, Motherboard printed circuit

boards with integrated circuitry minimize internal

wiring. The weight of the assembly is 14.5 kilograms

(32 pounds).

14.5.3 ST-124-M ACCELEROMETERSIGNAL
CONDITIONER

The ST-124-M Accelerometer Signal Conditioner

accepts the velocity signals from the Platform ac-

celerometer optical encoders and shapes them before

they are passed on to the LVDC/LVDA. Each accel-

erometer requires 4 shapers -- a sine shaper and a

cosine shaper for the active channel and a sine shaper

and a cosine shaper for the active channel and a sine

shaper and cosine shaper for the redundant channel.

4._

Register Amplifier Transformer
System

f B+ Reg

19.2kHz J 2.45MHz ]Oscillator Crystal

Divider

10:1 i ] 6:1Divider Divider

1 l
l 1

1.92 kHz 1.6 kHz

k

2:1
Divider

I l

4_

V_28 Vdc

Input

Output
Output Current

FHter
Transformer

Filter

3_ 26.5 V rms

! .T

'Ill
J 3_b 3_bRect,fier J I Rectifler

Currentl_

Limit I [ Zener Zener

S g.o,I I  ferenceJ I Referencel

Amplifier MagAmp Amplifier

t
Voltage Error Signal

Buffer J

4.8 kHz

Square Wave Outputs

r_ B159

14.5-2

Figure 14.5-1. Platform AC Power Supply Block Diagram
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A. Output Toroidal Transformer

O
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( Input )

O

T 1 Thru T6

B. Secondary Interconnectlons

0 •

Secondaries ',J_. (_, .._

C. Simultaneous Display of WaveForms (Time):
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400 Hz
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I

I i I
..¢___i t t I
I I I I I
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1
I I t I I--

I I I jl I
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L.
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Figure 14.5-2 Generation of 3-Phase, 400-Hertz Voltage
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Also included are four buffer amplifiers for each

accelerometer -- one for each sine and cosine output.

The output of these buffers is furnished to the block-

house for a prelaunch accelerometer calibration check.

The accelerometer telemetry velocRy signals are also

conditioned in this assembly. Characteristics of the

velocity signals are listed in Table 14.5-1.

The totalassembly weighs approximately 4.5

kilograms (I0 pounds) and is fabricated from a mag-

nesium casting. Light-gauge sheetmetal covers wRh

gasket seals maintain an internal pressure of 1.4

N/cm2g (2 psig).

Table 14. 5-1 Characteristics of the Accelerometer TM Velocity Signals

Output voltage levels

Signal rise time

Output frequency of acceleration

signal

0-6 volts minimum (3 volt bias)

0-8 volts maximum (4 volt bias)

10 _ s on square wave

+ 20 g (50 Hz/g)

14.5-4
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SECTION14.6

PLATFORMERECTIONSYSTEM

The erection of the Platform to the local ver-

tical is accomplished by two gas bearing pendulums

which are fitted to the inertial gimbal. The input axes

of the pendulums are parallel to the Y and Z acceler-

ometer measuring axes*.

The gas bearing pendulum is a single-axis

gravity-sensing device. Its sensing element is a

gas-floated slug which supports a soft iron core as

shown in the cutaway view of Figure 14.6-I. The

iron slug moves inside the coils of a linear differ-

ential transformer which provides the electrical

output signal. Damping of the slug motion is pro-

vided by a chamber and an exhaust orifice while the

spring restraint is obtained magnetically.

* The XYZ coordinates used in this book have been

changed to reflect the Project Apollo Coordinate

System Standards (SE 008-001-I). This coordin-

ate scheme becomes effective for vehicles 204

and 50? (and subsequent). For further details

refer to Section i. 2.

The characteristics of the pendulums are listed

in Table 14.6-1.

A block diagram of the erection system is

shown in Figure 14.6-2. The input axes of the Y and

Z pendulums are along the inertial gimbal Y and Z

axes, respectively. The pendulum output is amplified

by a preamplifier on the Platform and then transmitted

to the ground equipment alignment amplifier.

The alignment amplifier provides a propor-

tional plus integral path to the torquer drive amplifier,

which returns the signal from the ground to the variable

coil of the gyro torque generator. The erection sys-

tem is a second order system with a natural frequency

of 0. 05 radian per second and a damping ratio of 0. 5.

The leveling accuracy of the erection system is _ 2. 5

arc seconds.

Differential __'_

TracSofii_rner _ _-'_,_'_ _ _. _,_

oas J/.._'_ ]._$iIII I II I

Chamber _ / _

Gas Inlet J v _Gas Exhaust

IBM BI6

Figure 14. 6-1 Gas Bearing Pendulum
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Table 14. 6-1

Physical Characteristics

Volume

Weight

Gas Bearing

Gas pressure

Gas flow

Gas gap

Signal Generator

Type

Excitation

Sensitivity

Performance

Leveling accuracy

Input range

Time constant

Gas Bearing Pendulum Characteristics

57.5 cm 3 (3.5in 3)

75 grams (0.6165 pound)

i0. 3 N/cm2d (15 psid)

0.028 m3/h (_ 1SCFH)

0. 015 to 0. 02 cm

(0. 006 to 0. 008 in. )

Inductive

4V, 400 hertz

400 mY/degree

+ 2.5 arc seconds

± 0.5 degree (signal saturation)

10 seconds

I
PLATFORM -I_'_

I
I

Pendulum Preamp

I
I

HPendulum Preamp

Note the Y_pendulum input axis is I
along the ZI vector and the Z

pendulum input axis is along the
YI vector of the ine_ial glmbal.

ALIGNMENT AMPLIFIER I

(Ground Checkout -'_
Equipment)

Y AlignmentAmplifierchannelh

Z AlignmentAmplifierchannelh

d
! S._o-L

i,,-y-L.7-I ma'amJ
I
I
I

I
ALIGNMENT

PLATFORM

Y Gym

-{,o1 1 ol
Z Gym

- Tol"lol
Potenfiometer Ji------ I Torquer

I J Drive
Amplifier I

Rote _ I

I
I

AMPLIFIER CHANNEL _
I

t Gy_o
TG
Coll

IBM IIISlA

Figure 14.6-2. Platform Erection System Block Diagram
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SECTION14.7

AZIMUTHALIGNMENTSYSTEM

The azimuth alignment system orients the

Platform +Z coordinate axis* to the desired flight

azimuth. To obtain the high accuracy requirement,

the azimuth alignment system utilizes electro-optical

techniques. The basic elements of the azimuth align-

ment system are an autocollimating theodolite with

detection system, synchro encoder servosubsystem,

launch control computer for azimuth programming

and reference, and an alignment torquing servosubsys-

tem. Fitted to the inertial gimbal is a porro prism

(intermediate infrared) with its dihedral edge parallel

to the Z axis of the inertial gimbal. A second prism

(near infrared) is fitted to the stator of the two-speed

synchro which has its dihedral edge free to rotate in

the Y-Z plane (Figure 14.7-1).

The basic element of the optical system is the

SV-M2 Theodolite (Figure 14.7-2). The system con-

sists of an autocollimating theodolite with necessary

optics and detectors, a penta mirror set, an automatic

sway control system, reference prism with stand,

closed circuit TV monitoring system, and support

electronics and control.

The theodolite has three control channels

the synchro prism, the inertial prism, and a trihedral

prism (Figure 14. 7-3). An infrared energy spectrum

is generated by a tungsten filament lamp. This spec-

trum has a bandwidth of two microns which lie be-

tween 0.7 and 2.7 microns. Atmospheric absorption

of infrared in this bandwidth occurs at 1.35 and 1.8

microns. Therefore, the control channels are divided

at 1.35 and 1.8 microns with the 0. 7 to 1. 35 microns

near infrared-band assigned to the synchro prism, the

1.25 to 1.8 microns intermediate infrared-band as-

signed to the inertial prism, and 1.8 to 2. 6 micron

far infrared-band assigned to the trihedral prism

(Figure 14.7-4). The prisms have a dichroic multi-

layer coating that allows only the desired bandwidth

of energy to pass.

* The XYZ coordinates used in this book have been

changed to reflect the Project Apollo Coordinate
System Standards (SE 008-001-1). This coordin-
ate scheme becomes effective for vehicles 204

and 502 (and subsequent). For farther details
refer to Section 1.2.

The angular position of the synchro prism is

controlled directly from the theodolite. A theodolite

error signal drives a servoamplifier which is located

in the launch umbilical tower. The amplifier output

is transmitted to the Platform where it excites a

servomotor located on the inertial gimbal. The servo-

motor positions the synchro prism through a gear train

of 105:1, reducing any angular error to zero. This

loop is active throughout countdown until vehicle It[t-

off. The angle between the inertial gimbal (navigation

coordinates) and movable prism is measured by a

precision 25:1 dual-speed control transmitter synchro

(Figure 14.7-5). The inertial prism is controlled

by the theodolite output signal through the roll align-

ment servoelectronics by torquing the roll gimbal

until the prism is acquired.

The trihedral prism, which is fixed to the

vehicle, is used as reference for a servosystem to

position the penta mirror which provides the theodo-

lite with the capability of translatory tracking. At

the vehicle elevation of the Platform system, the

SV-M2 Theodolite (Saturn V, Mod 2) will compensate

for a • 35. 5 centimeters (e 14 inches) translation

movement of the vehicle. The trihedral prism servo-

loop increases the aperture of the autocollimator from

20 centimeters (8 inches) to 81 centimeters (32 inches)

at a rate of 81 centimeters/second (32 inches/second).

Prism acquisition signals from the three chan-

nels are generated with the same infrared-coded

bandwidths that produce the error signals. These

are used to automatically block and/or initiate other

events in the vehicle launch procedure and azimuth

alignment system. Indicator lights on the theodolite

control panel in the launch control center confirm

that the 3 prisms are in the acquisition range of the

theodolite. Two closed-circuit TV monitor systems

provide the launch control center with a view of the

3 prisms and a monitor of the theodolite control and

display panel in the theodolite hut.

The elevation angle (nominally 25 degrees

from horizontal) of the theodolite is set by a dc

motor-driven actuator which is manually controlled

14.7-1
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fromthe launch control center. At the Saturn V

launch complex, the theodolite can operate with a

+ 35. 5 centimeter (± 14 inches) variation in elevation

without requiring any adjustment.

The encoder-synchro package consists of a

25:1 dual-synchro, an 18-bit optical shaft angle

encoder, and a motor-tachometer-gear assembly.

The encoder is provided with an enclosure contain-

ing strip heaters to maintain the temperature within

± 5°C (9°F), maintaining the designed accuracy of

± 10 arc seconds. The encoder system has a self-

generated encoder sampling time of 20 milliseconds.

The output is a cyclic gray code with logic levels of

0 or 28 volts. The 25:1 dual synchro with the platform

dual synchro has a back-to-back control transmitter:
control transformer error of ± 10 arc seconds.

The reflected infrared energy from the prisms

is acquired by the theodolite's optics. From this

coded energy, the theodolite detects deviations from

the desired position of the prisms. These coded

signals are separated into their respective channels

by slit prism angle filters and dichroic beam splitters.

Outer

Gimbol(x)
lnerHol

Gimbal

To X Gym

Prism Output

X

Vehicle l
Tv_st

Vehicle

Frame

Azimuth

Analog Pick-up

Output

<1

t ESE Computer IComplex

+X

, Middle
Gimbal (Z)

Platform
Cover

_Y

Autocolllmator
Theodolite

IBM B I_LIA .#

Figure 14. 7-1 Automatic Azimuth Alignment
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The dichroic beam splitters have a dichroic multilayer

coating similar to the prisms. Each of the three chan-

nels has acquisition detectors which generate dc signals

when the prisms are within the acquisition range of the

theodolite. These signals are used to indicate ac-

quisition and to control relay switching in various
other vehicle-associated control functions. When

an error exists in any channel, a representative

portion of the infrared energy passes through the

slit prism filter to the dichroic beam splitter and on

to a lead sulfide detector. A phase-oriented ac volt-

age is generated which is directionally proportional

to the angular error. This voltage is amplified and

demodulated to achieve the desired signal gradient of

100 millivolts per arc second.

The simplified azimuth block diagram in Fig-

ure 14.7-6 shows the operation of the azimuth align-

ment system. After all systems have been energized,

the erection system positions the inertial gimbal to

the local vertical. The azimuth alignment equipment

is switched into the acquisition mode. This closes

Astrionics System
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contacts A, B, C, and D and opens contacts E, F, G,

and H. A bias signal is injected into the synchro

prism servoloop to drive this prism into acquisition;

the acquisition signal removes the bias and closes the

synchro prism servoloop on the theodolite and drives

the synchro prism to null.

The output of the dual-speed control trans-

former drives the encoder-synchro servoloop until

the synchro output is zero through contact E. The

RCA-110A Launch Computer reads and stores the

position of the 18-bit encoder. Thus, the baseline

azimuth is stored in the computer. This is the azi-

muth of the navigation coordinate system and is the
reference from which launch azimuth is established.

Any deviation from this position will generate an error

signal in the CX:CT measurement causing the X gyros

to torque the gimbal and reduce the error to zero.

The mission azimuth is established with con-

tacts A, B, C, and D open and contacts E, F, G, and

H closed. The launch control computer computes the

Vi dlcon

Viewing
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Detector Optics
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_(i14 Inches) Preamplifiers
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Figure 14. 7-2 Theodolite
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azimuth program angle by comparing the baseline

azimuth to the stored mission azimuth and torquing

the synchro-encoder repeater until the encoder output

agrees with the computer. The error signal from the

dual-speed synchro system is fed to the X gyro align-

ment loop and drives the inertial gtmbal to the mission

azimuth which also nulls the CX:CT untmlance. The

synchro prism is held fixed with respect to the optical
beam from the theodolite on the baseline azimuth. The

inertial gimbal (navigation coordinates) is held on the

mission azimuth with the CT acting as an azimuth pick-

oH. The azimuth angle computation is a function of

the predicted launch time. The computer program

translates any deviations from the predicted launch

time into a respective azimuth angle change and

repositions the inertial gimtml to the changing azi-

muth through the encoder synchro. The mission

azimuth is displayed in the launch control center by
a digital monitor.

The analysis of the azimuth alignment error

shows the root sum squared system error to be less
than + 20 arc seconds.
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SECTION14.8

GAS BEARINGGYRO

The Platform contains three AB5-K8 gas

bearing single-degree-of-freedom gyros. These

components measure the vehicle motion; their per-

formance capabilities define the hardware accuracies

of the guidance system. No active compensation is

used in the LVDC for instrument error terms and

absolute tolerances are established for the life of the

instruments.

The gas bearing gyro is shown in a cutaway

view of Figure 14. 8-1. The cylindrical, externally-

pressurized gas bearing suspends the cylinder be-

tween the sleeve and endplates, as shown in Figure

14. 8-2, and provides both axial and radial centering.

The endplates are bolted to the sleeve and their

assembly forms the case of the gyro.

Dry GN 2 is passed through two rows of 24

holes with millipore discs in the sleeve to act as flow

diffusers and provide the bearing stiffness. The gas

in the cylinder chamber generates the hydrostatic

bearing and flows symmetrically to both endplates,

escaping around the hub at each end of the cylinder.

The sleeve, endplates, and cylinder are constructed

of beryllium with machined tolerances of 5 x 10 -4

millimeters (20 microinches) in roundness and in

squareness.

The gyro wheel shown in Figure 14.8-2 mounts

in a yoke of the cylinder endcap. The neck section

of the yoke is controlled to minimize the anisoelastic

drift of the wheel assembly. The endcap is mounted

in the cylinder forming the gyro cylinder assembly.

The cylinder is helium filled to reduce windage losses.

The wheel is a two-pole, synchronous hysteresis

motor. Precision bearings are fabricated to the beryl-

lium shaft with the motor laminations and windings to

form the stator of the wheel. The rotor is made up

of an elkonite ring with P-6 hysteresis laminations

shrink-fitted into the elkonite ring and beryllium end-

bells which are bolted to each side.

The signal generator and torque generator,

shown in Figure 14. 8-2_ are coupled to the cylinder

by means of a copper-shorted loop which is mounted

on the cylinder. The signal generator is an ac-type,

shorted-loop, single-winding sensor for the angular

displacement of the gyro about its output axis. The

torque generator operates like an eddy current motor.

It provides only alignment torques for initial erection.

The 3-phase, 400-hertz wheel power is transmitted by

ribbon flex leads to standoffs on the gyro cylinder. A

magnetic shield is placed between the gyro case and

the signal generator. Dust covers, which are also

magnetic shields, complete the assembly.

The electrical schematic for the AB5-K8

stabilizing gyro is shown in Figure 14. 8-3. The

coordinate definition for a single gyro is also shown.

The wheel phase rotation A-B-Cp American Standard,

with the gyro connected to the 26-voltj 400-hertz supply,

causes the gyro wheel to rotate in a negative direction

about the gyro spin reference (XGu) vector. *

Table 14.8-1 lists the gyro characteristics.

* The XYZ coordinates used in this book have been

changed to reflect the Project Apollo Coordinate

System Standards (SE 008-001-1). This coordin-
ate scheme becomes e/fective for vehicles 204

and 502 (and subsequent). For further details
refer to Section 1.2.
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Table 14. 8-1 Gyro Characteristics

Gyro Wheel

Type ................................. Synchronous hysteresis

Angular momentum ....................... 2.0 x 106 g/cm2/s

Wheel speed ............................ 24, 0C0 rpm

Wheel excitation ......................... 26 V, 3-phase, 400 Hz

Wheel bearing preload ..................... 3.4 kg (7.5 pounds) operating

Wheel power at sync ...................... 10 W

Wheel life ............................. 3000 hours, minimum

Wheel mourt ........................... Symmetrical

Wheel sync time ......................... 90 seccnds

Gas Bearing

Gas pressure ........................... 10. 3 N/cm2d (15 psid)

Gas flow rate ........................... _10OOiCnC#_linn)ST P

Gas gap (one side) ........................ 0.015 to 0.02 cm

(0.006 to 0.008 in.)

Orifice restrictors ....................... Millipore discs

Sleeve material .......................... Anodized beryllium

Endplate material ........................ Anodized beryllium

Cylinder material ........................ Anodized beryllium

Signal Generator

Type ................................. Short turn reluctance

Excitation ............................. I0 V, 4. 8 kHz

Sensitivity ............................. 470 mV/ o with i0 k load

Float freedom .......................... + 3°+0°
-0. 5°

Torquer (for platform erec|ion and earth rate bias only)

Type ................................. Shozted turn reluctance

Normal erection rate ....................... 6°/min

Fixed coil excitation ...................... 26 V, 400 Hz, 45 mA

Maximum variable

coil excitation........................... 30 V, 400 Hz, 50 mA

Impedance

Fixed ecil resistance ................... 184 f}

Fixed ecil impedance ................... 555f} /+31 ° (400 Hz)

Variable coil resistance ................. 190 f_

Variable coil impedance ................. 330 f} /+53 ° (400 Hz)
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Physical Characteristics

Size

Diameter ........................... 7.6 cm (3 inches)

Length ............................. 10. 2 cm (4 inches)

Weight ............................... 900 grams (2 pounds)

Mounting .............................. 3-point flange mounting

Temperature Characteristics

Calibration temperature .................... 42.5 °C (108.5 °F) (gyro housing)

Drift versus temperature gradient ............. 0. 009 °/hr/°C

15

I
I

13

9

\_10

12

1. Torque Generator
2. Gas Passage
3. Gas Filter
4. Gas Inlet

5. Gyro Rotor
6. Output Axis (OA)
7. Gas Exhaust Port
8. Supporting Gas Film

9. Feeder Ports

10. Spin Reference Axis
11. Gimbal Angle
12. Spin Axis (SA)
13. Gimbal
14. Input Axis (IA)
15. Signal Generator

_M _169

Figure 14.8-1. Cutaway View of a Single Axis-Integrating Gyro
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Figure 14.8-2 Exploded View of a Gas Bearing Gyro
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Figure 14. 8-3. StabilizingGyroscope Electrical Schematic ABS-K8
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SECTION14.9

PENDULOUSGYROACCELEROMETER

The AB3-K8 instrument is a pendulous gyro

accelerometer; a cutaway view and a schematic are

shown in Figure 14.9-1 and Figure 14.9-2, respec-

tively.

The accelerometer is a single degree-of-

freedom gyro unbalanced about its output axis. The

gyro motor and flywheel of the gyro accelerometer

are shifted along the spin reference axis to obtain

desired pendulosity about the gyro output axis. The

pendulous cylinder is machined with a pair of pivots

mounted into a frame with a set of Class-7 bearings.

Thus, the cylinder is free to rotate about the gyro

input axis, which is aligned in the acceleration-

measuring direction. A torque is produced by the

unbalance or pendulosity which is proportional to

the acceleration to which the pendulous mass is

subjected. A signal generator measures the preces-

sion angle of the gyro and a servo closes the loop to

a direct-axis torquer which is mounted on the gyro

input axis. Thus, the gyro measuring head is stabil-

ized and the pendulous weight is held perpendicular to

the input axis. The speed of the measuring head or

gyro, with respect to inertial space, is proportional

to thrust acceleration along the input axis, and the

position of the measuring head is a measure of thrust

velocity. An optical incremental encoder is mounted

on the input axis and provides a measure of the thrust

velocity. The power source for the synchronous spin

motor is referenced from a crystal-controlled fre-

quency, guaranteeing a constant accelerometer scale
factor, or velocity increment/revolution, about the

input axis.

The symmetrical gyro wheel is mounted in a

cylinder that is suspended on a hydrostatic gas bearing.

The gyro is constructed the same as the AB5-K8

gyro except there are two rows of 18 holes for feed-

ing gas into the bearing. All nonmagnetic parts are

machined from beryllium material except the endplates.

which are fabricated of Monel to reduce the servoloop

nutation frequency.

The electrical schematic for the AB3-K8 ac-

celerometer is shown in Figure 14. 9-3. The wheel

phase rotation A-B-C, American Standard, with the

gyro connected to a 26-volt, 400-hertz, 3-phase power

supply, causes the wheel to rotate in a positive direc-

tion about the spin reference axis vector.

Table 14. 9-1 lists the accelerometer char-

acteristics.

Table 14.9-1 Accelerometer Characteristics

Gyro Wheel
Type ................................. Synchronous hysteresis

Angular momentum ....................... 94,000 g/cm2/s nd

(1290 lbf/in.2/s)

Wheel speed ............................ 12,000 rpm

Wheel excitation ......................... 26 V, 3-phase, 400 Hz

Wheel sync time ......................... 90 s

Wheel power at sync ...................... 4.0 W

Wheel life ............................. 3000 hours, minimum

Wheel mount ........................... Symmetrical

Wheel bearing preload ..................... 903 grams (1.99 pounds)

operating
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Table 14. 9-1 Accelerometer Characteristics (Cont'd)

Gas Bearing

Gas pressure ........................... I0. 3 N/cm2d (15 psid)

Gas flow rate ........................... _ 1700 cc/min STP

(- lOOin.31m_)

Gas gap ............................... 0. 015 to 0. 02 cm

(0.006 to 0. 008 in.)

Orifice restrictors ....................... Millipore discs

•_leeve material ......................... Anodized beryllium

Endplate material ........................ Monel

Cylinder material ........................ Anodized beryllium

Signal Generator

Type ................................. 4-pole shorted lurn reluctance

Excitation ............................. 10 V_ 4.8 kHz

Sensitivity ............................. 280 mY/° with 700 fl load
+0 °

Float freedom .......................... _ 6°
-0.5 °

Torque Mctor

Type ................................. Direct-axis dc torquer

Maximum torque ......................... 1.44 kg cm at 1.1A and 44V

DC resistance .......................... 32.6 ohms

Inductance ............................. 12.5 mfllihenries

Velocity Pickoif

Type ................................. Digital encoder (optical grid)

Count ............................. 6000 count/revolution

Resolution .......................... 5 cm/s/bit (1.96 in./s/bit)

Output ............................. Incremental with redundant
channels

Physical Characteristics

Size

Diameter ........................... 8.3 cm (3.25 inches)

Length ............................ 12.8 cm (5 inches)

Weight ................................ 1200 g (2._4 pounds)

Mounting .............................. 3-point flange mounting
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Performance

Accelerometer scale factor .................. 300 m/s/revolution of output axis

(985 feet/s/revolution)

Pendulosity ............................ 20 g/cm

Temperature Characteristics

Calibration temperature .................... 42.5 °C ambient (108.5 °F)

(on housing gyro)

Ambient temperature range for

required accuracies ...................... 43 °C + 3 °C (109 °F ± 5.4 °F)

6

I

13

12

11

1. Gas Inlet 8. Gym Input Axis
2. Encoder Discs 9. Accelerometer Measuring Direction

3. Encoder Electronics 10. Slip Ring Capsule
4. Supporting Gas Film 11. Feeder Ports
5. Servo Pickoff 12. SpTnReference Axis
6. Gym Output Axis 13. Gym Rotor
7. Torquer

Figure 14.9-1. Cutaway View of a Pendulous Integrating Gyro Accelerometer

IBM B172
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Pendulous
Weight

Figure 14.9-2. Pendulous Integrating Gyro Accelerometer Diagram
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SECTION14.10

POWERANDGASREQUIREMENTS

The input power requirements and the expected

heat dissipation of the Platform system assemblies are

shown in Figure 14.10-1. The input power figure

shows the normal (quiescent) requirements and the

peak (maximum disturbing forces and g loading) re-

quirements.

Input Power

--28 Vdc ---hi
20 watts

- 56 Vdc
50 watts

56 Vdc J
m7 watts

28 Vdc
110 watts "-B"

187 watts _ Dissipated Heat

ST-124-M __
Platform 70 wafts

Platform _._
Electronics 70 watts
Assembly

t
Accelerometer _._

Signal 4 watts
Conditioner

Platform
AC Power

Supply
_43 watts

IBM BI75A

Figure 14. 10-1 System Power Requirements and

Heat Dissipation

The Platform has 250 watts of resistive heating

with the application of 115 volts, 60 hertz, or 400

hertz. The resistive heaters are used to assist the

Platform to reach its optimum operating temperature.

Thermostats, located inside the Platform, control the

heaters and turn them off at a prescribed temperature.

The Platform component heat dissipation then raises

the Platform to operating temperature. The heaters

will also be available if in.flight environment dictates

the necessity for heating.

Inflight Platform temperature is controlled by

circulating a constant-temperature fluid through ducts

in the platform covers. The exterior of the Platform

is painted with aluminum to provide an emissivity of

approximately 0. 4, thus providing a near-constant

temperature radiating surface. Blowers will be util-

ized to circulate the internal GN2 and maintain nor-

mal temperature gradients across the gimbals.

The GN 2 is supplied from a 0. 056-cubic-meter

(2-cubic-foot) storage reservoir, pressurized to

20. 7 x 106 N/m 2 (3000 psi), and regulated to 10. 3 x

104 N/m2d (15 psid). Temperature conditioning of

the GN 2 is performed by the IU methanol-water envi-

ronmental control system. The Platform requires

I. 4 x 10 -3 cubic meters per minute (0. 5 cubic foot

per minute) of GN 2.

Table 14.10-1 lists the power supply specifi-

cations.

Table 14. I0-i Power Specifications

28 Vdc

2.0 Vdc
Voltage regulation

Ripple content 0. 5 V

Normal current 9 A

Peak current 11 A

56 Vdc

Voltage regulation + 2.5 V

Ripple content 0. 2 5 V

Normal current 1.0 A

Peak current 6. 0 A

14.10-1/14.10-2
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CHAPTER15

LVDAAND LVDC

INTRODUCTION

The combination of the LVDA and the LVDC

forms an electronic computer system. The LVDA is

the input/output device of the LVDC. Any signal to

or from the LVDC is routed through the LVDA. In

addition, the LVDA serves as central equipment for

interconnection and signal flow between the various

systems in the Instrument Unit. The LVDA converts

signals from digitalto analog form and vice versa.

The separation into LVDA and LVDC offers several

advantages; the 2 assemblies, each having approxi-

mately half the size and weight of a combined unit, can

be mounted more conveniently in the vehicle. Also,

flexibilityis gained since functional or operational

changes in the Saturn Astrionics System will essen-

tiallyaffect the LVDA only and can be implemented

without changing the LVDC.

The LVDA and the LVDC are involved in the

following main operations:

Prelaunch checkout

Navigation and guidance computations

Vehicle sequencing

Orbital checkout

The interconnections between LVDA, LVDC,

and other Astrionics equipment are indicated in

Figure 15. 1-1.

The LVDC contains the logic circuits, the

memory and the timing system required to perform

arithmetic operations. The LVDA houses circuitry

for temporary storage and conversion of data for

communication with the LVDC and the power supplies

for the LVT)A and the LVDC.
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Figure 15.1-1 Connections Between LVDC, LVDA, and the Astrionics System
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SECTION15.2

PHYSICALDESIGN

Microminiature packaging techniques are

used as much as feasible in the LVDA and LVDC.

Semiconductor chips are mounted on square ceramic

wafers (side length 7.5 mm 9 ._-0.3 in.) on which inter-

connecting wiring and film resistors have been de-

posited by silk-screen printing and firing (Figure

15. 2-I . The devices, called unit logic devices, are

attached to multilayer interconnection boards using

solder reflow techniques by infrared heating. Each

multilayer interconnection board has a capacRy of 35

unit logic devices. Two multilayer interconnection

boards are bonded back-to-back to a supporting metal

frame to form a logic page assembly (Figure 15.2-2).

Multilayer interconnection boards and pages are joined

by connectors to a central multilayer printed circuit

board.

For applications requiring extreme accuracy

or large drive current capability, circuit modules

composed of conventional discrete components are

utilized. These find greatest application in the

LVDA, but are also used in the LVDC as memory

drivers. The circuit modules are mounted on the

interconnection boards previously mentioned. In

volume, one circuit module page is equivalent to

three unit logic device pages.

The magnesium-lithium frames of the LVDC

and the LVDA are cooled by circulating a liquid cool-

ant through channels in the frame to remove heat

generated by the electronic components. This cooling

provides a low operating temperature for the electronic

components and results in a high reliability for the

devices. The coolant is provided by the IU environ-

mental control system.

An exploded view of the LVDA is shown in

Figure 15. 2-3. Figure 15. 2-4 shows an exploded

view of the LVDC.

IBM BI_

Figure 15. 2-1 Unit Logic Device Buildup
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Figure 15. 2-2. LVDC Logic Page Assembly
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Figure 15.2-4 Exploded View of the Launch Vehicle Digital Computer
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SECTION15.3

RELIABILITY

Reliability of the LVDC is predicated on the

use of triple modular redundancy in the central com-

puter. The LVDC is divided into 7 modules (Refer

to Table 15. 3-1) which are triplicated. Calculations

and simulation based on Monte Carlo techniques

indicate a reliability of 0. g96 for 250 hours (0. 999966

for a 6-hour mission) for the computer logic and

memory using triple modular redundant and duplex

techniques, respectively. This is compatible with

the minimum design objective of a reliability of 0.98

for a 250-hour mission for the combination of the

LVDC and LVDA. For comparison, the equivalent

simplex logic has a reliability figure of 0. 955 for

250 hours. Theoretically, the reliability of a duplex

module exceeds that of triple redundant modules by a

2R - R 2
factor but the difference is of a second

3R 2 _ 2R 3'

order effect for values of R close to "one" and there-

fore negligible. Duplex redundancy, however, has

limited application because of the problem of deter-

mining which one of the two units failed.

The triple modular redundant logic system of

the LVDC uses three identical simplex logic channels

(Figure 15. 3-1) and subdivides each channel into seven

functional modules. The outputs from corresponding

modules are voted upon in voter circuits before the

signal is sent to the next modules. Figure 15. 3-2

shows typical modules and voters. The output of the

Table 15. 3-1 TMR Computer Module Breakdown

Module

Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Module Name or Description

Computer Timing

Transfer Register

Arithmetic Unit

Multiply and Divide

Operation Code

Memory Address Register and Decoder

Memory Timing and Parity Check

voter circuit is equal to the majority of the inputs to

the circuit. Thus, even if one of the three inputs is

incorrect, the output to the next module will be

correct.

An average of 13 output signals from each

module are voted on. The voter circuit outputs may

go to any of the other subdivided modules of the

LVDC. This allows correct computations to be ob-

tained, even with several malfunctions in the LVDC,

provided two identical modules of a triple redundant

set are not in error.

This method provides greater reliability than

using three independent computers. If the outputs

from three independent computers were compared,

any malfunction in two of the computers would cause

the computation to be in error.

Ti m|ng TMR Computer

enerator koglc

--J TG C _ Channel C J---

Memory
Modules
Can Be
Switched

To Simplex,
Duplex,
Or Any
Combination

IBM B5

Figure 15.3-1 Computer Redundancy Configuration
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Disagreement detectors are used on module

outputs as shown in Figure 15. 3-2 to indicate a fail-

ure in the system. Approximately 13 disagreement

detectors are logically combined and fed to a register

in the LVDA. These signals are then fed to the tel e-

metry buffer register for monitoring either before

launch or in flight.

The memory system has two individual
memories which can be used in parallel (duplex) for

increased reliability or completely independent (sire-

plex) for increased capacity. In the duplex mode,

information is read out of both memories from corre-

sponding cores and by means of a selection network,

just one memory output will be used. If the selected

memory should contain an error (parity or timing),

the information from the other memory would be used

with the correct information being readback into both

memories. Thus, the computer can correct memory

errors.

C. - i th Channel
I

Mj - jth Module

V - Voter

DD - Disagreement Detector IB_ B6

Figure 15. 3-2 Triple Modular Redundancy ( TMR )

x.
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SECTION15.4

DESCRIPTIONOF THE

LAUNCHVEHICLEDIGITALCOMPUTER

15.4.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

The Launch Vehicle Digital Computer is a

general purpose computer which, under control of a

stored program, processes data using fixed-point,

two's complement arithmetic. Data is processed

serially in two arithmetic sections which can, if

desired, operate concurrently. Addition, subtrac-

tion, and logical extractions are performed in one

arithmetic section while multiplication and division

are performed in the other.

The principal storage device is a random

access, ferrite-core memory with separate controls

for data and instruction addressing. The memory

can be operated in either a simplex or duplex mode.

In duplex operation, memory modules are operated

in pairs with the same data being stored in each
module. Readout errors in one module are corrected

by using data from its mate to restore the defective

location. In simplex operation, each module con-

tains different data which doubles the capacity of the

memory. However, simplex operation decreases the

reliability of the LVI)C since the ability to correct
readout errors is sacrificed. The memory operating

mode is program controlled. Temporary storage is

provided by static registers composed of latches and

by shift registers composed of delay lines and latches.

LVDC ELEMENTS

The LVDC is composed of the following eight

functional elements:

Timing Program Control

Memory Arithmetic

Memory Control Multiply-Divide

Data Control Voting

Figure 15. 4-1 is a block diagram of the LVDC

showing the major parts of each functional element

(except the voting element) and how they are inter-

connected. The heavy lines on the diagram show

major paths of information flow.

Timing Element. The timing element develops 3

levels of standard timing signals which synchronize

and control logic operations in the remaining 7 ele-

ments. Direct outputs of the timing element are

used in every functional element, except the memory

element which generates its own timing signals.

Memory Element. The memory element and the

memory control element operate together to store

the programmed instructions and the constants and

data required by the program. The memory element

is composed of up to eight memory module assem-

blies, each of which contains a ferrite-core array

and all the circuits necessary to transfer data to and

from the module. The memory control element

determines when a transfer will occur and selects

both the direction of transfer and the memory loca-

tion to be exercised. Buffer storage for data enroute

between the memory and the central computer is also

located in the memory control element.

In addition to controlling data transfers, the

memory control element determines the mode (sim-

plex or duplex) in which the memory will operate. In

duplex operation, the memory modules are divided

into 2 groups, effectively forming two separate memo-

ries with identical contents. The even numbered

modules make up the "A" memory and the odd num-

bered modules make up the "B" memory. Each mod-

ule in the "A" memory is paired with a module in the

"B" memory which contains the same information.

The memory control element selects both modules of

a pair and provides separate tm/fer storage for each

15.4-1
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memory. The 2 memories are operated simulta-

neously, but the LVDC uses information from only

1 memory. The memory select and error monitor

circuit determines which memory will be used and

changes the selection when an error is detected in

the active memory. The memory select and error

monitor circuit continuously samples the drive cur-

rents in each memory and checks the parity of each

word transferred out of both memories. In simplex

operation, each module contains different informa-

tion, and only one module is selected at a time. The

memory select and error monitor circuit then makes

the memory selection follow the selected module so

that the "B" memory is active when an odd numbered

module is selected and the "A" memory is active

when an even numbered module is selected. The

ability to correct errors is sacrificed in simplex

operations.

Data and constants are stored in the memory

in 2 segments called syllables. Thus, the memory

is described as being divided into syllables. One

syllable of data is transferred to or from the memory

at a time; consequently, two memory cycles are

necessary to transfer a complete data word. Instruc-

tions are only half the length of data words and are

stored one per syllable. The syllable selection for

instructions is stored in the syllable select circuit of

the memory control element. Timing signals deter-
mine whether the stored selection will be used or the

selection will be sequenced to read both syllables of
a data word.

When a memory operation is required, the

memory control element provides a sync impulse to

the memory element. Memory mode and module

select circuits direct the impulse to two men_ory

modules for duplex operation or one module for sim-

plex. Once impulsed, each memory module gener-

ates all the timing signals and drive currents required

to complete its cycle.

The memory clock drivers produce either

read or store timing pulses, depending on a control

signal from the memory timing and sync select cir-

cuits. The memory address decoders reduce the

address of the desired memory location to selection

signals for the X and Y memory address drivers of

that location in each syllable of the memory.

The syllable select circuit determines which

syllable will be used. Syllable and address selection

signals are applied to all the modules in the memory.

However, only the module (or modules for duplex)

which receives a sync impulse will generate the

memory clocks which cause the module to cycle.

When the memory clocks occur, data is transferred

in parallel between the memory buffer registers A

and B and the selected memory location. All data

entering or leaving the memory passes through the

memory buffer registers enroute to or from the data

control element.

Data Control Element. Data words and constants

enter the transfer register from the memory in 2

syllables. Each syllable enters the transfer regis-

ter in parallel and is then serialized and distributed

to the arithmetic element, the multiply-divide ele-

ment, or the LVDA. Some special constants are

also distributed to the program control and memory
control elements in serial form.

Data words which are bound for the memory

enter the transfer register in serial form. The trans-

fer register then divides them into syllables and for-

wards each syllable to the memory buffer registers

in parallel. At the memory buffer registers, a parity

bit is added to each syllable before it is stored in the

memory. The parity counter monitors the number of

"l's" entering the transfer register and assigns odd

parity to the memory buffer registers by controlling

the parity bit. Odd parity means that the total number
of "l's" in a syllable is odd.

Another item which enters the transfer

register serially is the contents of the instruction

counter. The instruction counter controls the normal

sequencing of the program through the memory. Just

before a new instruction is required, the contents of
the instruction counter are shifted into the transfer

register and transferred in parallel to the address

register in the program control element. The ad-

dress register then selects the memory location of
the new instruction.

When the new instruction is read, it is trans-

ferred from the memory buffer registers into the

transfer register. The instruction is then separated

into an operation code and an operand address; the

2 parts are transferred in parallel to the program
control element. The operation code is loaded into

the operation code register and the operand address

into the address register. The operand address of

some instructions constitutes a special constant

which, in addition to the parallel transfer, is shifted
out of the transfer register in serial form.

Program Control Element. The program control

element stores and decodes the programmed in-

structions and in addition, controls sequencing the

J
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program through the memory. The operation code

register and the address register store their respec-

tive parts of the instructions. Outputs of the oper-

ation code register, and those of the operation

decoders, control the arithmetic and multiply-divide

elements, the data and memory control elements,

and parts of the program control element to perform

the commanded operations.

The address register selects the memory

location of the data to be used in the commanded

operation. When the operation is complete, the ad-

dress register is reloaded with the contents of the

instruction counter to address the next instruction.

The address register is augmented by the data module

register and the instruction module register (located

in the memory control element) and by the data sector

register and the instruction sector register in the

program control element.

The module and sector registers preselect an

area of the memory within which the program must

operate. As implied by the names of the registers,

2 selections are made, one for data and one for in-

structions (thesame area may be selected for both).

The address register then selects individual

locations within the preselected areas from which

data and instructions will be read. Timing sign_ds

discriminate between instruction and data addressing.

The contents of the module and sector registers are

changed upon command of the program.

It was noted previously that the program

control element controls sequencing the program

through the memory. Actually, the program controls

its own sequencing through the use of instructions

which command the program control element to

change the contents of the module and sector regis-

ters (discussed in the preceding paragraph) and the

instruction counter.

The instruction counter stores the address of

the next instruction to be operated. Each time the

LVDC performs an instruction, the instruction address

is incremented by one to develop the address of the

following instruction. In this manner, the program

steps sequentially through the area of memory selected

by the instruction module register and the instruction

sector register.

The sequential stepping continues untilthe

program issues an instruction to alter the sequence

or select a different area of the memory to read

instructions from. Area selection is changed by

shiftinga "HOP constant" out of the transfer register

Astrionics System
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which reloads the instruction counter to select the

starting location of the next instruction sequence.

The instruction counter then begins stepping sequen-

tiallythrough the newly selected memory area begin-

ning at the specified starting point.

The instruction counter can also be reloaded

without affectingthe module and sector registers.

This feature permits repeating short program loops

and enables the LVDC to make logical choices. When

commanded, the LVDC can examine the contents of

the accumulator register for certain conditions and

alter the program sequence if the condition exists. If

the condition is not met, sequential stepping continues.

The program control element also contains two

other circuits which can alter the normal program

sequencing, the start-stop control and the interrupt

control circuits. The start-stop control circuit pro-

vides the means to externally control starting and

stopping the LV'DC and to single-step through its pro-

gram one instruction at a time. Application of a

HALTV signal results in clearing certain registers

to an initial condition and directs the LVDC to the first

instruction of its program. During power application,

the HALTV signal remains ON until power is fully

applied to prevent spurious instructions from being

operated. A CSTN signal is manipulated by the test

equipment to step through the program one instruction

at a time, on command.

The interrupt control circuit enables external

equipment to break off normal sequencing of the pro-

gram and direct it to process data of a higher priority.

The interrupt control circuit allows the instruction in

progress at the moment of the interruption to finish,

then forces execution of a command to reload the in-

struction counter and the module and sector registers.

The first few instructions of the new program

sequence store the contents of the important registers

in. order to preserve the conditions existing in the

LVDC at the moment of interruption. Once the pri-

ority data has been processed, the LVDC can restore

these conditions and resume operation where itleft

off. The very firstitem to be stored must be a HOP

constant defining the location at which the interrupt

occurred. This constant is produced by the HOP con-

stant serializer and is used to redirect the program

to the point of interruption.

Arithmetic and Multiply-Divide Elements. The

arithmetic and multiply-divide elements encompass

the machine's total computing ability. The arithme-

tic element performs addition, subtraction, shifts,

and logical extractions. The multiply-divide element
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performs the iterative processes of multiplication

and division. The 2 elements are independent and

can, if desired, be operated concurrently.

Once a multiply or divide operation has been

started, it runs automatically to completion and the

next few instructions of the program are operated

during its progress. During this time the arithmetic

element is available for concurrent use. There is,

however, a program option for multiplication which

stops the program until the product of the multipli-

cation is available. When using this option the prod-

uct is placed in both the product-quotient register

and in the accumulator register.

The accumulator register in the arithmetic

element provides one of the operands for all the

arithmetic instructions and the memory provides the

other. For multiplication and division, the accumu-

lator contents and the operand from memory are

simply transferred into shift registers in the multiply-

divide element for temporary storage during the

iterative process. The remaining arithmetic oper-

ations combine the 2 operands in the add-subtract

logic and place the result in the accumulator register.
The result can then be sensed to control logical de-

cisions or it can be transferred to the memory, the

multiply-divide element, or the LVDA. The result

remains unchanged in the accumulator register after

sensing or transfer.

The multiply-divide logic senses the operands

each iteration and forms a partial product or quotient.

The final result is circulated in the product-quotient

register until another multiply or divide operation is

initiated, or until the LVDC is commanded to store

data in the product-quotient register. Unlike the

accumulator register which provides data to several

destinations, the product-quotient register has only

one outlet for its contents. All data leaving the

product-quotient register must pass through the "

accumulator register. The product-quotient register
contents are accessible to all arithmetic instructions

except multiply and divide.

Votin_ Element. The voting element comprises the

voters and disagreement detectors located between

modules of the LVDC and between the central com-

puter and the memory. The voters resolve differ-

ences between the outputs of triple redundant circuits

before the outputs are passed on to succeeding cir-

cuits. Thus the LVDC can sustain multiple failures

(but not identical failures occurring simultaneously)

and still function reliably. The disagreement detec-

tors monitor inputs to the voters and provide outputs

which indicate when a failure has occurred. Since

failures are self-correcting, there are no failure

indications for non-catastrophic malfunctions in the

computer logic except those from the disagreement

detectors. The voting element is not shown in

Figure 15. 4-1 because it is widely disseminated

through and between the functional elements.

TYPICAL OPERATION

Assume that the LVDC program has been

initiated and is running smoothly. The area of the

memory in which the program will operate has been

selected and instructions are coming from syllable

zero. The memory is operating in the duplex mode

with memory "A" selected. For descriptive pur-

poses, typical operation begins with reading an in-

struction from the memory. The address of the

instruction is shifted out of the instruction counter

and applied to the transfer register and the add-

subtract logic in the arithmetic element. The add-

subtract logic increments the count by one and

reinserts it into the accumulator register where it

is circulated. The instruction address is shifted

into the transfer register and then transferred in

parallel to the address register. The next events

occur in the memory control element.

Timing inputs indicate to the syllable select
circuit and the memory timing and sync select circuit

that an instruction is due to be read. The syllable

select circuit selects syllable zero (the stored syllable

selection for instructions) in all memory modules.

The memory timing and sync select circuit performs

3 functions at this time. It conditions the memory

address decoders to decode the contents of the instruc-

tion sector register rather than the data sector regis-

ter; it conditions the memory clock drivers of all

memory modules to produce read pulses; and it de-

livers a sync impulse to the memory mode and module

select circuit. The memory mode and module select

circuit routes the sync impulse to the memory clock

drivers of the two (duplex operation) memory modules

selected by the instruction module register.

Upon being impulsed, the memory clock

drivers produce read timing pulses which enable the

selected X and Y drivers to transfer the instruction

out of the addressed memory location. The memory

sense amplifiers transmit the instruction to the

memory buffer registers. The memory buffer regis-

ters store the instruction for parity checking and to

enable the inhibit drivers during the restore memory

cycle (explained later). If the parity of either memory

buffer register is incorrect or if a drive current
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failureoccurredduring the read operation, the

memory select and error monitor circuit provides an

error indication to the LVDA. Upon sensing an error,

the memory select and error monitor circuit also

places both sets of inhibit drivers under control of

the memory buffer register containing correct infor-

mation, and if the error is in the selected memory,

changes the memory selection. The instruction is

then transferred from the selected memory buffer

register to the transfer register.

Reading a ferrite-core memory destroys the

information in the memory. Consequently, a read

operation must always be followed by a store (or

restore) operation to preserve the contents of the

memory. The restore operation is accomplished

after the instruction has been transferred to the

transfer register. The memory timing and sync

select circuit changes the conditioning level to the

memory clock drivers so that they produce store

timing pulses, then delivers a second sync impulse

to the memory mode and module select circuit. There

have been no changes in address or memory module

selection, therefore the same memory location is

exercised again. However, on this memory cycle,

data is transferred from the memory buffer registers

to the memory through the inhibit drivers.

Almost immediately upon entering the transfer

register, the instruction is separated into an oper-

tion code and an operand address. The operation

code defines what operation will be performed, and

the operand address gives the location in memory of

the data to be used in the operation. The operation

code is transferred in parallel to the operation code

register and the operand address to the address

register. The remainder of the operation is depend-

ent upon the code transferred to the operation code

register. The code can specify any of three general

types of operations: (1) those which require data from

memory, (2) those which place data into the memory,

and (3) those which do not use the memory.

Assume first that the operation code requires

data to be read from the memory. The syllable select

circuit selects syllable zero, the first syllable of the

data word. The memory timing and sync select cir-

cuit conditions the memory address decoders to

combine and decode the contents of the address regis-

ter and the data sector register; it then initiates a

read cycle in the memory which transfers the first

half of the data word to the memory buffer registers.

While in the memory buffer registers, the half-data

word is parity checked, thentransferred to the trans-

fer register and restored in the memory. The trans-

fer register serializes the data by shifting it to the
TRS output latch. The TRS output makes the data

available to the arithmetic and multiply-divide ele-

ments, the program and memory control elements,
and the LVDA. Outputs from the operation code

register and the operation decoders determine which
element will accept it and how it will be used.

As the first half of the data word nears the

end of the transfer register, the syllable select cir-

cuit selects syllable 1 and the memory timing and

sync select circuit initiates another read cycle in

the memory. This read cycle transfers the second

half of the data word into the memory buffer regis-

ters where it is parity checked. Then, just in time

to fall in behind the last bit of the first half of the

data word, the second half of the data word is trans-

ferred into the transfer register. The transfer

register continues shifting and the two halves of the

data word appear as a continuous serial output on

the TRS line.

To obtain the result of a multiply or divide

operation, the operand address specifies the product-

quotient register. When the product-quotient register

is addressed, the memory is inhibited and the product

or quotient is shifted directly into the accumulator

register without passing through the transfer register.

When providing a data output, the transfer

register is synchronized with the accumulator regis-

ter. Thus, the output of the transfer register and the

contents of the accumulator register can be combined

bit-for-bit in the add-subtract logic. The results of

these operations are placed in the accumulator regis-

ter for recirculation. As the last bit of the accumu-

lator contents emerges from the accumulator register,

timing signals end the arithmetic processes in the add-

subtract logic and the contents of the instruction counter

begin to emerge from the accumulator register. The

add-subtract logic increments the instruction count by

one and reinserts it in the accumulator register im-

mediately behind the result of the arithmetic operation.

Simultaneously, the instruction count is shifted into the

transfer register to address the next instruction.

When the operation code specifies that data is

to be transferred into the memory, the basic oper-

ations are reversed. Instead of transferring 2 sylla-

bles of data to the transfer register which serializes

them into a continuous unit, a continuous unit of

serial data is shifted into the transfer register which

divides it into syllables. The syllables are then trans-

ferred to the memory in parallel. Shortly after the

instruction is loaded into the operation code and ad-
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dress registers the data word to be stored begins to

emerge from the accumulator register. Outputs from

the operation code register and the operation decoders

condition the transfer register to shift in step with the

accumulator register and accept its output. As the

data word enters the first position of the transfer

register, the parity counter monitors the number of

"l's" it contains. At this point, the focus moves to

the memory control element.

Timing signals indicate to the memory control

element that a data word is due to be transferred to or

from the memory. The operation code specifies that

data is going to the memory by causing the memory

timing and sync select circuit to switch the read/store

signal to store. The syllable select circuit selects

syllable zero as the first syllable to be transferred.

The memory timing and sync select circuit conditions

the memory address decoders to enable the X and Y

drivers of the memory location addressed by the

address register and the data sector register. Just

before the last bits of the syllable enter the transfer

register, the memory timing and sync select circuit

delivers a sync impulse to the memory mode and

module select circuit. The memory mode and module

select circuit routes the impulse to the memory clock

drivers of the selected data modules. The memory

clock drivers produce read timing pulses, but the

data transferred out of the memory is not sensed

because a store, not read, operation has been speci-

fied. Since reading the memory is a destructive

process, the addressed memory location is left

cleared.

Simultaneous with clearing the memory location,

the last bit of the syllable enters the transfer register

and the syllable is transferred to the memory buffer

registers. The transfer register continues shifting

and the second syllable of data starts to file into the

transfer register. At the memory buffer registers,

a "parity bit" is added to the syllable entering the

memory. The parity bit is controlled by the parity

count circuit so that each memory buffer register

contains an odd number of 'Ts". (Bear in mind that

the parity count circuit monitors the number of "l's"

in the syllable as it enters the transfer register. )

The memory timing and sync select circuit then im-

pulses the memory again, and the first syllable of

data enters the memory through the inhibit drivers.

The second syllable of data enters the memory in

the same manner as the first and like the first in-

cludes its own parity bit.

It was noted previously that data could be

stored in the product-quotient register. When this

operation is specified, the memory is inhibited and

the accumulator contents are shifted directly into the

product-quotient register as one intact unit.

Operations which do not use the memory either

shift the contents of the accumulator register or use

the operand address as a constant for controlling the

program. Shifting the contents of the accumulator

register is accomplished by shortening or lengthening

its circulation loop. Before the first bits of the ac-

cumulator contents begin to emerge, outputs from the

operation code register and the operation decoders,

along with control bits from the address register,

alter the recirculation path of the accumulator regis-

ter to effect the shift. When the last bit has been

shifted, timing signals restore the loop to normal to

prevent shifting the contents of the instruction counter.
The instruction counter is then incremented and

shifted into the transfer register to address the next

instruction.

Among the operations which do not use the

memory are those which make logical decisions based

on the contents of the accumulator register. As noted

previously, logical decisions are made by altering the

contents of the instruction counter if a specified con-

dition exists in the accumulator register. If the con-

dition exists, the operand address of the instruction

replaces the existing contents of the instruction

counter and the next instruction begins the new se-

quence. Logical decisions are implemented by con-

tinuously sampling the accumulator contents part way

through the register for the conditions upon which

decisions are based. Thus, when a logical decision

is initiated, most of the accumulator contents have

already been sampled and the computer need not wait

until the complete contents emerge from the register

to make the decision. The contents of the instruction

counter immediately follow the accumulator contents

in the accumulator register. Consequently, when the

last data bit has been sensed and the decision made,

the contents of the instruction counter are still only

partway through the accumulator register. If the con-

dition is met, the accumulator register is broken just

behind the last bit of the accumulator contents and the

operand address is shifted into the accumulator regis-

ter from the transfer register, replacing the existing

instruction count.

Since the memory is not being used, the trans-

fer register is not needed to distribute data from it,

and therefore is not cleared after the instruction is

distributed to the program control element.
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If the condition is not met, the accumulator

register is not broken and the existing contents of

the instruction counter are retained to address the

next instruction.

multiplication and division of two's complement num-

bers. Multiplication is done 4 bits at a time and

division 2 bits at a time.

Data are processed by using two's complement

arithmetic. Two's complement arithmetic eliminates

the necessity for a recomplementation cycle when

using sign plus magnitude arithmetic. Special algo-

rithms have been developed and implemented for

The LVDC is interconnected with the LVDA

which contains input/output conversion electronics and

power supplies for the LVDC. Salient characteristics

of the triple modular redundant LVDC are summarized

in Table 15. 4-1.

Table 15.4-1 Launch Vehicle TMR Computer Characteristics

Characteristic Description

Type

Clock

Speed

Add time, accuracy

Multiply time, accuracy

Mult-hold time, accuracy

Divide time, accuracy

Memory

Storage Capacity

Word Length

Data

Instruction

Input/Output

Component Count*

Reliability*

Packaging

Weight*

Volume*

Power*

Stored program, general purpose, serial, fixed-

point, binary

2. 048 MHz clock, 4 clocks per bit, 512 kflobits per

second

Add-subtract and multiply-divide simultaneously

82 _s, 26 bits

328 # s, 24 bits

410_s, 24 bits

656 _s, 24 bits

Random access toroidal core

Up to a maximum of 32,768 twenty-eight-bit words
in 4096-word modules

Memory word 28 bits: 2 instructions may be stored

in one memory word

26 bits plus 2 parity bits

13 bits plus 1 parity bit

External: computer-programmed I/O control:

external interrupt provided

40,800 silicon semiconductors and film resistors

(cermet). Up to 917,504 toroid cores

0.996 probability of success for 250 hours using

TMR logic and duplex memory modules

Structure constructed of magnesium-lithium

material, designed to house 73 electronic pages

and 8 memory modules

34 kg (75. 0 lbs) (4 memory modules)

0.07 meters 3 (2.4 feet 3)

150.0 watts (4 memory modules)

* Figures given here are estimated values
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In the following paragraphs some details about

the computer circuits and their operation will be

described.

15.4.2 WORD ORGANIZATION

The LVDC uses a 28-bit word consisting of

two 14-bit syllables. Each syllable includes 13 data

bits and 1 parity bit. Each syllable is stored sepa-

rately in the memory. The parity bits are used only

to check the accuracy of transfers to and from the

memory which leaves a data word 26 bits in length

(Figure 15. 4-2).

The use of the data word is at the discretion of

the programmer. Each of the 26 bits may be used as

an indicator to show the presence or absence of some

condition, or the word may be used as a binary num-

ber for arithmetic computations. Binary numbers are

represented by a sign bit and 25 magnitude bits; nega-

tive numbers are shown in two's complement form.

This text uses 2 methods for designating bit

positions in the data word. Where the word represents

a binary number, the bits are designated sign and 1

through 25, proceeding toward the least significant

digit. When used in this context, bits 1 through 25 are

called "magnitude bits". The bits are designated 1

through 26 when not referencing the data word as a

binary number; bit 1 corresponds to sign and bit 26

corresponds to bit 25 of the numeric designations.

The computer word is also used to store the

instructions of the computer program. Instructions

are 13 bits in length with one instruction stored in

each syllable of the computer word. An instruction

consists of a 4-bit operation code (OPI-OP4) and a

9-bit address (A9, AI-A8). Figure 15. 4-2 shows

how the instructions are placed in the computer words.

15.4.3 TIMING

The basic unit of computer timing is called

the "computer cycle". The duration of an LVDC cycle

is approximately 82 microseconds; this is the time

required for the LVDC to read, decode and operate

its basic instructions. The signals which define a

computer cycle originate in the phase generator. A

computer cycle corresponds to a full cycle of the phase

generator which produces three equal-length timing

signals called phase A, phase B, and phase C. Thus,

a computer cycle is defined by three "phase times".

The phase generator separates the computer

cycle into "instruction time" and "operation time".

As the names imply, instruction time is the period in

which an instruction is read and decoded, and oper-

ation time is the period in which the operation com-

manded by the instruction is performed. Generally,

instruction time occurs during phase A and operation

time during phase times B and C.

}

Bit
Position

Numeric
Designation

Non-Numerlc

Deslgnatlon

Data Word Layout

,liable 0

Bit Syllable 0
Position

Designation

Use Operand Address Code

Instruction Word Layout

Syllable I

Operand Address Operation
Code

IBM BIZ
}

Figure 15. 4-2 Word Organization
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Notice the correlation between the organization

of timing and word layout. The LVDC cycle is defined

by 3 phase times and involves 3 syllables of infor-

mation: 1 syllable for an instruction and 2 syllables

of data for an operand. The correlation also extends

downward one stop. A syllable consists of 14 bits

(13 data and 1 parity) and each phase time is divided

into 14 equal segments called "bit times". A bit time

is the time each bit of data is stored in one position of

a serial storage device before moving on to the next.

To facilitate several logic operations during

each bit time, the bit times are subdivided into four

equal parts called clocks. The clocks are identified

by the letters W, X, Y, and Z and occur in alphabeti-

cal sequence. Figure 15. 4-3 shows the relationships

of the various levels of timing and gives the time

duration of each level. Timing is given by a letter-

number-letter abbreviation of the phase time, bit time

and clock time in descending order of time duration.

For example, an event resulting from the W clock of

bit-time 11 during phase A is described as happening

at A-11-W time. If one level of timing does not apply

or has been previously established, that level may be

dropped from the abbreviation; i. e., a circuit which

operates independent of phase timing may produce an

output at every 6-Z time.

The timing element contains all the circuits

which generate timing signals for the operation of

computer logic. Basically, the timing element con-

sists of an oscillator and 3 cascaded frequency divid-

ers: the clock generator (which includes the oscillator),

the timing-gate generator, and the phase generator.

The oscillator produces the basic timing signal, from

which all other timing signals are derived. The clock

generator divides its oscillator output frequency by

four to produce a sequence of 4 clock signals which

recur each bit time. The clock signals divide each bit

time into 4 parts, enabling several logic operations to

be performed on each serial data bit. The signals

used to identify bit times are developed by the timing-

gate generator.

The timing-gate generator divides the clock

frequency by seven, producing seven timing gates

which, with their complements, can be combined to

identify 14 bit times. The phase generator then divides

the output frequency of the timing-gate generator by

three to define the 3 phases of the LVDC operation

cycle. Several additional signals, embodying various

combinations of phase, timing gate, and clock signals

are generated by special timing circuits.

Astrionics System
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The clock generator consists of 4 parts: an

oscillator, a buffer amplifier, timing logic, and clock

drivers (Figure 15. 4-4). (All parts except the oscil-

lator are triple redundant; therefore, the following

description applies to all channels. ) The clock gener-

ator produces a repetitive sequence of four clock

pulses (W, X, Y, and Z) which are used to time logic

operations in the LVDC. A special clock called BON

is generated for driving the delay lines. The logic

clocks occur at a repetition rate of 512 kI-Iz, while the

delay-line clock occurs at a 2.048 MHz rate.

The oscillator produces a 2. 048 MHz sine

wave which is used, ultimately, to generate all other

computer timing signals. The sine wave is amplified

and shaped in the buffer amplifier which produces a

complementary pair of square wave outputs, ]30 and

BON. The BON signal is fed to the delay lines and

the ]30 signal to the timing logic where itis frequency

divided to generate signals which separate the 4 clocks.

A modified Pierce oscillator is used to gener-

ate the 2. 048 MHz sine wave which is the basic timing

signal for the clock generator. The oscillator con-

tains only 6 components and draws all its operating

current from the buffer amplifier. The low component

count and absence of a supply-voltage input greatly en-

hances the oscillator's reliability.

15.4.4 MEMORY

A core memory provides the necessary storage

medium in the LVDC. The memory is divided into

memory modules. The number of memory modules

may vary from one to eight. Each module consists

of 14 planes with 128 by 64 cores in each plane (a

total of 114, 688). The basic module contains 4, 096

non-redundant 28-bit words (one bit per core). The

memory modules operate independently and may be

used in either a simplex or duplex mode. In the

simplex mode, each memory module is usable for

programming. Duplex operation requires pairs of

memory modules to function in parallel Each pair

of modules containing the same information, effec-

tively halves the amount of storage that would be

available if the same number of modules were oper-

ated simplex. With 8 memory modules operating in

simplex, the computer has a memory capacity of

32,768 words (of 28 bits each) which is equivalent to

the basic memory capability of the IBM 7090 com-

mercial machine. Storage external to the memory is

located predominantly in glass delay lines and latches

to provide temporary storage for the accumulator,

PQ registers, etc.

The organization of the memory modules is

indicated in Figure 15. 4-5. For addressing, the

128-core dimension is divided into two equal 64-core

Clock

Driver E

Clock

__ Timing Driver E

Clock EDriver

Clock
Driver

Same As Above
for Channel 2

Same As Abovefor Channel 3

BON •

WI-W8
WN
WD

Xl-X8
XN
XD

Y1-Y8
YN
YD

Z1-Z8
ZN
ZD

1)
I)

Channel 1
Clacks

Channel 2
Clocks

Channel 3
Clocks

_M B13 }
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Figure 15. 4- 5

sections to produce the syllable 0 and syllable 1 por-

Lions. Each syllable is then divided into 16 sectors

(with 8 by 32 cores each). The last sector in each syl-

lable is called residual memory. It provides a com-

mon storage area within the module (for constants,

frequently used formulas, etc. ) and allows efficient

programming. Thirteen of the fourteen memory

planes in the memory are for data and instructions

and one plane for parity bits.

Each sector will have 256 addresses ranging

from 0 through 377 (octal). Addresses of sector 17

(residual storage) will be 400 to 777 (octal). The selec-

tion of memory modules is program-controlled. The

LVDC has the capability of using instructions from

one module and data from another, or both from the

same module.

Memory Module Arrangement

direction and a "0" when magnetized in the opposite

direction, the core can be used to store one "bit" of a

binary number. The core is magnetized by passing a

dc current of -_ through the X and Y drive lines in

coincidence.

The direction of magnetic flux about the core

can be reversed by passing the same currents through

the drive lines in the opposite direction. Reversing a

core in this manner is called "switching" the core. A

sense winding, represented by S in the figure, also

passes through the core and lies within its magnetic

field. When a core is switched, the resulting collapse

and expansion of its magnetic field causes a pulse of

voltage to be induced in the sense winding. Thus, if

To enable the memory to function with a serial

arithmetic unit, a serial-by-bit operating mode is used.

This is accomplished by taking two 13-bit memory

words (syllable 0 and syllable 1) and producing a 26-bit

computer word. The central computer logic then uti-

lizes the serialized computer word. Odd parity is

assigned to each half, or 13 bits, of a computer word

when it is written into memory. A parity check is

made on all information read from memory.

CORE MEMORY FUNDAMENTALS

Figure 15. 4-6 illustrates the properties of a

ferrite core. As shown in the figure, the core can be

magnetized in either of 2 directions. By establishing

that a core "contains" a 'T' when magnetized in one

t i Bt

i-l/i-1/2
I I

I I

A. Ferdte Core B.

"1" Status

, ,/i
/ !1

v /Mo °oto---%.ve
/ Force (H)

Expressedin
Terms of I

"0" Status

Ferrlte Core Hysteresis Loop

IBM BI5

Figure 15. 4-6 Ferrite Core Characteristics
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a core containing a 'T' is switched to a "0", the re-

sulting voltage pulse in the sense winding can be

amplified and used to set a latch, indicating the core

contained a "1". If the core already contained a "0"

itwould not switch, and no voltage pulse would appear

in the sense winding to set the latch.

This is the method used for reading information

from a core memory. It is called "destructive read-

out" because after the core is read it no longer con-

tains the 'T' which was sensed from it. The latch

into which the "I" was read is a buffer between the

core and the circuits which use the stored information.

The "buffer latch" stores the "I" until itcan be trans-

ferred intothe computer and until the core can be

switched back to its original state. The process of

driving a core to a "0" and sensing whether or not it

produced an output is called a "read cycle". Switching

the core back to its original state is called a "store

cycle".

Cores are arranged in rows and columns as

shown in Figure 15.4-7. An X drive line passes

through all the cores in a column and a Y drive line

through all the cores in a row. The unit is called a

plane. The cores are positioned on the drive lines in

a pattern which puts the magnetic fields of adjacent

cores 90 degrees apart; this eliminates interference

between cores. The sense winding runs parallel to

the Y drive lines and passes through all the cores in

the plane.

If the plane is viewed as the first quadrant of

a Cartesian Coordinate System, the X and Y drive

lines represent units along the X and Y axes. The

location of each core can then be defined by the X and

Y drive lines which pass through it. The circuits

which operate the plane are controlled so that only one

X and one Y drive line carry current at any given time.

Only the core at the intersection of the selected drive
lines receives the coincident current necessary to

switch it. Hence, this method of selecting memory

locations is called "coincident-current addressing".

When a memory location is selected by coincident-

current addressing, one core along each selected

drive line receives the full current necessary to se-

lect it.

Computers operate using "words" which com-

prise a number of bits, thus the memory must be

expanded to store a complete word in each location.

The expansion is accomplished by providing a sepa-

rate plane for each bit in the word. The planes are

stacked one above the other to form an "array". Each

X drive line is linked to the corresponding lines of the

other planes in the array to form one continuous drive

line. This drive line passes through the same lo-

cations in every plane of the array. The Y drive lines

are similarly interconnected. Thus, when a pair of

drive lines are energized, a core is selected in each

and every plane at the corresponding intersection of

the X and Y drive lines.

Each plane has a separate sense winding and

buffer latch to allow the bits to be sensed individually.

However, a problem is encountered in attempting to

restore the information into the memory.

As presented up to this point, energizing a

pair of drive lines switches all the cores in the

addressed location to the same state. There is (thus

far) no provision for storing numbers which contain

both "l's" and "O's". Therefore, a fourth winding

called an "inhibit" winding is wound through each plane

to allow bits to be stored individually. The inhibit

winding runs parallel to the X drive line and carries

the same current (but in the opposing direction) as the

drive line. These windings are utilized only during

store cycles. During a store cycle, the drive lines

attempt to switch every core in the addressed loca-

tion to "l's". However, any buffer storage latches

containing "O's" energize the inhibit windings in the

corresponding planes. Inhibit current opposes the

current in the X drive line and cancels its effect. Thus,

the addressed cores in the inhibit planes feel only the

half-select current of the Y drive line and do not switch.

Since the cores in the addressed location were all

switched to "O's" when they were read, any inhibited

cores will simply remain in the "0" state.

X J

X Drive Lines
IBM B16

Figure 15. 4-7 Core Plane

_t
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Associated with the array are a number of

special circuits which are required to operate the

array. Included in these circuits are the sense ampli-

fiers, some special timing circuits, and the circuits

which provide power to the drive lines and inhibit

windings.

MEMORY MODULES

The memory element is composed of up to eight

integral and asynchronous memory modules, which

operate under control of the memory control element.

The modules are termed "integral" because each mod-

ule is a complete memory in itself. Included in each

module are a core array and all the circuits required

to transfer information to and from it. Asynchronous

refers to the fact that the timing signals which carry a

module through a memory cycle are developed within

Astrionics System

Section 15. 4

the module and are not in synchronism with any others

in the computer. When information is to be trans-

ferred to or from the memory element, the computer

delivers a sync impulse to the selected module (or

modules), waits a reasonable time for the module to

perform the transfer, and then continues (assuming

that the transfer is complete). During the memory

cycle, the memory control element provides signals to

the memory element which control addressing and
determine the direction of transfer.

Figure 15. 4-8 is a block diagram of a memory

module showing all the circuits it comprises. The

memory clock drivers (upper left) receive the sync

impulse from the computer and convert it to a series

of read or store timing pulses. The timing pulses

turn the memory address drivers and inhibit drivers

ON and OFF and strobe the sense amplifiers at the

Clock Syllable

Drivers

Sync

Read/Store

X Address

(HI)

Memory TCV
Address Regulator
Drivers

1/2 Diode Matrix ]

Y(A_: -, I.Jrlvers_..... _tess i "j =_" I I IMatrix I I Ariay I _ ..... iII I ' I Ardldvree:Si1_

I 2 ' x"
II o2/ %I I OriversI I Address I I I Detect°rl

To From X Address To To

Error Memory (LO) Memory Error
Monltor Buffer Buffer Monitor

i

Y Address

(LO)

IBM BIT

Figure 15. 4-8 Memory Module Block Diagram
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proper time. There are two memory address drivers

for each drive line in the array. Addressing signals

from the memory control element select one X and one

Y drive line by conditioning two X and two Y memory

address drivers. When the timing pulses occur, the

conditioned memory address drivers pass coincident

current pulses through the selected drive lines to

switch the cores in the addressed location. Diode

matrices provide isolation between drive lines. A

pair of error detectors continuously sense X and Y

half-select current to indicate addressing errors to

error monitor circuits in the memory control element.

A temperature controlled voltage regulator adjusts the

memory address drivers and inhibitdrivers to produce

the optimum current output for the prevailing tempera-

ture in the array. A temperature sensing element,

attached to the array, develops the inputs for the

temperature controlled voltage regulator.

Static control signals from the memory control

element determine whether information will be read or

stored by conditioning the memory clock drivers to

produce the appropriate series of timing pulses. If

information is to be read, a series of read pulses is

generated causing the memory address drivers to

switch all the addressed cores to "O's". Read timing

includes a strobe pulse for the sense amplifiers which

is delayed from the drive current to allow for the in-

ductive reactance of the windings through the array.

H the purpose of the read cycle is to clear the ad-

dressed location so that new information may be stored

in it, the strobe pulse is inhibited and the sense ampli-

fiers produce no outputs.

Ifa store cycle is required, the timing pulses

produced by the memory clock drivers reverse the

polarity of the memory address driver outputs. The

memory address drivers then attempt to drive all the

addressed cores to "1's"; however, the store pulses

are also routed to the inhibitdrivers. Any inhibit

drivers conditioned by "O's" in the memory buffer

register will produce an output opposing the X drive

current. Inhibited cores feel only the Y half-select

current and therefore remain in the "0" state.

The memory control element provides the tim-

ing, decoding, memory selection and temporary stor-

age operations which are required to properly operate

the memory element. The memory control element

consists of two buffer registers, a timing and sync

selection circuit, address decoding circuits, syllable

selection circuits, a memory mode and module selec-

t.ioncircuit, and an error monitor and memory select

circuit.

The computer memory readout is destructive,

i.e., as data is read from the memory, the applicable

memory bits are all driven to "0". The buffer regis-

ters hold the data read from memory long enough so

that itcan be read back in, thereby making the memory

readout effectively non-destructive.

In addition to saving the memory from pro-

gressive obliteration, the memory buffer registers

feed memory data to the transfer register, and receive

data to be stored in memory from the transfer regis-

ter. The transfer register assumes the role of a shift

register when it is receiving data to be loaded into

memory. To function as a shift register, the transfer

register makes use of multiple clocks. Therefore,

special timing is required to lift data from the transfer

register as soon as it has been loaded and before it

starts another shift cycle. This timing is provided by

the buffer register timing circuits which will be dis-

cussed later.

The memory select and error monitor circuit

continuously checks the performance of the memory.

During duplex operation, the memory buffer selection

is controlled to correct transient errors and provide

an uninterrupted flow of reliable information to the

computer. Memory errors are detected by parity

checking the buffer registers after every read cycle

and by monitoring the outputs of the error detector

circuits in the memory modules.

In duplex operation the A and B memories are

cycled simultaneously but only one buffer register is

selected to provide information to the computer. If an

error is detected during a read cycle, the memory

buffer containing good information is selected to con-

trol restoring both memories; thus the error, if trans-

ient, is corrected. If an error occurs in the memory

selected to feed the computer, the selection is changed
to the correct buffer before the information is used.

Thus, the computer receives only reliable information

unless both memories fail at the same storage location

simultaneously. Operation is not restored to the pre-

viously selected memory unless the good memory

should develop an error. Monitor signals are provided
at the computer interface which indicate the status of

each memory and simultaneous failure of both memories.

The memory select and error monitor circuit

includes separate parity check and error-detector

sensing circuits for each memory; these circuits are
called the "error monitors". The error detectors in

the memory modules indicate 3 types of addressing
failures: (1) multiple address selection; (2) loss of

half-select current and (3) spurious selection during

15.4-16



non-cycletimes. These failures are combined into

2 types, "on current failures" and "no current failures"

by the error-detector sensing circuits. Timing sig-

nais which enable the error monitors to sense the

different types of errors at the appropriate times are
common to both error monitors.

Information flows from the memory buffer

registers in 2 directions, through the inhibit drivers

into the memory and into the computer to be used. The

memory select latches provide separate comrol over

data flowing in each dire¢tion. Separate control is

maintained so that errors occurring in the non-selected

memory can be corrected from the selected memory

without changing the selection of the memory buffer

which is providing information to the computer.

15.4.5 COMPUTER INSTRUCTIONS

The computer uses a complement of 18 single-

address instructions which are composed of a 4-bit

operation code and a 9-bit operand address. The 4-bit

operation code can select 1 of 16 different instructions

to be executed; this range is extended to 18 by grouping

3 instructions under one operation code, then using

bits A8 and A9 of the address to discriminate between

them. Bits A8 and A9 serve no other function for the

instructions which are grouped. A list of the 18 in-

structions available is given in Table 15. 4-2 with the

operation code and a brief description of each.

The 9-bit operand address permits selection

of 512 memory addresses for use as operands or

data storage locations. The memory is divided into

a number of sectors, each containing 256 addresses.

Address bits A1 through A8 select one of the ad-

dresses within the sector. Bit A9 determines

whether the address will be in a sector previously

selected by the program or in a special sector called

"residual memory". Consequently, bit A9 is called

the residual bit; residual memory is selected when

A9 is a 'T'.

Instructions which do not require that data be

read from the memory frequently use the operand ad-

dress for special purposes. These special purposes

are pointed out in the List of Instructions, Table 15. 4-2,

where they occur. For example, the shift instruc-

tions {SHF) always manipulate the contents of the ac-

cumulator and thus requires no operand address; this

frees the operand address for use as shift control.

One instruction which makes extensive use of its oper-

and address is PIO. A complete breakdown of the

PIO addresses is given in Table 15. 4-3.

Astrionics System
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INTERRUPT

A limited program interrupt feature is provided

to aid the input-output processing. An external signal

can interrupt the computer program and cause a trans-

fer to a subprogram. A computer interrupt occurs

when the instruction in progress is completed. All

interrupts automatically generate a HOP 400 (octal)

instruction. The HOP constant designates the start

of the subprogram. Storage of the contents of the

instruction counter, sector and module registers,

syllable latch, accumulator, and product-quotient

registers must be accomplished by the subroutine

itself. These values are stored for an eventual

return to the interrupted program. Protection against

multiple interrupts and interrupts during MPY and

DIV operations is also provided.

The interrupt signal may be generated by a

timed source. The rate at which it is generated is

controlled by changing the magnitude of a number

which is being continually summed. When the summed

number reaches a predetermined value, the interrupt

signal is generated. This is accomplished in the

LV'DA.

The main program can be resumed by adress-

ing the contents of residual memory word 776 or 777

with a HOP instruction.

Certain discrete input signals are allowed to

cause an interrupt. These are useful in causing the

input-output subprogram to give immediate attention

to an input or output operation.

The interrupt feature facilitates the timing of

input-output operations by causing a transfer to an

input-output subprogram. The interrupt signal is

generated in the LVDA and may be set to interrupt at

the highest rate at which any input-output quantity

must be handled. This method avoids the necessity

of keeping track of time expired since last entering

the input-output subprogram.

The automatic interrupt also makes it possible

to permit certain discrete inputs to cause an interrupt.

Allowing discrete inputs to interrupt makes it possible

to demand that the program give attention to an import-

ant discrete input. Communications between the LVDC

and the vehicle telemetry monitoring system are thus

facilitated.
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Table 15.4-2 List of Instructions

Instruction

HOP

Operation

Code

4321
i

0000

Description

Transfers program to memory location specified by HOP constant and controls

simplex/duplex operation of memory. Operand address specifies memory location of

HOP constant used to load the registers shown in HOP constant format (below). Full

HOP constant MUST be specified each time. First instruction following HOP comes

from new location.

:
_/_7' .._ / _°/,._eAr _ /@7 .@
_'_"/ _._ / ._" A_ _ /.,._,7 F •

: 7 : /
D DD IDDDI I01AA A AA A A A S 1 1 , ,

MUS SS SlMM_U I 18 7 6 _ 4 3 2 1 ¥ S S S S MM
1P432113211PI I L 4 3 2 1 3 2

" I J JJ
MPY

SUB

DIV

TNZ

MPH

AND

0001

0010

0011

0100

0101

0110

0111ADD

Multiplies contents of memory location specified in operand address by contents of

accumulator. Uses 24 high-order bits of each operand to form 26-bit product. Product

of multiplicand and 12 low-order bits of accumulator is available by addressing 775

with second instruction following MPY; finalproduct is available to fourth instruction

following MPY. Program continues while MPY is in progress; concurrent use of accu-

mulator is permitted.

Subtracts contents of memory location specified in operand address from contents of

accumulator. Places remainder in accumulator.

Divides contents of memory location specified by operand address into contents of accu-

mulator. The 24-bit quotient is available to the eighth instruction following divide by

addressing the P-Q register (775). Program continues while DIV is in progress; con=

current use of accumulator is permitted.

Conditional transfer. Transfers operand address (A1-A8) to instruction counter and

A9 to syllable select if accumulator contents are not zero. Next instruction comes from

new syllable and address. If accumulator is zero, perform next instruction in sequence.

MuRiplies contents of memory location specified in operand address by contents of accu-

mulator. Uses 24 high-order bits of each operand to form 26-bit product. Holds up

program until multiplication is complete. Product is available from accumulator or

P-Q register with instruction following MPH.

AND's contents of memory location specified in operand address with contents of accu-

mulator. Result is placed in accumulator.

Adds contents of memory location specified in operand address to contents of accumu-

lator. Sum is placed in accumulator.
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Instruction

TRA

XOR

PIO

STO

TMI

RSU

SHF

CDS

Operation

Code

4321

1000

1001

1010

1011

II00

1101

1110

A8 = 0

A9 = 1

1 1 1 0

A9 = 0

Table 15. 4-2 List of Instructions ( Cont )

Astrionics System
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Description

Unconditional transfer. Transfers operand address (A1-A8) to instruction counter and

A9 to syllable select. Next instruction comes from new syllable and address.

Exclusive - OR contents of memory location specified in operand address with contents

of accumulator, bit-for-bit. When accumulator bit and bit from memory are different,

a "1" is placed in the corresponding bit of the accumulator; if accumulator bit and

memory bit are alike, a "0" is placed in the accumulator.

Process input or output. Operand address specifies input or output and gives address

of data source and destination. See Figure 15.4-3 for listing of addresses.

Contents of accumulator is stored in memory location specified by operand address.

Contents of accumulator is unchanged. Data can be stored in P-Q register by using

address 775. A STO instruction with operand address 776 or 777 causes contents of

multiplicand register to be stored in memory location 776 or 777 as specified. These

addresses are used for HOP-save feature.

Conditional transfer. Transfer operand address (A1-A8) to instruction counter and A9

to syllable select if accumulator sign is minus. Next instruction comes from new syl-

lable and address. If accumulator sign is plus, perform next instruction in sequence.

Reverse subtract. Contents of accumulator are subtracted from contents of memory

location specified by operand address. Remainder is placed in accumulator.

Contents of accumulator are shifted MSD or LSD a maximum of 2 bit positions as speci-

fied by operand address. Shift control codes are:

Address Bit Shift

A1 = 1 LSD 1

A2 = 1 LSD 2

A5 = 1 MSD 1

A6 = 1 MSD 2

Clears accumulator if all shift control bits are "O's".

Change data sector.

below.

Operand address is used as a constant to load registers indicated

/

oooo /
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Table 15.4-2 List of Instructions ( Cont )

Instruction

EXM

Operation

Code

4321

III0

A8=1

A9=1

Description

Part of EXM Operation

Code. A9 selects residual

memory for next instruction.

Execute modified. Operand address selects 1 of 8 instructions in residual memory to

be the next instruction executed and modifies its operand address as shown below prlo]

to execution.

EXM Operand Address ]
I

A AIAIAIAIA]AIAIAI
9 8 7 61 41 312111

Next Instruction A r

operand Address

8 716 5141312 1
I I I I L-.J

Part of data address ----J /
/

ORd with A3 and A4 of EXM

A7 A6 ADD

0 0 600

0 1 640

1 0 700

1 1 740

Replace bits AI and A2

in next instruction.

ORd with bits A3 and A4

of next instruction.

Syllable select for next

instruction.

Select 1 of 4 addresses

for next instruction.

A5 SYL

0 0

I 1

--- Select data sector for one instruction

only.

A2 A1
Data

A9
Sector

0 04

1 14

0 O5

1 15

0 06

1 16

0 07

1 17 (Res. Mem)

0 0

0 0

0 1

0 1

1 0

1 0

1 i

1 1
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Instruction

EXM

(cont)

CLA

Operation

Code

4321

III0

A8 = 1

A9 = 1

1 1 1 1

Description

EXM operation is diagrammed below.

Next Instruction

Operand Address

t....--i--..l...--J t===J

Data

Sector

Select

I I I I I I I I

AA

Effective Operand

Address of Next

Instruction

EXM Operand

Address

A AIA A A AIA

Select 600,

640, 700

or 740

i

Contents of memory location specified by the operand address are transferred to

cleared accumulator.

Table 15. 4-3 PIO Addresses

Group Selection and Functions

Data Destination A9 A8 A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1Group

1 & 3 LVDC

1 & 3A LVDC

1 & 3B LVDC

2 LVDC

2A LVDC

2B LVDC

4 LVDA

5 LVDA

Data Source

Accumulator LVDA

Main Memory LVDA

Residual Memory LVDA

Accumulator LVDA

Main Memory LVDA

Residual Memory LVDA

Peripheral Inputs and Errors LVDC

Resolver Processor Inputs LVDC

Telemetry Registers

Telemetry Registers

Telemetry Registers

Output Registers

Output Registers

Output Registers

Accumulator

Accumulator

X

0

1

X

0

1

X

X

0 L--Address "--J

1

1

0

1

1

0 X

0 X

0 X

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 1

1 1

Group 2

Mode Register

Discrete Output Register (Reset)

Discrete Output Register (Set)

Internal Control Register (Set)

Internal Control Register (Reset)

Group Addresses

Group 4 Group 5

Spare No. 6

Computer COD Counter Start

A7 A6 A5 A4 A3

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 1

Error Monitor Register Fine Gimbal No. 1 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0 1
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Table 15. 4-3 PIO Addresses ( Cont )

Group Address

Group 2 Group 4 Group 5 A7 A6 A5 A4 A3

Interrupt Register Reset Coarse Gimbal No. 3 0 0 1 1 0

Switch Selector Register (Load) Computer COD Counter Start 0 0 1 1 1

Orbital Checkout

Switch Selector & Discrete Output

Registers(Read)

Switch Selector Interrupt Counter

COD Error (Read)

InhibitInterrupt

Minor Loop Timed Interrupt

Counter

Ladder No. 1

Ladder No. 2

Ladder No. 3

Ladder No. 4

Ladder No. 5

Command Receiver

or RCA-110

Discrete Input Spares

Telemetry Scanner

Switch Selector

Real Time

Accelerometer

Processor X

Accelerometer

Processor Z

Accelerometer

Processor Y

Interrupt Storage

Coarse Gimbal No. I

Horizon Seeker No. I

Spare No. 3

Spare No. 4

Fine Gimbal No. 4

Spare No. 1

Horizon Seeker No. 3

Horizon Seeker No. 2

Coarse Gimbal No. 4

Spare No. 5

Coarse Gimbal No. 2

Fine Gimbal No. 3

Spare No. 2

Fine Gimbal No. 2

Horizon Seeker No. 4

0 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 1

0 1 0 1 0

0 1 0 i 1

0 1 1 0 0

0 1 1 0 1

0 1 i 1 0

0 1 1 1 1

1 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 1 1

1 0 1 0 0

1 0 1 0 1

1 0 1 1 0

1 0 1 1 1

1 1 0 0 0

1 i 0 0 1

1 1 0 1 0

1 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 0 0

1 1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1 0

1 1 1 1 1

A maximum of 12 interrupts are provided for

the LVDA. Under normal operating conditions, when

a bit is set in interrupt storage, a HOP 400 will be

forced to the LVDC upon completion of the instruction

currently being executed. When the LVDC program

has completed processing the interrupt, a PIO in-

struction addressing "Interrupt Register Reset" with

the bit corresponding to the bit causing the interrupt

set, must be sent to the LVDA just prior to executing

the return HOP. This is necessary to inform the

LVDA that the condition causing the interrupt has

been processed. The LVDA will then check to see if

the interrupt is still present. If the interrupt is still

present, the LVDA will inhibit sending an interrupt

for that particular condition until the interrupt has

been removed. Once the interrupt has been removed

the LVI)A inhibitwillbe removed, and normal process-

ing will be resumed.

15.4.6 COMPUTER CONTROL

The data control element consists of the trans-

fer register and the parity counter. The transfer

register is the central storage location in the LV'DC

which provides a two-way path for transfer of data or

instructions between itself and the memory, or itself

and other storage locations in the central computer.

The parity counter assigns a parity bit to all syllables

of data that are stored in the memory. When these

syllables of data are subsequently read out of memory,

their parity condition is checked against the parity bit.
)
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The transfer register is a 13-bit shift register

which receives from and sends inputs to the memory

buffer registers, the arithmetic element, the multiply-

divide element, and the external equipment.

The parity counter assigns parity bits by

making all syllables have "odd" parity. The parity

counter "counts" the number of "l's" in a syllable and

adds a "1", as necessary, so that the total number of

"l's" is an odd number. Thus, if the total number of

"l's" is even, the parity counter adds a bit; if odd, no

bit is added. The parity counter operates during a

store operation when data is loaded into the memory.

The program control element steps the com-

puter program through its instructions to execute the

commanded operations. To accomplish this task, the

program control element performs the following

functions:

• Starts or stops the program under external

control.

Conditions the memory address decoders

to select programmed instructions or data

words.

• Selects data and instruction memory sectors

under program control.

Selects instruction addresses within a

memory sector either automatically or

under program control by an instruction

counter.

• Stores, decodes, and initiates operation

codes.

• Interrupts the program, under external con-

trol, to perform selected subroutines of

the program.

• Generates a word (HOP constant) which re-

instates the computer program at the in-

struction where it was interrupted, after

completion of an externally commanded

subroutine.

The program control element consists of:

• An address register.

• Data and instruction sector registers.

• Operation code register and decoders.

Astrionics System
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• Interrupt and start-stop control circuits.

• Any automatic HOP save circuit.

• An instruction counter.

The address register stores instruction or

data word addresses while the selected word is read

from memory. During an instruction word time, the

address register stores the instruction address (from

the instruction counter) to select the instruction word

address. The operand address portion of the instruc-

tion word, stored during data word time, is used to

select the data word address.

The address register consists of 9 latches,

A1 through A9, with associated AND and inverter out-

put circuits for added driving power. Latches A1

through A8 select 1 of the 256 memory locations in a

sector; latch A9 determines whether the addressed

data will come from a pre-selected sector, or from

the residual memory. The addresses of selected

memory locations are loaded into the address regis-

ter from the transfer register. The address register

outputs condition the address decoders in the memory

control element and provide control to the LVDA for

PIO operations. The transfer address latch provides

timing and control for the register.

The instruction address (from the instruction

counter) is stored in the address register from A-8-W

through A-13-X time. During this period, the ad-

dressed instruction is read from memory and placed

in the transfer register. The operand address portion

of the instructions is then transferred to the address

register at A-13-Z time for storage while the data

word is read from or stored into memory.

The address register stores the data word

address from A-14-W through the following A-7-X

time. The address register is reset at A-7-Y and

A-13-Y times prior to storing the instruction and

data addresses.

An EXM instruction executes and modifies the

operand address of one of the instructions stored in

residual memory locations 600, 640, 700, and 740.

The operand address portion of the EXM instruction

is transferred into the address register at A-13-Z

time. The data stored in latches A1 through A5 re-

mains in the transfer register to select the syllable

of the instruction to be executed and modify its ad-

dress. This data must be cleared from latches A1

through A5 to select the desired residual memory

locations.
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Thedataandinstructionsectorregisters store

sector codes to select 1 of 16 memory sectors during

operation and instruction times, respectively. Sector

codes are loaded into both registers during a HOP

instruction (HOP sets CDSV to load the data sector

register); the data sector register is also loaded dur-

ing a CDS instruction. The registers store the sector

codes until the next HOP (or CDS) instruction com-

mands them to change. The sector register outputs

condition the memory address decoders.

The 4-bit operation code register stores the

code of the commanded instruction while the instruc-

tion is executed. The operation code register outputs

control the operation of the circuits which execute the

instructions.

The operation code register, loaded by the

transfer register, stores the operation code from

A-12-Y to A-5-Y time (nearly a full computer cycle).

The operation decoders supplement the oper-

ation code register in controlling the operation of

circuits which execute the commanded operations.

The operation decoders decode programmed operation

codes and computer signal combinations to generate

control signals. The programmed operation codes

which condition the decoders are supplied via the

transfer register, address register, or operation

code register.

The instruction address is incremented in the

arithmetic element and stored in the unused portion of

the accumulator register. The instruction address

consists of 9 bits but only 8 bits are stored in the

accumulator register. When the instruction address

is transferred to the address register from the ac-

cumulator register to select an instruction, a "0"

is forced into address register bit A9 position. The

instruction address is increased by one each instruc-

tion time during normal operation. The instruction

address is not increased during an EXM instruction,

during the first four computer cycles of a MPH oper-

ation, or after the commanded instruction is com-

pleted during a CST operation. The instruction

address can be changed during a transfer operation; the

instruction address currently stored in the accumulator-

register is dropped and the transfer instruction operand

address is loaded into the unused portion of the accumu-

lator register. The instruction counter is actually part

of the arithmetic element.

The LVDC is programmed by means of single-

address instructions. Each instruction specifies an

operation and an operand address. Instructions are

addressed sequentially from memory under control of

the instruction counter. Each time the instruction

counter is used, it is incremented by one to develop

the address of the next instruction. After the instruc-

tion is read from memory and parity checked, the

operation code is sent from the transfer register to

the operation code register, a static register which

stores the operation code for the duration of the exe-

cution cycle.

The operand address portion of the instruction

is transferred in parallel (9 bits) from the transfer

register to the memory address register. The trans-

fer register is then cleared.

If the operation code requires reading the

memory, the contents of the operand address are read

14 bits at a time (including parity) from the memory

into the buffer register where a parity check is made.

Data bits are then sent in parallel to the transfer regis-

ter. This information is then serially transferred to

the arithmetic section of the computer. If the oper-

ation code is a STO, the contents of the accumulator

are transferred serially into the transfer register and

stored in two 14-bit bytes. A parity bit is generated

for each byte.

Upon completion of the arithmetic operation,
the contents of the instruction counter are transferred

serially into the transfer register. This information

is then transferred in parallel (just as the operand

address has previously been transferred) into the

memory address register. The transfer register is

then cleared and the next instruction is read. This

completes one computer cycle.

The data word is read from the memory

address specified by the memory address register

and from the sector speciIied by the sector register.

Data from the memory goes directly to the arithme-

tic section of the computer where it is operated on

as directed by the operation code.

15.4.7 ARITHMETIC SECTION

The arithmetic section contains an add-subtract

element, a multiply-divide element, and storage regis-

ters for the operands. Registers are required for the

accumulator, product, quotient, multiplicand, multi-

plier, positive remainder, and negative remainder.

The add-subtract and the multiply-divide elements

operate independently of each other. Therefore,

they can be programmed to operate concurrently if

desired; i. e., the add-subtract element can do several

short operations while the multiply-divide element is

in operation.
}
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The arithmetic element performs the following

general type of operations:

• Arithmetic (addition, subtraction, and

shifting)

• Logical extraction

• Stores new operand and a new instruction

counter (previously described)

• Modifies the stored instruction counter

The arithmetic element consists of the

following (Figure 15. 4-9):

• Accumulator Control circuits (Accum

Control)

• Add/Subtract circuit (A/S)

• Accumulator Register (Acc Reg)

Astrionics System
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The A/S circuit and Acc Reg make up an accu-

mulator which performs the arithmetic and logic oper-

ations and stores the results. The Acc Reg stores 2

pieces of data: the results of the arithmetic operation

(called the stored operand) and the instruction counter.

The Accum Control circuits provide timing and

conditioning gates for the A/S and Acc Reg circuits.

(The conditioning gates are instruction oriented.)

The A/S circuit performs the following

arithmetic and logical extraction operations:

Addition (ADD) 1

Subtraction (SUB)
Reverse-Subtraction (RSU) Arithmetic

Clear-and-Add (CLA)

And (AND) _ Logical

Exclusive OR (XOR) _ Extraction

In each of the preceding operations only the

stored operand and the new operand are affected.

Links Related Data andConditioning Signals

------ Conditioning Signals
Data Flaw

__ Trans Reg l(Data Control )

I
I
I

Stored Operand & Instruction Counter

i

r a

I
I
I

NewOperand J_

Add, Sub,RSU, J_
CLA

("1_

New Instruction Counter /

Enter New Inst J J

_n__T u °
ITNZ,TRA,TMI)
I
I
II I ' New Operand I 12

l I AND_XOR l l- iI
I I r ........ A/S II I Product or _I_ I

l PJORegI !, Ouot_eotq_ ,
I (MultlDiv) l I _ PIOIDIV I k I Ent,., HnD

I I I I Input Data I l= n Const
! I ' ' ' " k.) : : | "---- _/_'_
, . .ll,, i i,
I I I I LSD SHF I & 2 II Data Aclapter I I , ,, ...... o. , I O
, J or t--J j i j i. I !_ _ I Io_0
! J Testtqulp / I I I I JData U- . j i i .... Const • I

I ' -- I J l i ] to beShlfted t ' ' I"[__F,4, ____.... • ,__.l__n_"___i°_n__"___'__
i I I I I uperaTlon_..ocles i I

Address Reg Accurn Control Serlalizer

(Prog Control) (Prog Control) I

Acc

Reg

IBM B18

Figure 15. 4-9 Arithmetic Element Block Diagram
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(The instruction counter is recirculated and updated

automatically, except during PIO operations. ) During

a CLA operation the stored operand is inhibited and

the new operand enters the Acc Reg unaltered. Simi-

larly, the product or quotient (from the multiply-

divide element) and input data (from the LV'DA or test

equipment) enters through the A/S circuit and replaces

the stored operand in the Acc Reg. During a SHF

operation, the stored operand leaves the Ace Reg and

returns early to the Acc Reg directly through the A/S

circuit for an LSD shift 1 or 2; the stored operand

leaves the Acc Reg and returns from the transfer

register late for an MSD shift 1 or 2. MSD-shifted
data from the transfer register enters the A/S as a

new operand-

The Acc Reg is a circulating shift register
which utilizes the A/S circuit to complete the loop.

When no operations are called forth, the stored oper-
and and instruction counter are continually circulated;

the stored operand is unaltered and the instruction

counter updated during each pass through the A/S

circuit. A new instruction counter (required when

performing one of the transfer operations) or a new
instruction counter and HOP constant (which becomes

the stored operand) may be entered directly into the

Acc Reg when performing a HOP.

During each program cycle-time, the result

of the simple arithmetic operations are circulated

through the accumulator delay line and through the

accumulator syne delay line channel to prevent

processing of the results.

The multiply element operates in a 2-phase

cycle, serial-by-four parallel, and requires 15 phase

times, including instruction access time. The pro-

gram initiatesa multiply by placing the 24 high-order

bits of the contents of the memory location specified

by the operand address into the multiplicand delay

line. The multiplier delay line contains the 24 high-

order bits of the contents of the accumulator. The

phase counter terminates a multiply instruction.

The instrumentation of the multiply algorithm

requires 3 delay line channels. Two of the channels

contain the partial product and the multiplier. These

channels shiftboth the partial product and the multi-

plier 4 places to the right every 2-phase cycle. The

third channel contains the multiplicand. The accumu-

lator portion (fourth channel) of this delay lineis not

involved in the multiply operation and can be used

concurrently with the multiply operation.

Upon initiation of a multiply and during every

other phase time thereafter, the 5 low-order bits of

the multiplier (MR1, MR2, MR3, MR4, and MR5)
are placed in latches or tratches and are used to con-

dition addition or subtraction of multiples of the

multiplicant to the partial product. The following

algorithm is utilized for multiply:

Pi=i/16 IP(i- I)+ AI+A21

Pi is the new partial product, and A1 and A2

are formed according to the following rules:

MR 1 MR 2 MR 3 A 1 --

MR 3 MR 4 MR 5 -- A 2

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1
. I

0

+2M

+2M

+4M

-4M

-2M

-2M

0
.iD

0

+8M

+8M

+I6M

-16M

-8M

-8M

0
_m

M represents the multiplicand. For the first

multiplication cycle P(i - 1) and MR 1 are
made zeros.

The divide element operates in a 2-phase

cycle, serial-by-two parallel, and requires 2'Iphase

times per divide, including instruction access time.

The program initiatesa d/vide by transferring the

26 bits of the addressed memory location (divisor)

and the 26 bits of the accumulator (dividend) to the

divide element. The phase counter terminates a

divide operation.

The following algorithm is instrumented to

execute divide:

Q1 = Ris "DVs + Ris ' DVs (1)

and

Ri+ 1 = 2R i + (I - 2Qi) DV (2)

where

1 = I, 2, 3, ...24

Qi = The ith quotient bit

Ris = The sign of the ith remainder

J,
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DV s = The sign of the divisor

R i = The i th remainder

R 1 = The dividend

DV = The divisor

Equation (i) states that the ith quotient bit is

equal to a 'T' if the sign of the ith remainder is identi-

cal to the sign of the divisor. The high-order quotient

bit (sign bit)is the only exception to this rule. Qi as

determined by equation (i) is used to solve equation

(2) but must be complemented before itis stored as

the sign bit of the quotient.

The instrumentation of the divide algorithm

requires 3 channels of a delay line. One channel con-

rains the quotient, one the divisor, and one the divi-

dend. These 3 channels are used during multiply to

contain the multiplier, the multiplicand, and the par-

tial product respectively. The quotient and the re-

mainder channels of the delay line have been lengthened

by latches to shift 2 places to the left each 2-phase

cycle. The divisor circulates once each 2-phase

cycle.

In the two's complement number system,

the high-order bit determines the sign of the number.

Since this is the last bit read from memory, it is

impossible to solve equations (1) and (2) until the

entire divisor has been read from memory. How-

ever, equations (1) and (2) can have only two possible
solutions.

Either,

Qi = 1

and,

R(i+l ) = 2R i - DV

or,

_nd,

Qi = 0

R(+I) = 2R i + DV

Both the borrow of 2R i - DV and the carry of

2R i + DV are generated as the dividend and divisor

registers are loaded. When the sign bits of these

quantities are finally entered into their respective

registers, equation (1) is solved for the first quotient

bit. If this quotient bit is a one, the borrow is ex-

amined to determine the second quotient bit. If the

Astrionics System
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first quotient bit is a zero, the carry is examined to

determine the second quotient bit. The following

truth table is solved to determine the second quotient

bit if the first quotient bit is a one.

R i DV s B R(i+l)s

0 0

0 1

0 1

0 0

1 1

1 0

1 0

1 1

0 0

0 1

1 0

1 1

0 0

0 1

1 0

1 1

Where

R i

Q

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

= The first remainder bit to the right of

the sign bit

DV s = The divisor sign

B = The borrow into the Ri, DV s position

R(i+l)s = The sign of the new remainder

Q = The quotient bit as determined by

comparing DV s with R(i+l)s according
to equation (2)

Q =R--]mr. +
+R i" DV s" B+R i'DV s" B

= R-i'B D(_ s +DVs)

+ R i" B ('D_s +DVs)

=R i " B+R i " B

The equation used in generating the new remain-

der, Ri+ 2, is obtained by expanding equation (2) as
follows:

R(i+2) = 2R(i+1 ) +[ 1- 2Q(i+1)] DV

R(i+2)= i +(i-2%)ov 

+ [1 " 2Q(i+l)] DV

R(i+2 ) = 4R i + 2 (1 - 2Qi) DV

+ [1 - 2Q(i+l)_ DV

As R .... is being generated, the next iteration
_1+_

of divide is started by generating, as already described,

the borrow and carry for 2Ri+ 2 • DV.
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No dividend register is described because it is

considered to be the first remainder. Both multiply

and divide operations require more time for execution

than the rest of the computer operations. A special

counter is used to keep track of the multiply-divide

progress and stop the operation when completed.

The product-quotient register has been assigned an

address and is addressable from the operand ad-

dress of the instructions SUB, AND_ ADD, XOR,

STO, RSU, and CLA. (Refer to Table 15. 4-2 for a

description of instruction codes. ) The answer will

remain in the product-quotient register until another

multiply-divide is initiated.

Ultrasonic delay lines are utilized for short

term storage. The delay medium is zero tempera_re-

coefficient glass. One bit of information is a 0. 2-

microsecond pulse whi_'h propagates through the

delay medium at the speed of sound in the medium.
Ceramic transducers are used for energy conversion.

Glass delay lines provide very reliable and stable

short-term storage along with simple instrumentation.

The maximum data rate of the delay line in

this computer is 2 megahertz. Thus, only one delay

line, delay line driver, and sense amplifier combi-

nation are required for storage of up to four different

logic channels. This time-sharing of the delay line,

plus driver and sense amplifier combination are re-

quired for storage of up to four different logic chan-

nels. This time-sharing of the delay line, plus driver

and sense amplifier, is easily implemented by gating

the driver input and sense amplifier output with the

four computer clocks.

The delay line input is actually provided by

the delay line clock output of the clock generator and

the delay line driver acts only as a logic gate. This

scheme helps to increase the read-out timing margin

and greatly simplifies the delay line driver circuitry.
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SECTION 15.5

DESCRIPTIONOF

THELAUNCHVEHICLEDATAADAPTER

15.5.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

The Launch Vehicle Data Adapter is the input/

output device for the Launch Vehicle Digital Computer

and the central station for the signal flow in the Saturn

Astrionics System.

The LVDA includes the following circuits:

• Various registers for buffering input and

output signals.

Delay lines for real time, accumulating

accelerometer pulses, storing interrupts,

line interrupt counters, and switch selec-

tor interrupt counters.

• Power supplies for the LVDA and LVDC.

• Digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital

converters.

Redundancy checkout circuit including chan-

nel switching, discrete output switching,

and power supply switching.

The LVDA transforms input and output signals

to a form that is compatible with the characteristics

of the receiving equipment, controls the data flow in

the IU, performs certain simple computation and

logical operations on data, and provides temporary

storage of data.

Communication with the computer is carried

out through 512-kilobit per second serial transmission.

The PIO instruction permits the specification of either

input or output operations and addresses the device to

be affected. A single 26-bit word is transferred to the

computer accumulator or from the accumulator or

memory.

The characteristics of the LVDA are listed in

Table 15.5-1.

15.5.2 DATA ADAPTER INPUT/ OUTPUT

SIGNALS

The interconnections between the LVDA and

the LVDC are shown in Figure 15. 5-1. Connections

between the LVDA and equipment in the IU may be

seen in Figure 15. 5-2.

The LVDA accepts discrete input signals from

the stage Switch Selectors, IU Command Receiver,

ground launch computer, Telemetry Computer Inter-

face Unit, Telemetry Data Multiplexer, Control Dis-

tributor, and other vehicle equipment. It has output

registers to provide discrete output signals to the

above mentioned equipment. It also accepts and pro-

cesses LVDC interrupt signals from the ground launch

computer and the IU equipment.

The LVDA accepts 2-phase resolver analog

signals from the ST-124M Inertial Platform Assembly

and converts these signals to a digital number propor-

tional to the electrical rotation of the resolver. It

accepts and accumulates incremental velocity inputs

from gray code incremental encoders on the platform

accelerometers and converts digital signals to analog

signals for use in the Flight Control Computer.

The LVDA interface has been standardized as

much as possible. Digital inputs and outputs will be

0 and 28 Vdc, except for inputs from the optisyns,

telemetry transmitter, and Computer Interface Unit.

The signal characteristics, along with the input and

output circuits, are listed in Table 15.5-2.
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Table 15.5-1 Data Adapter Characteristics

Item Description

Computer input-output rate

Power supplies

Switch Selector

Discretes

Buffer register

Tab register

Mode register

Digital-to-analog converter

Analog-to-digital converter

Platform

Spares

Delay lines

Telemetry

Command Receiver

data transmitter

Computer Interface

Unit

Output to launch computer

Input from RCA- 1I0

Ground Control Computer

Number of components

(estimated)

Reliability

Packaging

Weight

Volume

Power (without computer)

512 kHz serial

6 duplexed regulated dc supplies

2 ac resolver power supplies

8-bR Switch Selector input

15-bR SwRch Selector output

7 interrupt inputs from the IU

13 discrete outputs

32 discrete inputs

26 bits )
8 bits Provide communication with the RCA-II0 Ground Control

6 bits Computer, telemetry transmitter, and DDAS

8 bits plus sign, 2.5 millisecond operation, three attitude commands,
and two spare outputs

Equivalent of 17 bits from a 2-speed resolver

4 two-speed gimbal angle resolver inputs

10 single-speed resolver inputs

3 four-channel delay lines for normal operations

1 four-channel delay line for telemetry operations (IX)M)

14 bits for input data

38 data and identification bits plus validity bit and parity bit

15 bits address plus a data request bit for output data

10 bits for input data plus data ready interrupt

41 data and identification bits for output data plus discrete outputs

14 bits for input data plus interrupt

38,000 silicon semiconductors, cermet resistors, and other special

components

0.99 probability of success for 250 hours of operation; uses TMR logic,

duplex special circuits, duplex power supplies

125 electronic page assemblies, plus special electronic assemblies

80 kilograms (214 pounds)

0.1 cubic meter (3.6 cubic feet)

320 watts
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Table 15. 5-2 Signal Characteristics

Signal Name

Resolver excitation

Inputs from resolver
secondaries

Ladder outputs

Inputs from Command

Receiver

Switch Selector

feedback

Inputs from ground

computer

Discrete inputs

Interrupts from IU

except DDAS

Inputs from Computer

Interface Unit

DOM sync pulse from

telemetry

Inputs from optisyns

Switch Selector outputs

Reset and read

command drivers

Stage drivers

Address drivers

TDL drivers to CIU &

telemetry transmitter

Signal Characteristics

26 V+5% rms at 1016 hertz

12 volt-amps at 0. 9 power

factor drive per excitation

5 V+8% rms at 1016 hertz

+12.24 to -12.24 Vdc

Down level: 0+8 Vdc*

Up level: + 24+8 Vdc

Down level: 0+8 Vdc*

Up level: + 24+6 Vdc

Down level: 0+8 Vdc

Up level: + 24+ 8 Vdc

Down level: 0+8 Vdc

Up level: + 24_:8 Vdc

Down level: 0+8 Vdc*

Up level: + 24+8 Vdc

Down level: 10 mA="0"

Up level: 0+ 50 _zA="l"

Down level: 0+ 1 Vdc

Up level: 7.0 _l.0Vdc

100 us duration rep rate

240/s _ 5% evenly spaced

Down level: 0±1 Vdc

Up level: 7.0+1.0 Vdc

Down level: **

Up leveh_>21. 5;<29.7 Vdc

Down level: **

Up level: >_ 21. 5;<29.7 Vdc

Down level: **

Up level: _ 22.5;_<29. 7 Vdc

Down level: 0+2 Vdc

Up level: _>22.5;<29. 7 Vdc

Internal Load

Impedance

(kilohms)

17. 3

20.9

External Load

Resistance to

Ground

_>10

_>i0

_>10

_>10

_>I0

_>2

_>I0

_>50

6k (min);

<0.1 _f

_> 75fl

_< 0. 045 _f

_> 122 n

_ 0. 045 _f

_> 270_

_< 0. 0225pf

> 2.5k<_100k

-< O. 005 _f

Astrionics System

Section 15. 5

Design Goals

Rise [ Fall

_<0.I ms -<Ims

_<0.I ms _<Ims

_0. I ms -<Ims

_< 5_s -< 50_s
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Table 15. 5-2 Signal Characteristics

Signal Name

Command Decoder

SDL drivers to

telemetry transmitter

SDI, SDL, SDH drivers

to ground computer

TDM discrete outputs

Signal Characteristics

Down level: 0±2 Vdc

Up level:_>22.5;<_29.7 Vdc

Down level: 0*2 Vdc

Up level: _>22.75;<_29.7 Vdc

Down level: **

Up level:_> 23;<-29. 7 Vdc

Down level: **

Up level: _ 21.5;<_29.7 Vdc

Internal Load

Impedance

(kilohms)

* or open.

** Output current at down level is equal to 0 _:I00 _A

*** Not determined.

Cont)

External Load

Resistance to

Ground

->I. 7k

- 0. 005 _f

51. 5k

<--0. 00375 _f

SDL_I. 125 k

_0. 045 _f

SDL_>I. 5k

<_0,045 _f

SDH 300fl

-< O. 045 _f

_>122fl_10%

__). 0375 _f

Design Goals

Rise [ Fall

<- 5 _s < 50 _ s

-<0.1 ms -<1 ms

b

15.5.3 CIRCUITS AND FUNCTIONS IN
THE LVDA

Typical functions performed in the LVDA are

the following:

Category I Control data flow, including

temporary storage.

Category II Transform data into a form which

is compatible with the character-

istics of the receiving equipment.

Category HI Perform certain simple compu-

tational and logical operations

on the data.

The following functions are typical of those

included in Category I:

• The storage of telemetry data from the

LVDC and LVDA in the buffer registers.

• The temporary storage of CIU addresses

during orbital checkout.

• The transmission of guidance data from the

LVDC to the analog Flight Control Computer.

Operations which require a change in the form

of the data include (typical of those in Category ID.

• Digital-to-analog, analog-to-digital, and

signal level conversions.

• The formation of 40-bit launch computer and

telemetry words from 26-bit LVDC words.

• Buffering of communications between the

LVI)C and the ground-based launch com-

puter to reconcile the difference in clock

rates.

The LVDA contributes to the efficient opera-

tion of the LVDC by performing many simple, though

time-consuming, logical and computational tasks,

such as (typical of those functions performed in

Category HI):

• Keeping track of real time.

• Decoding of operand address in PIO

operations.
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTIONS

For the following description of various cir-

cuits in the LVDA, refer to Figure 15. 5-3.

Delay Lines. The LVDA contains four glass delay
lines which serve as temporary storage. The delay

lines will be connected together as follows:

• Three delay lines are used in a redundant

manner for normal LVDA operation.

• One delay line is used for telemetry

operations.

The triple modular redundant delay line is

organized around the LVDC timing such that the in-

formation it contains remains synchronized with the

LVDC operation cycle. The totalcirculation time of

the delay line and its associated electronics is equal

to the basic LVDC operation cycle time of 81.9

microseconds (42-bit times). The delay line is di-

vided into three 14-bit word times corresponding to

the three LVDC phase times. Furthermore, the four

clock times into which each LVDC bit time is divided

are used to time-share the delay line among 4 "chan-

nels" of 512-kilohertz serial information. Hence,

twelve 14-bit words can be stored in a single delay

line by operating the line at a 2. 048-megahertz rate.

Table 15. 5-3 illustrates how these word locations

are used.

In performing a PIO operation, the LVDC sends

out or looks for information only during phase B and C

times. Real time is assigned to a phase A word time

to facilitate the use of real-time information in the data

output multiplexer. However, real time is made

available to the LVDC during phase B via the digital

input multiplexer register and the serial latch.

The velocity accumulations, which are the

processed outputs of the accelerometer optisyns, are

arranged to provide duplex redundancy, matching the

duplexed optisyns. One line contains outputs Z 1 and

X2, another Xl and Y2, and a third Y1 and Z2. When

the LVDC calls for a given velocity accumulation, it

receives the processed output of one of the optisyns

on the selected accelerometer during phase B and the

outputs of the other optisyns on the same acceler-

ometer during phase C. These 2 values are processed

separately in the LVDC such that any one of the delay

lines or any optisyn could fail without failing the

system.

The real-time accumulation is voted upon in

TMR voters during every circulation; thus the values

in all 3 lines will always agree. The duplex operation

of the accelerometer processors does not allow voting,

so there is no guarantee that the absolute value of the

2 readings will agree. Real time is accumulated in

246. 1-microsecond increments, while the least sig-

nificant bit in the velocity measurement has a weight

of 0. 05 meter per second.

The delay line channels with data written at

X (channel 3) and W (channel 2) clock times are used to

time two of the functions in the computer program.

Both of these functions occur during phase B. Time-

to-go until the next LVDC interrupt for Switch Selector

operations is counted down in channel 2. Time remain-

ing before the start of the next minor loop is counted

down in channel 3. These 2 countdowns occur at a

rate of one count every 492.2 microseconds, and will

generate an interrupt when they pass through zero.

The length of the count will be determined by the LVDC,

Table 15. 5-3 Use of Word Locations in the Delay Line

Channel

Number

Write

Time

Z clock

W clock

X clock

Y clock

Phase Time

Phase A

Spare

Spare

One-millisecond

countdown

Real-time

accumulation

Phase B

Spare

Switch select or

interrupt countdown

Minor loop interrupt

countdown

Velocity accumulation

Zl, Xl, or YI

Phase C

Interrupt storage

Interrupt limiting

Interrupt inhibit

Velocity accumulation

X2, Y2, or Z 2

Digital Computer

Use

Read channel

Write channel

Write channel

Read channel
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which loads a value of time-to-go to initiate each

count. Also, during phase A of channel 3, a 0. 8-

millisecond delay for use in the digital-to-analog

converter is generated by counting 10 circulations

of the delay line.

LVDC interrupts are stored during phase C of

channel 1. Once the LVDC recognizes an interrupt, it

will set the corresponding bit in phase C of channel 2,

and will reset this bit in channel 1. The associated

circuit will prevent a new interrupt from being recog-

nized in this bit position until the previous interrupt

has disappeared. The only constraint, therefore, on

the length of the interrupt signal will be that it must

last for at least 81.9 microseconds, the circulation

time through the delay line and associated circuits.

Interrupts may be stored without being recognized by

setting the corresponding bits in phase C of channel 3.

Channel 1 may be conveniently read by the

computer, while channel 2 may be conveniently writ-

ten into from the computer. As many as 3 of the

normal 14 bits may be sacrificed if it is desired to

use either of these 2 channels in the opposite manner.

Interrupt Re_ister. As a means of notifying the LVDC

that immediate attention be given to an external oper-

ation, an interrupt line is wired from the LVDA to the

LVDC. The interrupt register (delay line) is capable

of accepting 12 different signals and storing them until

the LVDC has acted upon them. The signals are OR'ed

together so that only one interrupt line to the LVDC is

required. After an interrupt, the LVDC branches to a

subroutine to read the interrupt register by means of

a PIO operation. A computer analysis is then made,

testing the highest priority bit positions first in case

more than one interrupt signal is stored in the regis-

ter. During this testing, the LVDC stores the con-

tents of the memory address register and the instruc-

tion counter and branches to an interrupt subroutine.

While in this subroutine, the LVDC does not recognize

further interrupts. The next to last instruction of the

testing the highest priority bit positions first in case

more than one interrupt signal is stored in the regis-

ter. During this testing, the LVDC does not recognize

further interrupts. The next to last instruction of the

interrupt subroutine is a PIO instruction addressed to

the interrupt register to reset the particular bit caus-

ing the interrupt. The hardware provides a time delay

to prevent further immediate interrupts from the same

source. The source must disappear and return before

another interrupt is honored from that source. This

prevents slow-acting devices such as relays from re-

generating interrupts while they are being activated

by discrete outputs which occur during the interrupt

subroutine. Each interrupt signal must be at least

84 microseconds in duration to assure storage in the

delay line.

The LVDC is also capable of inhibiting the

interrupt, as commanded by the program, with PIO

instructions whenever the function of the subroutine

warrants this precaution. Examples of interrupts
are:

• An interrupt which is timed to ensure

regular processing of guidance data;

• An interrupt from the CIU indicating that

requested data are available.

Nine of the interrupt signals will be generated

external to the LVDA and LVDC and three will be

generated internal to the LVDA and LVDC.

Interrupt Circuits. The operation of the interrupt

circuits is as follows. Upon receipt of an interrupt

signal, the LVDA will insert a bit in a time slot re-

served for this particular interrupt in a TMR delay

line register called the interrupt storage register.

When the bit is placed in the register, the LVDA sig-

nals the LVDC that an interrupt has been received.

Upon receipt of the LVDA interrupt signal, the LVDC

will read the interrupt register and determine which
interrupt has been received. The LVDC will then

insert a bit in the corresponding time slot in another

delay line register, called the interrupt limiting

register, to indicate that the LVDC has acknowledged

that particular interrupt. The logic of the interrupt

storage and inhibit registers will be so arranged that

once a particular interrupt appears, at the LVDA in-

terface and interrupts the LVDC, it will not be capable

of causing another interrupt unless it disappears and

reappears again. Another delay line storage register,

called the interrupt inhibit register, is provided.

When the LVDC places a bit in a particular time slot,

this bit will prevent the corresponding bit in the inter-

rupt storage register from interrupting the LVDC.

Any combination of bits may be placed in the interrupt

inhibit register.

Switch Selector Register. This register is loaded by

the LVDC whenever the computer wishes to give com-

mands to specific vehicle devices such as fuel valve

controls. The register has a 15-bit storage capacity

and is loaded by a PIO instruction. The register thus

controls the outputs of 5 Switch Selectors located within

the stages of the vehicle. The 15 bits are used as
follows:

L

}
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Eightbits make up a relay code which is

distributed in parallel to each of the 5

Switch Selectors.

Five bits determine which Switch Selector

will be activated (no more than 2 selectors

may be addressed at once).

One bit commands the assigned Switch

Selector to activate the device selected by

the relay code.

One bit resets all Switch Selector relays

which were turned ON by the previously

described bits.

The Switch Selector register contains both

TMR and simplex circuits. The characteristics of

the outputs are as follows:

• One reset output is TMR.

• One read output is TMR.

Five stage-select outputs are TMR and

capable of driving the stage-select input of

one Switch Selector.

Eight Switch Selector code outputs are

simplex and capable of driving simultane-

ously 2 Switch Selector code inputs.

Switch Selector Feedback Inputs. When the Switch

Selectors are operated as previously described, the

relay tree feedback lines are tested to assure that the

code was set properly by the LVDA. Eight lines from

a separate set of contacts on the code relays contain

the complement of the data word used to set the code

relays. These lines are inputs to the LVDA which do

not require storage and are addressed by the LVDA

in the same manner as other discrete inputs. This

feedback word is separated from the other discrete

inputs so that the word may be processed more easily

in the computer when comparing it with the word used

to "set" the relay code.

Discrete Output Register. Certain functions within the

vehicle, excluding those controlled by the Switch Selec-

tor register, are controlled by a 13-bit TMR discrete

output register. An example of one function, which

is controlled by the discrete output register, is a

signal to the launch computer.

To ease programming requirements for chang-

ing specific discretes while not affecting others, the

Astrionics System

Section 15. 5

discrete output register is not loaded in the same way

as the other registers. If certain discretes are to be

activated, a PIO instruction is set up to address the

"set" side of all latches in the register. Conversely,

if certain discretes are to be deactivated, another

PIO instruction selects the opposite or "reset" side

of all latches in the register. The desired bits in the

register are changed by placing "ones" in the corre-

sponding bit locations of the data word transferred to

the register from the LVI)C, while the unchanged bit

positions have "zeros" in the data word. Thus, the

state of any output may be changed without momen-

tarily or permanently affectingthe state of the other

outputs.

Buffer Register. The telemetry buffer

register is a 26-bit storage register capable of pro-

riding 26 outputs in parallel. The register has 11

simplex bits and 15 TMR bits. It will be loaded by

LVDC PIO operations or by the LVDA data output

multiplexer. The register provides part of the inter-

face required for transferring data to the telemetry

data multiplexer and ground computer, and stores
addresses for communication with the CIU. The CIU

will be driven by the TMR portion of the register.

Separate output drivers will be provided for driving

the ground support equipment.

The output of the buffer register is provided

in parallel to the telemetry multiplexer, the ground

computer and the CIU. These systems read data from

this register asynchronously with respect to LVDC

timing.

Mode Register. The mode register is similar to the

buffer register and other 1-word registers loaded by

the LVDC. It provides storage for a 6-bit computer

word which defines the computer mode of operation.

While communicating with the launch computer, these

5 outputs are read in parallel by the launch computer.

The telemetry data multiplexer reads three of these

outputs when transmitting computer telemetry words,

but real-time information data is substituted for these

bits when LVDA data is transmitted. A PIO instruc-

tion loads the mode register from the LVDC. Three

of the bits are loaded into the mode/real time register

whenever the LVI)C loads telemetry data into the

buffer register. All six of the bits are transmitted to

the ground computer or other ground support equipment

through separate line drivers.

Tag Register. The 8-bit tag register is used to trans-

mit identification bits for data being sent from the

txtffer register to the ground launch computer and to

the telemetry data multiplexer.
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Mode/Real-Time Register. The 5-bit mode/real-time

register performs the following functions:

When data is loaded into the buffer register

from the LVDC, the mode/real-time regis-

ter contains one validity bit, three mode

bits and one address bit.

When data is loaded into the buffer register

from the LVDA data output multiplexer, the

mode/real-time register contains 5 bits
from the real time counter in the LV-DA

(except during time error identification

operation at which time it will contain 5-bits

from the real time counter). All outputs

of this register are transmitted to the tele-

metry data multiplexer. The real-time/

address bit is transmitted to the ground

launch computer.

Validity Bit Generator. Since the telemetry data
multiplexer addresses the LVDA asynchronously with

respect to LVDC timing, it is possible for telemetry

words to be read while they are being changed by PIO

operations. However, data read at this time are in-

valid. Therefore, a signal must be included in the

telemetry word which indicates the validity of the

word. The validity bit generator performs this func-

tion. Data are invalid any time the computer mode

register, tag register, and buffer register are being
loaded.

The validity bit generator is a 1-bit simplex

register which is turned ON whenever LVDC teleme-

try data is being loaded into the buffer register. This

bit shares a bit position in the mode/real-time regis-

ter with one of the real-time bits.

Data Request Generator. The LVDA has a 1-bit TMR

data request generator as an output to the CIU. The

presence of this bit informs the CIU that an address

for it is in the buffer register. The bit is turned OFF

by an interrupt from the CIU.

Parity Generator. To ensure that LVDC data sent out
over the radio frequency telemetry link to ground

equipment is received without error, a parity bit is

included in each 40-bit data word sent out by the LVDA.

The telemetry data word is formed from 3 sub-

words plus a validity bit. The validity bit however, is

not included in the parity check. Odd parity is used.

This means that, excluding the validity bit, all the

"ones" in the 3 subwords, plus the parity bit, add up

to an odd number. The easiest way to generate total

parity is to generate an individual parity bit for each

subword. The three parity bits are then checked for

total parity and a resultant parity bit is generated.

Ready-Bit Generator. During orbital checkout, the

computer examines various parameters which are

monitored by the telemetry system. The LVDC ob-

tains one of these inputs by sending a CIU address to

the buffer register. This 15-bit address is compared

in the CIU address comparator. When comparison

occurs, the telemetry word is stored in a 10-bit regis-

ter which is read by the LVDA. Another line inter-

rupts the LVDC to notify it that data are available.

Since the buffer register is continuously con-

nected to the CIU address comparator, as well as the

telemetry data multiplexer and the launch computer

interface, it is necessary to indicate to the address

comparator when the buffer register data are ready

for comparison. This is the function of the ready-bit

generator. The "ready-bit" is turned ON after the

15-bit address is loaded into the buffer register, under

control of a special PIO instruction. The bit remains

ON until after the address has been compared and the

10-bit data word has been stored; it is turned OFF by

the line causing the computer interrupt.

Error Monitor Register. The error monitor register

is a simplex register for storing disagreements be-
tween the inputs to the various voters in the LVDC

and LVDA. It also stores some disagreements

between the duplex circuits. The LVDA has the capa-

bility of addressing this register upon command from

the LVDC through the data input multiplexer and tele-

metering it through the data output multiplexer. This
register contains 26 bits.

Time-Error Identification. To ensure proper error

identification, the computer program location, bit

time, word time, and the source of error are

telemetered.

Address Generator. During PIO operations, the LVDC

must select a register in the LVDA which contains or

receives the input-output data. The address of the

selected register and the correct data are determined

by the operand bits of the instruction word along with

the PIO control lines from the computer. These func-

tions are performed by the address generator. The
address generator is TMR and decodes nine address

lines from the LVDC upon receipt of a PIO instruction.

The decoded address selects a register, or other

circuit in the LV'DA that the LVDC desires to send data

to or receive data from.

f

X"
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Timing Generator. The timing generator is TMR and

generates timing gates for the LVDA circuits as follows:

Each word time is approximately 82 micro-

seconds in duration and is divided into three

phase times of equal duration.

Each phase time is approximately 27. 3

microseconds in duration and is subdivided

into 14-bit times of equal duration. The

subdivision is accomplished by eight timing

gates.

Each bit time is approximately 1.95 micro-

seconds duration and is subdivided into four

equal clock times of 0. 488 microsecond
duration.

The timing generator receives four clock pulses,

one bit gate, and one phase gate per TMR channel, as

synchronizing signals from the LVDC.

Internal Control Discrete Register. Certain functions

within the LVDA must be controlled by the LV'DC. A

13-bit register, very similar to the discrete output

register, is included to provide these controls.

Some of the functions of these discretes are:

• Control switching of duplex delay line

channels.

• Selection of the duplex analog output

channels to be used.

• Selection of coarse resolvers as backup of

fine resolvers.

This register is so constructed that the state

of any output can be changed without momentarily or

permanently affecting the state of the other outputs.

Discrete Inputs. Discrete inputs are signals which

do not require storage within the LVDA. The LV'DA

is designed to handle 32 of these inputs. The LVDC

reads the discretes periodically and performs the

necessary program steps.

Examples of discretes are:

• A signal from the Control Distributor indi-

cating vehicle stage separation.

A signal from the Spacecraft indicating a
command to start the thrust sequence of

the S-IVB Stage.

Astrionics System
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The discrete signals will be read in through

the digital input multiplexer which is TMtL Groups

of these discrete inputs are treated as words by the

LVDC - one 24-bit word and one 8-bit word. Each

word is read by the LVDC as requested by a PIO

address.

Digital Input Multiplexer and Serializer. The digital

input multiplexer accepts and serializes parallel

digital input words. The word that is to be serialized

will be selected by a PIO command from the LVDC.

The selection of the word is determined by the con-

figuration of the nine address bits accompanying the

PIO instruction from the LV'DC. The input selected

is serialized at a 512-kilohertz rate and is fed to the

LVDC accumulator.

The digital input multiplexer is connected

with the following equipment:

Computer Interface Unit

Ground Computer
Control Distributor

EDS Distributor

Command Guidance Receiver

Switch Selectors

The digital input multiplexer also provides

temporary storage of real time and gating signals from

the TMR delay line and the crossover detector counters

to the LVDC accumulator.

Channel Switching. To check the individual channels

within the TMR logic sections of the LV'DC and the

LVDA, both in the laboratory and on the launching

pad, a means of evaluating each channel separately

will be provided. The channel-switching function

will be under the control of external ground support

equipment or the laboratory test equipment. Signal

lines from this control equipment will operate the

LVDA relays, which control bias voltages on the 3

channels of voters in the LV'DC and LVDA, allowing

TMR or simplex operation.

15.5.4 POWER SUPPLIES

The LV'DA contains six duplexed dc power

supplies and one pair of ac resolver supplies. It can

tolerate supply voltage transients of _50 volts, 1 milli-

second half-period duration.

The pulse-width modulated duplex power sup-

plies provide regulated dc power to the LVDA and

LVDC by means of a dc-to-dc converter, from the

vehicle +28 Vdc supplies.
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An example of a duplex redundant power supply

is shown in Figure 15. 5-4. Two regulated power

supplies are connected in parallel. In each power

supply, two feedback amplifiers are used in a duplex

arrangement because they have the lowest reliability

of the circuit. If one of the amplifiers fails, the iso-

lation diodes allow the parallel amplifier to continue

the regulation of the power converter. To further

increase reliability, dc-to-dc power converters in

the same duplex supply are connected to different

+28 Ydc vehicle supplies. This allows one +28 Vdc

vehicle supply to fail without a duplex supply failure.

The regulated voltage supplies are: one +20 Vdc sup-

ply, one +12 Vdc supply, two +6 Ydc supplies, one

-3 Vdc supply, and one -20 Vdc supply.

The ac power supply generates a well-filtered

sine wave for excitation of various resolvers in the

IU. The 1016-hertz frequency needed to drive the

resolvers is obtained by counting down from computer

timing pulses. This is accomplished with a 3-stage

ring counter followed by a latch.

A variable clipper controls the amplitude of

the 1016-hertz square wave obtained from the counter.

The clipping level is set by level-sensing detector-

amplifier circuitry. The fundamental component of

the square wave is obtained by filtering, and is ampli-

fied to a 26-volt level which is adequate to drive the

resolvers. The 26-volt level is maintained by an

amplitude sensitive feedback circuit. The harmonic

content is reduced by filtering. This filtering is

accomplished by incorporating frequency selective

feedback techniques in the amplifier circuitry.

The resolver frequency source is duplexed in

a sense, i. e., each source supplies power for half of

the resolver inputs in such a manner that fine and

coarse resolver excitation for any input parameter

is not supplied by the same source. Since fine and

coarse inputs serve as a backup for each other (under

the proper program control), duplex redundancy is

used for the excitation source.

Associated with the power supplies are con-

trols to:

Provide channel switching (method of se-

lecting one of the TMR channels for check-

out) in the LVDA and LV'DC.

Provide power sequencing where required

under ground equipment control.

Vehicle +28Vdc No. 1

I ExcitationFrequency

DC to DC
Power

Converter

Vehicle +28Vdc No.2

DC to DC |

Power '_1 ExcitationConverter Frequency

 bok
Feedback I Feedback
Amplifier Amplifier

Regulated
DC Voltage

IBM B23
i

Figure 15. 5-4 Redundant Power Supply Block Diagram
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INPUT-OUTPUTDATAPROCESSING

The solution to the navigation, guidance, and

control problems of the Saturn Launch Vehicles

requires processing of most input and output data by

the LVDC/LVDA system. Generally, this processing

is required for equipment compatibility, temporary

data storage, and data transfer. There are six pro-

ceasing areas defined in the basic LVDC/LVDA

scheme. These areas are:

• Gimbal angle processing

• Accelerometer processing

• Switch Selector processing

• Interrupt processing

• Telemetry processing

• Attitude command processing

Gimbal angle processing is an example of the complex

processing required for data compatibility. The

LVDA receives this data from the ST-124-M Inertial

Platform Assembly (hereafter referred to as the Plat-

form) in sinusoidal form and must then convert this

intelligence to an acceptable digital form before the

LVDC flight program can utilize it. The data is then

stored within the LVDA until called for by the flight

program. A PIO instruction then transfers the data

to the LVDC.

The processing, which is detailed in the follow-

ing paragraphs, is a combination of flight program-

ming, timing, and LVDC/LVDA circuitry and logic

The preceding sections in this chapter, as well as

Chapter 11, will be helpful in understanding how this

processing is accomplished and how the resultant

input-output data is actually used by the flight program.

GIMBAL ANGLE PROCESSING

The pitch, yaw, and roll gimbal angles are

measured by resolvers in the Platform. A dual

resolver, coarse and fine, is used for measurement

of each gimbal angle. The coarse ratio is 1:1, while

the fine ratio is 32:1. Through electrical phase

shifting, the two ratios are converted into three ratios

- 1:1, 2:1, and 64:1. In the case of the 64:1 ratio,
each mechanical rotation of the resolver shaft will

cause 64 electrical rotations to occur. The three

ratios are designated as coarse, backup, and fine,

respectively. Since the fine gimbal reading is the

most accurate, it is normally used in the processing

scheme. The backup ratio, as its name implies,

serves as a backup reading in case of malfunctions

or errors. The coarse ratio is not used.

Figure 15. 6-1 is a block diagram of a typical

resolver system. The diagram incorporates the

resolver located in the Platform and part of the

LVDA circuitry. Two sinusoidal output voltages of

the resolver secondaries are transmitted to an RC

phase and shaping network in the LVDA. The wave-

forms are then sensed for their zero "crossover"

points by 2 Crossover Detectors (COD's). The start

COD output signal starts counters A and B at the zero

crossover point of the positive going wave. The

counters are stopped in the same manner by the out-

put from the stop COD.

The overall flow diagram of the resolver

signal processing is shown in Figure 15. 6-2. Two

identical ll-bit counters operate at the 2. 048 MHz

oscillator frequency. The two outputs are sent to the

counter selector circuit, where one of the counters is

selected, and its contents serialized and sent to the

LVDC. The counter outputs are also sent to a sub-

tract circuit where a difference is taken (A-B). If

both counters are working properly, the difference

[A-B) will be zero and either counter can be used.

The limit checking circuitry is such that ifthe differ-

ence is within the limits of -4 and +3, either counter

can be used. If the difference is greater than these

limits, a disagreement bitwill be set. The dis-

agreement bit is part of the gimbal angle word

placed in the accumulator when a gimbal angle PIO

is issued. A decision must then be made as to which

counter reading is correct. A comparison between

individual counter readings and past readings is made

by the flight program, and the best counter will be

used. The checking process is repeated in hopes that

both counters will work properly at the next reading.

If a disagreement bit is set by three incorrect readings

of the same angle during one computation cycle, the
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Figure 15.6-1 Resolver System Block Diagram

disagreement bit will be inhibited, and the good coun-

ter will be used throughout the remainder of the flight.

ACCELEROMETER PROCESSING

The Platform contains three accelerometers,

which sense acceleration in each of the three (X, Y,

and Z) orthogonal directions. Acceleration is indi-

cated as a shaft rotation; the speed of rotation being

proportional to acceleration. Since acceleration

causes the accelerometer shaft to be displaced as a

function of time, the shaft position (with respect to a

zero reference) is proportional to velocity, and the

accelerometer is referred to as an integrating accel-

erometer.

Each of the accelerometer shafts is linked to

an optical encoding device called an optisyn. The

optisyn converts the accelerometer shaft rotation to

two pairs of sinusoidal signals, one pair is referred

to as the direct channel and the other pair as the

redundant channel. Each pair of signals consists of

two sinusoidal waves approximately 90 degrees out

of time phase. These signals are passed through the

pUA_olerometer Signal Conditioner for wave shaping
ses before being received by the LVDA.

Chapter 14 contains detailed information on the

accelerometer assembly and the Accelerometer

Signal Conditioner.

The LVDA, by means of accelerometer por-

cessor logic, receives the velocity information from

the optisyns and converts it into a form that can be

utilized by the LVDC. The LVDA accumulates velocity

as measured by the Platform, and the LVDC attempts

to detect velocity errors through reasonableness tests.

Each pair of signals generated by the optisyns

appears at the LVDA as two voltages displaced in

time as shown in Figure 15.6-3. The frequency of

these square waves is directly proportional to the

change in velocity sensed by the accelerometer. The

LVDA tests the voltage level of each signal every

82.03 microseconds. As illustrated in the figure,

there are four unique combinations of voltage levels

definable at the times tl, t2, t3, and t 4. The resulting

code progresses in a positive direction as follows:

01, 00, 10, 11, 01, etc. It should be noted that this

code does not progress in the same manner as a true

binary code: 00, 01, 10, 11, 00, etc. Instead, it

changes only one bit at a time, and is called a reflected

binary code. (The term "gray code" is also used.)

The LVDA recognizes changes in the optisyn

output signals as increments in velocity. The frequency

of the square waves is 1500 cycles per accelerometer

head revolution. Therefore, one revolution of the

accelerometer head presents 6000 increments of

velocity. Since the accelerometer integrates acceler-

ation at the rate of 300 meters per second in one revo-

lution, the resolution of the system is 0.05 meters per
second for each increment.

An optisyn cycle is a progression through all

the bit configurations that the optisyn can generate

before it begins to repeat itself. Since the range of

optisyn cycles (velocities) attained will be large, it is

necessary to provide a means of counting and storing

the number of optisyn cycles for processing by the

LVDC. The count and store functions are provided

in the LVDA by three duplexed accumulators called

accelerometer processors. These processors con-

sist of channel 4 of each of the three TMR delay lines,

and the associated logic circuitry. The storage
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Figure 15.6-30ptisyn Signals at the LVDA

function of the accelerometer processors is performed

by channel four (phase times B and C) of the delay

lines. Figure 15.6-4 illustrates this velocity infor-

mation storage.

Signal Processing

The location of velocity information from the

X, Y, and Z accelerometers in the three TMR delay

lines is shown in Figure 15. 6-5. The Xl, Y1, and

Z 1 velocity information is derived from direct channel

optisyn signals, while X2, Y2, and Z 2 velocity infor-

mation is derived from redundant channel optisyn sig-

nals. As the figure indicates, the arrangement is

such that no velocity information would be lost should

one of the TMR delay lines fail.

At each optisyn sampling time, the accelero-

meter processor compares the new values of the R

and Q bits (low order bit and high order bit, respec-

tively) received from the optisyn with the old values

to determine if an optisyn cycle has been completed.

The R and Q bits are then converted from reflected to

true binary and stored as the two low order bits in the

delay line. If the completion of a positive cycle was
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sensed, a "1" is added to the 10 high order bits. Con-

versely, ifcompletion of a negative cycle was sensed,

a "1" is subtracted. The 10 high order bitsare left

unchanged if an optisyn cycle has not been completed.

SWITCH SELECTOR PROCESSING

IBM B262

TMR Delay Line Configuration

way communication between the LVDC/LVDA and the

Switch Selectors has been established. The LVI)C/

LVDA transmits command data to the Switch Selector

and the Switch Selector transmits the complement of

the command data back to the LVI)C/LVI)A for verifi-

cation.

The Saturn V system utilizes the computing

system for control of mode and sequence of functions

in all stages. The Switch Selector provides the com-

munications link between the LVDC/LVDA (through

the control distributor), the IU, and each stage. The

Switch Selector is the device that has direct control of

functional operation of the equipment on each stage.

The sequencing scheme has the capability of selecting

five Switch Selectors in the Saturn Vehicle - one per

stage, one for the IU, and one spare (see Figure

4.2-1). Control of the individual units is commanded

by the LVDC.

Each operation of the switch selectors and the

processing components requires a PIO instruction

word from memory in accordance with the stored pro-

gram. At the proper point in the program, the com-

puter will issue commands to initiateand operate the

Switch Selector sequencing. These instructions will

utilizeincrements of 15-bit Switch Selector computer

words by transferring these bitsto the LVDA from

either the accumulator or a location in memory

(through the transfer register). The 15-bit word is

divided as follows: 5 bits for stage addressing, 8 bits

for commanding an operation within that stage, 1 read

bit, and 1 reset bit. The 15-bit Switch Selector reg-

ister output is applied to each of the Switch Selectors.

To increase the reliabilityof the operation, a two-

Switch Selector processing is accomplished in

the following manner: (see Figure 1 5. 6-6). The sys-

tem is first tested for a hung stage by the Switch Selec-

tor routine. The program then issues a PIO instruc-

tion which loads the Switch Selector registers. The

15-bit computer word includes one of the five address

bits being set to select the stage for Switch Selector

operation along with a coded command word indicated

by the eight command bits. The other two bits, the

reset bit and the read bit, are zeros. At this time, a

time delay occurs which is determined by the Switch

Selector interrupt counter (18 milliseconds minimum).

This delay is required to allow time for relays in the

addressed Switch Selector to function. After the delay,

the program issues another PIO instruction that loads

the original eight command bits intothe accumulator

Phase B Phase C

Delay Line No. I

_ Delay LFne t,,Io. 2

_ Delay Line Na. 3

(Channel 4)

(Channel 4)

(Channel 4)
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Figure 15.6-5 TMR Delay Line Storage of

Velocity Information
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Figure 15.6-6 Switch Selector Processing

in complement form. The computer program then

checks to verify that the feedback bits are the comple-

ment of the original command to the Switch Selector.

There are two alternatives available at this point: If

the feedback bits are correct, the program issues a

word that sets the register bits to zero (except the

address bit - for telemetry - and read bit). This

turns ON the function that was selected by the original

computer word. The read command must remain set

for at least 25 milliseconds. If the feedback bits are

incorrect, the program issues a PIO switch selector

code with all 15 bits being zeros except bit 14, the

reset bit. The operation then must assume a delay to

allow all relays in the selected stage to reset. After

the delay, the program issues a PIO instruction that

sets the complement of the original command word

along with the stage select bit or address. Due to the

dual command decoding ability of the stage Switch Se-

lector, this operation can select the same stage opera-

tion. The program must then go through another delay

as determined by the Switch Selector interrupt counter.

At the termination of the delay the program issues a
PIO Switch Selector 15-bit word which is all zeros

(except the address bit and read bit). This allows the

commanded stage operation to be actuated.

Further information on the Switch Selector and

its operation may be found in Chapter 4.

INTERRUPT PROCESSING

If some event should occur that requires im-

mediate attention by the LVDC flight program, an

interrupt signal is generated which sends the program

to a special subroutine. Once the cause of the inter°

rupt signal has been dealt with, the computer returns

to the main program and continues on from the point

of interruption. At present, three interrupt signals

are developed internal to the LVDC/LVDA: minor

loop interrupt, Switch Selector interrupt, and simul-
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Figure 15.6-7

taneous duplex memory error interrupt (TLC). One

interrupt comes from the Saturn Ground Control Com-

puter, and the remaining eight interrupts are developed

by various control elements in the spacecraft.

Interrupt processing requires the use of the

Phase C time of three channels of the LVDA delay

line. See Figure 15. 6-4.

All of the interrupts to the LVDA are clocked

individually and are OR'ed together so that when an

interrupt does occur, it is sent over one line (SINTA)

to Channel 1 of the Delay Line. See Figure 15.6-7.

Each particular interrupt bit can be identified by the

bit time that is sent to the delay line. Since only one

interrupt is processed at a time, a certain priority is

set up. This priority depends on the order that the

various interrupt input lines are sampled. Upon leav-

ing the delay line, the interrupt bit sets an interrupt

computer latch (INTC). The output is sent to the

LVDC to initiate an interrupt subroutine. If an.y other

interrupts are encountered during the process, these

bits are also put into the delay line, and upon comple-

tion of the present interrupt subroutine, the new

interrupt is then dealt with. Once the LVDC interrupt

subroutine is completed, an interrupt reset bit is sent

to the second channel of the delay line in the LVDA.

This reset bit corresponds in relative time to the

interrupt bit in Channel 1 that it is meant to reset.

The INTC signal being sent to the computer is reset.

After passing through the delay line, the reset bit sets

a latch (C2RD = 0) for one bit time, and effectively

causes a delay of one machine cycle. This disables

the AND gate to Channel 1 ol the delay line. This is

Interrupt Processing Logic

necessary in the event that the mechanism feeding the

interrupt signal to the delay line (such as a slow-acting

relay) had not yet reset its interrupt signal, another

interrupt process would not be started. If the original

interrupt had disappeared (SINTA = 0), the process

stops and the next interrupt, if any, is then processed.

If the original interrupt has not yet reset (SINTA = 1),

the reset bit is recirculated in Channel 2 of the delay

line until the interrupt does disappear.

If for some reason, the programmer does not

desire a certain interrupt signal to be processed, a

PIO command will be issued to inhibitany or all

interrupts that might be sent to the LVDC over the

INTC line. These inhibitbits are fed intoChannel 3

of the delay line and correspond in relative time to

the interrupt bits of Channel I that they are to inhibit.

When an interrupt signal is produced (butan interrupt

inhibitsignal is also produced), the interrupt signal,

CIRD, is activated as usual; but the interrupt com-

puter signal, INTC_ is held off since _ equals 0 for
that bit time.

TELEMETRY PROCESSING

In order to monitor conditions existing in the

LVDC and LVDA during flight, the Mod 410 Digital

Multiplexer (Chapter 5) samples information contained

in telemetry registers within the LVDA at a rate of

240 times per second; i. e., every 4.17 milliseconds.

These registers are recipients of two specific types of

telemetry, LVDA telemetry and LVDC telemetry. The

differences that distinguish the two types arise not only

from where the telemetry information originates but

also the method of processing this information.
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LVDA Telemetry

Information handled by the LVDA is designated
to be telemetered if:

• The information (other than LVDC tele-

metry information) is passed between the

LVDA and LVDC.

• The LVDC issues a PIO instruction

requesting information to be telemetered

by the LVDA.

• Equipment error is indicated by an error

monitor register.

The existence of any one of the above conditions

causes the construction of an LVDA telemetry word.

All LVDA telemetry words have identical for-

mats. The data is contained in 26 bits (which is for-

matted in several ways for its particular application).

These bits are combined with 8 tag bits to define the

type of data being telemetered and 5 bits of real time

that identify the time at which the data was designated

to be telemetered. Referring to Figure 15. 6-8, the

39 bits of data, tag, and real time are channeled into

the Data Output Multiplexer (DOM), which essentially

consists of a 4-channel delay line and a distributor.

Each channel is capable of storing a 39-bit word

referred to as a "DOM word".

A word is stored in the DOM until the data por-

tion of the DOM word is gated into a 26-bit buffer

register. At the same time, the real time portion is

transferred into a 5-bit real time/mode-validity reg-

ister and the tag portion is transferred into an 8-bit

tag register. The commutator action of the DOM se-

lects a delay line channel which is currently storing

a DOM word and directs this word into the registers.

However, the word also remains in the DOM until it

enters the Mod 410 Multiplexer. Every 4.17 milli-

seconds, the data stored in these registers is read in-

to the Mod 410 Multiplexer along with the proper

parity bit for a total of 40 telemetry bits. (Odd parity

is used for telemetry transmission. ) The multiplexer

then issues a sync pulse and another word is gated

from the DOM into the buffer, real time, and tag reg-

isters. If the DOM is empty, all zeros are continually

read into the multiplexer.

Tag bits 1 through 7 identify the source of the
26 data bits contained in the DOM. Bit 8 is used to

distinguish between LVDC and LVDA telemetry. This

bit is "0" for all LVDA telemetry words.

An error indication in the error monitor reg-

ister is the only condition under which an LVDA tele-

Astrionics System
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metry word is created without the issuance of a PIO

instruction by the LVDC. The error monitor register

stores disagreements between the inputs to certain

voters and duplex circuits in the LVDA and LVDC.

When an error occurs, an error time word is forced

into the DOM. This word contains real time, phase

time, clock time and the bit gate at which the error

occurred, and the instruction counter setting at the

time of the error. With this information the circuit

causing the error can be determined.

LVDC Telemetry

Any information available to the LVDC can be

made part of LVDC telemetry. By issuing a telemetry

PIO instruction, the LVDC circumvents the DOM and

loads the tag, real time/mode validity, and buffer

registers with an LVDC telemetry word. This opera-

tion destroys the current contents of these registers

thus giving the LVDC telemetry precedence over

LVDA telemetry. However, a DOM word destroyed in

these registers is still stored in the DOM and will be

read again into the register at the occurrence of the

next sync pulse.

It should be noted that an LVDC telemetry word

may destroy another LVDC word if they both occur be-

tween adjacent sync pulses. But since telemetry PIO

instructions are issued from the flight program, this

hazard can be avoided by programming telemetry in-

structions at least 4. 17 milliseconds apart.

An LVDC telemetry word is constructed from

26 bits of data, 9 tag bits, 3 computer mode bits and

1 validity bit. See Figure 15. 6-8. The three mode

bits are obtained from the LVDA mode registers. The

validity bit is set to a "1" only while the LVDC is load-

ing the telemetry registers. An indication of the valid-

ity of a telemetered LVDC word is necessary because

the telemetry registers may be in the process of being

/VDA and DOM Telemetry Word

18171615J4 131211 Jl514131211 IJ26J251_BiotS3L]_ _

Tag Real Time Data

LVDC Telemetry Word
Bits

i 81 7 J61 5141 3 i 21 ] Jl_r__r_l_7_241 to 3,_]

Tag Mode Data

ValTdlty Tag

lBM B266

Figure 1 5.6-8 Telemetry Word Formats
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loaded when the multiplexer is reading the telemetry

registers. The validity bit being a "1" under such

conditions indicates that the word in the telemetry reg-

isters is only partially loaded and, therefore, invalid.

Eight LVDC address bits are directed into the

tag register. Bit 8 of this register is set to "1" to

indicate LVDC telemetry and CIU operation. One

address bit, three mode bits, and the validity bit are

channeled into the real time/mode-validity register.

The 26 bits of data are placed in the buffer register.

After these registers are read into the Mod 410

Digital Multiplexer, the registers are again loaded

from the DOM.

ATTITUDE COMMAND PROCESSING

The LVDC generates roll, pitch, and yaw

attitude commands in a digitalformat. Under program

control, these commands are transferred to the LVDA

which processes and converts the digital data to analog

voltages.

The LVDA processing operation includes digital

to analog conversion, error detection, amplifying and

scaling, telemetry buffering, and storage.

The LVDA continuously presents these analog

commands to the Flight Control Computer where they

are further processed before becoming the steering

commands for the vehicle's attitude maneuvers.

Figure 15. 6-9 is a block diagram of attitude

command processing within the LVDA. Three iden-

tical 9-bit ladder registers temporarily store the

digitalcommands (roll,pitch, or yaw) as they are

alternately received from the LVDC. Two of the reg-

isters provide inputs for redundant channels within

the D/A converter area. The third channel provides

an input for a reference channel which is used in

error detection. When a ladder group address PIO

instruction is issued by the flightprogram, the ladder

registers receive 9 bits of the computer data word

(bits 17 through 25). The ladder decoders then con-

vert the digitaldata stored in the ladder registers in-

to an analog voltage. Each ladder decoder converts

the 9 bits of incoming digitaldata. The first8 bits

(LRI to LR8) determine the magnitude of the analog

signal, and the ninth bit (LR9) determines the polarity.

The decoder produces a negative output when LR9

is a "1" and a positive voltage when LR9 is a "0"

The outputs from ladder decoders A and B are

applied to three output multiplexer-drivers. Each

driver, when enabled by the proper control signal, will

sample and store (hold) its respective pitch, roll, or

yaw signal. The drivers contain "hold capacitors"

which store these analog voltages for a limited time.

See Figure 15. 6-10. Since the stored voltage will

tend to decay and cause erroneous output signals, the

hold capacitors must be recharged at regular intervals.

During boost flight, these capacitors are allowed to

store the signal voltage for a maximum of 40 milli-

seconds before being recharged by an updated attitude

command. During coast phase, the quality of the atti-

tude commands are not as critical and only need to be

updated at 100 milliseconds. * When enabled by control
signals, bipolar electronic switches couple the decoder

outputs to the appropriate hold capacitors and ladder

amplifier. The control signals cause these switches
to act as either open or closed circuits. The tele-

metry buffers convert the signal voltages to levels

which are compatible with the telemetry equipment.

An error detector compares the reference

ladder decoder output with both the ladder decoder A

output and the output of the selected output multiplexer-

driver. If the comparisons are within designated

tolerances, the error detector allows the normally
selected channel A to remain selected. If either or

both comparisons are out of tolerance, the error

detector will select channel B. Once the error detec-

tor has selected channel B, the channel will remain

selected until the flight program commands a change.

Control circuits, under address decoder con-

trol, select the appropriate output multiplexer-driver

and enable the error detector to sample the ladder

decoder outputs. During the time when the ladder reg-

isters are being loaded, the control circuits also

inhibitthe drivers and error detector from sampling

the decoder outputs.

* The flight program routine for updating these com-

mands is only cycled once per second, but the same

routine reloads the ladder registers 10 times per

second (100 milliseconds). This method of pro-

gramming saves considerable computer time for

other operations.

)
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Figure 15. 6-9 Attitude Command Processing Block Diagram
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A

A

ADC

AFC

AG

AGC

AM

AN

APS

ASC

ASP

Aux

AVP

Az

Acc/Reg

A/S

bps

B/W

CAT

CC

CCS

CCSL

CDSV

CG

CIU

CL

COD

COM

CM

cm

Const

CP

CPP

CRP

CSM

CT

CSTN

CSTV

CVD

CX

CX:CT

A

(Az) Flight Azimuth

Ampere

Analog-to-Digital Converter

Automatic Frequency Control

AND Gate

Automatic Gain Control

Amplitude Modulation

Ascending Node

Auxiliary Propulsion System

ST-124-M Accelerometer Signal

Conditioner

Accelerometer Signal Processor

Auxiliary

Address Verification Pulse

(A) Flight Azimuth

Accumulator Register

Add/Subtract EAMV
EBMV

B EBW
EDS

Bits per Second EF

Bits/Word e.g.
ESE

Etc.

C EXT

DATAV

DB

db

DCS

DCW

DDAS

deg

DIN

DN

DOMS

DSIF

D/R

Control Attenuation Timer

Cubic Centimeter

Command and Communication System FCM

COD Counter Sequence Latch FIR

Change Data Sector-Voted FM

Center of Gravity F/M

Computer Interface Unit

Center Line

Crossover Detector

Common g

Command Module GCC

Centimeter GM

Constant GRR

Center of Pressure GRRA

Command Program Patch GSE

Command Received Pulse GU

Command and Service Module

Control Transformer

Single Step Operation - Not

Single Step Operation - Voted H

Command Voltage Demodulator HALTV

Cont rol Trans mitter HOP C1 V

Control Transmitter:Control Transformer Hz

D

Normal Data Input from External

Equipment

Disagreement Bit
Decibel

Digital Command System

Data Command Word

Digital Data Acquisition System

Degree

Special Data Input

Descending Node

Data Output Multiplexer Serializer Latch

Deep Space Instrumentation Facility

Downrange

f
Error in Even Memories - Voted

Error in Odd Memories - Voted

Exploding Bridge Wire

Emergency Detection System

Emitter Follower

Exempli Gratia (for example)

Electrical Support Equipment

Et Cetera (and so forth)

External

F
Flight Combustion Monitor

Far Infrared

Frequency Modulation

Thrust Acceleration (Force/Mass)

6
Gravity

Ground Control Computer

Universal Gravitational Constant

Guidance Reference Release

Guidance Reference Release Alert

Ground Support Equipment

Spin Reference

H
Spinning Mass (Angular Momentum)

Halt - Voted

Generate HOP Constant - Voted

Hertz (cycle per second)
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Astrionics System

Abbr., Signs, & Symbols

i

IA

ICD

ID

i.e.

IECO

IF

IGM

ILR

INTC

INTV

INV

IH

IRIG

IU

JPL

K

k

kg
kHz

kW

Inclination of Orbit (angle) N

Input Axis N

Internal Control Discrete NIR

Identification NRZ

Id Est (thatis) N/A

Inboard Engine Cutoff

Intermediate Frequency

Iterative Guidance Mode
OA

Intermediate Infrared

Interface Output Latch (Interrupts LVDC) ODOP

Interrupt - Voted OECO

Inverter OM/D

Infrared Oper
OPR

Interrange Instrumentation Group

Instrument Unit

J
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

K
Kelvin

Kilohm

Kilogram

Kilohertz (Kilocycle)

Kilowatt

1
LES

LET

LM

LO

LOX

L_D

LTE

LVDA

LVDC

Launch Escape System

Launch Escape Tower

Lunar Module

Liftoff

Liquid Oxygen

Least Significant Digit

Laboratory Test Equipment

Launch Vehicle Data Adapter

Launch Vehicle Digital Computer

m

MAP

MCC

MCR

MHz

Mod

Mono

ms

MSD

MSFN

mV

MVB

MW

M
Meter

Message Acceptance Pulse

Mission Control Center

Magnetic Core Register

Megahertz (Megacycle)

Model

Monostable (Multivibrator)

Millisecond

Most Significant Digit

Manned Space Flight Network

Millivolt

Mult ivibrator

Megawatt

A-2

PACPS

PAM

PCM

PEA

PIO

PM

pps
PRF

psi

psia

psid

psig

PRN

PSK

PSR

PTL

PU

Q

R

r (or) R

r o

RACS

RASM

H&D

RDSM

RET

rf

rms

RPM

RSO

RTC

RUNV

N
Newton

"Not" Condition, a Binary "0"

Near Infrared

Non-Return-to- Zero

Not Applicable

0
Output Amplifier

Offset Doppler

Outboard Engine Cutoff

Orbital Mode/Data

Operational

Orbital Processing Routine

P
ST-124-M Platform AC Power Supply

Pulse Amplitude Modulation

Pulse Code Modulation

ST-124-M Platform Electronic Assembly

Process Input Output

Phase Modulation

Pulses per Second

Pulse Repetition Frequency

Pounds per Square Inch

Pounds per Square Inch Absolute

Pounds per Square Inch Differential

Pounds per Square Inch Gage

Pseudo-Random Noise

Phase Shift Keyed

Parallel Storage Register

Prepare to Launch

Propellant Utilization (System)

Q
Aerodynamic Pressure

R
Reset

Vehicle Position

InitialVelocity

Remote Auto. Calib. System

Remote Analog Submultiplexer

Research and Development

Remote Digital Submultiplexer

Return

Radio Frequency

Root Mean Square

Revolutions per Minute

Range Safety Officer

Reasonable Test Constnat

Start Signal - Voted



S
S

S&A's

SA

SC

SCCS

SCFH

SCO

Servo

SDH

SDI

SDL

SG

SM

SR

SRA

SS

STP

TBD

TD

TDH

TDL

TDM

TG

TLC

TLCV

/

0

j-

>

<

>

<

oo

B

/_

S
Set

Second

Safe and Arm Devices

Spin Axis

(S/C) Spacecraft

Saturn Command and Control System

Standard Cubic Feet per Hour

Sucarrier Oscillator

Servomechanism

Simplex Driver - High

Simplex Driver - Intermediate

Simplex Driver - Low

Signal Generator

Service Module

Shift Register

Spin Reference Axis

Single Sideband

Standard Temperature and Pressure

T
To be Determined

Time Delay

TMR Driver - High Current

TMR Driver - Low Current

TMR Driver - Medium Current

Torque Generator

Simultaneous Memory Errors

Two Simultaneous Memory Errors -

Voted

TM

TMR

TRS

TRSV

TWT

UHF

ps

USB

VAB

VCO

VHF

VSWR

W

X

Y

Astrionics System

Abbr., Signs, & Symbols

Telemetry

Triple Modular Redundance

Transfer Register Serial

Transfer Register Serial - Voted

Traveling - Wave Tube

U
Ultra-High Frequency

Microsecond

Unified S-Band

¥
Vehicle Assembly Building

Voltage-Controlled Oscillator

Very-High Frequency

Voltage Standing Wave Ratio

W
Watt

X
Roll Axis

Y
PitchAxis

Z
Yaw Axis

SIGNSANDSYMBOLS

Integral

Partial Differential

Square Root

Difference

Varies as

Greater than

Less than

Greater than or equal to

Less than or equal to

Infinity

Congruent to

Nearly Equal to

Angle

Change

Greek AlphabetI

a alpha v

;3 beta

y gamma o

6 delta 7r

E epsilon p

zeta a

7/ eta T

0 theta v

t iota 0

x kappa X

_, lambda _P

I_ mu w

nu

xi

omicron

pi

rho

sigma

tau

upsilon

phi

chi

psi

omega
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Astrionics System

Abbr., Signs, & Symbols

]Jc

_p _'R

AXg

AX T

Ox0y0z

_R_Y

XRXpX Y

XX_yXz

_T

a0

a 1

a e

g2

GN 2

LH 2

Feedback signal from S-IB actuators to

Flight Control Computer.

Command to actuator from Flight Control

Computer. (fiR tip _Y)

Lateral acceleration (S-IB only).

Change to X s caused by gravitation.

Change to X S caused by Platform-
measured acceleration.

Platform gimbal angle. Indicates the

difference between vehicle attitude and

Platform attitude.

Platform gimbal angles (vehicle attitude).

LO2

N204

P

(eL) Geodetic latitude of the launch site. S

Rate of angular attitude change. UVW

Rate of attitude change in vehicle
coordinates. Vs

Desired attitude change as determined by W

guidance computations.

X4 Y4 Z4

Guidance command angles (desired vehicle

attitude).

J_g_'gZg
Guidance command angles (Euler angles)

.. °° ..

Attitude error signal XgYgZg

Attitude error signals (steering commands) XIYIZI

Total range angle _i_i_i

Gain factor for attitude error (_ channels

Gain factor for attitude rate (_) channels

Equatorial radius of the earth

Gain factor for lateral acceleration (_')

channels (Saturn IB only)

Gaseous Nitrogen

Computer gravitational velocity in the

X S direction

Liquid Hydrogen

Xo Yo Zo

 o 'oZo

XS YS ZS

_s÷s_s

XvYvZ v

Liquid Oxygen

Nitrogen tetroxide

Constant used in computing gravitational

acceleration and using:

a e = equatorial radius of the earth
GM = universal gravitational constant
J = constant

_b = geodetic latitude of launch site

A z = firing azimuth

(R) Vehicle position measured as a radius

vector from the center of the earth to the

vehicle

Vehicle velocity after gravitational and

initial velocity have been acounted for

Same as P

Gravitational coordinate system

Velocity

Same as P

Target plane (flight plane) coordinate

system

Components of gravitational velocity

Components of gravitational acceleration

Inertial coordinate system (also ex-

pressed as XMYMZM)

Components of thrust velocity (measured

by the integrating accelerometers of the

Platform)

Initialposition - launch siteto earth's

center

Initial velocity

Space-fixed navigational coordinate system

(used for navigation and guidance compu-

tations)

Inertial velocity

Injection coordinate system

%
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ALPHABETICALINDEX

Astrionics System

Alphabetical Index

A
Abort

automatic, 9. 3-1

criteria and ground rules, 9.3-3

manual, 9. 3-2

AC amplifiers, 5.2-12

Acceleration processing, 4.2-3

Accelerometer

axes, 14. 2-3

Control, 3,2-5

electronics, 14.3-6

pendulous gyro, 14.9-I

processing, IO data, 15. 6-2

servoloops, 14. 3-3

servosystem, 14.3-1

signal conditioner, 14.5-2

strain-gage, 5.2-9

Acoustic measurements, 5.2-10

AC Power Supply, Platform, 14.5-1

Actuator configurations, 3. I-6, 3.I-7

Actuators, engine servo, 3.4-1

Addresses, LVDC PIO, 15.4-21

Alignment system, azimuth, 14.7-I

Arithmetic section, LVDC, 15.4-24

Astrionics Systems, I. 4-1

Saturn IB, I.4-2

Saturn V, I.4-3

Attitude command processing, IO data, 15.6-8

Attitude control

coast flight, 3.I-5

error signal source, 3.I-9

powered flight, 3.1-4

signal flow, 3. I-I0

system, 3.1-I

Attitude signal processing, 3.I-8

Automatic abort parameters, EDS, 9.3-1

Automatic frequency control loop,

AZUSA, 7.3-2

Auxiliary propulsion system, 3.4-2

Axes, accelerometer, 14.2-3

Axes, gyro, 14.2-2

Azimuth alignment system, 14.7-I

AZUSA tracking system, 7.3-I

I
Backup redundancy, 1. 5-2

Batteries, 8. 3-1

Bending modes, 3.1-4

Bending mode vibration measurements, 5. 2-1

Boost navigation, 2.2-3, 2.2-4, 11.2-3

calculations, 2.2-3, 11.2-3

C
Calibration telemetry, 5. 3-25

Inflight,5. 3-27

Preflight, 5.3-27

Camera missions, 5.5-1

C-band radar system, 7.2-I

CCS antenna system 6.4-3

CCS Transponder, 6.4-I

Centers of pressure and gravity,

flight variations in, 3. I-2

Channels, IRIG subcarrier, 5.3-9

Characteristics

AN/DRW-13, 6.5-2

AZUSA, 7.3-5

C-band Transponder (SST-135C), 7.2-2

LVDA, 15.5-2

LVDC, 15.4-9

MCR-503 Receiver, 6.2-8

ODOP, 7.4-3

angular readout, 14.4-3

Command Decoder, 6.3-7

Control Accelerometer, 3. 2-5

gas bearing gyro, 14.8-2

gas bearing pendulum, 14.6-2

Launch Vehicle

Saturn IB, I. 2-2

Saturn V, 1.2-3

Multiplexer, Mod 270, 5.3-12

pendulous gyro accelerometer, 14.9-1

radar ground station, 7.2-2

Range Safety Command Receiver/Decoder, 6.5-2

resolver chain system, 14.4-4

servo actuator, 3.4-I

signal, LVDA, 15. 5-7

slip-ring cartridge, 14.2-4

television, launch vehicle, 5.4-2

Circuits, LVDA, 15.5-8

Code plug wiring, 6.3-5

Command and communication system, Saturn, 6.4-1

Command

Decoder, 6.2-8

messages, 6.2-5

modulation techniques, 6.2-3

Receiver, 6.2-6

system, IU, 6.2-1

types, 6.2-4
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Astrionics System

Alphabetical Index

word format, 6.2-3

Computer Control (LVDC), 15.4-22

Computer Interface Unit, 5.3-20

Conditioning, signal, 5.2-11

Control

Accelerometers, 3. 2-5

computer, LVDC, 15.4-22

EDS rate gyro package, 3.2-2

relay package, 3.4-4

sensors, 3.2-1

signal processor, 3.2-2

Coordinate

systems, 2.2-2, 2.3-4

changes, 1.2-1

Crew safety guidelines, 9.1-1

D
Data catagories, Telemetry, 5.3-1

DC amplifiers, 5. 2-11

DDAS telemetry system, 5.3-11

DDAS/Computer Interface Unit, 5.3-20

Decoder, Command, 6.2-8

data verification, 6.2-8

logic description, 6.2-9

operation 6.2-

Decoding matrix, Switch Selector, 4.2-8

Distribution system, 8.1-1

Distribution system, IU, 8.2-2

Dual redundancy, 1.5-1

!
Emergency Detection System, 1.4-4, 9.1-1, 9.2-1

abort, parameters for

automatic, 9.3-1

manual, 9.3-2

control rate gyro package, 3.2-2

failure analysis, 9. 1-1

operation

Saturn IB, 9. 3-3

Saturn V, 9. 3-1

Engine configurations, 3.1-6, 3.1-7

Engine Controls, 3.4-1

Engine servo actuators, 3. 1-6, 3.1-7, 3.4-1

Environmental control system, 13. 1-1

F
FM/FM telemetry, 5.3-8

Failure analysis, EDS, 9. 1-1

Failure modes, 9. 1-3

Flight Control Computer, 3.3-1

operation

coast flight, 3.3-5

powered flight, 3.3-2

B-2

redundancy, 3.3-7

Saturn IB, 3.3-3

Saturn V, 3.3-3

Flight mechanics measurements, 5. 2-3

Flight program, 11.1-1

accelerometer processing, 11.2-3, 11.2-8

boost navigation, 11.2-3, 11.2-9

discrete backups, 11.2-12

IGM routine, 11.2-3, 11.2-10

interrupt and minor loop, 11.2-2, 11.2-5

major loop, 11.2-1, 11.2-4

orbital flight program, 11.2-6, 11.2-13

orbital processing, 11.2-7, 11.2-14

pre-IGM guidance, I1.2-3, 11.2-9

prelaunch and initialization, 11.2-1

Flight sequence {Saturn V), 4. 3-1

Flow rate measurements, 5. 2-7

Format, command word, 6.2-3

Format, secure range safety message, 6. 3-1

Frequency spectrum, Saturn V, 3. 1-3

G
Gas and power requirements, 14.10-1

Gas bearing

gyro, 14.8-1

pendulum, 14.6-1

supply system, 13.2-1

Gimbal

angle dual-speed resolvers, 14.4-1

configuration (ST-124-M), 14.2-2

design, 14.2-6

electronics, 14.3-5

GLOTRAC tracking system, 7.3-5

Gravitational coordinate system, 2.2-1

Grounding system, IU, 8.2-2

Guidance

functions in flight,2.3-5

pre-IGM, II.2-3

system, 2.3-1

Guidelines for crew safety, 9. I-I

Gyro

accelerometer, pendulous, 14.9-i

axes, 14.2-2

control-EDS rate, 3.2-2

gas bearing, 14.8-I

integrating, single axis, 14.8-3

power and gas requirements, 14.10-1

rate, 3.2-1

servosystem, 14.3-1

H
Hazardous gas detection system, IU, 13.4-1

Heaters, Platform, 14.10-1

Hydraulic actuator system, 3.4-2



IGMroutine,11.2-3
Inertialcoordinatesystem,2.2-3
InertialPlatformAssembly,14.2-1
Input/outputsignals,LVDA,15.5-1
Instructions,LVDC,15.4-17
Instrumentation

optical,5.5-1
primarypowersources,8.2-1
systempower,8.2-1
tracking,7.1-1

Instrument Unit, 12. I-I

command system, 6.2-I

distribution system, 8.2-2

equipment layout, 12.1-3 to 12.1-8

grounding system

in-flight,8.2-2

prelaunch, 8.2-6

power system, 8.2-I

Interrupt

LVDC, 15.4-17

processing, 15.6-5

Interrupt and minor loop operation, II. 2-2

Iterative guidance mode, 2.3-3

t
LVDA, 15.5-1

characteristics, 15.5-2

circuits and functions, 15. 5-8

input/output signals, 15.5-1

physical design, 15.2-1

power supplies, 15.5-15

signal characteristics, 15.5-7

Launch

window, 2. 3-2, 2.3-5

vehicles, 1.2-I

Launch Site Support Systems (deleted)

Liftoffand prelaunch, I. 3-1

Liquid level measurements, S-IB, 5.2-6

LVDC, 15.4-I

arithmetic section, 15.4-24

characteristics, 15. 4-9

control, 15.4-22

core memory fundamentals, 15.4-13

elements, 15.4-1

instructions, 15.4-17

interrupt, 15.2-1

memory, 15.4-12

memory modules, 15.4-15

operation, 15.4-4

physical design, 15.2-1

Astrionics System
Alphabetical Index

PIO addresses, 15.4-21

reliability,15. 3-1

timing, 15.4-11

word organization, 15. 4-10

M
Major loop, 11.2-1

Manual abort EDS parameters, 9.3-2

Measurement calibration, 5. 2-15

Measurements

acoustic, 5.2-10

bending mode vibrations, 5. 2-1

flightmechanics, 5.2-3

flow rate, 5.2-7

liquid level, 5.2-6

pressure, 5.2-4

radiation, 5.2-8

RF power measurements, 5.2-II

RPM, 5.2-6

temperature, 5.2-8

vibration, 5. 2-9

Measuring and telemetry, 5. I-I

Measuring Distributor, 5.2-14

Measuring system, 5.2-1

Memory

core, 15.4-13

LVDC, 15.4-12

modules, LVDC, 15.4-15

Messages, command, 6. 2-5

Minor loop and interrupt, II. 2-2

Minor loop support, 11.2-6

Mission profile, I. 3-1

Mode and sequence control, 4. I-I

Modulation methods, 5.3-2

Multiplexer

Mod 270, 5.3-8

Mod 245, 5.3-3

Remote Digital (rood 410), 5. 3-20

Remote Digital Submultiplexer, 5.3-19

Multiplexing

methods, 5.3-2

PAM, 5.3-8

slow speed, 5.3-3

N
Navigation

boost, II. 2-3

calculations, 2.2-3

coordinate reference systems, 2.2-I

guidance and control, I.4-1, 2. I-i

Navigational coordinate system, 2.2-I

Nozzle layout (S-IVB), 3. I-7
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Astrionics System

Alphabetical Index

0
ODOP tracking system, 7.4-1

Operation sequence (Saturn V), 4. 3-1

Optical gimbal laying system, 14.7-6

Optical instrumentation, 5.5-1

Orbital

flight, 2.3-6, 11.2-6

navigation, 2.2-3, 2.2-5

processing, 11.2-7

Output matrix, Switch Selector, 4. 2-9

P
Pair and spare redundancy, I. 5-1

PAM multiplexing, 5. 3-8

PIO addresses, LVDC, 15.4-21

Pendulous gyro accelerometer, 14.9-1

Pendulum, gas bearing, 14.6-1

Platform coordinate system, 2.2-1

Platform, ST-124-M

AC Power Supply, 14.5-1

Electronic Assembly, 14.5-1

erection system, 14.6-1

heaters, 14.10-1

Power and distribution system, IU, 8.2-1

Power and gas requirements, 14.10-1

Power supplies

gyro, 14. 10-1

LVDA, 15. 5-15

Power Supply

Platform AC, 14.5-1

5 Volt Measuring Voltage, 8.5-1

56 Volt, 8.4-1

Power supply and distribution system, 8.1-I

Preflight air/GN2 purge system, 13.3-1

Prelaunch and liftoff,1.3-1, 11.2-1

Pressure measurements, 5.2-4

Processing, IO data, LVDA/LVDC, 15.6-1

Program

backup redundancy, 1.5-2

flight, 11.1-1

flightdescription, 11.2-1

Propulsion system, auxiliary, 3. 4-2

Purge system, preflight, 13.2-1

Quad redundancy, I. 5-1

Q

R
Radar, C-band, 7.2-1

Range cards, 5.2-13

Range determination, S-band, 7.5-1

B-4

Range safety command system, 6.3-1

ground equipment, 6.3-2

message format, 6. 3-1

overall system, 6.3-1

vehicle-borne equipment

antennas, 6.3-3

closed-loop checkout, 6.3-7

Decoder, 6.3-4

Receiver, 6. 3-4

Ranging code, S-band, 7.5-1

Rate gyros, 3.2-1

Read Command, Switch Selector, 4.2-7

Receiver, command, 6.2-6

Redundancy

triple modular, 1.5-1

dual, 1. 5-1

Flight Control Computer, 3. 3-7

pair and spare, 1.5-1

quad, 1.5-1

backup, 1.5-2

program backup, 1.5-2

Relay input, Switch Selector, 4.2-7

Reliability consideration, 1.5-1

Reset

Switch Selector

automatic, 4.2-7

forced, 4. 2-7

RF power measurements, 5. 2-11

RF/UHF transmitter assembly, 5. 3-23

Routine, IGM, 11.2-3

RPM measurements, S-IB, 5.2-6

$

S-IC burn, 1.3-1, 2.3-6

S-II burn, 1.3-2, 2. 3-6

S-IVB first burn, 1.3-2, 2.3-6

S-IVB second burn, 1.3-4

S-band tracking, 7.5-1

SS/FM telemetry system, 5. 3-5
ST-124-M

Inertial Platform Assembly, 14.2-1

gimbal configuration, 14. 2-2

Safety system, crew, 9.1-1

Saturn

Launch Vehicles, 1.2-1

Command and Communication System, 6. 4-I

Secure Range Safety system, 6.3-1

Servo actuators, engine, 3. 4-I

Servoloops, gyro, 14.3-2

Servosystem, gyro and accelerometer, 14.3-1

Sequence and mode control, 4. I-1

Sequence of operation (Saturn V), 4. 3-I

Signal Conditioner, Accelerometer, 14.5-2

Signal conditioning, 5. 2-11

%
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Slip-ringcapsule,14.2-4
Slow speed multiplexing, 5. 3-3

Spacecraft interface, 1, 4-4

Spatial amplifier, 13.4-2

Special modules, 5. 2-4

Stabilized .Platform

assembly, 14.2-1

system, 14. 1-1

system power, 8. 2-1

Station visibility (Saturn V), 7.1-3

Sublimator, 13.1-4

Supply, Platform AC Power, 14.5-1

Support minor loop, 11.2-6

Switch Selector

component description, 4.2-4

decoding matrix, 4.2-8

input relays, 4.2-7

output matrix, 4.2-9

processing, IO data, 15.6-4

read command, 4.2-7

reset

automatic, 4.2-7

forced, 4.2-7

stage select, 4.2-4

system description, 4.2-1

test outputs, 4.2-9

verification, 4.2-7

System

Astrionics, 1.4-1

Saturn IB, 1.4-2

Saturn V, 1.4-3

attitude control, 3.1-1

auxiliary propulsion, 3.4-2

azimuth alignment, 14.7-1

AZUSA tracking, 7.3-1

C-band radar, 7.2-1

command, IU, 6.2-1

control, 3.1-1

coordinate, navigation, 2.2-1

crew safety, 9.1-1

distribution, IU, 8.2-2

emergency detection, system, 9. 2-1

erection, platform, 14.6-1

FM/FM telemetry, 5.3-8

gas.bearing supply, 13. 2-1

GLOTRAC, 7.3-5

grounding, IU, 8.2-2

guidance coordinates, 2.3-4

hazardous gas detection, 13.4-1

hydraulic actuator, 3.4-2

Inertial Platform, 14. 1-1

navigation coordinates, 2.2-2

navigation, guidance, control, 2.1-2

ODOP tracking, 7.4-1

PCM/DDAS telemetry, 5. 3-11

Astrionics System

Alphabetical Index

platform erection, 14. 6-1

power and distribution, IU, 8. 2-1

Preflight air/GN2 purge, 13. 3-1

resolver chain, 14.4-3

S-band tracking, 7.5-1

secure range safety, 6.3-1

SS/FM telemetry, 5. 3-5

SST-135C Transponder, 2.2-1

ST-124M Inertial Platform, 14.1-1

stabilized platform, 14. 1-1

telemetry, 5. 3-1

television, 5. 4-1

thermal conditioning, 13.1-1

tracking, 7.1-1

TMR logic, 15.3-2

T
TMR logic system, LVDC, 15. 3-2

Telemetry

calibration, 5. 3-25

channels, IRIG subcarrier, 5. 3-9

data catagories, 5.3-1

irdlight mode, 5.3-27

PCM/DDAS, 5. 3-11

prelaunch, 5.3-27

processing IO data, 15. 6-6

SS/FM, 5.3-5

system, 5. 3-1

Television system (Saturn V), 5.4-1

Test outputs, Switch Selector, 4. 2-9

Theodolite, 14.7-3

Thermal conditioning system, 13. 1-I

Timebase, Saturn V flight, 4.3-2

Timing

LVDC, 15. 4-11

Switch Selector, 4.2-6
Tracking

AZUSA, 7.3-1
instrumentation, 7. 1-1

ODOP, 7.4-1

S-band, 7.5-1

stations, launch phase, 7.1-2

stations, orbital phase, 7.1-4

systems, 7.1-1

Trajectory constraints, 2.3-2

Transducers, 5. 2-1

Translunar coast, 1.3-4

Translunar injection, 1.3-4

Transmission carriers, 5. 3-3
Transmitter assembly, UHF/RF, 5. 3*23

Transponders

AZUSA, 7.3-4

ODOP, 7.4-2

Triple modular redundancy, 1.5-1
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U
UHF/RF Transmitter Assembly, 5.3-23

¥
Verification, Switch Selector, 4.2-7

Vibration measurements, 5. 2-9

Visibility, station, Saturn V, 7. 1-3

Voltage supply, 5 volt measuring, 8. 5-1

W
Wiring, code plug, 6.3-5

Word format

command, 6. 2-3

LVDC, 15. 4-10

Switch Selector register, 4.2-4

Word organization (format}, LVDC, 15.4-10
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